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HEALTH INSURANCE INDUSTRY PRACTICES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Energy and Commerce,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John D. Dingell (chair-

man) presiding.
Mr. Dingell. The subcommittee will come to order.

Today the subcommittee will hold the first in an interesting se-

ries of hearings into the health insurance industry. During the

course of this inquiry, the subcommittee will examine what role the

multi-billion dollar industry plays in runaway health care costs, in

access to health care, and in the quality of that care. This review
is going to be thorough, and it is going to be exhaustive, and it will

include the financial practices throughout the industry, who the

players are, and how they, and their organizational structures and

interrelationships are changing.
The subcommittee will assess these matters in depth, and we in-

tend to determine why the existing regulatory systems have let the

insurance company bureaucrats have life or death power over too

many ordinary citizens. Health care is too important to leave in the
hands of powerful and unaccountable insurance companies.
These companies are constrained only by a patchwork of regu-

latory policies that rest largely in the States and that differ dra-

matically from State to State and from company to company. This
subcommittee knows only too well from its ongoing investigation
into insurance company insolvencies that those regulations often

are riddled with loopholes and their implementation is too often

spotty and lackluster. The subcommittee knows, moreover, that

many State regulators wage a daily uphill battle against powerful
insurance lobbies that have attempted to strangle all State reform
efforts.

Today's hearing will focus on the activities of what many believe
is the largest insurer offering individual health insurance policies.
That company is Golden Rule Insurance Company—a nice name—
headquartered in Lawrenceville, Illinois, and Indianapolis, Indiana.
The company has been a controversial player and a controversial

figure in a number of States, and depending upon who you talk to,

is either a staunch advocate for consumers and political activism
or a greedy predator feasting on a captive population.
According to some State regulators, some of whom we will hear

from today, Golden Rule routinely engages in intimidation, misin-

(1)



formation and other underhanded practices to secure huge rate in-

creases and preferential policies as well as to thwart health insur-
ance reform. Still others have accused Golden Rule of being a "bait-

and-switch insurance company" and "rip-off artists."

Golden Rule representatives when confronted with their lobbying
practices, their telemarketing campaigns, and what many believe
are smear tactics, suggest that they are merely being "politically

aggressive." That "aggressiveness" has prompted Golden Rule to

sue many insurance commissioners, charging they "would do it to

us if it could be done without public scrutiny," or that the insur-

ance department practices are "analogous to police abuse," and it

has also prompted Golden Rule to sue a number of its policyholders
rather than to pay for medical benefits those consumers thought
their rather hefty premiums made them entitled to.

Today we will hear from legislators and regulators from four dif-

ferent States, and we will hear from consumers and their rep-
resentatives. Golden Rule representatives will be called upon to

testify at a later date, once that company has complied fully with
the committee's 3-month old document request and provided other
needed information. They will address these important issues and
respond to these specific allegations at that time.

We are pleased to hear what our witnesses and panels have to

say, and we look forward to your testimony.
The Chair wants to express the gratitude of the committee to our

first panel for your presence today, your assistance to us in this

matter, and we will look forward to your testimony.
The Chair is going to recognize the distinguished gentleman from

Colorado, Mr. Schaefer, for such opening statement as he chooses.

Mr. Schaefer. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Today's hearing
continues the subcommittee's examination of the various financial

practices in the health care industry and begins what I understand
will be a series of hearings focusing on health insurance.
The topic of insurance is a familiar one to all of us on this sub-

committee. Our long-running investigation of insurer solvency has
showed the devastating effects a company's insolvency has on its

policyholders. The issues we are now beginning to examine in the
health insurance area may have equally devastating and far-reach-

ing consequences.
Two practices we will focus on today are particularly trouble-

some: cherrypicking and post-claims underwriting. "Cherrypicking"
refers to the practice of insuring only the best risks, in this case,
the youngest and the healthiest, while leaving the older sicker peo-

ple underinsured or not insured or forcing them into quasi-govern-
mental plans that are required to take all comers at high premium
costs. Of course, the line between good underwriting and cherry-

picking may not always be clear. I hope we will get some clarifica-

tion on this matter today.
"Post-claims underwriting" refers to a practice whereby the in-

surer looks for ways to deny a claim after it is made with the goal
of rooting out fraud or misrepresentation by the insured. Again,
there are undoubtedly a number of cases where this practice is en-

tirely proper, but I understand we will hear today about instances
where the company's actions may have crossed the line.



Mr. Chairman, I look forward to this testimony. I appreciate the
fact that the subcommittee's work has dug up information on this

particular situation, and look forward to ways that we can improve
on it.

I yield back my time.

Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Wyden.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I am very

pleased that you are launching this inquiry and particularly that

you have committed to an in-depth analysis of these kinds of insur-
ance practices.

In my view, too many insurance companies are trying to perpet-
uate business as usual, while wearing the friendly face of reform
in the media and on television. Today we are going to have a
chance to hear from insurance commissioners and experts about in-

surance practices in a company. When they couldn't win by persua-
sion, this company sought to win by intimidation; intimidation of

consumers, their attorneys, and lawmakers.
I think, Mr. Chairman, that our colleagues know that this com-

mittee is not easily intimidated. The Chairman has led us in par-
ticular into efforts to examine the Medigap market that led to this
committee's Medigap reform legislation that in effect drained that

swamp that spawned and sustained health insurers that preyed on
senior citizens.

I would like to note that a number of companies pulled out of the

Medigap market in my State shortly after that reform was imple-
mented. They don't seem to have been especially missed, and I sus-

pect that when you turn the spotlight on other companies in this

inquiry that are engaging in these kind of ripoff practices that
fleece the consumers of this country, that some of the other States
will experience what we did in Oregon and see some of these com-
panies slink out of the marketplace. So I am very pleased that you
are going forward with this inquiry and look forward to participat-
ing.
Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair, without objection, will insert into the record at this

point a number of communications, a communication of Mr. John
Whelan, Chief Executive Officer, Golden Rule Insurance Company,
together with certain responses from Golden Rule and together
with certain other papers, documents, including some comments in
the press into the record at this point.

[The information follows:]
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BODY:
J. Patrick Rooney is on « crusade.

The chief executive officer and chairman of the board at Indianapolis -based
Golden Rule Insurance Co. doesn't Bind admitting that he and his firm are

considered pushy and demanding by Insurance commissioners in several of the 49

states where the company writes Individual health insurance plans.

In fact, Rooney **»* Golden Rule --a company named for the biblical motto
"Do unto others as you would have then do unto you" --as being in a lonely
battle over a constitutional ideal.

Rooney charges chat Insurance commissioners in several states are arbitrary
in their dealings with individual health insurance companies. He believes that,

In those states. Insurance companies that ask for rate Increases are being
denied the requests on the personal whims of the commissioners or for political

reasons, without any published standards based on state laws. And sometimes,

even Informal rules established by the commissioners aren't applied uniformly to

all companies, Rooney says.

With no legal standard against which raee Increase decisions can be made.

Golden Rule is being denied Che right to due process of law and equal

protection guaranteed by the United States Constitution, according to Rooney.

Rooney wants insurance commissioners to establish fixed standards for setting

ratee, a cause over which he's willing to go Co court.

Although he hasn't encountered any problems with Indiana's new insurance

commissioner, John Dillon, Rooney says Dillon's colleagues in North Carolina.

South Carolina and Iowa have already felt the ating of Golden Rule's lawsuits

in recent months, and other states, including Massachusetts and West Virginia.

have been threatened with legal action.

And Rooney announced last weak that Golden Rule will file yet another

lawsuit in federal court against another state in the coming week, although he

would not disclose any details about the coming case.
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In Souch Carolina and Iowa, lawsuits were dropped when agreements over rate

increases were finally settled. In North Carolina, tha suit was dacidad in favor
of Golden Rula, and tha insurance company is now suing the commissioner for

several million dollars in damages based on the decision that the North Carolina
insurance commissioner wrongfully withheld a rata increase from Golden Rule.

That case may end up in court sometime next year.

Golden Rule Is on* of the last individual insurance plan providers in

Massachusetts, but the company has stopped marketing new Individual health
insurance plans there. Although Golden Rule was recently granted a rate

increase at the end of a longstanding dispute with that state's department of

insurance, Rooney la maintaining Golden Rule's policy against marketing new

policies there due to his belief that the state has not established any rate

regulations based on legal standards.

State insurance commissions are not properly responding to companies chat are

desperate for rat* Increases because of high claim costs, Rooney says. Many
Insurance companies, including Golden Rule, are uneasy about providing health

insurance in fates where there are no fixed standards. Without standards,

insurance companies cannot predict whether rate increases will be approved, he

says.

"We're on a crusade because w* feel that if this issue isn't fixed, there

won't he any companies in some of these states to provide individual health

Insurance," Rooney says. "In those states that are attempting to regulate
individual health insurance rates, we're simply saying that you have to have

standards."

In many states, insurance companies that have provided individual health

insurance plans in the past have already exited the market , leaving slim

pickings for individuals who need coverage, according to Rooney.

Union Life Insurance Co. of Little Rock, Ark., Amalgamated Labor Life

Insurance Co. of Kansas City, Ho, «nd Reserve Life Insurance Co. of Dallas,

Texas -- all providers of individual health insurance plans -- all have left the

Individual health insurance market In reeent months.

"Rather than get out, we're going to stay and fight." Rooney says.

Insurance companies and insurance commissioners need to share responsibility

for the number of insurance companies fleeing the individual health Insurance

market, according to Paul Kopelcheck. president and CEO of Accordia Personal

Benefits Inc., an individual health insurance subsidiary of Blue Cross/Blue

Shield of Indiana.

Kopelcheck, a former executive with Reserve Life, says insurance companies

need to monitor their insurance plans carefully to determine if and whan rate

increases are needed to make sure the company doesn't suffer financially,

Kopelcheck says. Insurene* commissions also need to be more prompt in enacting

increases, he notes. If statee aren't quick to respond to the rate
^crease

requests, the companies sometimes face severe financial losses, or will leave

the state's insurance market to prevent potential losses.

If insurance companies would present a united front to state insurance

commission, on those Issues, the problems could be minimized, Kopelcheck say.
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"I think Golden Rule, more than many companies, has the courage of Its

convictions," Kopelcheck adds.

Not everyone in the Insurance industry agrees with Rooney's assessment of
rate regulations. Chief among Rooney's detractors are the state insurance
commissions with which he's tangled.

There's a general perception among many Insurance commissioners that Rooney
is a maverick who pays little attention to accepted insurance practices,
according to one industry source, who spoke on the condition that he remain

annonymous .

Host insurance companies agree to ask for only one rate increase a year,
while Golden Rule has asked for up to three increases In one year in at least
one etate, according to the unnamed source.

Host insurance companies also abide by Iowa's request that rate Increases be

kept at a minimum, according to Kevin Hove, an Iowa Department of Insurance

spokesman. Golden Rule la the only company that has complained to the

department about Iowa's rata regulations, he notes.

Rising insurance premiums reflect increasing medical costs, but it's the

insurance commissioner 'e job to balance those rising costs with the consumer's
Interests in keeping rates affordable. 'That's where it's inevitable that there

will be some conflicts," says Howe.

Rooney's conduct is unusual in a regulated Industry, according to Susanna

Murphy, deputy chief insurance commissioner of South Carolina. In South

Carolina, in a aeries of confrontations. Golden Rule and the state's insurance

commission negotiated rate increases.

Golden Rule is constantly on the offensive and has adopted aggressive
tactics in South Carolina and other ataces, Murphy says. The company's behavior

is unusual in an Industry in which many companies try to be conciliatory toward

regulatory bodies, she notes.

North Carolina's insurance commissioner, against whom a lawsuit is still

pending, did not return phone calls before I BJ's deadline.

Rooney says that, despite the appearance of obvious self-interest in disputes
between insurance commissioners he's committed to a cause of higher principle.
As a member of the board of directors for the Indiana Civil Liberties Union,

Rooney saya he's concerned about constitutional rights. In some states,

insurance companlee like Golden Rule are being denied their rights, he

insists.

At insurance industry Beatings and conventions, Rooney says other company
executives express admiration for his efforts, although they decline to

participate in his bsctls. Other companies may agree, but remain silent, while

Golden Rule believes in fighting back, he says.

And he's not afraid of a lonely fight. "If you're doing the right thing,

you
' re bound to be alone ,

"
Rooney says .
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Judge lets Gallagher lawsuit stand
By Adam Yeoman*

. TALLAHASSEE — A suite cir-

cuit judge Thursday refused to

dismiss an Indiana-based insur-

er's lawsuit alleging that Insur-

ance Commissioner Tom Galla-

gher defamed the company and
hurt its business.

As a result of Judge Lewis
Hall's ruling, Gallagher is expect-
ed to give a deposition soon to

lawyers for Golden Rule Insur-

ance Co that his lawyers have re-

listed for
months.
Golden Rule

sued Gallagher
in late 1990
after he at-

tacked the in-

surer as a

"bait-and-
switch insur-
a n c e com-
pany" and a

"rip-off artist" Gallagher

in a IV ad during his reelection

campaign.
The commissioner's ads were in

response to the company's TV ads

that accused him of trying to in-

crease the price of Medicare sup-

plement insurance by requiring
insurers to base their premiums
on five-year projections, a practice
known as "trending."

Gallagher has said the company
wanted to lure customers with

low-priced policies and later in-

crease rates dramatically — a

practice he called bait and switch.

On Thursday, Hall refused to

dismiss the company's allegations
that it was defamed by Gallagher's
ads. The judge agreed to dismiss

allegations that Gallagher violated

the company's civil rights.

Lawyers for Golden Rule said

Gallagher was a political candi-

date when he made his state-

ments, not a public official who
otherwise would receive immunity
from the allegations.

Gary Williams, a Tallahassee

lawyer for Gallagher, said the

commissioner was acting as an of-

ficial when he made the state-

ments in the ad and that they
were related to insurance matters

for which Gallagher is responsi-
ble. "You hold that position and ti-

tle 24 hours a day." Williams told

the judge.
John Cooper, Golden Rule's Tal-

lahassee lawyer, argued that "it

probably is tough to draw the line.

That's why we have Junes."

Gallagher was unavailable for

comment Thursday. His spokeswo-

man, Jill Chamberlin, said a lawsuit

such as the one filed by the com-

pany could potentially have a "chill-

ing effect" on the ability of stale of-

ficiab to regulate companies.
"In Gallagher's case, he's going

to continue to do his job regard-
less of whether litigation is filed

against him," she said.
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Doing unto others?

Golden Rule fights

to protect loophole

in health reforms
By L. WAYNE HICKS

Despite widespread backing by the

insurance industry, A key health care

reform bill has been gutted after inten-

sive lobbying of Colorado legislators by

Indianapolis-based Golden Rule Insur-

ance Co.
As on p-ially drafted. Senate Bill 1 14

would have guaranteed access to health

insurance for small businesses. It alio

would have closed a loophole in Colo-

rado Insurance regulations that lets

Golden Rule pick and choose who it

wants to cover.

That provision sparked a lobbying

effort by Golden Rule thai included hir-

ing a Florida telemarketing company to

call Colorado small-business owners

and urge them :o tell legation to vote

against the bill.

"There's more to this than meets the

eye on why they're lobbying so bard,"

said Sen. Bill Schroeder, R-Morrison,

sponsor of the bilt.

Member* of the insurance industry

lay they back the bill becaiiK it attempts

to control the ruing com of health care.

But the bill was gutted last month by

the House Business Affairs and Labor

Committee. Deleted was any mention of

a plan to guarantee employees of small

businesses access to cost-effective health

insurance policies.

Angela Sipe, public-policy analyst for

Golden Rule, said her company opposes

the bill because it would increase costs.

She sax) Golden Rule is merely attempt-

ing to tell the Legislature of its own

experiences in guaranteeing access to

health insurance.
PCs* i*r* la p*f 13

Insurer defies industry's backing

of small-business health reforms
Cotiliiuird/rum poft J

Between 1981 and 1986. Sipc said.

Golden Rule offered two comparable poli-

cies — one that required a look ai a per-

son's health history and one that didn't.

Sipc said trie plan that ignored health his-

tory wound up costing 50 percent more

titan the other

Deflecting a question on how the origi-

nal bill would have affected Golden Rule's

business, Sipe said, "Our position is how it

would affect small buaneav"

But, according to supporters of the bill,

who are lobbying to have it restored to its

former state, passage of tbe original ver-

sion of SB 114 would have cost Goldeo

Role a competitive edge.

Golden Rule picks and chooses among a

company's employees, and insures only

the heatthiest of tbe group, according to

industry sources. That process, known as

'cherry picking," allows an insurer to col-

lect premiums while paying out relatively

little money in claims.

"It does provide them with some advan-

tages," said William Lindsay, president of

Englewood-based -Benefit Management &
L>e»ign Inc.

Some forms of cherry picking were
made illegal last year, when the Legislature

passed reforms requiring insurers that

underwrite coverage for a small group to

cover all employees who previously bad

insurance.

Because Golden Rule sells individual

policies rather tlur group health coverage,

however, the insurer's practice is allowed

under one provision of the law.

"If you're a bad risk, you're not going
to get covered" by Golden Rule, said Les

Berry, director of public affairs for the

Greater Denver .Chamber of Commerce.
The chamber, along with the National

Federation of Independent Business and

the Colorado Group Insurance Associa-

tion, is pan of a group called the Coalition

for Insurance Reform, which is attempting
tu restore SB 1 14.

The original version of SB 1 1-* would
have required insurers to provide health

insurance to all small- business employees
as long as the employer paid part of the

premium.
"From what I've been told," Schroeder

said, "loopholes would have been closed."

Schroeder said he was surprised at

Golden Rule's opposition to SB 1M
because most of tbe industry backed the

bill and >u "not going out and trying to

derail it."

Despite Golden Rule's heavy lobbying

of Colorado lawmakers, the insurer does

not have a large presence in the state.

Golden Rule sold $12 minion in premiums

during 1990, accounting for just 1.4 per-

cent of the traditional indemnity insurance

market.
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Insurance Company ^

Claims N.C.. Unfair
By JAY McINTOSH

iHlfWrlW

Golden Rule Insurance Co. is accusing the N.C.
Insurance Department of unfair treatment in a dis-

pute that will result in the biggest mass cancelation of
health insurance policies in state history.

But an Insurance Department official says the

agency was right in denying a 73.6% rate increase

sought by Golden Rule.

Last week. Golden Rule announced it won't renew
about 8,140 health insurance policies covering 20,000
people. The cancelations start Wednesday. Golden
Rule sold only individual health policies in North
Carolina, not group plans.

Under a plan arranged by the Insurance Depart-
ment, Blue Cross-Blue Shield of North Carolina will

offer policies to people who lose their Golden Rule

coverage.

For some policy holders, Blue Cross-Blue Shield

coverage will cost much more than Golden Rule's
would have cost after its requested increase, said

AndaOlsen, government affairs director for Indianap-
olis-based Golden Rule.

"It's hard to believe that Jim Long, as an elected

official, can maintain public trust when he has driven
one company out of the market, helped create a

monopoly for another company (Blue Cross) and
caused North Carolina citizens to pay even higher
rates with the company he handpicked for them than

they would have paid with their previous company,"
said Patrick Rooney, chief executive of Golden Rule.

Long is the state's insurance commissioner.
But Leonard Wood, N.C. deputy commissioner for

life, accident and health insurance, said the Blue
Cross coverage is comparably priced for most policy
holders .

• - • '• • •

"The Blue Cross policy is a very rich benefit policy,
and all things considered, the policy holder is going to

gain," said Wood.
Golden Rule stopped selling the health policies last

year
and laid off most of its 20 Carolinas employees.

Its one-person N.C. office, staffed by marketing
manager LaDonna Williams of Charlotte, still sells

life insurance and annuities in the state.
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7i»«v K. SRANrTAO. oevtiNO* INSURANCE DIVISION
IOWA OIPAJITMCNT OF COMMCftCI

TO: Governor Terry E. Branstad

President of the Senate Michael E. Gronstal

Speaker of the House Robert C Arnould

Senator Patrick Deluhery, Chair Senate Commerce Committee

Representative Steve Hansen, Chair House Commerce Committee
Members of the Iowa Legislature

FROM: Daniel Pitts Wlnegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner
DATE: January 31, 1992

RE: Regulatory review of health insurance rates.

Commissioner Lyons' first rule is, "Do the right thing for the right reason." I need to share

some background with you so that you understand the Division's position on an issue you
may be called on to resolve, and to assure you I am following the first rule.

Health insurance rate review statutes (including Iowa's) typically provide that rates must be
filed with and approved by the Commissioner prior to use. Health insurance rates are

adjusted by using past experience to predict future losses. Iowa and other states believe

that these rate adjustments or rerates are also subject to Commissioner review and

approval Iowa has historically exercised this rerate authority. Some companies take the

position that the Commissioner's original review can be made meaningless six months or a

year later by a unilateral rate adjustment not subject to prior Commissioner approval
Iowa domestic companies accept Iowa's current practice of prior rate review and approval
because we do it promptly and fairly.

1

An alternative to prior rente review and approval has been advocated by some in the

industry, including Golden Rule, an Illinois domestic insurance company with its principal

place of business in Indianapolis, Indiana. The Iowa Division of Insurance opposes
minimum guaranteed loss ratio legislation as advocated by Golden Rule. The issue was

first raised last year by Golden Rule during session. Because it was such a major

departure from current practice, the Division asked Golden Rule that it be deferred for

study over the interim.. We agreed to review the concept if the concerns of the Division

could be adequately addressed and if consensus of the Iowa industry could be developed
This fairly established and agreed to minimum threshold was not met While members of

the Iowa Life Association studied the concept, no consensus of Iowa domestic health

insurers was reached on the Golden Rule proposal

I did not receive any work product from Golden Rule during the interim. But today I

received a call from Golden Rule's chief lobbyist threatening an all out fight if the

Commissioner did not acquiesce to their demands. Steven Baer, the company's lobbyist.

Health Insurance Rate Review

Page-1
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stated that Golden Rule It prepared to ipend whatever Is necessary on both advertising

and lobbying to prevent the Iowa Insurance Commissioner from exercising continuing rate

review (rerate authority) and to obtain its favored standard of minimum guaranteed loss

ratio. The figure of $500,000 was mentioned.

The Division's 1992 regulatory bill Includes an express provision to review rentes. This

reaffirms rerate authority traditionally exercised and eliminates any chance of costly

litigation. Continuing rate review is a regulatory standard generally accepted by Iowa

public officials.

Golden Rule has announced their Intentions to block reaffirmation of the rerate authority

and get their own substitute amendment for minimum guaranteed loss ratios.

I hope you can understand that Commissioner Lyons cannot accede to Golden Rule's

ultimatum.

I ask for your support of the Commissioner's position, and assistance in the passage of the

Division's insurance reform measures this year.
1

Ia fkimea, not all etatai approvr rates within tha unci time Unv.ti UMd by Iowa. Bvaa compaoJee that

accept lowa'a rente authority, object to the way some sate* exertiaa rerate authority, and thiu object to explicit

rente authority on principle. Many ttate have backlog! ofmonths in rate review and approval. Some withhold

action even whan rcratei an reasonable. Iowa Insurance Divuioo standard practice U to respond to i rate filing

within 5-7 days. We bold ounelvoa to e strict etaocUrd with a atatutary 'deeraer* provieiaB (hit eays, 'a rata is

deemed approved unlaw objected to" within a limited number ofdays. Iowa uses a staff actuary to anurathat

company roquaeeed rental an (air andjoauaad Evas nnognirrng that tome company objections have merit in

other states, Iowa ia not a problem, aad the lack of explicit rerate authority aubjects the Iowa Commiaiioaer to the

prospect of costiy liogauoa to reaffirm existing authority.
1 Iowa domestic msurare provide coverage Ibr well ovb half ofthe Iowa market Iowa companies
continue to work lor conseamt on an amendment to the mentally agreed upoa rerate language contained lo the

Division's but The amendment would permit the use of mutually acceptable, c^ectrwnew review standards.

Ifweak ia completed on the enumdmiwit it will be offered this session.

Health Insurance Rate Review

Page
- 2
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t«bbv . b«an«TAO. oevmen INSURANCE" DIVISION
IOWA OtMRTMINT OF COUMCRCE

TO: Senator Richard Vara, Chair

Senate Standing Commerce Subcommittee on Insurance

FROM: Dan Winegarden, First Deputy •'TX**
DATE: March 3, 1992

RE: Guaranteed Minimum Low Ratio*.

You aiked fora summary of the technical arguments against guaranteed nrimmum lou
ratios as proposed by Golden Rule. I am working off of last year's proposed bill by Golden
Rule. The company has, as previously noted, absolutely failed on its commitment to

develop a proposal for review by the Insurance Division over the interim. I do not know
what they wOl offer tomorrow. This is a compilation of comments received from:

1. Bob Howe, Deputy Commissioner and Chief Examiner, President of the Society of
Financial Examiners and a nationally respected expert on insurer flnandal

oversight

2. Roger Strauss, Bureau Chief of Life and Health, whose bureau is primarily

responsible for the review of rates and forms for compliance with Iowa law.

3. Klete Geren, the Division's Life and Health actuary, responsible for rate analysis.

Golden Rule's proposal has received extensive review and is unanimously opposed by the

Division's experts and Iowa industry. Some of the reasons Include:

a Rant* review and approval U working tor Iowa consumers Md companies. Iowa
has an adequate, but not excessive rate structure that continues to work welL Iowa
domestics represent over half of the insured market and support the Division's

rente authority. Recomfirmation of rente authority assures we do not waste scarce

state funds on an unnecessary lawsuit to confirm accepted public policy.

Q Rate review Is for three reasons, not Just to prevent excessive rates. The Division

reviews rates on three basis:

• Sates cannot be Inadequate. (Protect the solvency of the company.)
• Rates cannot be excessive. (Rates must be reasonable in proportion to the

benefits provided.)

• Rates cannot be anntirry discriminatory. (Underwriting decisions must be

supported by actuarially sound - statistically valid - data. Arbitrary and

capricious rate setting by companies is not desirable.)

D No* the national standard - Accreditation concerns. Golden Rule's proposal does

not fully address the State's legitimate interest in reviewing rates on all three

grounds. Minimum guaranteed lou ratios as advocated by Golden Rule are not

luca« building / oea mchnis. iowa bos i s / a t e-ae i e7oe
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supported by the National Aisodacioa of Insurance Commissioner!. There may be

concerns regarding Iowa's bard von accreditation by the NAIC or attendant insurer

solvency issues If such mechanisms were adopted. This Is a critical question Golden
Rule failed to answer by not following the agreed upon procedure. Golden Rule

implies there Is an NAIC model on this topic. Untrue. The American Academy of

Actuaries has a model submitted to the NAIC, which was not accepted as a modcL

Further, the NAIC is developing a comprehensive rate review model that may
include objective standards, but Is far different than the nfuhmai loss guarantee

proposal advocated by Golden Rule. Real danger of Iowa being oat of the

regulatory saalastreasa Ifwe accept Golden Role's proposal.

Answers a problem Iowa does oot have. Guaranteed minimum loss ratios are

essentially a pre-epproval mrrhsniim for future rate increase which relieves the

company of any continuing rate oversight by the Commissioner of Insurance. Given

the rapid pace of health care cost inflation, it may make sense in states where

companies do not receive timely review of rate increase requests or rates are

politicized. That Is not the case in Iowa. The Divuion gives prompt turnaround

time on both form and rate requests. There is no need for this automatic

mechanism to avoid delays as turnaround time is never longer than 10 days, and in

most cases il 5 days or less. The use of an on-4ta£f actuary assures uniformity of

analysis and treatment between companies.

Ability to game the system. These rules were drafted by a company with a purpose.

Not all of the nuances may be fully disclosed. In any case, the Division's experts are

very concerned about the ability to manipulate reserves and other methods to game
the system so that the loss rado is achieved or exceeded and thus refunds are new
made ox are minimal. A good question to ask the company it how much has been

refunded to consumers to date (both in total dollars and u a percentage of

pmniiiiri collected). r

Potential to low-ball premiums to buy market share, The proposal does not prevent

low-balling of the premium knowing that the guarantee and loss ratio concept will

automatically bring the premiums up to offset the initial low-ball premium. This is a

special concern in health care were increasing age or change in health status may

prevent a person from tmMting real choice to change insurers once committed.

The threat of being denied coverage for pre-existing conditions exist whenever

consumers switch sources of coverage. This is one reason the Division's proposed
reforms in the small group market are targeted at continuity and portability of

benefits.

LowkMsrado, Golden Rule propoies that efUy 55% olpremium dollars be

returned to consumers in benefits. In companirjnrtbtfcu'.Teflt market average loss

ratio is 79.8996 for the top 109 health insurance companies representing 97% of the
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market. 679* when the top writer, Blue Crow/Blue Shield il taken out 74% for

only Iowa domestic carrier*.

D Dependence upon Independent auditors and private actuarial opinions. As
enforcement mechanisms, standing alone, the Division dees not have whole-hearted

confidence in either independent auditors and private actuarial opinions.

Regulatory oversight of both the reviewed entity and the audit or opinion letter are

necessary to essure compliance. Savings 4 Loans go insolvent on a regular basis

with independent audio attesting to their financial strength.

The range of reasonable actuarial opinion can be equally wide. One reason the

Division retains actuaries on staff is to assure consistency of analysis between rtte

filing reviews, and thus equality of treatment between companies. Golden Rule's

proposal assures that similarly situated companies will have different results.

Q Who gets the refund? If a refund is required, to whom would it be paid? How doe*

the company locate the policyholder, especially since some people have died, some

have moved, and some have lapsed their policies. A better question yet, how does

the Division assure payment is made? The whole point of the proposal seems to be

to escape regulatory oversight What happens to the money which cannot be

refunded, for whatever cause?

Q Iowsuu will be toned to share the loss experience of other mere expensive states.

The Golden Rule proposal has a Si million threshold for the pool of risk subject to

the Ion ratio.

According to the Commissioner's 1991 report to the Governor covering the policy

year 1990; mere were only 4 domestic companies that had premium volumes in

excess of $1,000,000 for ALL individual accident and health business (much lea a

single block of business). (Principal Farm Bureau Ufa, National Travelers, and

American Republic) There were 30 non-domestic companies thai had Iowa

volume in excess of SIM. Bach of these companies has multiple forms. It is

doubtful whether any one policy form would ever reach SI million in Iowa premium

by hself. Therefore, according to Golden Rule's proposal the rata increase, the

refunds or payments would result from experience pooled across several states. The

Division's actuary notes that it will be impossible to assure lowans do not subsidize

mgber losses in other states. This is a very likely outcome given Iowa's relatively

favorable health care costs. The sees ratio experienced by lowaaa will actually be

Ism than that promised.

D Inconsistent with rale that Iowa rates shell be based npea Iowa esimrkwe. Iowa

has successfully enforced a policy that Iowa rates rmut be based upon Iowa loss

experience to assure that Iowans get the benefit of cost containment, favorable cost

and utilization patterns and tort reform. Why should Florida consumers get the

benefits of Iowa's relatively low health care costs, in part attributable to tort reforms
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limiting medical malpractice exposure? (Medical malpractice rates were reduced

40% on average within the last two years in response to Iowa tort reforms and a

market review by the Iowa Division to assure that reforms were reflected in rates.)

Iowa has in fact taken a strong stance on California s Proposition 103 to assure that

refunds to California consumers do not come from surplus or reserves attributable

to Iowa consumers. Given this consistent policy, Iowa should not support a system

that permits multi-state losses to Impact the rates lowans pry. Right now we control

our own destiny. This gives the rudder away,

Goldaa Rule has half-one percent of the Iowa accident and health Insurance

Q Iowa donuatk Inssitrs do not support the Golden Rule Propose! Iowa domestic

companies represent over half of the Iowa market oppose Golden Rule's proposal

Q Threatens the cooperative partnership that has produced nationally low Insurance

rates and high Insurance business growth. Approval of the Golden Rule proposal

would fly in the face of the cooperative, consensus based approach that has been the

distinguishing feature of Iowa's insurance regulatory and business dimate.

The Division it working with the Iowa industry on reducing to paper objective rate review

criteria, a process that might produce something similar in some aspects to guaranteed

ndnfaniM loss ratios. That is an on-going project and will continue after the requested

legislative re-conflrmarion of re-rate authority. For the time being, consistency ia relatively

high due to the actuarial talent the General Assembly funded In recent years for the

Division. There are s bundle of outstanding questions we had intended to ask Golden

Rule in the course of the agreed to interim project We never got that opportunity. The

Division simply baa not reached any level of comfort to acquiesce to a major change in the

form of rate regulsdon with unknown consequences for Iowa consumers.

A sped old rule of thnmb applies nfttaiathral^ dont ftsit,
( The Division asks that

rente authority be expressly stated to avoid unnecessary litigation and that Golden Rule's
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New York Finds Fewer People Have

Health Insurance a Year After Reform

By Le>i is Scism
Staff Reporter of The *all Street Journal
Almost one year after New York State

adopted stiff insurance reforms, fewer

people have health care coverage than

under the old system.
The surprising decline provides ammu-

nition to supporters of nationwide man-

datory insurance, and could prove trouble-

some for advocates pushing for incremen-
tal insurance reforms.

Under New York's system. Insurers are

required to offer one-size-fits-all pricing, a

method that sharply decreased rates for

older, sicker people but increased them for

others. The law also forces insurers to take

all comers, and, as a result, some insurers

contend that disproportionate numbers of

young, healthy people are dropping cover-

age on the assumption they can buy it later

if needed.

With increasingly fewer healthy people

counterbalancing the sick, the result, ac-

cording to the insurers, is the start of an

Upward spiral in rates for those still in the

pool. If the trend continues, insurers con-

tend, the very people that the program was
intended to help could again be priced out

of the market.

Crumbling Barriers

"There should have been a substantial

gain in people insured (in New Yorkl
because a number of barriers for people to

be insured came down." says Robert Las-

zewski. a partner with Health Policy &
Strategy Associates, a Washington con-

sulting firm. But the abrupt increase in

rates for young, healthy people has "af-

fected the ability of New York to achieve a

lower-cost pool. Now we may have a pool In

New York skewed toward the sick, and in

the long run that doesn't help the con-

sumer."
Ronald Pollack, executive director of

Washington-based Families USA Founda-

tion, a consumer group that backs Presi-

dent Clinton's plan of mandated cov-

erage, adds: "New York's experience

gives very little comfort to those who just

want incremental insurance reforms." Mr.

Pollack insists that reforms, in isolation,

"can't keep insurance affordable and

available for families."

New York's effort is one of the nation's

most sweeping attempts at reform and Is

closely watched by national policy makers.

New York Insurance Department figures
show that, overall. 1.2% fewer people

- or

25.477 fewer people-were Insured Individ-

ually or in small-employer groups as of

Jan. 1. nine months after the law, which
covered those categories, took effect. The
decline was particularly pronounced

among individual policyholders- 12.4%, or

43.666 people. The figures respresents peo-

ple insured by conventional insurance

companies, health-maintenance organiza-
tions as well as Blue Cross/Blue Shield.

Insurance-department officials down-

play the slight drop in overall enrollment.

citing a "disruptive phase-In period." As
for the steeper drop in individual coverage,

they suggest some people previously cov-

ered Individually are now in small groups,

perhaps because their employers were

prompted to add coverage.

'Unqualified Success'

New York Insurance Superintendent
Salvatore Curiale calls the state's effort an

"unqualified success" because it opened
the system to those needing insurance the

most. "The reason for all the effort to

portray this as a failure is because the

health-insurance industry is deathly afraid

it will be taken up as a national policy,"

Mr. Curiale says. "What they!re afraid of

is that their profits will decrease" if they
can't make money 'on the backs of

young, healthy people."

Many insurance companies that

strongly opposed the New York law say
their individual and small-group busi-

nesses have always had thin profit mar-

gins. Although they are allowed under the

law to raise rates anytime they wish, the

insurers contend that forcing them to take

on a disproportionate number of less-

healthy policyholders makes it even

tougher to turn a profit, making rate

increases necessary.
The insurance industry's practice of

rejecting sick people, or charging them

exorbitant rates, has long been one of

Hillary Clintons biggest complaints. But

her calls for change have generally been in

the context of sweeping reform that would

bring all Americans into the health-care

system, mostly by forcing employers to

pay for premiums. The debate over insur-

ance-underwriting practices has revved up

recently as some leading legislators have

suggested that Congress enact moderate

reforms now and revisit the issue of a

massive system overhaul later.

Bailing Oat'

In New York's case, the state adopted a

"community rating" system, so-named

because insurers must charge all people

within given communities the same price

regardless of such factors as age and

medical condition. While considered a rev-

olutionary effort, the state still allows

insurers to refuse to cover prior medical

conditions during an Individuals first 12

months of coverage. The idea Is that the

exclusion will induce healthy people into

the system before they get sick.

But Cecil Bykerk. chief actuary for

Mutual of Omaha, which along with HMOs
and Blue Cross/Blue Shield provides indi-

Please Turn to Page At. Column S

New York's Reform

Leaves Fewer People

With HealthCare

Continued From Page A2
vidual coverage in New York, says young,

healthy people are nonetheless "bailing
out." The average age of the company's
New York policyholders has gone up 3.5

years under the new law. to 45 years, he

says. The average New York claim more
than doubled, to $7,900, while the com-

pany's claims nationally rose just S400 to

$3,800.

The result at Mutual of Omaha:

average 35% rate increases in New York

this year, which come on top of increases

for some young, healthy people of as much
as 79% when the law took effect in April

1993. Before the reform, a 25-year-old male

in Albany paid Mutual of Omaha S64.4S a

month for coverage, and a 55-year-old paid

$141.79; in the law's first year, each paid

$107 . 33 . and. with the newest rate increase,

the bill is $145.10.

At New York Life Insurance Co.. a

small-group insurer, the average age of

insured New York employees is up three

years. Chubb LifeAmerica , a unit of Chubb

Corp. that also sells small-group insur-

ance, says people over 50 years old now

represent 26% of New York enrollment, up

from 20%.

"There's no question we have an ad-

verse-selection cycle setting in," says Sey-

mour Sternberg, a New York Life execu-

tive vice president, calling the situation

"very unstable."

John Swope. president of Chubb LifeA-

merica, meanwhile, speculates that some

small employers with mostly young
workers ended coverage because of the

rate increases imposed when the law took

effect, while employers with older workers

"grabbed it because it was such a bar-

gain."
At Chubb and New York Life, rates are

jumping more than 20% this year. But Mr.

Curiale says some small-group insurers

i with double-digit increases underpnced

their policies last year and are playing

catch-up. He says more representative

increases are in the single-digit range.

For now, the state has no plans to

reconsider the law. saying the problems

are overdramatized. "The figures still

don't show the system isn't working." Mr.

Curiale says. "There's no doubt that there

are younger, healthier poople who decided

not to pay the premium increases. But you

can extrapolate that these are people who

can get back into the system if they want

to."
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FINANCIAL ADVICE

Spiraling health-care costs
create self-destruct policy

This is the first of two articles

on the death spiral in individual

health insurance.

NEW YORK — Call them Sam
and Sallie Brown. They don't
want lo use their real names, but
their story stands as a warning to

anyone buying individual health
insurance.

They find themselves trapped
in what, to them, is a "death spi-
ral" policy. That's the industry's

all-too-knowing name for health-

insurance coverage that is pro-
grammed to self-destruct.

Ifi the early years, these poli-
cies look great. They're cheaper
and better than those offered by
the competition. That's what at-

tracted the Browns nine years
ago, when they bought a major
medical policy from the Time In-'

surance Co. in Milwaukee.
Time's John Krick, senior vice

president for the individual medi-
cal line, acknowledges the indus-

try's death spiral problem, but

strongly rebuts the Browns' opin-
ion that Time participates in it

In the beginning, the Browns
paid $309 per quarter for their

coverage. At the time they wore
nearing age 50, living in Arkansas
and raising cattle.

Today they're near fiO and fac-

ing some costly health problems.
In January, their premium rose to

$1,654 per quarter — up 30 per-
cent from last year's price and up
135 percent from what they paid
in 1983.

The premium -increase letters

that Time sends to the Browns pin
the blame on rising medical costs.

It's more than that. It's a system
of writing health insurance in

America that skims off the good
risks and clumps the sick together
in policies that, as time passes,
will gradually grow unaffordable.

When you buy individual

health insurance, you assume that

you're pooling your fortunes with

Jane
Bryant
Quinn
Staying Ahead

\

thousands of others. Those who
stay healthy and make few claims

help hold down the cost for those
who get sick.

That works as long as younger
and healthier people keep coming
into the pool. What you don't

know, however, is that your in-

surer may close your policy to

new buyers. That happened to the
Browns and is how a death spiral

usually begins. (Alternatively, the

pool may stay open but your pre-
miums may go up faster than the

premiums charged to the newer

buyers.)
The Browns bought Time's

policy Form 670. It was sold in

Arkansas only in 1983. Krick

says. Later, it was combined with
several other small pools, into a

single group that was closed in
.

1985. For more than six years, no
new blood has been added.

As the people with Form 670

age, the number and size of their

claims goes up. To cover those

claims. Time escalates the premi-
um increases. The healthy people
caught in that pool soon switch to

cheaper policies •
—

including, oc-

casionally, new policies from
Time.

That leaves more and more

people like the Browns, who have
medical problems and cannot
switch. As premiums rise even

higher, some of these people start

quitting, too, because they can't

afford the price. As of last July,

only 1,744 people in Arkansas
were still in the pool that included

Time's Form 670. In the single

year ending last July, 400 policy-

holders left

I'm not picking on Time Insur-
ance in particular. Golden Rule
Insurance in Indianapolis also

keeps starting and closing policy
forms, as do many other health
insurers.

Both Krick and Golden Rule's
chief actuary, John Hartnedy, say
the forms keep changing to make
room for policies with better
benefits. Time doesn't cancel its

older policies, as death, spiral

companies can do, Krick says. In-

stead, they're combined with oth-
er closed pools. Hartnedy adds
that's it's unfair to newer Insur-

ance buyers to have to help pay
for people who have been in the

pool for a while. That's contrary
to traditional insurance thinking,
which truly believed in spreading
the risks.

Both insurance companies say
they avoid charging longer-time

policyholders too much more than

they charge the new people com-

ing in the door. Depending on
which rate card you look at, the
Browns are paying either 16 per-
cent or 36 percent more than peo-
ple their age buying similar bene-
fits new — which sounds like a lot

to me.
Arkansas Insurance Commis-

sioner Lee Douglass told my as-

sociate, Amy Eskind, that he
hasn't heard any consumer com-

plaints about death spiral health -

insurance policies
— most likely

because consumers don't know
what they're up against.

A couple of years ago, Wyo-
ming protected longtime policy
holders by preventing insurers

from walling them off from the
|

newer pools when setting rates.

Why don't the other states wake

up?

NEXT SUNDAY: What to do.

Jana Bryant Quinn wrllaa har column on
conaumar laauaa for lha Washington
Post Wrltara Group.
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New Hampshire
State Senate
News
State House, Room 302, Concord, New Hampshire 03301

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DATE: MARCH 7, 1993

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: DAVID HARRINGTON
SENATE INFORMATION OFFICER
(603)271 -2111

SHAHEEN: GOLDEN RULE REPRESENTS EVERYTHING THAT IS WRONG WITH
HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA

CONCORD - State Senator Jeanne Shaheen. D -
Madbury, today charged the Golden Rule

Insurance Company, headquartered in Indianopolis. Indiana, with pandering to fears by willfully

misrepresenting Senate Bill 711 as a measure which would dramatically increase the cost of

health insurance in New Hampshire. Shaheen made her charges in response to a recent

advertising campaign launched by the company to defeat the legislation.

"Golden Rule has resorted to lies and half-truths in their anempt to defeat this legislation." said

Shaheen. "For example, they have insinuated that premium costs could rise 170% if the bill is

passed, when in fact the legislation stipulates that any increases would be limited to no more

than 25% annually. And in fact, rates will decrease for many people."

"This out-of-state company writes a little more than 1% of the health insurance policies issued in

our state and those policies are only issued to people it deems healthy and unlikely to file a

claim." said Shaheen. "With such a small part of the market, I can only assume that they are

reaping obscene profits in New Hampshire. Otherwise, Golden Rule would not be filling the

airwaves with slick advertising produced on Madison Avenue intended to scare the people on

main street."

"These out-of-state hucksters could care less about New Hampshire's citizens, let alone their

health. Far from following the golden rule, this company breaks all the rules to make sure the

gold goes to their bottom line," said Shaheen.

"I've been very encouraged by the willingness of the three largest health insurers in New

Hampshire not only to support this legislation but also to further its progress. It would be a

shame if their good work were to be tainted by the deplorable conduct of Golden Rule. It is

precisely the behavior of companies like Golden Rule that makes health care reform such an

urgent priority."
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GoldenRule

ERIC E KEEFE
523 WINNACUNNET RD
HAMPTON NH 03842-2771

Dear Insured:

April 25, 1994

RE: 053711283

Several weeks ago I wrote to tell you about an expensive
health insurance law the New Hampshire legislature is
considering.

The bill is Senate Bill 711 (SB 711). It includes
guarantee issue and modified community rating.

In my last letter, I explained that the combination of
guarantee issue and community rating will cause dramatic
increases in premiums for most people , particularly the
young.

Several customers called and wanted to know what their
actual increase would be. I thought you might want to know
too, so I asked our actuaries to estimate your premium
increase.

The current premium for
your coverage is:

Final premium if SB 711
passes:

$64.47

$129.61

monthly

monthly

Your final premium represents the cost of SB 711 when the
legislation is fully implemented. It does not include
estimates for increased costs due to inflation and medical
costs. (This increase is after the phase-in period has
been completed.)

As you know, young people generally have lower incomes;
older people have higher incomes. Nonetheless, if SB 711
passes, young people will pay extra to lower the cost for

(See reverse side)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278-1719

(317)297-4149
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Mr. Keefe
Page 2

April 20, 1994

older people. This legi slation is really a tax on younger
people .

' —~~~"t-* a—
SB 711 has passed the Senate and is currently in a House
subcommittee. It has the support of the Governor and a
number of legislators. I believe those who support the
legislation have been misinformed about its effects on
people like you who buy individual insurance.

Similar legislation was passed in New York and has had a
devastating effect for people under the age of fifty.

This legislation affects you and your family. Insurance
companies will survive because they pass the cost on to the
customers. It is you who will end up paying for this
legislative scheme.

You can defend yourself by informing legislators of the
consequences of this legislation. Addresses for all repre-sentatives are attached. If you need help identifying your
representative, call 1-800-866-2145.

Write your representative. Explain what will happen to youif SB 711 passes. Ask your representative to vote against
SB 711 .

a

Sincerely,

Jlee 'loamoH

Lee Tooman
Government Relations

Attachment

PS: This legislation includes notions similar to those in
Democratic President Bill Clinton's health care plan .
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EDGAR R. IANT1S

ATTORNEY AT LAW
ADMITTED IN INDIANA * MICHIGAN

(317)291 5654

5767 Wen 74* Sueet a„,-;i >-, iqqa Fix (317) 291 -0696

Indmupolis. Indiuu 4627J April 11, 1994 Hom« (317) 578-7677

Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen
73 Perkins Road
Madbury, NH 03820

Re: Public Consents Regarding Golden Rule
Insurance Company on April 21, 1994

Dear Senator:

This office represents the interests of Golden Rule Insurance
Company, an Illinois corporation authorized to transact the
business of insurance in the State of Mew Hampshire.

I have been asked to contact you regarding your comments before
the House Commerce, Small Business' and Consumers Affairs
Committee on Thursday, April 7, 1994. Tour statements, as

reported by the Foster '

s Democrat . include:

'Golden Rule has resorted to lies and half-truths in an

attempt in defeat this legislation;* and

'These out-of-state hucksters could care less about New

Hampshire '8 citizens, let alone their health. Par from

following the golden rule, this company breaks all the
rules to make sure the gold goes to their bottom line.*

These statements are false, malicious and defamatory and as such

represent libel per quod, if not libel per se. Similar future

comments, if made outside the protective cocoon of legislative
chambers may be actionable and appropriate for consideration by a

court of competent jurisdiction.

Sincerely,

Suzanne E. Katt

Garry Rayno

lftU.fV
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THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH
Copyright 1989 The Dispatch Printing Co.

DATE: FRIDAY "February"^, 1989
PAGE: OIF EDITION: FINAL
SECTION: BUSINESS LENGTH: MEDIUM
SOURCE: By Barnet D. Wolf

Dispatch Business Reporter

INSURANCE FIRM EXERTS PRESSURE IN RATE-HIKE BID

An Indiana insurance company that was rebuffed in its attempt to raise
thousands of Ohioans" health insurance premiums by 86.4 percent without a rate
review apparently is now trying to gain the hike through political pressure.

So far, however, the tactic does not appear to be working.
*GOLDEN*RULE*Insurance Co., of Lawrcnceville, Ind., filed on Jan. 23 for

the rate increase that would take effect March 1. The Ohio Department of
Insurance decided, however, that a hearing was necessary due to the magnitude
of the increase and past rate disputes with the company.
The hearing is set for Feb. 15.

Even in Columbus, a city rife with lobbyists/Golden'RuleVrecent actions

might be considered brazen by some. However, the insurer's outside counsel,

Harry J. Price, said what some may perceive as pressure "was an effort

created by our inability to get a meeting with the department" to resolve
their differences.

But Neil Rector, the ODI's deputy director, claimed the only time the

department refused to talk with the insurer was Jan. 25, when he said*Golden»
•Rule'delivered "an ultimatum": Approve the rate increase in two days or
health policies covering 40,000 Ohioans would not be renewed.

"We just couldn't do that without a thorough review," Recior said. "We
decided we don't want to negotiate with terrorists."

The latest salvo began last week, when*Golden*Rule*asked William Moreau,
chief of staff to Indiana Gov. Evan Bayh, to set up a courtesy meeting last

Friday with aides to Gov. Richard F. Celeste to discuss the dispute.
DURING THE meeting,*Golden*Rule"represcntatives warned that unless actior

was taken to force Ohio insurance director George Fabe to back down on the

review dispute, the insurer would begin sending policy cancellation letters to

policyholders, according to Linda Amnions, who aiiended the meeting.
Ammons, Celeste's executive assistant for a year, called the tone

"threatening" at times. "In the time I've been here, I've never had this

happen," she said.

Price said*Goldfn*Rul(::*was only attempting to convey that without the rate

increase the insurer would lose $38 million in Ohio during 1989. "The
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company made a decision that it could not wait past March 1" to get the rate

increase, and that it would be forced to cancel the policies because it could

not incur the loss.

The aides told*Golden*Rule,*however, that the matter would need to be

resolved with ODI.

•Golden*Rule*began sending policyholders non-renewal letters Saturday,

according to ODJ. One letter shown to State Rep. Wayne Jones, D-Cuyahoga
Palls, blamed Fabe for the problem. Some angry letters and phone calls

followed from policyholders and'Golden'Rule'agents to legislators.

JONES, WHO was ODI deputy director before becoming a legislator, agreed to

meet some'Golden'Rule'officials, including Chief Executive Officer Patrick

Rooney. But Jones told the group that pressure would not work.

"If you think you're going to get the legislature to call on (Fabe) to

approve an 86 percent rate increase, you're ciazy," Jones recalled saying.
The question of whom has been doing what unto others actually began in

August, when the insurer sought hikes for two rale groups.
While*Golden*Rule*indicated the increases were about 36 and 20 percent,

respectively. Rector said, "buried in the actuarial data" was language to

allow "trend adjustments" that could boost rates up to 18 to 20 percent more
without ODI approval.

The rate hikes were denied.
"

RECTOR SAID a scries of meetings led to the approval of one request,

boosting premiums on Jan. 1, although the hike was chopped from 36.3 percent
to 28.1 percent and the "trend adjustment" language removed.

The insurer made a new filing for the other rate increase, but that was

denied because it again included the trend adjustment, Rector said. After it

was refiled Jan. 23, a hearing was slated for March 2, but that was advanced

because an ODI actuary said his study would be completed by then.

Fabe said ODI has talked with other insurers about acquiring the business

of*Golden*Rule*cuslomcrs whose policies are cancelled.

KEYWORDS:*GOLDEN*RULE*INSURANCF CO.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Tho Honorable Robert W. Ney
Ohio Senate

FROM: George Fabe

DATE: February 2, 1909

RE: Golden Rule Insurance Company

On January 23, 1909, Golden Rule Insurance Company ("Golden
Rule") filed a request for an 86. -ft rale increase on their
comprehensive major medical expense policy form GR1-H-1.2. Golden
Rule wants us to approve this increane -without adequately reviewing
it. When -we Insisted on reviewing the rate Increase carefully
Golden Rule began to seek a POLITICAL solution to a regulatory
problem.

A public hearing on the increase is necessary because of the
magnitude of the requested rate increase and because of questionable
prior rote filing practices by Golden Rule. We recently learned
that Golden Rule has made numerous rate filings which on the surface
were sound. Burled in the filings, however, were™ "trend
adjustments" that sllowed Golden Rule to increaso its rates by 20%
annually without Departmental approval.

Golden Rule has tried to use political pressure to get us to

approve their current filing without adequate review end a hearing.
Golden Rule Informed the Department on January 25, 1909 (2 days
after they made the filing), that if the Department did not approve
the filing by January 27, 1989, Golden Rule would nonrenew all Ohio
policyholders. Golden Rule's threat does not change our regulatory
obligation (ORC 3923.021) to review the filing end determine whether
it is JustifJpd. We arc working with other insurance companies to

get backup coverage for Golden Rule policyholders, Including those
with preexisting condition?, In case Golden Rule carries through with
Its threat.

Golden Rule also has made Inaccurate statement* about the way
the Department has treated them. Contrary to what they say, the
Deportment never agreed to approve . Golden Rule's rate increase
without a hearing. Jn addition, Golden Rule has uaid tbat wo refused
to meet with them. I have personally met with representatives from
Golden Rule three times, Including & mooting with Patrick Rooney
(CEO of Golden Rule) . We have also had numerous telephone
"juversatlons with Golden Rule.

To resolve the problem, we offered Golden Rule an expedited

faring to be held on February 15. Golden Rule will mall notice of
• r'«

hearing by the end of thin week.

"•» /NKH/wkin
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DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE

MOCCCXl

PO Boi 690. JeHurson C.tv. Mo 65102 0690

STIPULATION" OP SETTLEMENT
AXD VOLUNTARY FORFEITURE

It is hereby stipulated and agreed by Lewis E. Melahn, Director of ihe

Missouri Department of Insurance, and Coiden Rule Insurance Company,

hereinafter referred to as "Golden Rule", as follows:

WHEREAS, Lewie E. Melahr. is the Director of the Department of

Insurance, State of Missouri, an agency for the State of Missouri, created

and established for administering ar.d enforcing the provisions of Chapter

374. RSMo 1986; and

WHEREAS, Golden Rule is a foreign insurer licensed to transact business

of insurance in the State of Missouri; and

WHEREAS, the Missouri Deporui-eiu of Insurance (hereinafter referred to

as "the Insurance Department") conducted a market conduct examination of

Golden Rule and prepared report number 1195-05S9-ZNE; and

WHEREAS, the report of the Market conduct examination has been

reviewed by Golden Rule, corresponcenco with the Insurance Department has

ensued, certain actions pursuant thereto have been taken by Golden Rule,

informal conference have been held between the representatives of Golden

Rule and the Insurance Department and many issuei contained in the market

conduct examination have been resolved without a forfeiture payment between

the parties except these herein after numerated;

WHEREAS, the Department had made the following nine allegations and

the Company has adamantly opposed and denied same, but in the interest of

judicial economy and the time and expense of the parties and their
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repreRentativp<! tho partiee have agreed <ju a voluntary forfeiture by Golden

Rule with the understanding the company has agreed to take remedial actions

acceptable to the Director;

1. Tho company accepted seven (7) applications from a broker prior to

his appointment a3 a broker for the company allegedly in violation of Sections

375.012(4) and 375.022.1, RSMo 1936, as specified on pages 2 and 3 of the

market conduct examination.

2. The company failed to notify the Director of the termination of ten

(10> brokers within ten (10) working days of their terminations allegedly in

violation in Section 375.022, RSMo 1388, as specified on page 3 of the market

conduct examination report.

3. The company paid commissions to one agency without having a

current copy of the agency Liueuse on file allegedly in violation of Section

375.158.3, RSMo 1986, as specified on page 12 of the market conduct

examination report.

1. The company used various ad mats that either failed to disclose the

company's name or contained a rating of the company without disclosing the

source of .the rating allegedly in violation of 4 CSR 190-14. 020(12)(A) and 4

CSR 100-14.040(10) ua »p«cified on pages 12 and 13 of the market conduct

examination.

5. The company failed to adequately maintain records of the

dissemination of it3 advertising materials, whether directly or indirectly

placed before the public by the insurer, allegedly in violation of Regulations

4 CSR 190-14 040(16)(A) and 4 CSR 190-13. 020(9)(A) and Section 385.936(4),

RSMo 1986, as specified on page 11 of the market cuuduct examination report.

6. The company had sixteen (16) basic advertising sales brochures for

accident and health that allegedly did not contain an accurate statement as to

Missouri suicide provisions allegedly in violation of Regulation 4 CSR

190-13.110 and 4 CSR 190-13. 020(4)(B) as specified on page 14 and 15 of the

market conduct examination.

7. The rorapany allegedly foiled to accumiely pay group major medical

claims allegedly in violation of Section 375.936(ll)(b), RSMo 1986, as specified

on pages 68 and 69 of the market conduct examination report.

8. Tho company allegedly foiled lo accurately place policies into

extended term and reduced paid-up status allegedly resulting in violations of
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Section 375.936(ll)(a), RSMo 1986, as specified on page 74 and 75 of the

market conduct examination report.

9. The company allegedly issued to 341 group certificate holders

certificates containing antiquated provisions and definitions no longer in

compliance with existing statutes and regulations and/ or provisions allegedly

not in compliance with various then existing regulations and statutes.

WHEREAS, the undersigned Director of the Missouri Department of

Insurance believes that in riew of the foregoing a voluntary forfeiture in the

amount of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500) by Golden Rule will

suffice to ensure the future compliance by the company with the insurance

statutes and regulations of the slate of Missouri; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in lieu of the institution by the undersigned Director

of any action for the suspension or revocation of the Certificate of Authority

of Cnlrfpn Rule to transact the business of insurance in the State of Missouri,

and after being advised by counsel. Golden Rule, does hereby voluntarily and

knowingly surrender and forfeit the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred

Dollars (t7,500), such sum to be paid into the Missouri State School Fund.

DATED: l^lxi I
-1

DATED: I
*
/?{/?*

,.-.rt»"-'"".-'.,

/JOHN M. Vr'HTLAN. President

/ Golden Rule Insurance Company

u
QJ&jiIE MELAHN '. Director

Department of Insurance
State of Missouri
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CO i<M«.irx.M ;>,,:;..,!.• r

Lewis Melahn
Director of Insurance
Division of Insurance
State of Missouri
301 West High Street 6 North
P.O. Box 690
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0690

Golden Rule*

BE£gfl-VES)

SEP ^ 1990

:ept of economic deyeiopmen-
vo. crvtsiON of insure*:

August 30, 1990

Dear Mr. Melahn :

This Is a comment on your letter of July 3. 1990,
which you wrote in response to Mr. Dickinson's letter
to the Missouri Division of Insurance dated April 25.
1990.

My response: Yes, it is correct that "Golden Rule
has continued to assert an adversary posture" In
dealing with the Missouri Division of Insurance.

The reason for our adversarial posture is we believe
the Missouri Division of Insurance has enough ill
will toward Golden Rule that the Division would do us
in if it could be done without public scrutiny.

The 1984 examination report contained numerous
derogatory comments unsupported by the facts.
For example, the report wrongly stated that our
rescissions had been "excessive. " In fact, out
of approximately 13.000 policiea. only 106 had
been rescinded, and after the examination, only
one of those was determined to have been
rescinded in error.

In spite of the previous Director's
acknowledgment that the comment about excessive
rescissions was wrong, ths Division refused to
either clean up the report and make it factual
or to keep the report confidential. The court
eventually found this to be the prerogative of
the Division: but from the standpoint of Golden
Rule, the refusal to either correct or keep
the report confidential reflected a negative
bias toward our company.
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Much more relevant today is the 1989
examination. In the course of the examination,
we requested that the Division agree to the
confidentiality of our underwriting manual.
The Division would not agree and began, ateos to
revoke Golden Rule's license over the
underwriting manual issue.

The issue of the underwriting manual was resolved
because the St . Louis Business Journal wrote an
editorial criticizing the Division's handling of the
situation. When the editorial appeared, there was an
abrupt change in the Division's behavior. There is
no doubt In our minds that the Division would have
gone ahead and revolted our license if it could have
been done without public scrutiny.

The situation is analogous to police abuse. In the
early 1970s, there was a university study of police
abuse. The study involved the use of observers who
travelled with the police over a period of time.
Their observations were that there was sionif leant
police abuse, mostly directed at the segment of

society that is least powerful, and the abuse was
most lilcaly to occur when out of public view.

I cite the police study because of the analogy to
Golden Rule. The Division of Insurance haa broad
discretionary police power. In view of the
Division's demonstrated inclination to do us harm, we
keep our defense* up (I.e., "»dv^r«»ary po«t«r»") , and
we preserve the access to public scrutiny. The
readiness to revoke our license over the underwriting
manual tells us the Division would do us mortal harm
if there were no concern about public scrutiny.

o As far as we know, the 1989 examination of
Golden Rule was the longest and most expensive
on record. (Missouri's charges were three
times more than any other state.) It appears
that the Missouri Division of Insurance never
did a similar exam on Transit Casualty, which
surely needed It.

The evidence seems clear that the Missouri Division
of Insurance has not been doing a very aood job in

exercising its oversight responsibility, with very
severe consequences to the public. The potential SI
billion loss on Transit Casualty in Missouri hurts
taxpayers all over the nation, for assessments to the

guaranteed funds can be deducted from state premium
taxes .
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The Missouri Division of Insurance has not used its
discretionary powers to protect the public. It has.
as is of tan the case, used its powers to foster the
likes and dislikes of the regulator*.

That Is not unusual when there is great discretionary
power. It's easy for great power to go to one's
head.

Commissioner George Pabe of Ohio told me two weeks
ago that "*.nm#» r^giilat-orn 1»f th#ir prmlMnn go to
their head." He went on to say that a company
"should be able to call you a eon of a xxxxx without
fear of reprisal*" — * Rfrong ntatomwnt hy
Commissioner Pabe. In Missouri, such action would
result in the revocation of our privilege.

Those of us who are Christians should be able to
follow the model of Jesue . Quaker theologian Elton
Trueblood says what was no unusual about .Toana we* he
did not use power to abuse others. Trueblood observe-
that in those days, the abuse of power was the rule;
when people came to power, they lorded it over
others.

Jesus was put to death, not for his miracles, but for
his criticism of those in power. If Jesus was
forthright and critical of those who abused their
positions of authority, we should be willing to
fallow that example. Por us to do so is risky,
because state insurance departments have a great deal
of discretionary power and are apt to engage in
reprisals if they don't like our criticism. We have
experienced the reprisals.

We have an interest in effective regulation, for
public confidence is at stake. Jane Bryant Quinn and
many others have observed the increased numbers of
insurance company failures and have reasonably
questioned the effectiveness of state regulation.

I would be happy to meet with you to dl3cu3s the
situation. Most of what has happened to Golden Rule
1n M1«soiirH tnnk plaoo hafnrs you hecame insurance
commissioner.

Mould you suggest a date, and I'll be glad to come to
talk with you.

J. Patrick P.oonoy
Chairman of the Board

TOO /,-!,
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This was done not for the citizens of Missouri, but with the full

knowledge that Golden Rule had to pay for any Market Conduct

Examinations, whether warranted to unwarranted.

Clearly the actions of your Department caused Golden Rule to spend
a lot of unnecessary time and money resulting in a lot of bitterness
which did not need to happen.

Additionally, the Missouri Market Conduct Examination lasted much
too long, was far too expensive, and resulted in numerous incorrect and

needlessly defamatory observations or findings.

This exercise_of the Missouri Department of Insurance was akin to,
"You hold 'em and 1*11 hit 'em" toeing nothing more than an atteaipted
back alley beating of Golden Rule through the exercise of simultaneous,
concerted Market Conduct Examinations.

It is this type of activity which transformed a legitimate exercise

by your Department into an abusive, illegitimate exercise.

Clearly, the Missouri Insurance Department is accountable for its

past acts, so I would implore you to treat Golden Rule fairly,
courteously, and absent selective prosecutorial, ongoing, internal

predispositions within your Department.

Surely your Department can be better directed and, as the class

person I perceive you to be, hopefully you will accomplish this result
in the future.

This letter is being written as a personal note to an individual
whan I have a lot of respect for. It is not being written in any
representative capacity of Golden Rule.

It takes a lot more energy to frown than smile.

With warm personal regards, I am

Yours very truly,

ay 3. McGaughey, Jr.

GEM: lis
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The NAIC actuarial task force proposes
new rules for individual health insurance.

They include:

• Higher Required Loss Ratios
• Limits on commissions

Companies can only meet higher loss ratios by lowering agent

compensation.

There are already adequate regulations governing individual

health insurance. But the insurance department actuaries wish

to make new social policy.

.There are other onerous rules that would force most companies
out of the market.

Agents and brokers should object.

Legislators should decide social policies—not regulatory
actuaries. The people have elected legislators. The people did

not elect the insurance department actuaries.

If you wish to have more information about these new social

proposals, write to us:

GolctenRule
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building

Lawrenceville, Illinois 62439

ClrcH 19 on *SVI> 0»rH
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6A Charleston Dally Mall* TUESDAY DECEMBER 10. 1991

Insurance firm leaves
S£*"-" ^^T

*<V
«- sw-

*rv>--j?
theassociated WESff-— - iJiaryJ*atliff,-depotyWe-
Some legislators who re- tiry of state, said. the method

turned to the Capitol for a ape- £ of distributing the contributions
dal sesafoo'found surprise* en^ sends a badmesisge.*£3SrV

persona^riew^lt

acttoa^sfaesatC? _

naacial 43orp* .'Political Action X-» In a letter accompanying the

3 Commltfeey^the political arm
'

check*; Golden Rule lobbyist
oftthe'Gddea Rale\lnsurince * Angela Sipe said the-money
Co. of Indianapolis/-

"* * - 'was for re-election campaigns.
Suxy Katt, vice president for~Z»-. -The letter said previous lob-:

government relations' at Golden "byist* Carol Warder and Scry
Rule, said the checks were sup-

posed to have been mailed to

legislators' homes. ~^ C . V-
"We tried to send as many as

we possibly could to home ad-

dresses," Eatt said today. "Ap-
parently the secretary

— I sus-

pect what happened is the sec-

retary couldn't find all the ad-
dresses and sent some to the

Legislature."
She said 32 lawmakers were

sent checks. Most were for

$100, although a'few were for
1200 or $250, she said.

House Speaker Chock Cham-
bers questioned the propriety,
of leaving checks inside the
Bouse chamber. \.

Cfcimbers, D-CabeU, said the

checks were placed on mem-
bers' desks without the know-

ledge of legislative officials,,vi-

olating an informal rule that
all mail for delegates be fun-

neled through Serjeant-
at-Arms Oce Smith. ~

:-':--

Smith said Monday he knew
nothing about the checks.

Several House members, in-

cluding Chambers, said they
did not receive the campaign
contributions.

"Certainly, we don't want
any campaign offers made in
the House,"^Chambers said. -

. Katt !*were Impressed with you
-rand your colleagues legislative

abffitjr- -: ; -^
;; "Consequently, Carol and
Susy have recommended that

_
Golden Rule be supportive of

you and your campaign for
re-election." Sipe's letter said

.

"I have enclosed a check to

help in this effort"
Katt said she does not know

how many checks were sent to

the Legislature or bow they
showed up on lawmakers'
desks.

r "We have no legislative
agenda this year," Katt said.

• "We specifically wanted them
delivered before the session be-
cause we did not want the ap-
pearance of arriving during the

session, which is exactly why
they arrived now."
Rick Alker, executive direc-

tor of the state Ethics Commis-
sion, said the state ethics act

does not apply to campaign
contributions.

Ratliff said the contributions

can be accepted only by candi-

dates who have formed pre-

candidacy financial commit-
tees, or who have unpaid debts

from a previous campaign and
still have campaign commit-
tees.
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Leaving SI00 checks on desks

improper, House speaker says
By Mark Paxton

TUX ASSOCIATES PUSS

The Home of Delegates speaker
and a deputy secretary of state

expressed concern Monday after
an insurance company distributed
unsolicited campaign contribu-
tions inside the House chamber.
The money came from Golden

Rule Financial Corp. Political Ac-
tion Committee, the political arm
of the Golden Rule Insurance Co.
of Indianapolis.

House Speaker Chuck Chambers
questioned the propriety of leav-

ing checks for legislators on their

desks inside the chamber.

"Certainly, we don't want any
campaign offers made in the
House," Chambers said.

Mary Ratliff, deputy secretary
of state, said the method of con-
tributing sends a bad message.
"From a personal view, it does

give a rather dramatic appear-
ance as attempting to influence
their legislative action." she said.

Golden Rule lobbyist Angela
Sine wrote in a letter accompany-
ing the checks that the money is

to be used for re-election cam-
paigns.

The letter accompanying the
flOO checks said previous lobby-

ists Carol Warder and Suzy Katt
"were impressed with you and
your colleagues' legislative abili-

ty"

"Consequently, Carol and Suzy
have recommended that Golden
Rule be supportive of you and
your campaign for re-election."

Sipe's letter said "I have enclosed
a check to help in this effort"

Sipe did not return telephone
calls seeking comment
Chambers, D-Cabell. said the

checks were placed on members'
desks in the House chamber with-
out the knowledge of legislative

(Pleas* ten to Pag* IB, col. 1)

Leaving gifts called improper
(C*attaa*u frees Pag* IB)

officials, violating an informal
rule that all mail to be left oo del-

egates" desks be funneled through
Sergeant at Arms Oce Smith.

Smith said Monday he knew no-

thing about the letters or checks.

Several House members, includ-

ing Chambers, said they did not
receive the campaign contribu-
tions.

Ratliff said the contributions
can be accepted only by candi-
dates who have formed precandi-
dacy financial committees, or who

have unpaid debts from a previous
campaign and still have their
campaign committees.

Rick Alker, executive director
of the state Ethics Commission,
said the state ethics act does not

apply to campaign contributions.

"We have no ability to look at
campa ign contributions," he said
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Secretary's mistake left

checks with legislators
By Mark Paxton--

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

An insurance company secre-

tary's mistake apparently led to

some lawmakers receiving cam-

paign contributions at their legis-

lative desks, a company official

said Tuesday.
The distribution of some checks

inside the House of Delegates
chamber prompted concern from
some state officials.

The money came from Golden
Rule Financial Corp. Political Ac-

tion Committee, the political arm
of the Golden Rule Insurance Co.

of Indianapolis.

Suzy Katt, vice president for

government relations at Golden

Rule, said the checks were sup-

posed to have been mailed to leg-

islators' homes.

"We tried to send as many as

we possibly could to home ad-

dresses," Katt said Tuesday. "Ap-

parently the secretary
— I sus-

pect what happened is the secre-

tary couldn't find all the address-

es and sent some to the Legisla-

ture."

She said 32 lawmakers were
sent checks. Moat were for $100,

although a few were for $200 or

$250, she said.

House Speaker Chuck Chambers
and Deputy Secretary of State

Mary Ratliff questioned the pro-

priety of leaving checks inside the

House chamber.

In a letter accompanying the

checks, Golden Rule lobbyist An-

gela Sipe said the money was for

re-election campaigns.
Katt said she does not know

how many checks were sent to the

Legislature or how they showed

up on lawmakers' desks.

"I certainly wish I did know,"
Katt said.

Katt said the Golden Rule PAC
decided to contribute to the legis-

lators in August, and she did not

know a special session would be-

gin last Friday.

"We have no legislative agenda
this year," Katt said. "We specifi-

cally wanted them delivered be-

fore the session because we did

not want the appearance of arriv-

ing during the session, which is

exactly why they arrived now."
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Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair wants to welcome our first panel.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you are aware that it is the

practice of the committee that all witnesses testify under oath.
Do any of you object to testifying under oath? Very well.

The Chair advises that since you will be testifying under oath,
it is the right of all parties who do so to be advised by counsel.

Do any of you desire to be advised by counsel during your ap-
pearance here? Very well.

The Chair advises that copies of the Rules of the House, the
Rules of the Committee House, and Rules of the Subcommittee are
there at the witness table before you to advise you of your rights
and the limitations on the powers of the committee as you appear
here before us.

With that, ladies and gentlemen, if you would please rise and
raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. DlNGELL. You may each consider yourself under oath.

The Chair advises that we will hear from the panel in this order.

First, Mr. Van Cooper, then Mr. Foley, then Mr. Curiale, and fi-

nally Ms. Shaheen.

Again, the Chair reiterates the thanks of the subcommittee to

you all for your presence and your assistance today. It is much ap-
preciated.
You may proceed, Mr. Van Cooper.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS R. VAN COOPER, DIRECTOR, INSUR-
ANCE REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF BANKING, INSUR-
ANCE AND SECURITIES, STATE OF VERMONT; TOM FOLEY,
ACTUARY, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE;
SALVATORE R. CURIALE, SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE,
STATE OF NEW YORK; C. JEANNE SHAHEEN, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE STATE SENATOR
Mr. Van Cooper. Good morning, my name is Thomas Van Coo-

per, I am the Director of Insurance Regulation for the State of Ver-
mont.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the sub-

committee, for the opportunity to discuss Vermont's health insur-

ance reforms, in particular the requirements that health insurers
use community rating and guarantee acceptance of all applicants
in the small group market which is 1 to 49 employees in the State
of Vermont.
Oh, I am sorry. I can start again.
Mr. DlNGELL. There is one thing you are going to find out as we

all learn in this room, we have the worst imaginable loudspeaker
and public address system here you will ever find anywhere. Mr.
Curiale has been before us before, he well remembers the difficulty
we share here when he appeared on this matter.
Mr. Van Cooper. I will try again.
Mr. Dingell. You may proceed.
Thank you, sir.

Mr. Van Cooper. Good morning. My name is Thomas Van Coo-

per, I am Director of Insurance Regulation for the State of Ver-
mont.
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I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the sub-
committee for the opportunity to discuss Vermont's health insur-

ance reforms, in particular the requirements that health insurers
use community rating and that they guarantee acceptance of all

applicants in the small group market, which is 1 to 49 employees,
as of July 1, 1992, and the individual market as of July 1, 1993.

I understand that the committee is interested in Golden Rule In-

surance Company. Many of the issues surrounding Golden Rule,
both its conduct and its positions on health insurance, can probably
be best addressed by reviewing more generally the issues Vermont
faced in its individual and small group markets.
The fundamental problem that Vermont reforms address is ac-

cess to health insurance. The risk selection and risk pricing prac-
tices of the commercial insurance industry had the unacceptable re-

sult of making health insurance either unavailable or unaffordable
for Vermonters when they needed it the most when they were sick,

injured, or aging.
Vermont's reforms have required insurers to return to the busi-

ness of insurance as opposed to the business of risk avoidance. Ver-
mont's reforms were hotly opposed by much of the health insurance

industry, in particular Health Insurance Association of America
and Golden Rule Insurance Company. Opponents predicted dra-
matic rate increases and mass withdrawal of insurers from Ver-
mont as a result of mandating the use of community rating and
guaranteed acceptance.

In fact, Vermont's reforms have been an unqualified success.

Today Vermont has dynamic and competitive markets with attrac-

tive prices and products. In addition, as a result of these reforms,
all Vermonters enjoy access to any of the carriers doing business
in these markets without discrimination based on their age or
health status and have the assurance that they will not be subject
to unfair rate increases merely because they had the misfortune of

needing to use the coverage they purchased for that very possibil-

ity.

Before I continue, let me review some terms that are commonly
used but not always in the same way. The most important term is

"insurance." "Insurance" is a social mechanism for the transfer of
risk from one party to another. The party that assumes the risk,
the insurer, spreads the assumed risk by pooling it through similar

agreements with other insureds. "Insurance" is the spreading of
risk over a broad population.
"Underwriting" is the process by which insurers select and price

risk. "Community rating" means charging all members of a defined

community the same premium for the same coverage for a given
period. Community rating can be "pure," with no difference in price
structure among insurers, or it can be "modified," in which case
some price modification is permitted. The effect of community rat-

ing is to compress rates within a community.
Let me set the stage for reform in Vermont. In the mid to late

1980's, the Vermont Insurance Department became aware of prob-
lems in the small group and individual health insurance market-
places. From the consumer's perspective, the problems can best be
described as instability and unpredictability.
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Consumers were finding that the availability and pricing of

health insurance varied dramatically depending on their age and
health status. Some commercial insurers were becoming much
more sophisticated and aggressive about identifying high-risk indi-

viduals or groups and refusing to insure them or if they were al-

ready insured, either terminating them or rating them so aggres-

sively so as to encourage them to drop coverage.
The use of policy exclusions to limit coverage became more com-

mon. So for the employer or the individual, the ability to purchase
this essential product was threatened. The impact of selective un-

derwriting also began to threaten Vermont's health insurance mar-
ket.

Vermont's Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan has always used pure
community rating and has guaranteed acceptance of all applicants.
A problem arose when some commercial insurers began aggres-

sively underwriting so as to only insure younger and healthier indi-

viduals, the so-called "cherry-picking" process, while Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Vermont was left insuring an older and sicker

population.
Such a risk selection process quickly can reach a critical level

and result in the so-called "death spiral," leading to the eventual

insolvency of the company that is selected against. It did not take
the Vermont Insurance Department long to recognize that absent
some sort of intervention addressing the impact of selective under-

writing, Vermont would no longer have an insurer of last resort

and there would be no market available for those Vermonters who
needed the coverage the most: the sick, the injured, and the aged.
A good illustration of the power of underwriting and the prob-

lems that arise as a result of "cherry-picking" are the loss ratios

in Vermont's individual marketplace. A loss ratio is the ratio of

claims paid to premiums earned. For example, if an insurer earned

$1 in a premium—excuse me, $1 in premium and paid out 50 cents

in claims, the insurer has a 50 percent loss ratio.

From 1986 to 1990, the average loss ratio for commercial insur-

ers in Vermont was 52 percent. Golden Rule's lost ratio was 42.6

percent. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont's loss ratio, on the

other hand, was 112 percent, and if we exclude Medicare supple-
ment coverage, that loss ratio rises to 141 percent.
When roughly 20 percent of the population constitute 80 percent

of the claims, the impact of selective underwriting can be dramatic.

These loss ratios also show that risk avoidance is a very profitable
business. Vermont considered a number of solutions to deal with
the polarization of risk that resulted from selective underwriting,

including establishing a risk pool for the uninsurable, allowing
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont to begin underwriting like

commercial insurers, and subsidizing high-risk individuals.

The problem with these type of solutions is that they involve the

direct or indirect use of public money to cover the so-called unin-

surable. Moreover, any solution that permitted commercial insurers

to profit from good risks and left taxpayers paying for poor risks

was unacceptable.
In view of the social purposes of insurance, the protection of con-

sumers against loss, the cross-subsidization among insureds, and
the spreading of risk among large number of insureds, a simpler
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market-based solution was proposed which did not require public
funds. Vermont legislature chose to require community rating guar-
anteed issuance, leveling the playing field among insurers so that

risk could be more fairly spread among the entire marketplace as

well as within each insurer's own business. Insurers must now op-

erate in Vermont by insuring both good risks and poor risks.

Let me briefly summarize the Vermont laws that accomplish
these goals in the small group and individual marketplace. Act 52,

passed in 1991, requires all insurers in the small group market to

community rate and to guarantee acceptance of any applicant.
The law provides for pure community rating. However, it also

permits the commissioner of insurance to allow commercial insur-

ers to deviate from the community rating by plus or minus 20 per-

cent, which he has allowed. The amount of deviation is based on

the demographics, the age and sex, of the insured group or individ-

ual.

Under Act 52 insurers are required to guarantee acceptance of

all applicants. Insurers are prohibited from using individual exclu-

sions to limit coverage for a particular illness or condition. In addi-

tion, they are only permitted to use a preexisting condition limita-

tion for 12 months. This limitation must be waived, however, if cov-

erage existed during the prior 9 months.
Act 160, passed in 1992, provides almost identical requirements

in the individual market as those in the small group market, ex-

cept that the commissioner may permit a deviation from a commu-

nity rate of plus or minus 40 percent until July 1, 1995, and plus
or minus 20 percent thereafter, the purpose of which I will explain

shortly. Commercial insurers have been permitted to use a 40 per-

cent deviation, using demographics to set the amount of deviation.

Finally, a unique program called the "safety-net" was instituted.

This program was created partly in response to a threat by Golden
Rule to withdraw from Vermont if community rating and guaran-
teed issuance was required in the individual market. Under this

program, any individual or employer whose insurer withdrew from

Vermont is entitled to comparable coverage at comparable prices
from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont.
As I said earlier, Vermont's reforms have been very successful.

Looking at Vermont's experience, I believe the issue is not whether

community rating and guaranteed acceptance are good social pol-

icy. They are a clear benefit to consumers, and they do not have

any downside.
The issue is, however, how to transition from markets that have

been selectively underwritten to markets that are not selectively
underwritten. Community rating has the effect of compressing
rates. Under community rating, some of those who have paid less

because they were a preferable risk will pay more, and those who
have paid more because they are undesirable will pay less than

they previously paid.
To oversimplify, it has the effect of pushing rates to the middle.

Both Golden Rule and the Health Insurance Association of America

argued that community rating would result in dramatic rate in-

creases for younger groups and individuals, and that as a result

these groups and individuals would suffer rate shock and simply
withdraw from the market altogether.
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In recognition that the underwriting practices of commercial in-

surers had possibly skewed pricing in the market severely, thereby
creating tremendous price differences in the market between the

highest and lowest premiums, the department proposed the devi-
ations from the community rate of which I spoke earlier. These de-
viations have served a useful transition tool by allowing a more
gradual compression of rates.

The deviations, together with the safety-net program, allow for

a transition to community rating that had minimal disruption to

employers or individuals. Equally important, Vermont's health in-

surance prices have remained low. There has not been the increase
in aggregate prices that opponents of community rating had in-

sisted would occur.

During the 1992 legislative session, Golden Rule circulated a
memorandum from its actuarial department that projected rate in-

creases of 302.9 percent for those in the youngest age bracket and
even 16.9 percent increase for those in the oldest age bracket as
a result of community rating. In fact, no such increases have oc-

curred.

Let me briefly review some actual rate changes that resulted
from community rating: Time Insurance Company's insureds in the
individual market in the youngest age bracket experienced a rate
increase of 6.6 percent, while insureds in the oldest age bracket ex-

perienced a 37.7 percent rate decrease.
I note that the largest increase for Time's insureds was in the

30 to 34 age bracket, who saw a 24.2 percent rate increase. Simi-

larly, in the small group market, Time Insurance Company's
insureds in the youngest age bracket experienced a 20.2 percent in-

crease, while those insureds in the oldest age bracket saw 36.9 per-
cent decrease.
Guardian Life Insurance Company's insureds in the small group

market experienced a range of rate activity from 8.8 percent in-

creases to 51 percent decreases. This is not to say that the Depart-
ment of Insurance did not get calls from upset consumers regarding
price increases.

While no study has been conducted of Vermont's reactions to

these reform proposals, I believe the vast majority of Vermonters
approve of these changes. Moreover, there is no data to suggest
that younger and healthier Vermonters have withdrawn from the

marketplace as a result of these reform measures. Most employers
and individuals who had benefited under the old underwriting
practices, accepted higher prices in exchange for a stable and ra-

tional marketplace.
The young and healthy, previously enjoying lower rates, recog-

nized that it is just a matter of time before they fall into the unde-
sirable category of a commercial insurer. "There but for the grace
of God go I."

Another argument that opponents had raised against Vermont's
reform was that no insurer could do business in a community-
rated, guaranteed issue market, that insurers would be unable to

control their experience, that there would be no way to adequately
forecast future claim costs. Not true. When all insurers are compet-
ing on a level playing field, there is no reason why a stable market
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cannot exist and why a fair profit cannot be made. Just ask the 17

carriers competing in Vermont right now.
Did insurers leave the State as a result of these reforms? Sure,

some chose to leave, including Golden Rule. However, other insur-

ers took their place, recognizing the opportunity to do business and
make a fair profit in Vermont.

Today Vermont has 17 carriers competing in the small group
market, and eight carriers in the individual market. Now, that may
not sound like a lot, but Vermont only has 560,000 citizens, and
in fact, we now have more carriers actively competing for business
than before these reform measures. More significantly, we now
have much more capacity since every one of these carriers will take
all comers.

In sum, Vermont's reforms have been a success. The consumer
can have confidence in a stable and rational marketplace in which

coverage is guaranteed and available at a fair price. In fact, prices
are low and competition among insurers for business is high.

During the legislative debate the Health Insurance Association of

America and Golden Rule rolled out their actuaries and experts to

explain why the reforms would not work, but rather than fall prey
to the numbers game in which one actuary battles another, we re-

lied on common sense and looked to the definition of insurance for

guidance. Insurance is not about risk avoidance, it is about the

pooling of risk.

Let me discuss briefly Golden Rule and its practices in Vermont.
Before discussing Golden Rule's behavior in Vermont, I want to

state that the company did not violate any Vermont laws by its

conduct. I believe that its underwriting practices, however, were in-

strumental in creating the support that led to the passage of re-

form legislation in Vermont that rendered its type of underwriting
illegal.
What are the tools of the aggressive underwriter? The first is the

initial application form filled out by a consumer. I have attached
a copy of the Golden Rule form to my testimony.
Let me briefly review its scope. Item 15 of the application asks

for information about health status over a 10-year period. The
questions asked are very broad and refer to any disorder that the

applicant may have had. How many of us have not had a headache
or diarrhea or a bad stomachache over the past 10 years?
Another tool used more extensively by Golden Rule than other

insurers is the exclusion. This is a limitation placed on the policy
to exclude coverage for a particular individual, condition, disease,
et cetera.

When Golden Rule withdrew from Vermont, most of its insureds
elected to become members of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Ver-
mont under the safety-net program I discussed earlier. As a result,
the safety-net program allows unique access to information about
Golden Rule policies.
Of the approximately 5,000 Golden Rule policyholders who joined

the safety net, approximately 25 percent of them had some type of

exclusion under their Golden Rule policies. In an initial study done

by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont, 1024 Golden Rule pol-

icyholders had 1245 separate exclusions added to their policies. I

have attached some examples of these policy exclusions.
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Subscriber B applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on

September 18, 1991. The subscriber had been treated by a physi-
cian in June 1991 for bumps on his skin that were determined to

be fatty deposits of no concern. Golden Rule excluded any loss in-

curred resulting from any form of tumor or tumorous growth, in-

cluding complications therefrom or operation therefor.

Subscriber C, treated with aspiration for fluid in a benign cyst
located in breasts, Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred result-

ing from any disease or disorder of the breast, including complica-
tions therefor.

Subscriber F applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on

January 15, 1992. The subscriber, a self-employed commercial

painting contractor, indicated no experience with back problems.
Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury
to disease or disorder of the spinal column, including vertebrae,
intervertebral disks, spinal cord, nerves, surrounding ligaments
and muscles, including complications therefrom or operations
therefor.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont also compiled a list of

more than 81 exclusions used by Golden Rule. These include the

exclusions of whole body parts, such as arms, backs, breasts, hips,

knees, legs, hands, skin, testes and so on. I think the list speaks
for itself.

A particularly disturbing practice with Golden Rule was to selec-

tively underwrite newborn children of individuals holding individ-

ual rather than family policies. After providing the 30-day coverage
of newborn children mandated by Vermont law, Golden Rule would

only extend coverage if the newborn was healthy.
In sum, community rating and guarantee issuance represent

good social policy, good insurance policy and good business policy.

The Vermont Legislature quickly saw through the self-interested

doomsday prophecies of the commercial insurance industry about

radical price increases and the destruction of Vermont's insurance
market and instead recognized there is no reason insurers could

not make a fair profit, play on a level playing field where they
could compete on the quality of service they provided and the man-

agement of costs rather than the avoidance of risk. Vermont con-

sumers need no longer worry about whether they will be able to

have access to this essential product.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Van Cooper follows:]
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STATE OF VERMONT
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING. INSURANCE AND SECURITIES

MEMORANDUM

TO: John D. Dingell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

FROM: Thomas R. Van Cooper^^f l/C—
Director of Insurance Regulation

DATE: June 27, 1994

SUBJECT: Vermont Health Care Reform Initiatives

Introduction

Good morning. My name is Thomas Van Cooper. I am the
Director of Insurance Regulation for the state of Vermont.
I want to thank: you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee, for the opportunity to discuss Vermont's
health insurance reforms. In particular, the requirements
that health insurers use community rating and that they
guarantee acceptance of all applicants, in the small group
11-49 employees) market as of July 1, 1992, and in the
individual market as of July 1, 1393. I understand that
the committee is interested in Golden Rule Insurance
Company. Many of the issues surrounding Golden Rule,
regarding both its conduct and its positions on health
insurance, can probably be best addressed by reviewing
more generally the issues Vermont faced in its individual
and small group markets.

An important finance issue that Vermont confronted in its
effort to obtain health care reform involved the impact of
insurers employing aggressive underwriting techniques that
either explicitly excluded some Vermonters from the
marketplace or effectively did so by pricing such
individuals out of the marketplace. The cost of care for
individuals forced out of the marketplace is borne by
other taxpayers and insureds, whether through tax based
social programs or by less easily identified shifts of
uninsured and underinsured costs to the private insurance
marketplace. Since Vermont had a social contract to
provide health care to all citizens regardless of their
ability to pay, it needed a fair insurance mechanism for
financing health care.

The fundamental problem that Vermont's reforms address is
access to health insurance. The risk selection and risk
pricing practices of the commercial insurance industry had
the unacceptable result of making health insurance either
unavailable or unaffordable for Vermonters when they
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needed it the most: when chey were sick, injured or
aging. Vermont's reforms have required insurers to return
to the business of insurance, as csposed to the business
of risk avoidance.

Vermont's reform efforts were hotly opposed by much of the
health insurance industry, in particular Health Insurance
Association of America and Golden Rule Insurance Company
Opponents predicted dramatic rate increases and mass
withdrawal of insurers from Vermont as a result of
mandating the use of community rating and guaranteed
acceptance. See Attachment A.

In fact, Vermont's reforms have been an unqualifiedsuccess. Today, Vermont has dynamic and competitivemarkets with attractive prices and products. In addition,
as a result of these reforms, all Vermont ers enjoy access
to any of the carriers doing business in these markets
without discrimination based on their age or health status
and have the assurance that they will not be subject to
unfair rate increases merely because they have the
misfortune of needing to use the coverage they purchased
for that very possibility.

m

Definitions

Before I continue, let me review some terms that are
commonly used, but not always in the same way. The most
important term is "insurance." Insurance is a social
mechanism for the transfer of risk from one party to
another. The party that assumes the risk, the insurer,
spreads the assumed risk by pooling it through similar-
agreements with other insureds. Insurance is the
spreading of risk over a broad population. "Underwriting"
is the process by which insurers select and price risk.
"Community rating" means charging ail members of a defined
community the same premium rate for the same coverage for
a given period. Community rating can be "pure,

" with no
difference in price structure among insureds, or it can be
"modified, " in which case some price variation is
permitted. The effect of community rating is to compress
rates within a community. I note that the benefits of
community rating, the pooling and cross subsidization of
risk, are diminished if communities are permitted to be
defined too narrowly, such as the community of young and
healthy.

Setting the stage

In the mid-to-late 1980s the Vermont insurance department
became aware of problems in the small group and individual
health insurance marketplaces. From the consumer's
perspective the problems can best be summarized as
instability and unpredictability. Consumers were finding
that the availability and pricing of health insurance
varied dramatically depending on their age and health
status. Some commercial insurers were becoming much more
sophisticated and aggressive about identifying high risk
individuals or groups and refusing to insure them, or if
they were already insured, either terminating them or
rating them so aggressively as to encourage them to drop
coverage. The us* of policy exclusions to limit coverage
became more common. So for the employer, or the
individual, the ability to purchase this essential
coverage was threatened.

The impact of selective underwriting also began to
threaten Vermont's health insurance market. Vermont's
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan has always used pure
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community racing and has guaranteed acceptance of all
applicants. A problem arose when some commercial insurers
began aggressively underwriting so as to insure only
younger and healthier individuals "cherry picking"),
while Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont was left
insuring an older and sicker population. Such a risk
selection process quickly can reach a critical level and
result in the so-called death spiral, leading to the
eventual insolvency of the company that is selected
against . A death spiral occurs when an insurer is
selected against and must raise its prices to cover the
higher claims cost of its sicker and older insureds, then
upon raising its prices loses what is left of its
healthier business. This cycle repeats itself until there
is an uninsurable risk pool, and premiums cannot cover
claims. Unless the cycle is broken, the insurer's
insolvency is only a matter of time. It did not take the
Vermont insurance department long to recognize that,
absent some sort of intervention addressing the impact of
selective underwriting, Vermont would no longer have an
insurer of last resort and there would be no market
available for those Vermonters who needed the coverage the
most: the sick, injured and aged.

A good illustration of the power of underwriting and the
problems that arise as a result of "cherry-picking" are
the loss ratios in Vermont's individual marketplace. A
loss ratio is the ratio of claims paid to premiums earned.
For example, if an insurer earned one dollar in premium
and paid out 50 cents in claims, the insurer has a 50

percent loss ratio. From 1986 to 1990 the average loss
ratio for commercial insurers was 52 percent. Golden
Rule's loss ratio was 42.6 percent. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Vermont's loss ratio, on the other hand, was 112
percent. (Excluding Medicare supplement policies, from
1986 to 1990 Blue Cross and Blue Shield's loss ratio was
141 percent.) When roughly 20 percent of the population
constitute 80 percent of the claims, the impact of
selective underwriting can be dramatic. Loss ratios also
show that risk avoidance is a very profitable business
practice .

Vermont considered a number of solutions to deal with the
polarization of risk that resulted from selective
underwriting, including establishing a risk pool for the
uninsurable, allowing Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Vermont to begin underwriting like commercial insurers,
and subsidizing high risk individuals. The problem with
these types of solutions is that they involved the direct
or indirect use of public money to cover the so-called
uninsurable. Moreover, any solution that permitted
commercial insurers to profit from good risks and left
taxpayers paying for poor nska, was unacceptable. In view
of the social purpose of insurance: 1) the protection of
consumers against loss, 2) the cross- subsidization among
insureds, and 3) the spreading of risk across large
numbers of insureds, a simpler, market -based solution was
proposed that did not require public funds.

Act 52 and Act 160 Overview

The Vermont Legislature chose to require community rating
and guaranteed issuance, leveling the playing field among
insurers so that risk would be more fairly spread over the
entire marketplace, as well as within each insurer's own
business. Insurers must now operate in Vermont by
insuring both good risks and poor risks.
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Lee me briefly summarize the Vermont laws that
accomplished these goals in the small group and individual
markets. Act 52, passed in 1991, requires all insurers in
the small group market to community rate, to guarantee
acceptance of any applicant and to offer common benefit
plans. The law provides for pure community rating;however it also permits the commissioner of insurance to
allow commercial insurers to deviate from the communityrate by plus or minus 20 percent, which she has allowed.
The amount of deviation is based on the demographics of
the insured group or individual.

Under Act 52, insurers are required to guarantee
acceptance of all applicants. Insurers are prohibited
from using individual exclusions to limit coverage for a
particular illness or condition. In addition, they are
only permitted to use a pre-existing condition limitation
for twelve months. This limitation must be waived,
however, if coverage existed during the prior nine months'.
Some limitation must be allowed to ensure that groups do
not select against insurers by only buying coverage when
it is needed, and this limited pre-existing period
suffices. However, once a group has been insured for nine
months, they have absolute portability and can switch
among the insurers in the marketplace without penalty.

Act 52 also requires that one or more common benefit plans
be offered by all insurers so as to permit consumers to do
an apples- to-apples comparison of insurer prices. I have
attached a copy of the common benefit plan for your
consideration. See Attachment B.

Act 160, passed in 1992, provides almost identical
requirements in the individual market as those in the
small group market, except that the Commissioner may
permit a deviation from a community rate of plus or minus
40 percent until July 1, 1995, and plus or minus 20
percent thereafter, the purpose of which I will explain
shortly. Commercial insurers have been permitted to use a
40 percent deviation, using demographics to set the amount
of deviation.

Finally, a unique program called the safety-net was
instituted. This program was created partly in response
to a threat by Golden Rule to withdraw from Vermont if

community rating and guaranteed issuance was required in
the individual market. Under this program, any individual
or employee whose insurer withdrew from Vermont was
entitled to receive comparable coverage at comparable
prices from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont.

Summary of Vermont's experience

As I said earlier, Vermont's reforms have been very
successful. Looking at Vermont's experience, I believe
the issue is not whether community rating and guaranteed
acceptance are good social policy. They benefit consumers
and do not have any downside. The issue is, however, how
to transition from markets that have been selectively
underwritten to markets that are not selectively
underwritten. Community rating has the effect of
compressing rates. Under community rating some of those
who have paid less because they are a preferable risk will
pay more, and those who have paid more because they are
undesirable will pay less than they previously paid. To
oversimplify, it has the effect of pushing rates to the
middle.
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Both Golden Rule and Health Insurance Association of
America argued that community rating would result in
dramatic rate increases for younger groups and
individuals, and that, as a result:, these groups and
individuals would suffer "rate -shock' and simply withdraw
from the market altogether. In recognition that the
underwriting practices of commercial insurers had possibly
skewed pricing in the market severely, thereby creating
tremendous price differences between the highest and
lowest premiums, the department proposed the deviations
from the community rate of which I spoke earlier. These
deviations have served as a useful transition tool by
allowing for a more gradual compression of rates. The
deviations, together with the safety-net program, allowed
for a transition to community rating that had minimal
disruption to employers or individuals.

Equally important, Vermont's health insurance prices have
remained low. There has not been the increase in

aggregate prices that opponents of community rating had
insisted would occur. During tr.e 1992 legislative
session, Golden Rule circulated a memorandum from its
actuarial department that projected rate increases of
302.9 percent for those in the youngest age bracket and
even a 16.9 percent increase for those in the oldest age
bracket as a result of community rating. See Attachment
C. In fact, no such increases have occurred. Let me
briefly review some actual rate changes that resulted from
community rating. Time Insurance Company insureds in the
individual market in the youngest age bracket experienced
a rate increase of 6.6 percent while insureds in the
oldest age bracket experienced a 3 7.7 percent rate
decrease. (The largest increase was for insureds in the
age 30-34 bracket who experienced a 24.2 percent rate
increase.) Similarly, in the small group market Time
Insurance Company's insureds in the youngest age bracket
experienced a 20.2 percent increase while those insureds
in the oldest age bracket saw a 36.9 percent decrease.
Guardian Life Insurance Company's insureds in the small
group market experience a range of rate activity from 8.8

percent increases to 51 percent decreases.

This is not to say that the department of insurance did
not get calls from upset consumers regarding price
increases. While no study has been conducted of
Vermonters' reactions to these reform proposals, I believe
the vast majority of Vermonters approve of these changes.
Moreover, there is no data to suggest that younger and
healthier Vermonters have withdrawn from the marketplace
as a result of these reform measures. Most employers and
individuals who had benefitted under the old underwriting
practices accepted higher costs in exchange for a stable
and rational marketplace. The groups or individuals that
are young and healthy today will at some point become
older and less healthy. The young and healthy, previously
enjoying lower rates, recognized that it is just a matter
of time before they fall into the "undesirable" category
of a commercial insurer. There, but for the grace of God,
go I .

Another argument that opponents had raised against
Vermont's reform was that no insurer could do business in
a community rated, guaranteed issue market; that insurers
would be unable to control their experience; that there
would be no way to adequately forecast future claims and
price. Not true. when all insurers are competing on a
level playing field, there is no reason why a fair profit
cannot be made. Just ask the 17 carriers competing in
Vermont right now.
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Did insurers leave the state as a result of the reforms?
Sure, some chose to leave, including Golden Rule.
However, other insurers took their place, recognizing the
opportunity to do business and make a fair profit in
Vermont. Today Vermont has 17 carriers competing in the
small group market and 8 carriers in the individual
market. Now that may not sound like a lot, but Vermont
only has 560,000 citizens and in fact, we now have more
carreers actively competing for business than before the
reform measures. More significantly, we now have much
more capacity, since every one of these carriers will take
all comers. I have attached a list of the companies doing
business and some of the prices for products they are
selling. See Attachment D.

In sum, the reforms in Vermont have been a success. The
consumer can have confidence in a stable and rational
marketplace in which coverage is guaranteed and available
at a fair price. In fact, prices are low, and competition
among insurers for business is high. During the
legislative debate, the HIAA and Golden Rule rolled out
their actuaries and experts to explain why the reforms
would not work. But rather than fall prey to the numbers
game in which one actuary battles another, we relied on
common sense and looked to the definition of insurance
for guidance. Insurance is not about risk avoidance. It
is about the pooling of risk.

Golden Rule

Before discussing Golden Rule and its behavior in Vermont,
I want to state that the company did not violate any
Vermont laws by its conduct. I believe that its
underwriting practices, however, were instrumental in
creating the support that led to the passage of reform
legislation in Vermont that rendered its type of

underwriting illegal.

What are the tools of an aggressive underwriter? The
first is the initial application form filled out by a
consumer. I have attached a copy of a Golden Rule form.
See Attachment E. Let me briefly review its scope. Item
15 of the application asks for information about health
status over a ten-year period. The questions asked are
very broad and refer to any disorder that the applicant
may have had. How many of us have not had a headache or
diarrhea or a bad stomach ache over the past ten years?

Another tool used more extensively by Golden Rule than by
other insurers is the exclusion. This is a limitation
placed on the policy to exclude coverage for a particular
individual, condition, disease, etc. .When Golden Rule
withdrew from Vermont, most of its insureds elected to
become members of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont
under the safety-net program I discussed earlier. As a
result, the safety-net program allows unique access to
information about Golden Rule policies.

Of the approximately 5,000 Vermont Golden Rule coverage
policyholders who ]omed the safety- net, approximately 25

percent of them had some type of exclusion under their
Golden Rule policies. In an initial study done by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, 1,024 Golden Rule policyholders had
1,245 separate exclusions added to their policies. I have
attached some examples of these policy exclusions. See
Attachment F. I will review a few of them.
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Subscriber B applied for health insurance from
Golden Rule on September 18, 1991. The
subscriber had been treated by a physician in
June of 1991 for bumps on the skin that were
determined to be fatty deposits of no concern.
Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting
from any form of tumor or tumorous growth,
including complications therefrom or operation
therefor. The exclusion was in force at the
time Golden Rule terminated coverage on November

1, 1992.

Subscriber C also treated with aspiration of
fluid in benign cysts located in breasts.
Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting
from any disease or disorder of the breasts,
including complications therefor. This included
any reconstructive surgery or complications of
reconstructive surgery. The exclusion was in
force at the time Golden Rule terminated
coverage on July 19, 1993.

Subscriber F applied for health insurance from
Golden Rule on January 15, 1992. The
subscriber, a self-employed commercial painting
contractor, indicated no experience with back
problems. Golden Rule excluded any loss
incurred resulting from any injury to, disease
or disorder of the spinal column, including
vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord,
nerves, surrounding ligaments and muscles,
including complications therefrom or operation
therefor. The exclusion was in force at the
time Golden Rule terminated coverage on March 1,

1993.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield also compiled a list of more
than 81 exclusions used by Golden Rule. These include the
exclusion of whole body parts, such as arms, backs,
breasts, hips, knees, legs, hands, skin, testes and so on.

I think the list speaks for itself. See Attachment G.

A particularly disturbing practice of Golden Rule was to

selectively underwrite newborn children of individuals

holding individual rather than family policies. After

providing the 30 day coverage of newborn children mandated

by Vermont law. Golden Rule would only extend coverage if

the newborn was healthy.

Summary

Community rating and guarantee issuance represent good
social policy, good insurance policy and good business

policy. The Vermont legislature quickly saw through the
self-interested doomsday prophesies of the commercial
industry about radical price increases and the destruction
of Vermont's insurance market, and instead recognized that
there was no reason insurers could not make a fair profit
playing on a level playing field, where they could compete
on the quality of service they provided and the management
of costs rather than the avoidance of risk. Vermont
consumers need no longer worry about whether they will be
able to have access to this essential product.
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Higher Premiums
for Your
Health Coverage

OrNo Health Coverage
At All

That's what H 176, the "community
rating" or "Blues Bailout" bill, will do
for you. And i&already passed the^-

Vermont
General"Asseni6ly*'

Community rating means that every
insurance company must charge the
same rate to all its small business

customers. The result: Some employers
will be paying over 50 percent more
than they are now. Some will drop their
health insurance completely. And you— or someone you know— will be left

without health insurance coverage.

Why did your state legislators vote
to increase your health insurance

premiums?

Because a group ofpowerful lobbyists
for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Vermont want it that way.

They get a bailout and you get the bill.

But you can stop them. Call Governor

DickSnellingat (802) 828-3333 and
tell him not to sign this bill into law.

Vr>i > d=k- nv. i~~ i
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Of ferrets,
weasels and
health care
Insurance company
hires lawyers to

protect its clients
By Betty Ulay

Free Prta Stuff Writer

MONTPELIER — The Oolden Rule
Insurance Co. has hired (wo Montpeller

"

Uwyerj (o ensure their 11,000 Vermont,
policyholders are protected by provisions ,

Included in a new law.

The health care reform bill passed
this year prohibits health Insurers from

basing rales on health and age. That
provision, known as community rating,
led to Oolden Rule's pulling oul'of 'he

state.
"'" '•'< •' ;

' '
'

'«!':

The health bill guarantees that poli-

cyholders will receive comparable Insur-

ance coverage at no more than .1$

percent more than what they now pay.

Saying they didn't want the state "to
weasel out" of the protections, Oolden
Rule President J. Patrick Rooney said,
"We're here to see that guarantee Is

kept." .

Rooney brought two ferrets
labeled^

"The Gov" and 'The Commlsh" for
Gov. Howard Dean and Banking and

. Insurance Commissioner Jeffrey John-

son, who pushed through the health

reforms. The animals were meant as'

stand-ins for weasels, which the state

classifies as wildlife and cannot be used
as pets. >

At what became a rowdy, confronta-
tional news conference in front of the

Stalehouse, Rooney called the health

Insurance provision "essentially social-

ism" because it makes old and young
Vermonters pay the same rates.

"We used to do community rating.
We finally stopped because it was so

unfair," Rooney said.

During the news conference, two
men stood behind Rooney holding anti-

Golden Rule signs. One, held by Chris
Wood, read: "Golden Rule No. I: Thou
shalt rip off Vermont consumers. Oolden
Rule No. 2: If you can't rip off Vermont-
ers, thou shalt weasel their way out."

Ted Cote, sporting a Cropper for

Senate button, pushed Wood repeatedly
through the news conference, trying jo

mJlM*¥.
'

-rT;liM>'.-<'j> r-
''i.

!£>; -(• I i
rV > ?

'' -

mMWm^- '

l^LD£N:flOLE*U
J&0^00 tSMT ftp >

;

,

,

mim rmi Mama, Tree fmi
J. Patrick Rooney, president of Golden Rule Insurance Co. (led), and attorney __,

•-.

Darrell Richer 'P«« on the Stalehouse steps Tuesday. Behind them, Chris Wood
of Vermont Consumers Campaign for Health, protests against Golden Role.

nudge him away from Rooney. "I didn't

think it was very polite for him during a

press conference to crowd the president
of a large company," Cote said.

Wood is a board member of the

Vermont Consumers Campaign for

Health.

Later, Dean spokesman Olenn

Gershaneck, state Sen. Cheryl Rivers, D-
Windsor, and a Oolden Rule agent from

Rutland, Michael Mc/ser, got into a

heated argument surrounded by the me-
dia.

"There are a lot of reasons why
people are picking on health insurers,"

Gershaneck said. "If health Insurance

was working we wouldn't be where we
are."

"I think the way the governor charac-

terised it (Golden Rule's departure) last

week still stands. It seems like sour

grapes," he said. "I think It's kind of a

silly way to deal with a serious Issue."

Gershaneck and Johnson said Ver-

mont hoped to ensure universal coverage

by spreading the risk among a greater

pool of policyholders. "I think the Issue

of risk-spreading la now front and center

In Vermont," Gershaneck uld. .

Moser said Oolden Rule had a right

to leave the slate. '•., ,.

a
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ATTACHMENT B

ACT 52 INSURANCE PLAN I

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE

POLICY NUMBER - 999-99-9999 EMPLOYEE NAME AND ADDRESS
MEMBERSHIP TYPE - 1P/2P/FAMILY JOHN J. DOE
PREMIUM PAYMENT - APARTMENT 15 -B

GROUP NUMBER/NAME - 12345-678 19 MAPLE AVENUE
COMMON INDUSTRY, INC. MANAGED CARE, VT 05699-1234

THE MAXIMUM YOU MUST PAY TOWARD:
ANNUAL DEDUCTIBLE

INDIVIDUAL -

TWO -PERSON -

FAMILY
OUT-OF-POCKET LIMIT

INDIVIDUAL -

TWO- PERSON - $1,000
FAMILY - $1,500

150
300
450

500

COVERAGE IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUAL BENEFIT MAXIMUMS:

COMPREHENSIVE CERTIFICATE
LIFETIME - $1,000,000 /LIFETIME

TRANSPLANT AGGREGATE $1,000,000 /LIFETIME

MENTAL HEALTH - INPATIENT . .

- OUTPATIENT .

45 /DAYS/YEAR PAYABLE
AT 80%

40 /VISITS/YEAR PAYABLE
AT 80%

7./ S3. CBP-3
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YOUR PORTION OF. COVERED CHARGES FOR COVERED SERVICES

COINSURANCE
AMBULANCE . . . 2 0%

CARDIAC REHABILITATION .... 20%
DENTAL 20%
DIAGNOSTIC 20%
GENERAL HOSPITAL 20%
HOME CARE 20%
HOSPICE CARE 20%
MATERNITY 20%

PRE-NATAL CARE 0% - SEE PREVENTIVE CARE
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES . . 20%
MEDICAL CARE 20%
MENTAL HEALTH

INPATIENT 20%
OUTPATIENT (40 VISITS) . . . 20%

PHYSICAL REHAB FACILITY ... 20%
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 20%
PREVENTIVE CARE 0% - UP TO $150, THEN 20% THEREAFTER
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY . . . 20%
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB FACILITY 20%
SURGICAL 20%
THERAPY 20%
TRANSPLANTS 20%

DEDUCTIBLES APPLY TO ALL SERVICES EXCEPT POR PREVENTIVE CARE
SEE ARTICLE III FOR COVERED SERVICES

YOU MUST RECEIVE ADMISSION REVIEW OR PRIOR APPROVAL FROM US FOR
SPECIFIC SERVICES AS DEFINED IN YOUR POLICY OR LISTED ON THIS
OUTLINE OF COVERAGE.

7/93 CBP-3
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ACT 52 INSURANCE PLAN II

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE

POLICY NUMBER
MEMBERSHIP TYPE
PREMIUM PAYMENT
GROUP NUMBER/NAME

999-99-9999 EMPLOYEE NAME AND ADDRESS
1P/2P/FAMILY JOHN J. DOE

APARTMENT 15 -B
12345-678 19 MAPLE AVENUE

COMMON INDUSTRY, INC. MANAGED CARE, VT 05699-1234

THE MAXIMUM YOU MUST PAY TOWARD:
ANNUAL DEDUCTIBLE

INDIVIDUAL
TWO- PERSON
FAMILY

OUT-OF-POCKET LIMIT
INDIVIDUAL
TWO- PERSON
FAMILY

$
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YOUR PORTION OP COVERED CHARGES FOR COVERED SERVICES

COINSURANCE
AMBULANCE 20%
CARDIAC REHABILITATION .... 20%
DENTAL 20%
DIAGNOSTIC 20%
GENERAL HOSPITAL 20%
HOME CARE 20%
HOSPICE CARE 20%
MATERNITY 20%

PRE-NATAL CARE 0% - SEE PREVENTIVE CARE
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES . . 20%
MEDICAL CARE 20%
MENTAL HEALTH

INPATIENT (45 DAYS/YEAR) . 20%
OUTPATIENT (40 VISITS/YEAR) 20%

PHYSICAL REHAB FACILITY . . . 20%
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 20%
PREVENTIVE CARE 0% - UP TO $150, THEN 20% THEREAFTER
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY . . . 20%
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB FACILITY 20%
SURGICAL 20%
THERAPY 20%
TRANSPLANTS 20%

DEDUCTIBLES APPLY TO ALL SERVICES EXCEPT FOR PREVENTIVE CARE
SEE ARTICLE III FOR COVERED SERVICES

YOU MUST RECEIVE ADMISSION REVIEW OR PRIOR APPROVAL FROM US FOR
SPECIFIC SERVICES AS DEFINED IN YOUR POLICY OR LISTED ON THIS
OUTLINE OF COVERAGE.

7/93 CBP2
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TO: File
•

Page 2

January 21, 1992

The projection that up to one-half of lnsu.ad individuals would
join the uninsured ranks is supported by t*.a fact that 57.5% of
the policyholders reported on their applications income less than
$25,000. The distribution of the last 80 policyholder* issued
$500 deductible policies is:

$500 Deductible
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CO 50 Years of Dedication Golden Rule
40-1WO

Mr. Thomas Van Cooper
Director of Insurance Regulation
State of Vermont
Division of Insurance

Department of Banking & Insurance
State Office Building
Montpelier, VT 05602 March 5, 1992

Dear Tom:

You asked how we calculated the premium rates we would need to
charge if Vermont adopts guarantee issue and ocRirunity rating.

Ma adjusted our actual claims costs on our Vermont business by our
actual past experience on guarantee issue conversion policies.
Guarantee issue conversion policies cost 350% (or more) of standard
rates. So as not to increase the premium, inordinately, we adjusted
the guarantee issue conversion experience downward.

We included claims cost trends at levels currently experienced on
our health insurance block of business.

Finally, we levelized the premium, since younger people will be
required to subsidize older people. The rates for the younger
(under SO) ages increase dramatically. I should point out,
however, that the premium rates will not drop for the older ages
(ages 50 and above) . The subsidies they will receive from the

younger ages, who are paying as much as 300% more than current

rates, are still insufficient to overcome the excess cost of

guarantee issue.

You should note that our estimate of community rated premiums
approximates the Blue Cross ocBWunity rated premiums that I

understand they are charging in Vermont.

I have discussed the Vermont proposal with our senior management.
We believe that the Vermont Department of Insurance is obligated to

tell the citizens of Vermont what guarantee issue and community
rating will truly cost. It is clear, until we provided our

information, that such information had not been disseminated and

the citizens of Vermont were not informed.

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building
Lawrencevilie. Illinois 6243y.;j9S

Telephone (618) 943 8000
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Mr. Thomas Van Cooper
Page 2

March 5, 1992

We have informally circulated our calculations among independent
actuaries and they have confirmed that the increases we anticipate
will be at least that much. As one actuary said! "The rates will
be at least as high as you calculate and probably more.'

n

We think it would be tragic if Vermont prohibits underwriting and
requires guarantee issue and community rating. That violates every
sound principle of insurance that we know.

You will no longer have insurance In Vermont, you will have
socialized cross-subsidy. Healthy people will be forced to pay
excessive premiums to subsidize the sick people who game the system
and purchase the insurance only after they become sick. You will
have more uninsureds. After all, why should a healthy person pay
excessive premiums? A healthy person can simply wait until he or
she gets sick.

Our calculations estimate that conwunity rating and guarantee issue
would raise rates, in same age brackets, by more than 300%. It may
even be higher than that.

Sincerely

Richard J. Ruggjsl
Vice Presidentrand Actuary

FJRtbj
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ATTACHMENT D

CONSUMER UPS
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF BANKING, INSURANCE AND SECURITIES

Current Law Says:

No Vermonter Who Wants to Purchase

Small Group or Individual Health Insurance

May Be Turned Down

As a Vermonter. you can go to any health insurance carrier doing business in the Vermont

"small group" and "individual" market, and purchase health insurance—whether you're 24 or

64, and whether you're healthy as a horse or have a history of medical problems. If you

want to change insurance carriers, you do have some choke in the marketplace. You do not

have to fear that no other company would take you. They must.

Consumers and health care professionals should take note that companies selling

health insurance in Vermont may no longer choose who they're willing to insure on the basis

of age, medical condition, sex, or virtually any other factor-a method still widely used

elsewhere by insurers to screen out high risk policy holders. Companies must make all their

insurance plans available to any Vermonter who wants to purchase them.

The laws which brought about these reforms in (be marketplace are: Act 52, which

took effect in July of 1992, and applies to companies who sell policies to small businesses;

and Act 160, which took effect in July of 1993, and applies to companies who sell policies to

individuals. The new laws have these two primary requirements:

(1) "Guaranteed issue" of health insurance-Insurers doing business in Vermont

must sell coverage to any Vermonter who requests it. If you have a pre-existing medical

condition you have different protections when you puchase a policy, depending on what

coverage you presently have: If you are presently without coverage, or have had your

coverage for less than nine months, a company can exclude coverage for a pre-existing

medical condition, but only for a limited time (which may not exceed twelve months.) After

that, the consumer is fully covered for any condition. If you have coverage which has been

Mailing Address: 89 Main Street, Drawer 20, Montpdier, VT 05620-3101
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in effect for at least nine months, a company cannot impose a waiting period for similar

coverage.

(Z) Community rating This requires insurers to charge the same premium (allowing

for small deviations) to all their customers. It's a risk spreading mechanism that requires

insurers to share the responsibility for coverage of all Vermonters, and thus stabilize

premium costs.

As expected, some companies chose not to conform to the new laws, and left the

state. The law provided a safety net program which guarantees that no insured Vermonter is

left without similar coverage at a similar price because their insurance company withdrew

from the market.

As a result of these changes in the law, consumers now have more choices available

to them in the marketplace than before. Should you want to change your coverage in any

way—for example, add or delete kinds of coverage, or find a plan that offers a higher

deductible with lower premiums-shop around. A list of small group and individual (non-

group) carriers is attached, as well as a listing of current premium rates.

REFORM 2 2/94
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Vermont.
Department of Banking, Insurance and Securities

REGISTERED NON GROUP CARRIERS

Bankers Life & Casualty
22 Merchandize Mart Plaza
Chicago, IL 60654-6000

Blue Cross/Blue Shield
P.O. Box 186

Montpelier, VT 05601

Community Health Plan (CHP)
1201 Troy-Schnectady Road
Latham, NY 12110

(800)621-3724

(800)247-2583

(800)323-3877

Harvard Community Health Plan
60 Walnut Street
Wellesley, MA 02181

Matthew Thornton Health Plan
P.O. Box 2028
Nashua, NH 03061-2028

(800)338-4247

(800)544-8333

Mohawk Valley Physicians Health Plan (MVP)
111 Liberty Street
Schnectady, NY 12305

Mutual of Omaha Cust Service
Mutual of Omaha Plaza Claims
Omaha, NE 68175

(800)777-4793

(800)775-6000
(800)775-1000

Time Insurance Co.
P.O. Box 3050
Milwaukee, WI 53201

(800)800-1212

2/94
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Banking. Insurance Divisions: (802) 121-3301: Secirities Division. (802) 828-3420
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Vermont...
Department of Banking, Insurance and Securities

REGISTERED SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

American National Insurance Company
One Moody Plaza
Galveston, TX 77550-7999

CLAIMS:

CONTACT :

1-800-899-6803
Dana Turner

Lon Whitmore
603-929-0100

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
1 East Road
Berlin, VT 05602

CLAIMS: 1-800-247-BLUE

CONTACT: 802-223-6131

Community Health Plan (CHP)
1201 Troy Schenectady Rd.

Latham, NY 12110

CLAIMS: 1-800-323-3877

CONTACT: Allen Nassif
802-447-2343

CIGNA
Hartford, CT 06152

CTJNA Mutual
5910 Mineral Point Rd.
Madison, WI 53701-0391

CLAIMS: 1-800-962-3368

CONTACT: Bob Crews
802-658-1970

CLAIMS: 1-800-937-2644

CONTACT: Patti Haselwander
1-800-356-2644

Ext. 8783

FORTIS Benefits
P.O. Box 64271
St. Paul, MN 55164-0271

CLAIMS: 1-800-800-2000

CONTACT: Pat Griffin
1-800-345-5705

Guardian Life
201 Park Ave. So.
New York, NY 10003

CLAIMS: 1-800-341-1023
BILLING: 1-800-772-2455

CONTACT: Robert Schill
802-862-6600

Harvard Community Health Plan
10 Brookline Place West
Brookline, MA 02146

1-800-338-4247
SERVICES

2/94
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Home Financial Services
1 Centennial Ave
Piscataway, NJ 08854

CLAIMS: 1-800-221-3231

CONTACT: Garner Graves
617-237-2750

John Alden Life
7300 Corporate Center Dr.
Miami, FL 33152-8060

CLAIMS: 1-800-327-7771

COHTACT: Steve Shandley
508-366-5588

Matthew Thornton Health Plan
410 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063

CLAIMS 1-800-544-8333

rz»6 1-800-874-7122

Mohawk Valley Physician* Health Plan (MVP)
111 Liberty Street COSTOMEP.
Schenectady, NY 12305 1-800-777-4793

Pioneer Life Insurance of Illinois
304 North Main Street
Rockford, 111 61105-0120

1-800-950-0084

CONTACT i Henrietta Hopkins
1-800-950-0084

TIME" Insurance Co.
501 West Michigan
Milwaukee, WI 53203

1-800 -743 -TIME

i John Lovejoy
1-603-335-5813

TMO Life Insurance Co.
401 No. Executive Drive
Brookfield, WI 53008-0980

1-800-558-9296

COHTACT: Jim Tobin
1-800-368-6785

Travelers Insurance Co.
One Tower Square
Hartford, CT 06183-1050

PLAN - MI: 1-800-842-8000
PLAN - CGT: 1-800-832-8333

COHTACT:
PLAN - MI: Arnold Gahagan

1-603-626-3166

PLAN - CGT: Michael Curry
1-800-451-8000

EXT 5022

2/94
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BENEFIT PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

AMERICAN NATIONAL
PLAN

$250DED;80/20TO$5000

$500 DED; 80/20 TO $7500

$ 1000 DED; 80/20 TO $ 10,000

$500 DED; 50/50 TO $5000

SINGLE 2 PERSON FAMILY

$178.32 $353.47 $532 99
$162 54 $322.21 $485 86

$140.39 $278.31 $41965
$124.92 $247 62 $373 38

BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD
FREEDOM PLAN

(S200.J3OO.S50O

OFFICE VISITS BENEFITS)

COMPREHENSIVE

MAJOR MEDICAL

$IOODED;80/20TO$500

$200 DED;80/20 TO $600

$500 DED; 80/20 TO $1500

$ 1000 DED; 80/20 TO $.1000

$50DED,80/20TO$2000

$ 100 DED; 80/20 TO $1000

$300 DED; 80/20 TO $3000

$500 DED; 80/20TO $5000

$1000 DED; 80/20 TO S

PLAN J; NO DED; 80/20TO $2000

PLAN J-W; NO DED; 80/20 TO $2000

PLAN J- Y; NO DED; 80/20 TO $2000

$196.74 $393.62 $530 62

$185.71 $371.57 $500.87

$158.16 $316.41 $426 50

$136.09 $272.28 $367.03

$225.18

$208.97
$179.12
$1 55.47

$140.01

$450.37
$41 A91
$358.24
$310.91

$279.98

$138.23

$138 13

$134.63

$135.44
$116 38

$304.59

$304.36
$296.65
$298.43
$256.44

$608 02

$564.23

$483.58

$419.75

$378.04

$213.19 $427.58 $561.55

$219.61 $440.38 $578.78

$229.79 $460.75 $606.30

$368.27

$367.98
$358.19

$360.47

$296.75

COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN
PLAN 900 ($2 CO-PAY/ 100% FERT)
PLAN 902 ($7 CO-PAY/50% FERT)
PLAN 906 ($7 OOPAY/ADDT. COPAY MENTAL)
PLAN 907 ($7 CO-PAY)
PLAN 910 ($10 CO-PAY/S500 DED HOSP/

ADDT. COPAY FOR MENTAL VISITS)

PLAN 914 (SAME AS 910 EXCEPT 50% FERT)
PLAN 926 ( INCLUDES DRUGS)
PLAN 950 ($5 COPAY/ S240 DED HOSP/

ADDT COPAY FOR MENTAL VISITS)

PLAN 951 ($5 COPAY/ 50* FERT)
PLAN 952 ($ 10 COPAY/ $240 DED HOSP/50% FERT/

ADDX COPAY FOR MENTAL VISITS)

PLAN 95J ($10 COPAY/50% FERT/

$100 DED OP SURO/ADDL FOR MENTAL)
PLAN 954 ($5 COPAY/50% FERT/S240 HOSP DED/

$100 DED OP SURG/ADD-L FOR MENTAL)
PLAN 980 ($10 COPAY/50% FERT/ER RIDER $25 COPAY
PRESCRIPTION DRUG RIDERS
100% DRUG
80% DRUG
50% DRUG
$5 DRUG
$5/$10DRUG

$116.27 $256.21 $29645
$183.02 $384.35 $479 74

$122.73 $270.45 $319.79

$135.96 $299.57 $356.46

$118.14 $260 33 $301.69

$120.02 $264.46 $306.90

$12263 $270 21 $31949

$120.18 $264.81 $30252

VERMONT DEPARTMENTOF BANKING. INSURANCE* SECURITIES

$15.42
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BENEFIT PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

CIGNA
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BENEFIT PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

GUARDIAN
$100 ded

$200 ded

$300 ded

$500 ded

$750 ded

$1000 ded

80/20 to $2000 $151.77

$144.57

$138.03

$133.13

$124 39

$116.52

$330.77

$315.25

$301.16

$282.60

$264.32

$260.70

$487.40

$464 60

$443 89

$413 39

$386 76

$386 86

HARVARD COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN
CLASSIC-A $5 CO-PAY
CLASSIC-G $10 CO- PAY

$177.84 $355 68 $515 74

$164.69 $329.38 $477.60

HOME LIFE FINANCIAL
$200 DED; 80/20 TO $5000

$300 DED
$500 DED
$1000 DED

$200 DED
$300 DED
$500 DED
$1000 DED;

50/50 TO $2000

$200 DED
$300 DED
$500 DED
$1000 DED

50/50 TO $5000

JOHN ALDEN LIFE

$ 100 DED; 80/20 TO $2000

TO $2500

TO $5000

TO $5000

$ 1000 DED.80/20 TO $2000

TO $2500

TO $5000

$2500 DED;80/20 TO $2000

TO $2500

TO $5000

$113.70 $244.46 $346.79

$106.45 $228.86 $324.66

$97.98 $210.65 $298.93

$82.25 $176.84 $250.87

$91.36 $196.41 $278.63

$87.51 $188 14 $266.90

$81.74 $175.74 $249.30

$72.12 $155.06 $219 97

$80.44 $172.94 $245.34

$77.05 $165.66 $235.01

$71.97 $154.74 $219.51

$63.50 $136.53 $193.69

$188.57
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BENEFIT PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

MOHAWK VALLEY PHYSICIANS HEALTH PLAN
$5 CO-PAY;$240 IN-HOSP CO-PAY;$10/5 DRUG CO- PAY
$10CO-PAY;$240 lN-HOSPCO-PAY;$IO/5 DRUG CO-PAY
$15CO-PAY;$240IN-HOSPCO-PAY;$lO/5 DRUG CO-PAY
$15 CO-PAY;NO IN-HOSP CO-PAY;$IO/5 DRUG CO-PAY

$174.39
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BENEFIT PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

TMG LIFE
$ 100 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

T(TJT000

$150 DED; 80/20 TO $2500 ^-~

TO $5000

$200 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$250 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$300 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$500 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$750 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$1000 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000

$2000 DED; 80/20 TO $2500

TO $5000
*******************

$ 100 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$150 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$200 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$250 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$300 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$500 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$750 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$ 1000 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$2000 DED; 70/30 TO $2500

TO $5000

$170 20
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btiMtHI PLANS - SMALL GROUP CARRIERS

TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY
90- M $1 00 DED; 80/20 TO $1000
Ml-J $200 DED; 80/20 TO $1000
86 - L $200 DED; 80/20 TO $2000
90- N $200 DED; 80/20 TO $1500
90-0 $300 DED; 80/20 TO $1 500

Ml-K $300 DED; 80/20 TO $1500
Ml - L $500 DED; 80/20 TO $2000
90- P $500 DED; 80/20 TO $3000

$210 39

$196.68

$193.25

$194.28

$180.56

$182.96

$158.95

$161.52

$44393
$414 98

$407.75
$409.92
$380.98

$386.04
$335.39

$340.82

$62907
$588 06
$577 80

$580 88

$539 86

$547 04

$47526
$482.95

Ml -A $200 DED; 50/50 TO $2000
Ml -B $500 DED; 50/50 TO $3000
Ml-H $1000 DED; 50/50 TO $3000

Ml-C $250 DED; 70/30 TO $1 500

Ml-E $500 DED; 70/30 TO $1500
Ml-F $1000 DED; 70/30 TO $1500

$155.52 $328.15 $465.01

$125.69 $265.20 $375.80

$118.83 $250.73 $355.29

$171.47 $361.80 $512.69

$153.12 $323.09 $457.83

$129.80 $273 88 $388 11

CGT PLANS
$250 DED; 50/50 TO $1000

TO $2500
$500 DED; 50/50 TO $1000

TO $2500
$1000 DED; 50/50 TO $1000

TO $2500

$250 DED; 80/20 TO $1000
$500 DED; 80/20 TO $1 000

$1 000 DED; 80/20 TO $1 000

$166.33

$144.55

$151.24
$131.52
$133.40

$116.09

$350.95

$305.00
$319.11

$277.50
$281.48

$244.94

$497.31

$43220
$45219
$393.23

$398.87

$347 09

$180.73 $381.34 $540.38

$164.44 $346.97 $491.67

$145.06 $306.08 $433 74

VERMONTDEI'ARTMENTOF BANKING. INSURANCE & SECURITIES
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"
I'as any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, had any indication, diagnosis, or treatment Yes No
a any discrCer ot the heart or circulatory syslem. including high blood pressure, anemia, heart attack, heart murmur, cr.es;

pain, irregular hearlteat. varicose veins phlebitis, or stroke? L
~

b. cancer, tumor, cyst, polyp or growth ol any kind, or skin disorder or disease? r
c. any blood abnormalities, immune system deficiencies, or sexually transmitted diseases 7 'Z

d. any disorders ol the nervous system (including epilepsy, convulsions, headaches, paralysis, or mental illness),

nervousness, emotional or behavioral disorders; or consulted with a psychologist or psychiatrist
7 C G

e. any disorder ol the digestive system (including ulcer, gastritis, intestinal disorders, colitis, gall stone, hemorrhoids, bloody
stools, or hernia); or disorder ol the pancreas, liver, spleen, or gallbladder? D

t. diabetes, sugar in the urine, or disorder ot the thyroid, breast or other glands? D
g. any disorder ol the muscular or skeletal systems, including arthritis, gout, rheumatism, or any jaw. knee, back, or spine

disorders? -

h. any disorder ol the lungs or respiratory system, including allergies, asthma, bronchitis, tuberculosis, or emphysema?
i. any disorder ot the genito-urinary system, including kidney disorder, kidney stones, cystitis, prostatitis, bladder infections,

or blood in the urine?

j. any disorder of the male or female reproductive organs, prostate problems, irregular menstruation, abnormal pap test, or

pregnancy complications, including Cesarean Section delivery?
k. any disorder of the eyes, ears, nose or throat, including impaired sight or hearing, earaches, or tonsillitis?

16 Has any person named In #1, within the past 5 years: Yes No
a. had any indication, diagnosis, or treatment of alcohol or drug dependency, abuse, or reaction? D D
b. used any drug not prescribed, such as opiates, stimulants, depressants, and/or hallucinogens? D

17 Is any person named in #1 currently:

a. taking medication or receiving medical treatment ol any kind? D D
b. a user ol alcoholic beverages in excess ol 14 drinks per week? II yes. show who and how many drinks per week in #21 below.

(one drink equals: 12 oz ot beer; 4 oz ot wine. 1 oz ol hard liquor)

18. Is any family member (whether or not named in this application) pregnant? II yes, show expected delivery date in #21. D D
19. Has any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, been hospital confined, had surgery, or discussed surgery with Yes No

a doctor? Q p
20. What are the names ot all doctors consulted in the past S years by persons named on this application? List the

doctors' names and give full details in #21 below.

21 IMPORTANT: Give complete details ot any "Yes" answers to questions 11 thru 19 and respond to question 20.

Question Person Symptoms or Name and Address ol

Number (Line #) Condition Dates Treatment. Advice Given. Results . and other details Doctors and Hospitals

m
m
o
>
-o
-o

r.
»

c
z
0*

~*c r ? c TcCS '$ *? o r^d -sn| airt c --) it C^SCk I^IS ] ; a";; |

-f"

22 Requeued Eliective Dale (See Conditional Receipt)

I have personally completed this application and I represent that the answers and statements on this applica-
tion are true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge.

I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE that: (1 ) the statements and answers given in this application, and in any supplements or amendments to it.

will form the basis ot, and be made a pan ot. any policy which may be issued; (2) any incorrect or incomplete information on this applica-

tion may result in loss ot coverage or claim denial. (3) in accordance with the conditional receipt given to me, this application and the

payment of the initial premium does not give me immediate coverage. (4) the agent or broker: is only authorized to submit the application

and initial premium: may not change any application, policy, or receipt; and cannot waive any right or requirement; and (5) coverage for

illness does not begin until the 15th day after a person becomes insured for injury. I have received the Notice of Information Practices.

Signed
' >

Dale City State Signature ot Proposed insured (You)

Signature ol Paiem/ Guardian (it you are a minor) Signature ol Spouse (If to be covered)

REVIEW THE COMPLETED APPLICATION BEFORE SIGNING

9
J*
o
m
c
o
CO
<
o
u.
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ATTACHMENT F

A study of the first 1,064 Vermont Health Insurance Safety Net subscribers found that

approximately 20% had had one or more condition excluded from coverage in their previous

policy. While not all of these subscribers had been covered by Golden Rule, Blue Cross and

Blue Shield of Vermont records would indicate that greater than 96% of all of these

subscriber had had Golden Rule coverage. The 1,024 former Golden Rule policyholders had

a total of 1,245 separate exclusion added to their policies. The most common exclusions

included Allergies, Back Disorders, Eye Disorders, Sinus Disorders and Hayfever, however

such medical problems as Kidney Disease, Heart Disease, Ulcers, Tumors and Diabetes were

also routinely excluded. The following is a sampling of former Golden Rule policyholders

with exclusions.

Subscriber A applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on March 31, 1996. Subscriber

had been treated by physician for neck injury and whiplash in January 1, 1985. Golden Rule

excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury to, disease or disorder of the spinal

column, including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord, nerves, surrounding ligaments

and muscles, including complications therefrom or operation therefor. The exclusions was in

force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on October 3, 1992.

Subscriber B applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on September 18, 1991

Subscriber had been treated by physician in June 1991 for bumps on skin that were

determined to be fatty deposits of no concern. Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred

resulting from any form of tumor or tumorous growth, including complications therefrom or

operation therefor. The exclusions was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage

on November 1, 1992.

Subscriber B had also been treated for a back injury which occurred at place of employment

in June 1989. Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury to, disease

or disorder of the spinal column, including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord, nerves,

surrounding ligaments and muscles, including complications therefrom or operation therefor.

The exclusions was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on November 1,

1992.

Dependent of Subscriber B was treated from November 1990 to June 1991 for chiropractic

maintenance. No other indication of back injury, spinal problems, etc., were indicated on

Golden Rule application. Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury

to, disease or disorder of the spinal column, including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal

cord, nerves, surrounding ligaments and muscles, including complications therefrom or

operation therefor. The exclusions was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage

on November 1, 1992.

Subscriber C applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on July 8, 1991. Subscriber had

been treated by physician in August 1990 for unstable sacro-illiac joint, treatment included

sclerotherapy, injections of solution to help the body form scar tissue to hold the joint in

place. Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury to, disease or
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disorder of the spinal column, including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord, nerves,

surrounding ligaments and muscles, including complications therefrom or operation therefor.

The exclusions was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on July 19, 1993.

Subscriber C also treated with aspiration of fluid in benign cysts located in breasts. Golden

Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any disease or disorder of the breats, including

complications therefrom. This included any reconstructive surgery or complications of

reconstructive surgery. The exclusion was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated

coverage on July 19, 1993.

Also excluded from Subscriber C's policy was any loss incurred resulting from angioma or

hemangioma, including complications therefrom or operation therefor. The exclusion was in

force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on July 19, 1993.

Subscriber D applied for health insurance from Golden Rule in December 1990. Dependent

of Subscriber B was treated twice prior to June 1988 due to the appearance of blood found in

the stools, no recurrence had been experienced. Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred

resulting from any disease or disorder of the rectum or anus. The exclusion was in force at

the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on February 15, 1992.

Subscriber E applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on December 14, 1991.

Subscriber indicated on application that she had noticed varicose veins, but had experienced

no problems and had not seen a doctor regarding them. Golden Rule excluded any loss

incurred resulting from varicose veins, phlebitis, or thrombosis, including complications

therefrom or operation therefor. The exclusion was in force at the time Golden Rule

terminated coverage on December 24, 1992.

Subscriber F applied for health insurance from Golden Rule on January IS, 1992. Subscriber,

a self-employed commercial painting contractor, indicated no experience with back problems.

Golden Rule excluded any loss incurred resulting from any injury to, disease or disorder of

the spinal column, including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord, nerves, surrounding

ligaments and muscles, including complications therefrom or operation therefor. The

exclusions was in force at the time Golden Rule terminated coverage on March 1, 1993.

Additionally, Golden Rule excluded family members from their policies when deemed

medically high risks. A sampling of these follows.

Subscriber 1 had been on Golden Rule policy since November 16, 1991. Subscriber's spouse

had been excluded from the policy by Golden Rule. Safety Net policy became effective on

November 16, 1992. As of July 1993, 92% of claims payments made on this certificate had

been for previously excluded member.

Subscriber 2 had been on Golden Rule policy since October 1, 1990. Subscriber's spouse had

been excluded from the policy by Golden Rule. Safety Net policy became effective on

October 1, 1992. As of July 1993, 6% of the claims payments made on this certificate had

been for previously excluded member. This policy also included an exclusion for loss

incurred resulting from hearing diseases or disorders in regard to the continuously covered

member.
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ATTACHMENT G
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vV r "\ 'BIGHT' . ininry to. dissm or disorder of

. -•»*.- S

DISEASE, CS DISOSOfS OF THE KNEES
gra"sl, or colic c£ the urinary tract
injury to, disease cr disorder cf the left us

ilevated, hyparcholesterolsaia

administration •

rial"* Vr..«

i!l'iSt depression, ez

i on of aus cles
cr disorder
or disorder of

t E .'. d C
-

!

O f -t;. -.. -. -,

INJURY TO,
KIDNEY STONE
LEC, LEFT - any
C.HCLESTEROL/IIPIDS

,

MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
MENTAL CR EMOTIONAL DISORDERS,
MITRAL VALVE PROLAPSE
MUSCLE DISORDERS, -inf 1 sola t cry condil
ANKLE, EIGHT any injury to. disss:;,
HAND, LEFT - any injury to, disease.
Nasal Passsges-sny dsseace cr dieords
HAND, RIGHT DISEASE OR DISORDER OF
Pregnancy Coapl icat ions
Prostate .Prostatitis any disease
CAESAREN DELIVERY, childbirth >y caesarean deliver" or -

PSORIASIS
Planter Varts
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
Shoulder , Right any loss or injury including complication
Skin Disorders -disease cr disorder of the skin
MOTORCYCLE, injury sustained while operating or riding a
Scuba or Skin any injury resulting
HANG GLIDING - any injury sustained
SPINAL COLUMN
Jaw Disorders - Teaporoaandibular joint disorders
TESTES, disease cr disorder of the testes
THYROID - disease, dysfunction or disorder of the th-rcd s
runes

* "

ULCERS, ulcers or any disease of the steaach or duodenur
Urinary Systea-any dieass or disorder or coapli ca t ions
VARICOSE VEINS, varicose veins, phlebitis, or throabosis
INCREASED DEDUCTIBLE BY 5+00 due to asthaa and/or allergies

hyp erl ip: ceoi

£31 nation

aotorcycie

or disease ,
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Mr. Dingell. Mr. Van Cooper, you have given the committee a

most helpful and thoughtful statement for which we thank you.
Mr. Van Cooper. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. I want to commend you for the vigorous way in

which you are addressing your problems up there in Vermont.
Mr. Van Cooper. Thank you.
Mr. Dingell. The next panel member is Mr. Foley.
Mr. Foley, we thank you for being us with and we look forward

to your statement.

TESTIMONY OF TOM FOLEY

Mr. Foley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members. I am Tom
Foley, I am an Actuary in the Florida Department of Insurance. I

am delighted to be here today to address you. I have prepared writ-

ten comments. I believe you have copies of those.

If you would look at page 12, which is a summary page, that is

the page I am going to be speaking from this morning.
What I would like to do is talk about the pattern that we see for

individual and small group insurance and how that evolves and in-

deed how that causes health care costs to increase, not decrease or

moderate. I would like to begin
Mr. Dingell. Without objection, we will then insert your full

statement in the record and recognize you for such comments as

you choose to make.
Mr. Foley. Thank you.
First of all, it is very important that the committee understand

how premiums are determined by minimum loss ratios and what
that means. As Tom just said, a loss ratio means that if you collect

a dollar in premium and you pay 60 cents in claims, then you have
a 60 percent loss ratio, so minimal loss ratios mean that a portion
of the premium has to be returned in the form of claims. We need
to make the distinction between cost, claims, and price, premium.
The way minimum loss ratios work in individual health insur-

ance is that we have the claim cost and then the loading, which
is the difference between the premium and the claims cost, is a

fixed percentage of the claims cost. For example, suppose claims

are $100; the loading is 50 percent of claims. This means the pre-
mium is going to be the $100 for claims plus 50 percent of that

$100 or the premium is going to be $150.

Suppose the claims on the other hand are $300, then 50 percent
of $300 is $150, so then the premium is going to be $450. The point
I am trying to make is that since the loading is a fixed percentage
of claims, companies can increase their profit by having claims in-

crease, not decrease, which means that in this cost-plus system, to

reiterate, they can increase profits by increasing claims.

Let's see how they do that, then. We look at the pattern that de-

velops. As Tom just indicated, companies offer coverage only to

healthy people. They are not going to offer a policy unless you are

healthy or if they do offer one, they are going to put exclusions on
the policy.
The initial premiums that are determined by the company are to

cover just the low initial claim level, so basically the initial pre-
miums are inadequate in an ongoing sense because companies are

interested in securing market share. They want to have the lowest
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going-in premium that they can have so they will be attractive to

the market. So they offer this product for 1 to 3 years, and then

they discontinue sales under that product.
The reason that they do that, and it generates what is called a

"closed block" of business, the reason that they close the block of
business is then they won't have any new insureds coming in that
will hold down the claim cost level because after several years, peo-
ple develop sicknesses, they develop injuries, they have claims. So
the claim costs escalate.

As the claims cost escalate, as I just indicated to you, that auto-

matically drives the premiums up because the premiums go ahead
of claims in this automatic fashion under minimum loss ratios. So
the premiums increase dramatically.
Suppose you are in one of these policies and you bought it 2

years ago and you are still healthy. If you are still healthy, then

you can walk down the street, buy a new policy from another com-

pany, start over with a new low premium and start the cycle all

over again. If you are not—if you are no longer healthy, if you can
no longer qualify, then you are stuck in that "closed block" of busi-

ness, which means that as more and more healthy people leave and
more and more unhealthy people stay, the premium ratchets up
that much more. And again it is important for the committee to un-
derstand that this loading is fixed and so it is in the company's
vested interest to have claims increase because that increases the

premium, which increases their profit. Again, so the unhealthy who
can't get coverage elsewhere must stay with that closed block of

business, and we end up with what is called a "death spiral," with

premiums escalating 20 and 30 and 40 percent in renewal years.
And I have a chart in a minute that will show that. In fact, why
don't we go to that.

Appendix A, in my written comments is a 4-year rate increase

comparison which shows the five leading individual health insur-
ance writers in Florida, and what their rate increase experience
has been in the last 4 years. You notice that Blue Cross and Time
Insurance Company, their average rate increase for this 4-year pe-
riod of time has been about 20 percent.
Union Bankers and Mutual of Omaha, their average rate in-

crease has been close to 30 percent or at 30 percent. Golden Rule,
their average rate increase over four blocks of business for the last

4 years has been 45 percent, which means
Mr. DlNGELL. Is that per year, Mr. Foley?
Mr. Foley. That is exactly right, that is 45 percent per annum.
Mr. DlNGELL. It has gone up 45 percent per year?
Mr. Foley. That is right. What that means, Mr. Chairman, is

that if you look at the second line in appendix A, if you take a

$1,000 premium that somebody paid initially 4 years ago under
Blue Cross, with a 21 percent compound increase, that $1,000 pre-
mium is now $2,134.
Under Golden Rule with a 45 percent compound increase, that

$1,000 premium is now $4,490. We would contend that that kind
of system does not work for policyholders.

People start out with unrealistically low premiums and then be-
cause of the nature that I just described, you take only healthy
lives, in a couple years the healthy lives leave because they want
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to go back and get a new policy and start over with a new low pre-

mium, so that leaves just the unhealthy lives. So we start

ratcheting upwards, and that is what we call a "death spiral." And
as you can see, of the top five writers in Florida, some companies
make more of an effort than others to make the initial premium
adequate so that renewal rate increases won't be substantial.

If you will look at Appendix B, which is an attempt to show you
how community rating compares with the kind of rating that we

just talked about. I mislabeled the heading of Appendix B. That
should be "equivalent revenue patterns" and not "premium pat-
terns."

Mr. Chairman, what I tried to do here under community rating,

let's suppose we start with a premium of $100, and this is an

index. I am not saying that anybody's premium would be $100, but

suppose it were, and suppose that underlying health care costs go

up 5 percent a year. Then we would get the pattern under column
A for people with a community-rated system, because with commu-

nity rating basically what we are doing is we are taking the total

cost, dividing by the number of people, and everybody is going to

pay about the same.

Now, we can adjust that for age, we can adjust it for gender, but

instead of having very healthy people pay a low premium and

unhealthy people pay an exorbitant premium, what community rat-

ing does is try to have everybody, the healthy people pay a little

bit more so the unhealthy people don't have to pay as much. So we

get that premium pattern that we see in column A.

On the other hand, if you have a 30 percent rate increase, re-

newal rate increase, now keep in mind that was in the middle of

the chart we just looked at, if you look in column D, instead of

starting with a $100 premium, we would start with a $78 pre-

mium, again that is the lower premium because we are only deal-

ing with healthy people, but look at the renewal pattern. By the

time we get to year 5, instead of paying $122 under the commu-
nity-rated scheme, now we are paying $223, and it just gets worse
from there.

It is our contention that the kind of patterns represented by C
and D, do not work for policyholders. Let me just take a minute
or 2 and talk about some of the things that we have done in Flor-

ida to stop this kind of abuse.
And as Tom just indicated, as they have done in Vermont, we

have adopted the NAIC model for small group reform, we have en-

hanced that model even more, and in 1994. And what we have is

a system wherein the small group market, which is defined to be
1 to 50 employees, so it includes 1 and 2 person groups, all carriers

writing this market have to offer products of guarantee issue, they
can't do medical underwriting, they have to use modified commu-
nity rating, which means that rates can vary in our case, by age
and gender and geographic area and family composition and to-

bacco usage.
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They have to offer the same standardized policies and they have
to use the same premium format. What that allows us to do is put
together premium comparisons—and, Mr. Chairman, there are ex-

amples of these in the documents which we can go through later,
if you would like—but what that allows us to do in summary is to

bring the competitive marketplace to bear for small groups, and we
are trying to get also for individual coverage in Florida to bring the
competitive marketplace to bear which will hold down claim costs
rather than have them ratchet up like we have had in the system.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Foley follows:!
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STATEMENT OF TOM FOLEY

HISTORY

The level and rate of increase of health care costs in America are both at a non -sustainable level.

Various activities of health insurance companies are major contnbuung factors to these problems.

Health insurance reforms implemented and proposed in Florida are presented for consideration

as possible nauonal insurance reforms.

As a measure of the level of health care spending, the projected health care expenditure in Florida

for 1994 is 850 billion. This is about $3,600 for every person in the state. $300 per month per

person or $1 ,200 per month for a family of 4. Since a significant portion of the population pays

little, if anything, towards health care costs, many are paying much more than the $300 average.

And many of these costs are hidden in the form of employer paid premiums, increased consumer

prices, low copays and cost shifting.

The rate of increase in health care expenditures has been 10-14% for the last several years as

measured by federal studies and by renewal year rate increases on large group plans. This rate

of increase is 2-3 times as great as the general inflation rate as measured by the consumer price

index.

The following activities, many involving the health insurance industry, have been idenufied as

contnbuung to the level and rate of increase in costs.

1. Employer paid health premiums are fully deductible for federal income tax

calculations. Of even greater importance for this discussion, this premium is not

included in the employee's income for federal tax calculauons.

2. Non-employer paid health insurance premiums must be funded from "after-tax"

income.

3. Because of this difference in tax-treatment, employer paid nealth plans have been

designed to provide "full coverage". Higher benefit: can be provided at less

immediate cost in employer paid plans because of this tax-differenual.

4. Therefore, for the last 50 years, the clear message sent to hospitals and physicians

has been "you do it and we (the insurance policy) will pay for it". This policy

design provides hospitals and physicians with a virtual blank check in exchange for

providing care.

5. Note that the care paid for by health insurance policies is limited to performing

correcuve procedures for accidents and illnesses, but not for preventative care. It

is not unexpected that the emphasis in our health care system is on providing

treatment, not on prevenung the need for treatment.

6. The resulting increase in health care expenditures received a major boost in the

early 1970's when general wage/pnce controls were implemented and released.

In 1974, when controls were released, there was a significant spike in health

provider costs to recoup the "loss" of the previous three years.

7. In response to this significant increase in costs, many employers requested that

their group health insurance premiums be lowered because they had a healthy

group of employees. Generally, before this ume, insurers used little, if any,

medical underwriting and determined premiums using what today is referred to

as modified community raung.

8. On the surface, this is appealing. After all, if an individual or group is healthy,

why shouldn't their premium directly reflect it. However, the natural consequence
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of providing lower rates for healthy people is that unhealthy people must pay

much more or go without coverage.

9. So, what has developed in the last 20 years is a health insurance system that is

designed to cover people when they are well and makes every effort to eliminate

their coverage when they become unhealthy. Clearly, some changes are needed.

10. Another key component is the method that has been used for the last 20 years by

the insurance industry to develop iniual and renewal premiums. Premiums are

determined to be not excessive if they meet a minimum loss ratio over the life of

the policy. This means that the claims paid under the policy are at least a

minimum percentage of the premium paid.

11. This minimum loss rauo method yields a cost/plus system for determining

premiums. If the minimum loss rauo is 70% and claims are $1050, then the

maximum premium is $1500 (=1000/. 7). The portion of the premium for non-

claim expenses is 8450 (=1500-1050). However, if the claims are twice as high,

($2100), then the premium is twice as high, $3000 and the non-expense portion

of the premium is twice as high, $900.

1 2. So, this cost/plus system tends to encourage insurers to INCREASE claims, as this

increases the dollar amount for non-claim expenses, and therefore, the amount

available for profit. Both steps 11 and 12 are made possible because health

insurance policies have not been standardized and therefore, have not been

comparable. If they were, then compeuuve market pressures could be used to

reduce premiums.

13. Another major consequence is that the person paying the premium is on the risk

for increases in claims, not the insurer, not the provider. So, the current "pass-

through" system does not put any pressure on insurers or providers to provide high

quality care AT LOW COST. The mouvauon indeed is in the opposite direction.

1 4. Some will argue that the managed care or gate-keeper movement of the last 10-15

years does make an effort to reduce costs. This seems to be a "band-aid" that

attempts to have one group, the insurers, hire providers to look over the shoulder

of the providers giving care. Most would agree that this technique is not the

optimum solution.

15. Another segment of the health insurance market that potentially increases

consumer costs is supplemental insurance. These products include policies that

cover hospital stays, surgeries, drugs, dread diseases (cancer) and mental health.

These policies were originally developed to provide coverage to those who could

not afford comprehensive coverage, but now most are sold in addition to

comprehensive coverage.

16. Supplemental policies potentially increase overall consumer costs in at least two

ways. First, by providing benefits that duplicate comprehensive coverage, they

serve as a incentive to overuulize health care services by allowing a insured to get

paid twice for their care.

17. In addition, by selling coverage in small packages, the consumer is paying

duplicative expense charges to insurers. Certain non-benefit expense costs are fixed

for each policy sold and maintained. If an insured has 5 policies rather than 1,

then they are paying these fixed costs 5 times rather than once.

In summary, the individual and small group health insurance is characterized by:

1 . High medical care costs.
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2. High rate of increase in medical care costs.

3. Incentives in heaJth insurance policies for medical providers to increase health care

costs, not reduce them.

4. HeaJth insurers seeking only heaJihy people.

5. Incentives in heaJth insurance policies for insurers to increase health care costs, not

reduce them.

6. Increased separation of benefits activity supplemental policies) by heaJth insurers

which increases consumer's non-daim costs and often allows policyholders to

"make money" by being sick or injured.

The sections that follow will oudine the changes made and proposed in Florida to aJter the above.

FLORIDA INSURANCE REFORMS - SMALL GROUP

Introduction

The Florida legislature passed small group insurance reforms in 1992 and 1993. The 1992 bill

adopted the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) model bill for small group

insurance reform. The 1993 bill enhanced these reforms. The major components of the 1993

bill are presented below.

Ugislat'on

The definiuon of small group was changed from 3-25 (1992 bill) to 1-50. A study

showed that over 90% of the small groups in Florida meet this definition. The

effective date for the inclusion of 1 and 2 life groups was April 15, 1994 with 3-50

effective January 1, 1994. The eligible sole provider, independent contractor or

self-employed person is defined as one who derived taxable income from a trade

or profession as evidence by an IRS 1040 form. Schedule C or F, which showed

taxable income in at least one of the two previous years.

AJI small groups must be offered the Standard and Basic plans. These plans were

developed by a committee appointed by the Commissioner of Insurance and

consisted of representatives of small employers, consumers, insurance companies,

HMOs and two state agencies. The committee held public hearings throughout

the state. The benefits under the Standard plan are about 90-95% of the benefits

offered by comprehensive plans provided by nauonaJ major employers. The basic

plan has lesser benefits and higher copays to provide a smaller premium. Both

plans are offered on an indemnity and HMO basis. An outline of the benefits is

found in Appendix G.

All heaJth plans offered by smaJl group earners to small groups must be on a

guarantee issue basis. This applies to the Standard and Basic plans as well as any

"street" plans offered by the earner. A earner can ask medical questions at time

of application, but only to determine if the group or individual is to be placed in

the reinsurance pool.

Portability is a key factor in the legislation. If an employee had previous coverage,

either group or individual, and applied for coverage with his or her new employer
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within 30 days, then they receive credit for anv pre-existing condition provision
sausfied under the prior coverage. The pre-existing condition provision in the

legislation is 6/12 for all employees in groups of 3-50. That is, any condition

manifesting itself within 6 months before the effective date of the coverage is not
covered for 12 months after the effecuve date. For I and 2 life groups, the pre-ex
is 24/24.

5. The premium rates are determined using modified community rating, which

means they can vary by age, gender, geographic area, tobacco-usage and family

composition. There are no bottom to top limits on premiums.

6. Another key component of reform is that the premium format that carriers must

use for the Standard and Basic plans is fixed. Appendix C contains a sample set

of premiums for a Florida county (which is the smallest geographic area

component allowed) showing the fixed format. A carrier can use a different county
factor for each of the 67 counties and a muluplicauve factor for tobacco-usage.

7. Many modified community rating structures do not include gender as a rating
factor. To illustrate the effect of this, Appendix F contains the Florida premium
format with gender removed. The number of cells in reduced from 48 to 24. Of

greater importance the ratio of the age 60-64 premium to the under 30 premium
is significantly reduced for males and increased for females. Most believe that

these results are desirable.

Observations - Small Group Reforms

1. Premium Comparisons. As discussed in section I, the current cost/plus method
of determining premiums provides negative incenuves for earners to reduce costs.

The 1993 small group legislation in Florida provides for standard benefits,

standard premium format, guaranteed issue and modified community rating.

These components allow for the development and distnbuuon of premium
comparisons that will allow the compeuuve marketplace to reduce premiums.

2. More Premium Comparisons: Appendix D is an actual comparison as prepared

by the Department of Insurance. Each of the 13 earners (A through M) shown

is authorized to sell small group coverage in this county. An average individual

and family premium is calculated for each earner. Each earner's average

premium is compared to the average for all earners to develop an index value.

The index value demonstrates the earner's premium level relauve to all others

offering coverage in the county. A value of 82 means the earner's premiums are

18% less than the norm while 145 means that they are 45% more than the norm.

Employers and employees can use this companson to determine which earners

they want to receive quotes from.

3. Still More Premium Comparisons: The second step that the Department of

Insurance will perform for a consumer is to calculate the actual premium for the

group. Appendix E illustrates this calculation for a 7 person group. The coverage
is shown together with the employee premium and dependent premium, if

appropriate. The employer can use the premium companson to choose 3 or more

carriers with the premium calculation giving the actual premium for each earner.

This two step process performs several funcuons:

a. Tends to overcome reluctance to contact an agent.

b. Provides the employer with price compansons across all earners.
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c. Provides the Department of Insurance with a further check that carriers are

using the approved premiums, because the employer has a quote before

contacting the earner's representative, the agent.

d. For the first time to this writer's knowledge, real price comparison is

present in health insurance. The department has received several

reductions in premium rates in past months, which, in part, are a reaction

to health care "mania", but are also as a result of these comparisons.

4. Guaranteed Issue: Carriers can not use medical condition of an applicant to deny

coverage. The argument against guarantee issue is that consumers will wait until

sick or injured to buy coverage and then have that treatment covered. The pre-

existing condition provision helps eliminate this behavior, especially for 1 and 2 life

groups where the pre-ex is 24months/24months. Another option for the carrier

is to place a group or individual in the reinsurance pool. This pool has a $5,000

deductible and coinsurance above this amount. Many applicants are confused by
the asking of medical questions to determine if they are to be placed in the pool,

consumers believe that they will be denied coverage or that claims will not be paid.

The Department of Insurance has formed a task force to develop risk adjusters

which it is anticipated will provide a more satisfactory method of allocating the

"antiselection" generated by guaranteed issue.

5. Results: A prime goal of health care reform is to provide coverage for the portion

of Americans without it. The following table shows the number of people covered

under Florida's small group policies at the end of each quarter since January I,

1993.

DATE NUMBER INSURED

3/31/93 11.769

6/30/93 32,543

9/30/93 1 18,830

12/31/93 162,855

3/31/94 218,847

6. Because 1 and 2 life groups were added to reform on April 15, 1994, a major

jump in the numbers is expected for the second quarter of 1 994. Over 60% of the

sales were to consumers who did not have coverage. So, of the 2.7 million

uninsured in Florida, coverage has been provided to over 130,000 by a program
that is just getting started.

FLORIDA INSURANCE REFORMS - INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE

Background

As discussed in section 1, many individual health insurers use the following pattern to control the

financial results under a policy form:

1 . Only offer coverage to healthy people. The definition of healthy has become more

restrictive in recent years, almost to the point where one can get coverage only if

there is litde or no chance of needing it.
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2. Have the initial premiums fully reflect this healthy collection of insureds. The
main emphasis is on a low initial premium to capture market share. Another
reason for a low iniual premium is that agent commissions are usually a larger

percentage of the first year's premium than of the renewal year's premiums.

3. The policy is offered for sale for 1 to 3 years and then disconunued. This "dosed
block of business" is then not contaminated bv new sales (with lower claims) so

that as the claims increase, the premium will increase proportionally, allowing the

company's profit to increase. It is critical to understand that with premiums
determined by minimum loss ratios which leads to more or less automatic rate

increases, the person paying the premium is at financial risk for increased claims

under the block of business.

4. The four year rate increase comparison in Appendix A shows that companies
differ in their effort to determine initial premiums that are adequate. This chart

shows the five companies who sell the most individual major medical insurance in

Florida. The average rate increases are based on rate filings made with the

Department of Insurance for the companies largest block(s) of business. The
medical component of the CPI increased about 8° o per year for this same period.

The result of the these high renewal rate increases is that after a few years, healthy

people drop the policy and begin a new one at a new low initial premium. Those
who can not medically qualify for a new policv must conunue this coverage or

have no coverage. With a block that becomes more unhealthy with each passing

year, claims are higher, so premiums are higher, so more healthy people leave, and
so on. This is labeled a "death spiral".

Appendix B illustrates 4 premium patterns based on the level of increase in

renewal years. The larger the renewal rate increase, the higher the tendency for

insureds to drop their coverage and secure it elsewhere. This is reflected in the

footnotes in that the percentage dropping their policies gets higher as the rate

increases get larger. Based on the assumptions shown, the premium patterns will

yield the same present value of revenue. D represents the general pattern for

individual health insurance. The iniual premium is attractive compared with

pattern A, but the renewal year pattern is unacceptable to most consumers.

Pattern A is representative of a community raung pattern where the underlying
claim costs increase 5% per year. So, under modified community rating, the

initial premium is higher than under "select and ulumate" pricing, but the renewal

premiums are substantially lower. This is because everyone is paying a tittle more

so that a few - the unhealthy • do not have to pay a great deal more.

Legislation: Actual and Proposed

The 1993 legislature in Florida passed a law which prohibits the most abusive

form of the "select and ultimate" pricing described above. Insurers must now

"pre-fund" (include in the iniual premium) certain factors which effect the renewal

premiums. Renewal rate increases in the last four years would have been in the

12-15% range had this reform been in place rather than the 20-45% shown in

Appendix A.
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The 1993 legislature also passed a bill that prohibits discontinuance of sales under

a policy form to generate a dosed block of business. This is a key factor leading
to assessment spirals. If a earner discontinues a policy form, then they can not

offer a similar form for five years in Florida.

The Department of Insurance proposed to the legislature for the 1993 session the

adoption of most of the same reforms for individuals as was adopted for small

groups. Standard benefits, standard premium format and modified community

rating were proposed. The possibility of an individual applicant "selecting against

the company" (the propensity of an unhealthy person to seek coverage is greater

than a healthy person) is greater than in the small group market. Therefore, the

Department of Insurance proposed an annual open enrollment period and

portability instead of guaranteed issue. These reforms were not adopted.

Product Design

As has been discussed above, the structure of health insurance policies has contributed to the need

for reform. Please consider the following design ideas.

1. Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) are prepaid health plans that

generally pay medical providers a fixed amount monthly to provide care. This

structure is an improvement on the fee-for-service design of insurance products,

but it lacks a direct incentive for the medical provider to reduce costs. Some would

say that the incentive is for the provider to reduce care.

2. To financially reward the provider for improving care and reducing costs, consider

development of health products that reimburse medical providers based on the

degree of improvement in health condition of their covered group. More and more

examples of medical providers finding innovauve ways to provide quality care at

low costs are becoming know. One example is the California physician who

developed the altemauve to invasive heart care by using diet, stress-reduction and

exercise and achieved comparable results at a fraction of the cost. If the incentives

are right, all will respond.

3. Develop health products that include coverage for the broad range of services so

that consumers will not need to purchase supplemental coverages.
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SUMMARY

PflHCm

The pattern of individual and small group insurance is summarized below:

1. Premiums are determined by minimum loss ratios:

a. Medical costs are "passed-through" to person paying premium.

b. Cost/plus
- increased profits by INCREASED claims.

2. Offer coverage only to healthy people.

3. Initial premiums only cover the initial (low) costs: push is to increase market share.

4. Offered the policy form for 1-3 years, then disconunue sales.

5. Claim costs escalate with no new (healthy) insureds.

6. Renewal premiums escalate (pass-through).

7. Healthy insureds drop policy, get coverage elsewhere.

8. Unhealthy can not get other coverage
- must pay rapidly increasing premium or

drop coverage.

9. Death spiral
- number covered reduces rapidly.

Alternative

An alternative structure is summarized below:

1. Standard benefits

2. Standard premium format

3. Guarantee issue

4. Modified community rating

5. Portability

6. Premium comparisons

7. Product design
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Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Foley.
Mr. Curiale.
Mr. Curiale, you have been before the committee a number of

times. You have always been helpful, we have always enjoyed your
testimony, and we have always found we have learned a great deal

from your assistance. We thank you for being here today.

TESTIMONY OF SALVATORE R. CURIALE

Mr. Curiale. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here.

I thank you for the opportunity to talk about what New York has
done to try and reform the small group and individual health in-

surance marketplace. I also appreciate the opportunity perhaps to

refute some of the statements that are being made and bandied

about, particularly in Washington about New York's reforms that

they have been a failure, which, in my view, is a desperate attempt
by the HIAA and its member companies like Golden Rule, des-

perate attempt to prevent those reforms to be enacted in other
States and certainly even on a national basis.

In fact, those reforms have been very successful in creating a

fairer, more equitable health insurance marketplace in New York,
and in making meaningful health insurance available to more peo-

ple at more affordable rates, especially when they need that insur-

ance.
I would like to say at the outset that we in New York believe

that mandatory universal coverage is important and should be ac-

complished. It is important because that is the only way that these
health insurance reforms can operate at the optimal level that they
should operate at.

I am saying that because what is happening is that those that
are advocating the universal coverage nationally and even in cer-

tain States, have been saying that New York's insurance reforms
are a failure. I do not want my efforts here to show you and others
that New York is in fact doing a good job and in fact accomplishing
a great deal to hamper the efforts by those who are trying to ac-

complish universal coverage.
What I am saying is that you need universal coverage, but even

without universal coverage, if that should not be enacted on a Fed-
eral basis, that these reforms work and they are important. So hav-

ing said that, I would like to say that our experience in New York
is very much like Vermont's and Florida's. Unlike Vermont's the
numbers are much larger, that is about the only difference.

What we did in New York—I have had the misfortune, I think,
of being superintendent of insurance since 1990, and I have been

prey to the Chinese curse or blessing of being superintendent of in-

surance during interesting times, whether it was the life insurance
crisis or the health insurance crisis or catastrophes like hurricanes,
et cetera, it seems that I have had it all in New York, and it is

nice always to have as your hometown papers, the Wall Street

Journal, the New York Times, and Newsday, not to mention the

Daily News and the New York Post. I don't want to get into trou-
ble. The Long Island Press is no longer with us, so I am OK.
What we did in 1992 was we enacted community rating and open

enrollment for small group and individual health insurance, and as
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others have described what that simply means is that if you are
an insurance company and you are going to be in the small group
or individual marketplace, you have got to take everybody, that is

open enrollment. Guaranteed issue is another way to talk about it,

and if you are going to rate them, you can't discriminate on the
basis of their age, their sex, their occupation or their previous
health status. You have got to rate everybody that is in a given ge-
ographic territory that has the same contract the same.
We also provided that you would have portability of your "pre-

existing condition" clause. That meant that naturally there is a

preexisting condition clause because you don't want to have people
remain uninsured until they get sick and then go into the system.
That is counterproductive for everybody.
You want people in the system from the beginning, paying

whether they are healthy or not, so that you can support others
that are unhealthy and that are incurring costs. But once you are
in the system and once you are insured, the portability of the pre-

existing condition clause is important because it allows you to say,
well, I have waited my 9 months or my 1 year, now I am changing
employers, and I shouldn't have to wait another 9 months because

my employer, my new employer is insured with a different insur-
ance company, and that has been something that has been very,
very popular and universally acclaimed.
We also put in a risk adjustment mechanism which is very im-

portant which adjusts the premiums that are paid to different in-

surance companies based upon their demographics, their age mix,
and sex mix which actuaries tell us is predictive of what your ulti-

mate health care costs are going to be, and also on the basis of

specified medical conditions which tend to be more expensive, med-
ical conditions like neonatal situations, like ventilator dependence,
like AIDS, like transplants.

It is very important in order to understand the impact of the law
and how important the changes were to understand why we
changed them and what the situation was immediately preceding
our changes.

In New York, in the early 1990's, I would say 1991, particularly
1992, we had a crisis in small group and individual health insur-
ance. People were being priced out of health insurance coverage at

times when they needed it most.
The largest health insurance carrier in the State, Empire Blue

Cross-Blue Shield—which had practiced open enrollment and com-

munity rating, had given meaningful coverages to people, low de-

ductible, major medical coverages to everybody no matter what
your illnesses were, no matter what your past history was, no mat-
ter what your age was—was rapidly deteriorating financially. That
was the situation in New York in the 1990's, and it had changed
rapidly because in the 1960's and the 1970's, everything was fine
in New York and probably fine throughout the rest of the country.

In New York, what we had was for small groups and individuals
we had large well-balanced pools which were written by the Blues.

They had lots of younger, healthy people in there with the older,
sicker people supporting the claims of the older, sicker people.
You had the law of large numbers working properly. All insur-

ance is based on the law of large numbers. If you get together a
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thousand people, you can expect 750 of them not to have very
many claims.

They pay premiums, they absorb the costs of those maybe a hun-
dred people that are going to have really expensive claims, and
those other or so that have moderate claims, and you have insur-
ance as it is supposed to work.
What happened was that as health care costs began to get higher

and higher, a few companies, niche players as we call them, deter-
mined that it would be like shooting fish in a barrel to make a
whole lot of money in the health insurance field. All they had to
do was concentrate on small groups and individuals and under-
write carefully to "risk select" rather than "risk spread," to take

only healthy people, people that they determined would not cost
them a lot of money, would not have a lot of claims, to give them
low rates, low rates, because it was easy to give them low rates
since they weren't going to be paying very many claims, to give
them good claim services, better claim services than the Blues be-
cause they didn't have any claims.

You can give great claim services, you can shadow price, you can

charge a little bit lower, you can charge these low prices because

you are not getting any claims.

What did we have as a result of all this? Well, what we had was
a systematic stripping of the large well-balanced community-rated
pools of the Blues.

I know the commercial carriers object to the term "cherry-pick-
ing." They say: We didn't go after these policyholders, we didn't

take them away from Blue Cross-Blue Shield, we didn't take them
away from Empire. But rather than taking them away, sometimes
what I use when I argue with these executives, with these CEO's
of these commercial insurers, I say: Well, if you didn't engage in

"cherry-picking," what you engaged in was "cherry-catching." Be-
cause what would naturally and logically happen with any group
of people like this, if you are in a pool of people that is being com-
munity rated and you are absorbing all these costs, and all of a
sudden somebody comes in and offers you a lower rate because you
qualify, because you are 25 years old or 30 years old and you have
no previous health claims history, and nobody in your family has
had a heart attack or cancer, and all of a sudden, somebody is of-

fering you this lower premium, you are going to go. You are going
to go, you are going to take advantage of this policy, which, in fact,
is ice in the winter. Because those low rates and that coverage is

not going to exist when in fact you need it.

When, in fact, something does go wrong, you are going to take
it and you are going to take it quickly, and then when you turn
from being a "cherry" into a "prune," perhaps because something
goes wrong, because you get married. And in spite of the fact that

you are 28 years old, you have a child with diabetes or some child
that is not perfect, all of a sudden you become a "prune," and you
know what?
The commercial carrier bounces your rate up and sticks you back

with Empire Blue Cross-Blue Shield or some other Blue Cross plan
that will take you, and then you will cost them money. That is

what was happening in New York. Empire Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
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between the years of 1991 and 1993, lost $400 million plus on its

community-rated pools, $400 million plus.
A lot has been made of their mismanagement, and they have

been mismanaged in many areas. There have been abuses. But the

reason Empire Blue Cross-Blue Shield's financial condition deterio-

rated was because they were taking everyone in the 26 counties of

New York, that are the most difficult health insurance counties in

the country, they were insuring elderly people, they were insuring
hemophiliacs who had gotten AIDS because of blood transfusions,

people with multiple sclerosis, people with cancer, they were insur-

ing all these people with meaningful, low deductible, major medical

policies, while the commercial health insurers were refusing to

cover these people or were taking these people with exclusions or

were bouncing them out as soon as something went wrong.
That was the situation in New York, it was the situation in Ver-

mont, it was the situation in Florida, it is probably the situation

all over this country, and it particularly applies with individuals

and small groups who do not have the benefit of large numbers.

Incidentally, it is happening with regard to large groups, too, be-

cause the health insurers are finding a way to bounce sick people,

risky people out of large groups by offering new contracts periodi-

cally to other people in those groups who qualify, and creating the

"death spiral" that Tom Foley talked about, even with regard to

large groups.
So what did we do in New York? In New York, what we did was

say if you want to be in this marketplace, if you want to do health
insurance on a small group basis, you have got to take everybody,
you have got to rate everybody the same.
And has it been successful? It certainly has been successful.

What we have seen in New York, in spite of the dire predictions
of the HIAA and companies like Golden Rule, is that companies
that wrote meaningfully in the small group marketplace did not

leave the system—Guardian stayed, Chubb stayed, there are at

least 18 or 19 companies writing small group health insurance in

New York State right now.

They are writing on an open-enrollment, community-rated basis.

Their loss ratios have gone up, no doubt about it. The average age
of the people they cover have gone up. That was the whole purpose
of community rating and open enrollment.
We don't like loss ratios around 60. We don't have any loss ratios

around 40. That is unconscionable. It is unconscionable for a com-

pany to take a dollar of premium and to devote 40 cents of that

premium to paying health care claims and 60 cents of that pre-
mium to paying expenses, commissions, and profits. That cannot be
allowed to continue.
The loss ratios of commercial companies should be somewhere

around 70 percent; not-for-profit companies should be somewhere
around 90 percent, not 150 or 180 percent for not-for-profit compa-
nies and 40 percent for commercial carriers.

What has happened in New York? Well, in New York we have
a very viable, small group marketplace. There is competition. The
rates went up for younger people, no doubt about it.
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Those 25-year-olds screamed like crazy when their rates went up
170 percent. Boy, those percentages are really bandied about by the
HIAA and carriers like Golden Rule.
But what is 170 percent? 170 percent is going from $100 to $270.

At the same time somebody at $600 is going down to $400.
Well, that is only 33 Va percent reduction. Well, gees, 170 percent

against 33 Vb, that is terrible. It is not terrible. It is there. It is the
same kind of dollars.

And you know what? Those younger people are going to get
older. Sooner or later they are going to be high-risk people.
You have only two types of people in health insurance. You have

high-risk people, and those that will become high-risk people if

only because of the passage of time, and a lot of them are going
to cross that line a lot sooner than they think.

The complaints from the younger people, I appreciate those com-
plaints, they would rather use that money to buy a stereo or even
perhaps a new Camaro, and that is not a bad thing, Mr. Chairman,
I think new Camaros and new Firebirds, et cetera, should be pur-
chased. But frankly, Mr. Chairman, what they are doing is they
are making a choice, and they are making a foolish choice if they
are choosing to be uninsured.
What they had as, I said before, was "ice in the winter." It was

an illusion, it was an inexpensive policy for a worthless product,
something that was not going to be there when they really needed
it.

Instead, what we need to have is health insurance for people that
will be there for all times. We certainly do need universal coverage.
We need more things in New York. We have begun not modestly,

I think we have begun very aggressively, but we would welcome
universal coverage and a financing mechanism, one that is fair and
equitable to make sure that we have a sealed system so nobody
leaks out of the system.
We are depending upon the Federal Government to give us that.

We need all-markets legislation, because we have problems in New
York. In New York when we changed the law, we said that HMO's
had to write individuals. Individuals are people who don't buy in-

surance in the context of a group, they buy it directly from the in-

surance company.
They tend to be sicker people. They have lost their jobs perhaps,

they have been excluded from other groups, they have diseases like

MS, like AIDS, like cancer, et cetera, and they are more expensive.
We could not politically require, we couldn't get it passed that all

commercial insurers who are in indemnity insurance had to write

individuals, but HMO's do have to write them. The individuals in

New York State are all insured with Empire Blue Cross-Blue
Shield or the other Blues and their rates are going up.
We are trying to get an all-markets bill that would require all

health insurers, even those that are just in the large group busi-

ness, to somehow share the burden of individuals. We want stand-
ardized benefit packages, we are working on that.

The reason why you need a standardized benefit package, Mr.
Chairman and Members of the subcommittee, is that you have to

prevent back-door underwriting. You have to prevent health insur-
ers from offering only those kinds of coverages that are attractive
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to healthy people, coverages with very high deductibles, coverages
that do not provide drug coverage, and therefore you won't get any
AIDS people. You have got to require everybody to offer a mini-
mum standard policy, you have got to decide what those minimums
would be. That is relevant to cost control for sure, but you have got
to provide them.
One other thing I might say, we have this risk-adjustment mech-

anism. It is very important. It is important because you have got
to counter the argument of the health insurers that say that if we
write everyone and we community rate, then we are subject to ad-

verse selection.

We have said, well, if you have a risk-adjustment mechanism
that adjusts for your demographics, if you have older people that

suddenly come into your company or sicker people with all these
different special medical conditions, specified medical conditions,
then we are going to siphon more money from those companies that

have younger people to you, so you are going to be OK.
We are also going to prevent you from marketing just to younger

people, from complying with the law on its face but not complying
with the spirit of the law because you have got your application of-

fice on the 55th floor with no elevator and no elderly people can

get up there and because all your commercials have people that are

only 30 years of age that are sailing and playing tennis and doing
different things, and frankly, you don't want older, sicker people,
so we have this risk-adjustment mechanism which will work.
We are having problems with ERISA, we are being sued by the

HMO's, we are being sued by the commercial insurers who are say-

ing that, well, you know, we insure basically employer-employee
groups, and we really can't take money from them because that
would violate ERISA.

If we do not have these reforms on a national basis, Mr. Chair-

man, if we don't have them right away, we need, the States need
some relief from you, from Congress so that we can spread the risk

of health, high health insurance costs and health care costs equally
equitably to everyone in the broadest possible fashion, and without
interference from ERISA.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Curiale follows:]
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Supermtencent of Insurance for the State of New York Thank you
for your invitation to testify today concerning assertions made by
the Golden Rule lu&uumte Company t ne Health Insurance association
of America, the Cram s business journal . and others that health
insurance reform in Ne* York State has been a failure. We

cuiBguinally disagree In fact. « are quite proud of our reform
efforts in Re« York State, refora efforts that have resulted in a

fairer, acre stable and more accessible health insurance systea
•liiUi ha* also allowed an Increased coder of older and ill

individuals to obtain coverage at substantially core aodest rates.
Furthermore it was the aggressive underwriting practices of the

type practiced by Golden Rule which led to people being excluded
fron the systea and rates being jacked up try discriminating against
policyholders and potential policyholders based on such things as

pre-existing conditions, propensity to become ill. and age.

In July of 1902 open enrollment and coaswni ty rating legislation
was enacted in New York.

The major provisions of that legislation included the following:

— Any health insurer offering an individual or saw 11 group
contract in Nee York was required to accept all applicants

— All individual and small group health insurance contracts
were required to be community rated, that is. all persons
with that contract pay the saae rate without regard to ase.
sex, health status or occupation.

ill HMOs in the state were required to offer individual
contracts.

Persons with health insurance coverage who change jobs eust
be credited with the tiae covered under their prior
contract when calculating the pre-existing condition
Imitation.

A risk adjustment aechanisa among insurers was authorired
to aasure aarkat stabilization.

lag— '-—<"i |fl Lfi«i»ti»« fnfrrrf

What prompted New York to embark on a ra)or and controversial
effort to change the health insurance financing systea in New York

as it existed in the early lQftO*'

In the 1980s and 1970s most small groups and individuals were
able to obtain health i nauranca coverage through regional Rhie

Cross/Blue Shield plans or commercial carriers Health care

expenditures grew rather modestly over this time and premiums
remained relatively affntttahle for all participants In the i930*

health care costs skyrocketed and commercial health insurance

companies began to screen applicants more closely in an effort to

avoid the worat riak-a At the same live, the largest Rluw
Cross'Blue Shield plan in New York was expanding its open enrollment

policy, making available major medical coverage without underwriting.

Dramatic annual increases in hospital and medical costs during
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this tine were convincing many saali employers to seek out

lower-cost alternatives. Esployee groups that contained the better
risks, i.e.. the healthier individuals, were able to achieve savings
through the cooBercial health insurance companies which could pick
and choose the healthiest and youngest groups.

.tew fork is one state in which Blue tross'Blue Shield plans have
retained their traditional role as health insurers of last resort.
thus it was these non-profit insurers that were badly hurt when
their best risks began to sign on with lower-price competitors who
carefully selected only lower risk customers Since Blue Cross'Blue
Shield plans rely on the experience of their entire ccessunity of
risks in determining rates Tor individuals and saall groups their

preaiues began to accelerate as their pools of risks deteriorated.
Conpanies that practiced both open enrol leant (i.e.. accepting all

applicants without regard to aedical condition usually with a

waiting period for claias that result free pre-existing conditions)
and coosnmity rating were trapped In a spiral of ever-escalating
preeiuaa. As preeiune rose, aore and oore healthy customers
abandoned the fold, which neant further rate bikes.

In our review of coeoerciai carrier underwriting rules we found
that theae carriers generally had a very long list of blacklisted or

restricted industries and occupations, that is. saall businesses
that are absolutely rejected by the insurer. They included such
businesses as farms, wrecking and demolition work, restaurants,
policeoen and firesran. florists and liquor stores, orchestras,
actors and other entertainaent groups, barber shops and beauty
shops, hotels/aotels and transportation industries such as taxicabs
and trucking and nany oore.

The list of restricted industries and occupations by ccosercial
insurers grew, laming Blue fro** a* the only option for sany saall

groups. The poorer risks and those without leverage in the

marketplace were able to obtain coverage only through the Blue
Cmcs/RUie Shield plans and were required to p«y higher and higher
preaiua rates.

is we saw a rue in the nuwaoer of uninjured persons in the

state; as the complaints Increased by individuals and small
businesses that they were being priced out of health insurance
coverage; as we taw the coaawunity rated pools of Blue Cross'Blue
Shield being significantly reduced in number and becoaung more
costly; and as we saw oore individuals and awwbers of small groups
reiected for coverage by torn insurers it beceae obvious that there
was a need to change the existing system.

e believed that the probleas we were faced with in the
individual and saall group aarket appeared to be caused primarily by

allowing the underwriting of health insurance risks and by the

existing statutory authority which allowed coaounity rating and

experience rating to exist as conpeting rating eethodologies

e feit the f undaeen t a 1 change necessary in our approach to
health insurance protection lor indiviauals and smail groups was
thdi less effort should be expended keeping people out of the system
through underwriting and rating barriers and more effort expended in

bringing people into the system and doing a better job of managing
their care and protecting then froa the instability that results
fron widely fluctuating preaiua rate increases.

This fundamental change in approach to health insurance
protection for individuals and snail groups could best be achieved
through a change in the insurance system which required that these
risks Oe consxinity rated on an open enrollment basis subject to rate
approval by the Insurance Department
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Id analyzing and evaluation the enactment of the community
rating/open enrol latent lav in New York, its implementat ion and the

resulting changes in the narketplace, te harve the following
observations and comments:

The availability of health insurance coverage from all types of
insurers (commercials. rifOs and non-prof i ts) eliminated the Blue
Cross Plans as the insurer of last resort in New York. Anyone,
regardless of health status or occupation, can no* obtain health
insurance coverage at a coaanmity rate.

It had been predicted that open enrollment and caraBunitv rating
would cause commercial insurers to leave the health insurance
market That fear was unfounded, A fee coanercial insurers

left the individual and small group narket . however, they *ere

insignificant enters. All of the major snail group health

insurance writers renamed in the small gTOup market

Community rating did cause premium rates to increase for younger
insureds, however, about 60% of the persons affected by the

change in rates received rat* decreases or increase* no greater
than 20%, including trend. Soae carriers contained normal rate

increases with the change to coaanmity rating and used coonunity

rating as the scapegoat for consumer complaints about increases

The requirement to provide coverage on an open enrollment basis
and coawaunity rating of individual and CBe.il group health
insurance policies accelerated the change by insurers to managed
care products.

Consumers were particularly pleased with the portability
provisions in the law which allowed them to change jobs without

the imposition of a new pre existing condition limitation.

Dtp ire Blue Cross and Blue Shieid. which was m the aids* of

well-publicized management prooieras. lost considerable xarxe'

share iust prior to and subsequent to passage of tne coanuni'.y

rating/open enrol Laent legislation.

— There was a considerable number of telephone inquiries (900*

phone calls in one week in aid-Naxch. 1993) just prior to and

immediately subsequent to implementation of the legislation. In

hindsight, staggered impl ementation of the community rating
requirement, such as at time of renewal, would have made the

systemic change smoother .

The initial community rates filed by some commercial insurers
with the Insurance Department for use on April l. 1993. were

reduced shortly after April, 1993. because of the competitive
aaall group market. In combination with regulatory pressure to

reduce rates for April 1 approval, a strong market dynamic

quickly developed.

The implementation of the law. including promulgation of

regulations and necessary regulatory determinations based on

Interpretation of the law. wen difficult and confrontational and

has led to numerous lawsuits.

The community rating/open enrol Imant legislation did not require
that all insurers participate m all markets. Only rNOs are

required by law to be in the individual market, although they
have few individual insureds and as a result. Blue Cross plans
dominate the individual market and commercial insurers continue
to avoid the individual business.

The implementation of a risk adtustment mechanism through
establishment of demog raphic and specified medical conditions

pools presents an ongoing challenge which requires continuous

oversight and data collection with pools operational in seven

geographic regions of the state.
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More ntadi to b« done to reform the health insurance system in

New York, including standard benefit legislation, 'all Markets

legislation and inplamentet ion of standard claim form

legislation. Standard benefits and "all markets legislation
have been proposed this year and implementation of standard
claia forma legislation will also toko place this year.

Obviously we would also welcome federal legislation requiring
universal coverage and an equitable financing system.

In general, the ccestunity rating/open enrollment legislation has mde
individual and small group health insurance core available to people in

>ew York and prosing rates are more stable. la the small group health

Insurance Market the law is working well as snail groups now have greater
choice of insurance plans and insurers oust compete on the bases of

competitive price and swnageewot of care rather than on risk selection

and different rating Bethodologies. The individual market continues to

present the problem of affordability for many but this situation should

be helped in part by the risk adiustment mechanism and by an all

markets' bill which would require that insurers operating in the group
market subsidize the individual market.

There has been particular interest in the New York experience with

regard to the scope of the reform, our decision to require pure community

rating, our establishment of ratios areas and our development of a risk

adjustment mechanism.

At the time of enactment of the open enrol laent /community rating
legislation in New York all Blue Cross/Blua Shield plana in the state
were community rating their individual and saall group business. In

add'tinn. all HMOs were required to community rate all of their
business. A change to something less than pure community rating would

have been a step backward. So-called modified community rating appears
to be a recent development and I « rftally not community rating, which had

traditionally aeant that age and sex would be eliminated as rating
factors.

The selection of groups of 50 or less persons to be affected by the

legislation was based on a number of considerations including:

— many insurers considered groups of SO or fever persons as small

groups.

those groups most in need of assistance in obtaining and

maintaining health insurance coverage were toe smaller groups -

— being too ambitious may have caused more political opposition,
and

— if it was desirable to expand the groups affected by the law

that could be dona at a later time.

The New York Law and regulations make a distinction between

permissible geographic rating areas for insurers and pooling areas under
the risk adjustment mechanise. Individual insurers oust charge the same

rate to all policyholders having the same contract without regard to age.
sex, health status or occupation, however, different premium rates are
permitted for different geographic regions not smaller than a single
county, provided the regions do not appear to contain configurations
designed to avoid or segregate particular areas within a county.
Individual insurers thus cWleraine their own geographic regions for the

purpose of rating within these constraints.

For the purpose of risk adjustment pooling there are seven broad

?eographic
regions established by the Insurance Department generally

ollowing the geographic rating areas used by the various Blue Cross/Blue
Shield plans in the state.
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The risk adjustment mechanisa in New York established risk sharing
pools for three reasons:

(!) To promote competition among insurers and IMOs on the bases of
administrative efficiency and nonaged care effectiveness.

(2) To deter competition among insurers and IMOs on the basis of

avoiding or tensinating coverage of people whose health care
costs are high.

(3) To encourage insurers and IMOs to entar, reaain In. and compete
vigorously in the snail group and individual health insurance
oarkets, by shielding then free the adverse financial

consequences of insuring a disproportionate share of people
whose health care costs are high.

Insurance Department Regulation 146 seeks to achieve these purposes
by estuhl i (thing two types of pooling:

(1) A portion of the cost of specified high-cost nodical conditions
(transplants, low—birth-weight babies, AIDS and conditions

leading to ventilator dependency) is pooled aaocg all insurers
and IMOs. Through this type of pooling, all insurers and HNPs

proportionately share i part of the cost of treating these
conditions.

(2) The degree of health risk in each insurer's and each KNO's
individual and snail group business, as neasured by the

proportion of its business in broad age/sex (i.e., demographic)
categories, ia compared to the average degree of health risk for

all insurers and IMOs. Insurers and IMOs which have a lower
than average degree of health risk in their individual and snail

group business pay into the pool. Insurers and MOs which bavo
a higher than average degree of health risk in their individual
and small group business collect from the pool. This type of

pooling prevents insurers and IMOs froa profiting by
intentionally or unintentionally "skimming" the best risks: it

also protects insurers and IMOs which don t "skin" by
commansatiag thaa if they cover a disproportionate share of high
risk people because of "skinning by other insurers.

Regulation 146 established seven geographical regions in eaoh of
which there are three risk adjustment pools, as follows:

(1) A demographic pool for Medicare supplenent business:

(2) A demographic pool for all of the non-Medicare supplement
individual and small group (groups of 50 employees or less)
medical expense policies subject to pooling; and

(3) A specified medical conditions (SMC) pool for non-Medicare

sappiemem business.

Each demographic pool for a region uses demographics by age, sex and

faaily status to generate an index called the Average Demographic Factor

(ADF) for each carrier in that region. A Regional Demographic Factor
(RDF) is calculated by taking the average of the ADTs for all carriers in

that region. The regional demographic factor represents the average
age/sex/ family status for that region. Specif icaliy, to focus on the age
parameter, each carrier with a younger risk pool will pay and each
carrier with an older risk pool will collect. The rationale for the age
adjustment in the demographic pools is the recognition that morbidity
Increases by age and the risk selection that is present by age in a

carrier s risk pool can be risk adjusted to eliminate, or at least

significantly dampen, the variation among carriers by age.
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Each SMC pool for » region collects a premium between $1.25 and $5.00

per individual and between $2.50 and $10.00 per f tally per quarter from

each participating carrier That* premium variations reflect richness of

benefits. The premiums find the reiaburseoent of a fixed aoount to each

carrier which experiences a claim for any of four conditions:

transplants, neonates. AIDS and ventilator dwp«nd«Dts The rationale for

ths SMC pool is to reimburse for aberrational catastrophic clams.

Both the demographic and SMC pools hav* both prospective and

retrospective aspects to then. For example, carriers with younger
demographic pools can load their premium rates to reflect anticipated
pool coatr tout ions. The retrospective aspect of the demographic pools
takes the for* of an annual reconciliation (in Key of each year) that

'trues up' the expected deaographics and claims to the actual experience.

The SMC pools also collect a premium frost every carrier and then

reimburse for the specified conditions: transplants, neonates. AIDS and
voBtilator dependents. Retrospective risk adjustment predoainatee for

the SMC pools.

The SMC pools reisiburse a fixed aaount which has been set low enough
to encourage aanaged care practices. If sceoe carrier incurs less expense
than the stipulated aoount, then the actual expenses are substituted for

the stipulated aaount. Deceuse the arsounts are set much lower than

required to reimburse the full expense for the condition, the pool has a

managed care thrust, an incentive for the carrier to keep expenses or

nonage expenses down to the stipulated aaount.

System development to implement tbe risk aciustseot system »as

probably required by all carriers in order to extract the appropriate
demographic data and, in some cases perform ibe demographic
calculations. In addition, the administrator of the pools (Alicarej had
to develop some systems for administration and reporting, but was able to

adapt some existing systems with relative ease.

With respect to the SMC pools, the data collection and submission at

this point are minimal so that it is difficult to ascertain the necessary
system development work. However, since the New York risk adjustment
mechanism is relatively simple, it is not expected to be a major expense
item in the larger scheme of things.

Administratively, tbe demographic pools are collecting aoney from and

disbursing money to the various participating carriers. The calculations
necessary for the demographic pools are done on worksheets designed and
distributed by the Mew York State Insurance Department with the

cooperation and assistance of its administrator, alicare. Five quarterly
collections and four disbursements have been made with a very limited
umber of problems.

Th« SMT pools havn rnllnrtnd money, but distributed a limited aoount
to-data. For the most part, participating carriers have not as yet
requested reimbursement. The delay in those requests is partially due to
the newness of the pool and of the rules and procedures fnr obtaining
reimbursement.

Legally, there have been several challenges to the pool* by rhn Mhw
York H#0 Conference and commercial insurers. For those HMOs

participating in the lawsuit, payments into the pool have been put into
an escrow account until a final determination is made by the courts
Therefore, disbursements have been reduced by the escrowed amounts.
Again, pool payments are often a function of a younger risk pool, which
is the result of past risk selection practices (including benefit design
practices) that encouraged enrollment of younger risks and/or discouraged
older risks.
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New York s op«n enrol lawn t and oommunity ratine legislation »as

designed to create a fairer, more stable end aore accessible health

insurance systea. It has done that. It did not provide for universal

coverage oor was it conceived as tb« ultimate solution to our health oarc

financing woea. Most of us believed the system would be stabilized and

that health insurance would be store available and sort affordable for

•or* people, especially those "ho need it. Nobody suggested that the

changes would be painless or would reverse a five-year systemic rise in

the ranks of the uninsured.

Looking at the experience ot the tirst nine months or open
enrol lment/comuun ty rating leads me to the inescapable conclusion that

New York s snail group and individual health insurance tsarket has indeed

renamed stable. While the nuaoer o! people insured tnrough individual

contracts has decreased, enrol lees in Medicare supplement and small group

plans have actually increased. 1c fact, the increase in saall group
enrollees in Nee York State runs contrary to the national experience,
where the percentage of workers covered by saall firms (fewer than 100

workers) continues to decrease

Although rate increases for a saall number of young people were, on a

percentage basis, quite high during the first few oontha of open
enrollaent, the policies they are now purchasing are a vast inproveaent
over the pre-open enrollaent ones. In the past, groups of young people
could buy a piece of paper that proaised them 'coverage' for what

appeared to be a low price, but provided no assurances that such coverage
would remain at that price should they or one of their co-workers become

seriously ill. Ccamercial insurers were providing "inexpensive coverage
to people who in all likelihood would never collect the benefits when

they really needed thea. When these people grew older or became ill.

many commercial insurers turned their backs on them, leaving others to

provide the necessary protection. I submit that even though these young

people were paying fewer dollars for "coverage" prior to open
enrol liwmt/rnwaamf ty rating, they were hating overcharged. Under open
enroll men t/consunity rating, young people can be assured coverage will be

in place when they need it most and. thanks to our portability
provision*, they are now able to change jobs, even after ««nnu« Minns*
strikes, without fear of losing valuable protections.

It should be noted that the rate hikes that were implemented ns a

result of our move to ccaunity rating were one- ties adjustments Future

rate changes will be based on the experience of a contract s community

pool and projections of future medical costs.

There are those who would argue that open enrol lnent/coamunlty rating
won't work unloes ovoryonc io roquirod to bo oovered. • would agree
that the best open enrol laent/coamunity rating systea would be one where

all people are covered, however, even in the absence of universal

coverage. »o bclicvo that opon oarollnont and o< ie»nm ty rating,

particularly for individuals and saall groups, is essential. The New

York experience has shown that open enrol Issamt /community rating applied
to tho currant system can croatc a fairor. more stablo and ooro

accessible health insurance system, especially when that systea includes

a risk adjustment mechanism. The importance of the risk adjustment
Bochaniaa cannot be over-eagiha>sised for it provides insurers protection
from sudden shifts in the proportion of high risk persons they cover and

prevents an insurer from obtaining a competitive advantage by avoiding or

failing to insure a proportionate share of high risk parsons. If *o are

unsuccessful in our legal defense of this risk adjustment mechanism which

is being chellenged on the basis of ERISA pre-emption we will need

federal legislative assistance io order to continue easantial ewrket

stabilization and risk spreading mechanisms.
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In response to one commercial insurer that offered individual

coverage in New York and complained that after one year of open
enrol lment/coomunity rating it had seen the average age of their

policyholders increase, there is an obvious answer, "hen open enrollment

was introduced it was expected that coeoercial insurers that renamed in

the market would, by offering their policies to all carers, see an

increase in the average age of their policyholders. That was the point

of opeo enrol lmnt/ccmunity rating — spreading the older end sicker

risks among all insurers. Moreover, the one coaanrcial carrier that has

campiaineo the most about the loss of younger policyholders raised its

oetropoli tan-area faaily deductible from S80O to $5,000 in April 1993

when opeo eniol latent took effect An increase of that Magnitude would

lead most policyholders, except the healthy and wealthy, to search for

alternatives.

The arguoent by sane commercial insurers that pure coonunity rating

penalizes the young insured because they pay the same rate as an older

insured but use fewer hospital and medical services also requires a

response. In our view any open enrol lment/ccemnmity rating system should

be as inclusive as possible in order to brina down the overall costs for

all participants. An ideal system would include within one
community

pool individuals, saall group* and large groups, the young and the old.

the healthy and the sick. Any so-called subsidy for seniors would

presumably even out over time as the young people grow older. It should

be noted that just about every health aaintanance organization in the

country uses cceasunity rates, yet nothing is heard from the commercial

insurers about a "senior subsidy" under these contracts. The contention

that community rating is unfair to the young is simply a snake screen

devised by the commercial carriers to preserve the system now in place in

cost other status which convert* what ahmilrl be an internal subsidy

benefiting all policyholders into profits for the insurer.

H* believe that the open enrollment and community rating legislation

has rewarded New York residents with a number of significant benefits

As a result of the open enrollment mandate. New Yorkers can obtain

comprehensive health insurance coverage from a number of insurers end

HCs without regard to their medical condition, their age or their

occupation. Cansunity rating has stabilized premium rates and rate

increases Insureds omed not worry that one or two catastrophic clams

will result in large rate increases, rurther, restrictions on

pre-existing condition limitations have afforded portability of coverage

allowing Me* Yorkers the ability to change jobs or individual insurers or

MOs without being subject to new waiting periods for continuing medical

problems.

We strongly endorse open enrollment and community re tio*-

including an appropriate risk adjustment mechanism, all of which have Baa

such > positive impact on the New York hoalth insuronoe syetem. We also

recognize, however, that additional changes are necessary to further

address existing problems with the system, to look forward to work,n8

with State and Federal legislators and all interested parties to afford

all of our citizens the opportunity to obtain and maintain comprehensive

health insurance coverage at an affordable cost.
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Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Curiale, the committee thanks you for a very

powerful statement. We appreciate your assistance to us.

The next witness is the Honorable C. Jeanne Shaheen.

TESTIMONY OF C. JEANNE SHAHEEN
Ms. Shaheen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

committee.

My name is Jeanne Shaheen, and I represent District 21 in the

New Hampshire State Senate. I am delighted to hear the com-
ments from New York and Vermont relative to how community rat-

ing has worked in those States. Having just gone through the bat-

tle of health insurance reform in New Hampshire and hearing the

claims by HIAA and other commercial carriers, it is nice to know
that we were right in New Hampshire and that they are wrong.
This session I was the prime sponsor of Senate Bill 711, the

Small Employer Health Care Insurance Reform Act. The bill will

take effect January 1, 1995, and it provides for community rating,
forbids medical underwriting, ensures guaranteed issue, and elimi-

nates preexisting conditions. The bill was designed to provide

greater access to insurance coverage and more stable rates.

The community rating provisions of the bill are phased in over

a 2-year period, with modifications for age allowed. In the second

and all subsequent years, there can be a differential of 3 to 1 for

age. However, no rates can increase more than 25 percent a year
and all rates must be approved by the State's Commissioner of In-

surance.
The legislation was supported by a broad coalition of people. The

Governor who serves in the opposite party than I do, signed on, as

well as his Commissioner of Health and Human Services. The leg-

islative leaders in both houses supported it from both parties, and
the three largest providers of health insurance in New Hampshire
supported the legislation.
Of course, as you can imagine, Golden Rule did not support the

legislation, and unlike the other members of the panel, I am really
not going to address the technicalities of the legislation as much as

I am my experience with Golden Rule.

Golden Rule writes about 0.14 percent of the premiums in the

State of New Hampshire. That is a little over 1 percent of the in-

sured population in the State. Information that we had from the

insurance department for 1992, indicated that only 54 percent of

their premiums went to pay direct health care costs. The rest went
for overhead, administrative costs, the things that Superintendent
Curiale indicated were unconscionable, and I would certainly agree
with him.
The company, as you have heard, has captured this profitable

market by cherry-picking and by refusing to insure people who are

sick. From the very beginning, Golden Rule opposed the legislation
that I sponsored, and they came in and testified in the Senate

hearing on the bill and talked about the 170 percent rate increases

in New York. And one of the things that they handed out to all of

the members of the Senate panel was this article, which I believe

you have in your packet, from the New York Daily News which was
dated March 10, 1993. And when I pointed out to their lobbyist
that the community rating in New York didn't even go into effect
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until April 1 of that year, so that the 170 percent rate hikes in this

article were just based on somebody's speculation about what was

going to happen, her response to that was, well, we couldn't find

any newspaper articles after the bill went into effect that talked

about the high rate increases.

I would submit that speaks for itself. We didn't hear from Golden

Rule again until several weeks before the legislation was due to be

heard in the House.

Now, for those of you who don't know, New Hampshire has a

400-member House, it is very large, it is very easy on particularly
technical issues like health insurance. To confuse the issue, they

began to run a series of radio advertisements in the metropolitan
areas of New Hampshire opposing the legislation and urging people
to call their legislators.

They sent out letters to all of their policyholders and all of their

brokers in the State, which included my favorite Daily News article

as well as what I believe was deliberate misinformation about what
the bill would do in New Hampshire. They indicated that in New
York, nine carriers had left the State as a result of the community
rating provisions.

In our conversations with the insurance department in New York

they told us that was incorrect. They also indicated that if the bill

passed, they wouldn't be able to set the rates in New Hampshire,
the government was going to set the rates in New Hampshire.
Now, while our insurance commissioner does approve all rates,

I would not say that he sets the rates. He certainly doesn't provide
the numbers.

In response to the letter and the radio ads, I testified before the

House Commerce Committee refuting Golden Rule's claims. I point-

ed out that I thought they were misrepresentations and that the

only thing that Golden Rule was interested in was in changing the

rule so that the gold could go to their bottom line.

About a week after I gave that testimony, I received a letter from

someone who identified himself as the attorney for Golden Rule

who took exception to my comments and warned me that the com-

pany might bring suit if I made such remarks outside of the legis-

lative cocoon. He also copied that letter to the local reporter who
covers the major newspaper in my legislative district.

I assume that his intent was to intimidate me. He was not suc-

cessful. What I did was to immediately release that letter to the

press and to the rest of the legislature in New Hampshire. Those

tactics I think wound up hurting them in New Hampshire because

people do not like to be threatened with lawsuit for pursuing legiti-

mate public policy interests.

Finally, 2 days before the legislation was to be voted on in the

House, which was the last hurdle before passage, Golden Rule,
under the umbrella of a group called the Council for Affordable In-

surance, held a press conference where they presented what they
claimed to be was an objective report on what would happen in the

State if this legislation passed.
It was done by Milliman and Robertson, and it purported to show

that if the legislation passed, 47 percent of the people in New
Hampshire would drop their insurance within the first year.
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While under aggressive questioning from the media, they finally
admitted that the person who, the actuary who actually did the

model was one of the members of the Council for Affordable Insur-

ance and that he had been contracted at a cost of $75,000 to de-

velop this model and that the numbers that were used for New
Hampshire were all suppositions, that if you changed the assump-
tions for that model, you would change the outcome of the report.
Golden Rule attempted to influence what happened in New

Hampshire, and they very nearly succeeded. As you can imagine as

a result of those tactics, we heard from hundreds of policyholders
and constituents in the State who were very afraid of what the leg-

islation was going to do.

One of the interesting things about that, though, is that it also

produced a number of stories about Golden Rule and the unfairness
of how they write their policies. You heard from Vermont about
how they refused to cover certain parts of the body.

Well, we heard from one legislator whose son had had a foot in-

jury when he was young, and they now cover him as a young adult

but they don't cover anything below the knee on the right leg. We
heard from another legislator who is a member of the House lead-

ership who had been opposed to the bill until several weeks before

he was due to vote on it when he was notified by Golden Rule—
and this is somebody who I would say is heavy but certainly is not

obese, is not overweight, had never been in the hospital, was in his

early 30's, he was denied coverage by Golden Rule because they
said he was too fat. He voted for the legislation.
As a legislator, I can understand the need for companies to pro-

tect their own self-interest and to oppose legislation that they feel

is not in their interest. However, I am very troubled by the pros-

pect that one company, Golden Rule, can come into a State like

New Hampshire where they have a very small percentage of the

market, where they can spend as much money as they choose to

try and defeat legislation, to thwart the political will of the major-
ity to further very narrow corporate interests.

I urge the subcommittee to consider appropriate measures to in-

sure that the pursuit of private interests does not threaten or un-
dermine the public good. That concludes my statement, Mr. Chair-

man.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Shaheen follows:]
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Statement

of

Senator Jeanne Shaheen

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Good morning. My name is Jeanne Shaheen. I represent District 21 in the New Hampshire
State Senate.

This session I was the prime sponsor of Senate Bill 71 1, the Small Employer Health

Insurance Reform An. The bill, which became law earlier this month, introduces

community rating, forbids medical underwriting, ensures guaranteed issue, eliminates pre-

existing conditions and limits waiting periods.

The community rating provisions of the bill are phased in over a two year period. Carriers

are allowed to modify premiums for age with the maximum premium differential in the

first year determined by a ration of 4 to 1 .

In the second year and all subsequent years, the maximum differential is 3 to 1. Six age

brackets are allowed but rate increases are limited to 25% per year. The only other

modification to be allowed in community rating is the administrative cost of doing business

with different group sues. All rates must be approved by the state's Commissioner of

Insurance.

The legislation was supported by those who together insure the majoriry of private

individuals and small groups in New Hampshire as well as by organizations representing

management and labor and associations representing health care providers. The bill was

endorsed by the Governor and Commissioner of Health and Human Services and enjoyed

bipartisan support in both houses of the legislature.

Nevertheless, the complexity of the bill required the thorough explanation and careful

consideration which the legislative process of public hearings and work sessions ensures.

I respect the right of any firm, or industry, or interest or group to question, challenge and

oppose legislation which they believe threatens their interests. Reconciling diverse and

competing interests, as every legislator knows, is an essential part of the lawmaking

process.
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Golden Rule Insurance Company did not participate or contribute to the success of the

process. Instead, they went to considerable lengths to pervert the process in what proved a

vain effort to kill the legislation.

Golden Rule, a corporation registered in Illinois and headquartered in Indiana, wrote

about one and a half percent of all health care policies in New Hampshire and returned

only 54 percent of premiums paid in health care benefits in 1992. The company has

captured this small but profitable market by so-called "cherry picking," one of the

practices Senate Bill 7 1 1 was intended to curb.

Golden Rule expressed nothing but unqualified opposition to the bill from the outset. In

February, when the bill was heard by the Senate Insurance Committee, the company

testified that similar reform, especially community rating and guaranteed issue, led to rate

increases of 170 percent in New York, citing a newspaper report which appeared before

the reforms were implemented in support of their claim. In April the company repeated

and embellished this claim in mailings to policyholders and brokers. The mailing stated that

"When New York passed these reforms last year, the New York Department of Insurance

approved rate increases for young families of 170%!" Furthermore, the letter stated that

nine major carriers abandoned the small group and individual health insurance markets in

New York, a claim refuted as false by the Director of the Life and Health Division of the

Department of Insurance of the State of New York. Both claims were also made in radio

advertisements broadcast in metropolitan areas in New Hampshire.

When the House Commerce, Small Business and Consumer Affairs Committee heard

Senate Bill 7 1 1 in March I corrected the false claims made by Golden Rule in their

testimony, mailings and broadcasts. I also issued a press release not only challenging the

veracity of their claims but also the morality of their tactics.

On April 20, Golden Rule, in another mailing to policyholders and brokers, again

encouraged opposition to the bill without, however, repeating the specific false statements

made earlier. At the same time, I and other members of the Senate received a letter from

Golden Rule which referred to "confusion.. .about the information given to policyholders"

in the original letter. But, the second letter to policyholders and brokers neither repudiated

nor corrected the claims of the first, although the company knew full well these claims

were utterly false.
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A week later. I received a letter from an attorney. Edgar R. Lantis of Indianapolis.

Indiana, representing Golden Rule who informed me that my remarks before the House

Commerce. Small Business and Consumer Affairs Committee, as reported in a local

newspaper, were "false, malicious and defamatory" and "represent libel." His letter cited

my statement that the company had "resorted to lies and half-truths" and another

statement measuring the company s performance against die "golden rule." He warned me

that the company might bring suit if I made such remarks outside the legislature. I

responded by saying publicly that I would not be intimidated.

Finally, Golden Rule, under the umbrella of the Council for Affordable Insurance, staged a

press conference to present a report prepared by Milliman & Robertson, Inc. which

purported to show the impact of Senate Bill 7 1 1 on the number of uninsureds and the cost

of insurance in New Hampshire. Presented as an independent, objective study, the report

was, in fact, a theoretical model laced with questionable assumptions and yielding

speculative conclusions. Only under aggressive questioning from the media was it

conceded that Milliman & Robertson. Inc. were themselves members of the Council and

that the Council commissioned the report at a cost of 575.000

Golden Rule waged an expensive campaign against Senate Bill 711. State law (Revised

Annotated Statutes. Chapter 15) requires that lobbyists register with the Secretary of State

as well as disclose all fees and expenses. Only two lobbyists registered on behalf of Golden

Rule prior to April 1 . neither of whom signed the mailing to policyholders and brokers.

Together they reported fees and expenses of little more than $2000 In light of the costs of

direct mail and radio advertising as well as the report by Milliman & Robertson, none of

which appear to be reflected in the company s disclosures. I have asked the Attorney

General to determine if Golden Rule has violated the lobbying statutes.

Since my encounters with Golden Rule I have learned that this company's conduct in New

Hampshire was in keeping with the ways it has pursued its interests elsewhere, including

attempts to intimidate public officials. In New Hampshire, Golden Rule sowed fear and

anxiety among citizens and lawmakers by knowingly and willfully misrepresenting a

legislative measure which commanded widespread support among all those affected by it.

And they nearly succeeded.

As a legislator and citizen, I am very troubled by the prospect that one company which has

secured a market within a community where it has no other presence
— no property and

no payroll
— may thwart the political will of that community to further narrow corporate

interests. Frankly, I believe the kind of corporate citizenship practiced by Golden Rule

represents a severe threat to representative democratic government.

I urge this subcommittee to consider appropriate measures to ensure that the pursuit of

private interests does not threaten or undermine the public good.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be happy to answer any questions

you might have.
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CHAPTER 294

SENATE BILL - FINAL VERSION

40S8B
94-26S&
08/09

SB m

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

In the year of Our Lord
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Four

All ACT

relative to small employer and individual insurance.

Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives in General Court convened:

294:1 Small Employer and Individual Insurance. RSA 420-C is repealed

and reenacted to read as follows:

CHAPTER 4 20-C

SHALL EMPLOYER AND INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE

420-C: 1 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to make fundamental

changes in the way health insurance or health benefits plans are sold and

rated by carriers, including health maintenance organizations, to both

individuals and small employers in New Hampshire and to achieve the

following goals:

I. To facilitate equal access to health insurance and health

benefits plans by all Hew Hampshire residents who wish to obtain it

directly or as members of small groups.

II. To promote competition among carriers, insurers and health

maintenance organizations on the basis of efficient claims handling,

ability to manage health care services, consumer satisfaction, and low

administrative costs; and to prohibit underwriting and rating practices

which allow some insurers to exclude higher risk applicants from coverage

and cause unaffordable premium rates to those unable to meet selection

standards. Carriers will be expected to manage the risk of individuals or

groups having above average experience.

420-C: 2 Definitions.

I. "Carrier" means any person, entity, nonprofit corporation or

company providing health insurance or the administration of health benefits

plans in this state. For the purposes of this chapter, carrier includes a

licensed insurance company, a prepaid hospital or medical service plan, a

health maintenance organization or any other entity, as listed in
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RSA 420-G:9, which provides an individual, employ** or small employer with

a health insurance plan, health benefits plan or health insurance type plan.

II. "Community rating" means a rating methodology which produces the

same premium tor every person covered by a policy, certificate, contract

form or other evidence of coverage.

III. "Commissioner" means the insurance commissioner.

IV. "Department" means the insurance department.

V. "Health insurance plan" or "health benefits plan" or "plan" means

any arrangement with an entity which adjudicates and pays medical claims on

behalf of an individual, an employee or dependents. This type of

arrangement is evidenced by a hospital or medical policy or certificate,

hospital or medical service plan contract, or health maintenance

organization group or individual subscriber contract or other evidence of

coverage. Health insurance plan does not include accident-only, credit,

dental or disability income insurance; coverage issued as a supplement to

liability insurance; medicare supplement insurance; workers' compensation

or similar insurance; or automobile medical-payment insurance.

VI. "Individual" means a person and that person's dependents who are

not eligible for health insurance plans or health benefit plans through

employment.

VII. "Individual health insurance policy" means an insurance policy

issued by a carrier under title XXXVII of the Revised Statutes Annotated.

Issued directly to an individual and not on a group or group remittance

basis. This chapter does not affect policies covering any one of the

following: Long term care benefits, nursing home benefits, home care

benefits, dental or vision care services, hospital or surgical indemnity

benefits with specific dollar amounts, accident only indemnity benefits,

accidental death and dismemberment benefits, prescription drug benefits, or

disability income benefits, specified disease benefits, or short-term,

individual, nonrenewable medical, hospital or major medical policies. For

the purposes of this chapter, franchise insurance as defined in RSA 415:19

shall be considered individual health insurance.

VIII. "Open enrollment" means an annual period of at least 60 days

prior to the group's anniversary when employees of a small employer shall

have the opportunity to enroll in the small employer's plan or change their

membership status within that plan. Coverage shall become effective on the

group's anniversary data, subject to a 30-day notification to the carrier.

IX. "Qualified association trust or other entity" means an

association established trust or other entity in existence on

January 1, 1993 and providing health benefit plans covering at least 1,000

employees and /or the dependents of association members, which association:

(a) Was established and maintained for purposes other than the

provision of health insurance plans;

(b) Was in existence for at least 10 years prior to

January 1, 1995; and

(c) Conducts regular meetings designed to further the interests

of its members.
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X. "Small employer" mean* a but mess or organization which employs

one and up to 100 employee*, including owners and self-employed persons. A

small employer is subject to this chapter whether or not it becomes a part

of an association, multi-employer plan, trust or any other entity as cited

in RSA 420-C:9 provided it meets this definition. Small employer does not

include an employer participating in a pooled risk management program

meeting the standards of RSA 5-B or an employer providing benefits through

a qualified association trust or other entity as defined in RSA *20-C:2, IX.

XI. "Small employer carrier" means any carrier which offers coverage

for a health insurance pLan or a health benefits plan for employees,

dependents, or both of a small employer.

420-G:3 Health Insurance Plans or Health Benefits Plans Subject to this

Chapter.

I. Except as provided in paragraph II, the provisions of this

chapter shall apply to any health insurance plan or health benefits plan

which provides coverage to small employers employing one and up to 100

employees .

II. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to individual health

insurance policies.

III. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the provisions of this

chapter shall prevail with respect to the subject matter within this

chapter.

420-G:4 Practices Relating to Premium Rates and Coverage.

I. Premium rates for health insurance plans or health benefits plans

subject to this chapter shall be subject to the following provisions:

(a) All premiums charged to either individuals or small employers

shall be solely based on a community rating basis and shall be guaranteed

for at least 6 months.

(1) Community rating shall be set by each carrier as the

single average premium computed for each month or quarter for each

membership type (including single, 2 person, and family) with no

modification for gender, geographical location, occupation, health status,

individual and/or group claim* experience or duration of coverage.

(2) Carriers may modify such average premium for age only in

accordance with the following limitations:

(A) During the first calendar year that this chapter is in

effect the mxjjua premium differential for age a* determined by ratio

shall be 4 to 1;

(B) During the second calendar year and all subsequent

years that this chapter is in effect such maximum premium differential

shall be 3 to 1.

(3) Carriers modifying such average premium for age may do so

only by using the following age brackets.
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0-24

25-34

35-4*

45-54

55-64

65+

(4) Upon the renewal of an individual or small group policy a

carriar is prohibited from increasing the premium rate by more than 25

percent of the rate which applied in the preceeding year. Such rate

increase limitation shall not include any premium rate increase which is

based on a carriers annual cost and utilization trends; changes in the

number of covered members in the group; or changes in group composition due

to members moving to a different age bracket. This subparagraph shall

expire on January 1, 2000.

(5) The same rating methodology shall apply to individuals or

new groups and to individuals renewing and groups renewing at each annual

renewal date or anniversary data. There shall be no adjustments in the

form of new group discounts, rebates, anticipated refunds, experience, or

tier or durational factors or any other factor which affects an

individual's or small employer's rate. Rating methodology shall not be

construed to include carrier incentives to individual subscribers or

members to participate in wellness and fitness programs provided such

incentives are approved by the insurance department.

(6) The only other modification to be allowed in community

rating will be that component of the administrative fees which reflects the

cost of doing business with different group sizes. The commissioner shall

not approve any filing if such filing is excessive, inadequate or contrary

to the intent of this chapter.

(b) Medical underwriting, the use of individual or small employer

group health statements or screenings or the use of prior individual or

group claims history to establish or modify premium rates, is prohibited.

(1) Carriers shall not make any adjustments to the community

rate due to any past, current or anticipated medical condition.

(2) Carriers shall not make any inquiry about applicant's

avocations, hobbies or other activities.

(3) Carriers shall not require attending physician statements,

questionnaires or any investigations or reviews regarding health status,

health history or family health status.

(4) Carriers shall not knowingly provide coverage to groups

where medical underwriting has been performed by the employer or anyone

acting on the group's behalf.

(5) Carriers shall not offer riders or endorsements which

provide for medical underwriting or offer incentives to individuals or

small employers to provide medical information.

(6) Carriers shall not offer riders or endorsements to exclude
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certain illness** or health conditions in order to avoid the purpose of

this chapter.

(c) All rates, either for individuals or new small employer

groups or for the renewal of existing individuals or small employer groups,

shall be provided on a guaranteed acceptance and renewability basis.

(1) Carriers shall actively market, accept and renew ell

individuals or small employers for all of the benefits pLans they sell in

the individual or small employer market.

(2) Carriers shall not deny coverage to any person nor any

eligible dependent, except in accordance with the provisions of this

chapter.

(3) High risk pools are not allowed.

(*) A health insurance plan or health benefits plan subject to

this chapter shall be renewable to all individuals or employees and

dependents at the option of the small employer, except for the following

reasons: .

(A) nonpayment of required premiums.

(B) Fraud or misrepresentation of the individual or small

employer, or with respect to coverage of an employee, fraud or

misrepresentation by the employee or dependent or such individual or

employee's representative.

(C) noncompliance with plan provisions.

(D) The number of employees covered under the plan is less

than the number or percentage of eligible employees required by percentage

requirements under the plan.

(E) The small employer is no longer actively engaged in the

business in which it was engaged on the effective date of the plan.

(F) The small employer medically underwrites or otherwise

violates a provision of this chapter.

II. Individual and small employer health insurance plan or health

benefits p Lan coverage may include waiting periods for pre-existing

conditions, but the provisions shall be at least as favorable to covered

persons as those set forth in this section.

(a)(1) Except for federally-qualified health maintenance

organizations, no waiting period provision shall exclude coverage for a

preexisting condition period in excess of a period of 3 consecutive months

ending while the individual's health Insurance plan is in force and during

which the individual incurred no medical care treatment expenses in

connection with the preexisting condition, nor for a preexisting condition

period in excess of 9 months following the effective date of coverage for

the covered person and may apply only to conditions manifesting themselves

in symptoms or conditions for which medical advice was received or

recommended or which caused or would cause an ordinarily prudent person to

seek medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment and/or was recommended or

received during the 3 months immediately preceding the effective date of

coverage.
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(2) For federally-qualified health maintenance organizations,

no preexisting condition provision shall impose a copayment for a

preexisting condition that fexceeds SO percent of the cost of providing

services for that condition. Copayments on preexisting conditions may be

charged for 12 months following the effective date of coverage for the

covered person and may apply only to conditions manifesting themselves in

symptoms or conditions for which medical advice was received or recommended

or which caused or would cause an ordinarily prudent person to seek medical

advice, diagnosis, care or treatment and/or was recommended or received

during the 3 months immediately preceding the effective date of coverage.

(b) In applying a preexisting condition provision to an

eligible person, the carrier shall credit the time the person was covered

under previous health insurance or health benefits plans, whether insured

or self-insured.

(1) If the individual, employee, or dependent did not have a

health insurance plan or health benefits plan during a period of

unemployment prior to the effective date of new coverage, the lack of

coverage during the period of unemployment shall be disregarded and, when

applying the continuous coverage requirement of this subparagraph to an

eligible person, coverage shall be considered to have been continuous from

the date of the termination of any health benefit plan insuring the

individual immediately prior to the period of unemployment to the effective

date of the new coverage. The period of unemployment shall also be

credited toward the time needed to satisfy any waiting period provision of

the new coverage.

(2) An employee who declines a small employer's plan during

the initial offering or subsequent open enrollment periods shall be a lata

enrollee and shall not be allowed on the plan until the next open

enrollment period. However, an eligible employee or dependent shall not be

considered a late enrollee if the individual:

(A) Waa covered under a public or private health insurance

or other health benefit arrangement at the time the individual was able to

enro 1 1 ; and

(B) Has lost coverage under a public or private health

insurance or other health benefit arrangement as a result of termination of

employment or eligibility, the termination of the other plan's coverage,

death of a spouse, or divorce; and

(C) Requests enrollment within 30 days after termination of

coverage provided under a public or private health Insurance or other

health benaftt arrangement; or

(0) The individual is employed by an employer which offers

multiple health benefit plans and the individual elects a different plan

during an open enrollment period; or

(E) A court has ordered coverage to be provided for an

ax-spouse or a minor child under a covered employee's health benefit plan
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and request for enrollment is made within 30 days after issuance of such

court ordar.

III. A small employer carrier may not require more than 75 percent

of the employees eligible for benefits in a small employer group to

participate in the carrier's health insurance or health benefits plan,

except as noted below.

(a) For the purpose of calculating whether or not a small

employer group meets the minimum enrollment requirements, the number of

eligible employees shall be counted as the total number of full-time

employees and part-time employees who are eligible for benefits. Any

full-time or part-time employee who is covered as a dependent on another

health insurance or health benefits plan shall be excluded from the count.

(b) A carrier, when calculating the participation percentage,

shall not consider employees who have coverage under another health

insurance plan or health benefits plan sponsored by the same employer.

(c) The minimum participation requirements shall be calculated on

an employer-by-employer basis if the small employer is part of an

association, trust or other similar arrangement.

(d) In performing the computation to determine the actual

enrollment required for qualification as a small employer plan, the small

employer carrier shall calculate 75 percent of the actual number of

eligible employees, defined in RSA 420-C:*, IIKa) and (b), and round any

factional number to the higher integer.

IV. There shall be an annual open enrollment period of 60 days prior

to a group's anniversary when employees or dependents can apply to the

small employer for coverage upon the small employer's anniversary date.

(a) A carrier shall not refuse any eligible employees or

dependents applying for coverage during the open enrollment period.

(b) A carrier shall not use medical underwriting questionnaires

or health statements for any employees or dependents eligible for

enrollment.

(c) Employees or dependents coming on at the time of an open

enrollment period shall have the same premiums as the rest of the small

employer group shall have upon the new or renewal effective data.

V. All carriers shall electronically provide claims data to the

division of public health services, department of health and human

services, or its agent.

VI. All carriers shall accept electronic claims submitted in health

care financing administration (HCFA) format for UB-92 or HCFA-1500 records.

or as amended by HCFA.

420-C:5 Qualified Association Trust or Other Entity. A qualified

association trust or other entity as defined in RSA 420-G.2, IX shall:
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I. Use the community rating methodology outlined In RSA 420-C:4,

I(a)(l)-(6) for til small employer members with 100 or fewer employees

bated upon tha associations group axparianca;

II. Offer all eligible members as defined undar tha applicable trust

or othar documents, covaraga and rata on a guaranteed issue and

renewability basis;

III. Comply with the prohibitions concerning medical underwriting

contained in RSA 420-0*4, I(b)(l)-(6), and

IV. Comply with the preexisting conditions provisions of RSA

420-C:4. II.

«20-C:6 Disclosure of Rating Practices and Renewability Provisions.

Each carrier shall make reasonable disclosure In solicitation and sales

materials provided to Individuals and small employers of the following:

I. The methodology by which premium rates for an individual or

specific small employer are established. Each carrier shall state that

rates and practices are in full compliance with this chapter.

II. The provisions concerning the carrier's right to change premium

rates and the factors which affect changes in premium rates.

III. The provisions relating to renewability of coverage.

420-G:/ Maintenance of Records.

I. Each carrier shall maintain at its principal place of business a

complete and detailed description of its rating practices and renewal

underwriting practices, including information and documentation which

demonstrate that its rating methods and practices are based upon commonly

accepted acturial assumptions and are in accordance with sound actuarial

principles.

II. Each carrier shell file each March 1, with the commissioner, an

actuarial certification stating that the carrier is in compliance with this

section and that the rating methods of the carrier are actuarially sound.

III. A carrier shall make the information and documentation

described in paragraph I available to the commissioner upon request.

420-C:8 Filing of Rates. No policy or contract of insurance or any

certificate under such policy or contract or other evidence of coverage

shall be issued under this chapter until the premium rates have been filed

and approved by the commissioner. The commiss loner shall approve or

disapprove such rates within 30 days of receipt. The commissioner may

disapprove rate filings if he finds such rates to be excessive, inadequate

or contrary to the intent of this chapter.

420-G:9 Rulemaking. The commissioner shall adopt rules, under

RSA 541-A, necessary to the proper administration of this chapter.

420-C:10 Applicability; Carriers.

I. This chapter shall apply to any entity licensed, controlled or

regulated by RSA 415. RSA 415-1, RSA 419, RSA 420, RSA 420-A. RSA 420-B or

RSA 420-C which offers or providea individual or small employer health
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insurance plan* or health benefits plans for delivery in this state. This

chapter shall also apply to any multi-employer plan, trust, association,

claims administrator, claims paying agent or any other entity whether fully

insured, partially insured, or self -funded which offers or provides

individual or small employer health insurance plans or health benefits

plans for delivery in this state. This chapter shall not apply to pooled

risk management programs which meet the standards established by RSA S-B.

II. notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, any

multiple employer welfare arrangement which meets the requirements of

RSA 415-E:2. Ill shall be exempt from the provisions of this chapter until

January 1, 1998.

«20-C:ll Severability. If any provision of this chapter or the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the

invalidity does not affect other provisions or applications of the chapter

which can be given effect without the invalid provisions or applications,

and to this end the provisions of this chapter are severable.

420-C:12 Penalties. Any carrier who proposes, advertises, solicits,

issues or delivers to any person or entity in this state any form which

does not comply with this chapter or who shall in any way violate this

chapter may:

I. Be prohibited from marketing, selling or otherwise administering

to the individual or small employer market if the commissioner finds a

carrier to be in violation of RSA 420-C.

II. Be subject to an administrative fine not to exceed 12,500 for

each violation. Repeated violations of the same chapter shall constitute

separate fineable offenses.

III. Have its certificate of authority indefinitely suspended or

revoked at the discretion of the commissioner.

294:2 Commissioner's Report. The insurance commissioner shall issue a

report to the governor, the senate president and the speaker of the house

regarding the implementation of the community rating system no later than

January 1. 1998. The report shall include the affect of community rating

on premiums, the availability of insurance and the uninsured population in

the state.

294:3 Effective Dete. This act shall take effect January 1, 1995.

Approved: June 6, 1994

Effective: January 1, 1995
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February 17, 1994

Rood 203, Legislative Office Building
8:42 am

The Senate Committee on Insurance held a hearing on the following:

SB 711 An act relative to small employer and Individual Insurance.

Committee members present:

Senator Joseph Delahunty, Chairman
Senator Beverly Holllngvorth, Vice Chairman
Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen
Senator Kenneth MacOonald
Senator Clesson Blalsdell

Senator Joseph Delahunty opened the hearing by calling upon one of the

sponsors of the bill.

Senator Leo W. Fraser. Jr.. D. 4 : Good morning. Senator Shaheen is going
to discuss the pertinent parts of SB 711. I an here aa a co-sponsor,
something I aa very proud to do.

You will find a great deal of support for what I vould call leveling the

playing field. It's good legislation. There might be some minor adjustments
that vould have to be made by the Committee to address some of the concerns

you are going to hear. (See Testimony A)

Mr. Chairman, you have a long history of being able to get the parties
together. I think this is going to be a challenge to you on this bill. But
if anyone can get a good bill out of this Committee I'm sure you will.

Consistent with what I am suggesting as minor adjustments, I have an
amendment. It was never contemplated, at least In my view, that the New

Hampshire Municipal Health Trust would be Included in SB 711 and I'm not sure
that they are.

But the Trust has asked me to Introduce an amendment so that if you look at

the bill, all that it says is that SB 711 does not apply to any political
subdivisions created by RSA SB. 5B Is enabling legislation that was created a

number of years ago. There are 296 members of the New Hampshire Municipal
Health Trust.

Kent Hotham, who Is the Manager of that trust, will speak In greater detail
about their position on this bill. All I am asking is that the Committee

adopt the amendment #S240B which specifically excludes from SB 711 the New

Hampshire Municipal Health Trust.

I am very happy to be on the bill to assist Senator Shaheen. I think it la

good legislation.

Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen. P. 21 : (Passes out Amendment, Testimony B-l)

SB 711, I believe, is one of the pieces of health care reform that we need to

enact. It would change the way insurance companies market and price health
insurance to individuals and small businesses with twenty or fewer employees.

It makes three fundamental changes in the way Insurance carriers would provide

coverage. First of all It would require community rating. Each carrier would

set their rates with no modifications for age, gender, geographic location,
health status, individual or group experience or duration of coverage.

Secondly, it would prohibit carriers from denying coverage because someone has

a preexisting condition.
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Third, It would require guaranteed issues so that carriers would be required
to actively market, accept and renew all individuals or small employers for
all benefit plana.

You have in front of you an amendment which basically addresses technical

changes that the Insurance Department has with the original draft of the bill
that you have. I can address those if you like but my preference would be to

make the Insurance Department's remarks available to members of the Committee
because as I said most of those are technical changes.

It has been suggested that this is a bill that is a "Blue Cross bail out bill"
and it's been Introduced simply to benefit Blue Cross. That certainly is not

the case. They have been Involved with us in the drafting of the bill but

this is a bill that comes as a result of work that has been done by a

coalition of groups Interested in health care reform who've been meeting for

over a year.

I would hope that we can make decisions about Insurance reform based on what
would benefit our ability to provide affordable health Insurance to the

greatest number of people In the state. It Is my hope that decisions about

the kind of insurance that is provided should not be driven by a small number

of commercial carriers who write little or no Insurance In the state.

The changes that are Introduced in SB 711 are coming. All of the national

health care reform plans Include these three provisions. Thirty-seven states

have already enacted pre-existing condition limitations. The neighboring
states of Vermont, Maine and Connecticut have already adopted some form of

community rating. I believe it is time for us now to fashion Insurance reform

in a way that we think will work In Hew Hampshire.

Finally, I think all of the supporters of this bill are concerned about what

the potential impact on rates will be when It gets enacted. We certainly are

Interested In working with the Insurance Department, Commissioner Bird of

Health and Human Services, and with all of those businesses and companies who

are concerned about that aspect. I view this as an on-going process and we

are Interested in continuing to work with everybody and listening to what

people have to say.

(Passes out Testimony B-2 and B-3)

Harrv Bird. MP - Commissioner. Department of Health and Human Services: I

would like to speak today In support of SB 711. It is known to all of you

that when the Governor's proposals for health care Improvement were released

in 1993, part of those spoke to our belief that Insurance reform was a

necessary part and in particular Issues relating to community rating and to

the problems that pre-existing conditions have caused for many of us.

We hope that this bill will be the vehicle that will lead to an enactment

before the session is over.

I would like to raise two concerns. These Issues of process and phasing are

not disagreements over the concept of the bill at all. I speak particularly

to the issue of pure community rating and the risk that we believe that

engenders to a state like Hew Hampshire when the system of Insurance Is

voluntary and we believe will continue to be for some time.

As you know right now there are differences in rates and premiums between

people and It is often based on age. They are varied all over the place. Our

concern la the unknown risk of too rapid and too directly compressing all of

these rates to a single rate without regard to age.

So one of the things that we feel Is very Important Is that you consider

incorporating into this the best Judgment you can on how we balance moving to

community rating which we support and at the same time not disrupting the

system.
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Our concern Is that young people, if faced with large premium increases could
in fact decide to walk away from insurance. If we have large numbers of
younger people who are paying lower rates at the moment who are faced with
dramatic Increases too rapidly we believe this will be harmful to the very
community rating we are trying to create.

We think that this needs then two Issues considered. One being that there
will probably need to be some permanent difference relating to age in the bill
and that how you get there may not be serving Rev Hampshire best by doing it
all by July 1. We ask you to consider some form of phase-in for what we are
talking about over some defined period of years.

We have another concern which we would like you to address which is an issue
that Is difficult - personal responsibility and lifestyle In terms of how
Insurance premiums are affected. We know that if you were to Just allow
everybody to claim that because I am healthy and don't have any medical
problems that I should get a special rate on my Insurance - if you leave that

open ended I think you end up destroying community rating.

On the other hand It is our experience the public Is used to an experience
rating concept. I believe there la reason to try to address that concern with
somebody who Is trying to improve the quality of their life by assuming
personal responsibility for their health and that ahould be acknowledged
somehow in what you are trying to create In SB 711.

We see the risk In that and we believe that whatever happens In that regard
needs to be very carefully done and should be very clearly spelled out -

perhaps some modest premium discount actually Identified and not left to be

open ended.

One example would be to turn to the state. We maintain on an ongoing basis
some ten or twelve health risk assessments that we cover the whole state with
In terms of blood pressure checks, pap smears, mammograms, non smoking and

perhaps some use of those lifestyle improvement issues could be used to

qualify people for some modest acknowledgment of good lifestyle. We do ask

you to consider that as you consider this bill.

We also saw the changes submitted by the Insurance Company and the we do

support them.

On section 5 of the bill there has been some question as to whether our
Department is prepared to receive data and whether we were ready to use it and
that is not an issue and does not require any change. We urge you to consider
the changes that have been recommended and we look forward to seeing the bill
in a form that we can support enthusiastically.

Representative Clifton Below - Graf. 13: I support this bill. It will
address discrimination in health Insurance based on genetic characteristics.
This is an emerging problem because of the technologies growing.

Just a month ago Time magazine had a special report on the topic and
illustrated the variety of genetic diseases that can now be tested for early
in life and in fact somebody can be denied Insurance.

Robert G reenleaf - Board of Directors. W.H. Lodging and Restaurant
Association: We in concept support SB 711. It Is Important to us and the

hospitality Industry as we employ over 40,000 workers. We applaud recent

legislative efforts, especially HB 341 which mandates the Insurance market

place to be more accessible and user friendly to the small employer. We
believe that SB 711 Is another step in securing the ability of small employers
to access and retain stable and predictable Insurance rates. We fully support
the provisions of SB 711.

More Importantly, SB 711 would Improve the predictability certainly of health
care insurance costs for small employers at times of renewal.
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As currently written, however, we cannot fully endorse SB 711. Generally
speaking the Hospitality employer employs younger, healthier workers and as
such we are very concerned with the provisions regarding community rating.
Evidence indicates that the rates for younger, healthier individuals would
increase to offset the cost associated with other groups. If the Committee
moves toward accepting community rating as a solution we urge you to seriously
consider a phased-ln approach.

In addition, adjustments in community rating for age, gender and possibly
geography should possibly be carefully examined as appropriate. Also
Commissioner Bird mentioned about incentives for employers and employee groups
to promote healthy lifestyles and we think that is also appropriate.

Representative Robert foster - Carr. 10; I am one of the sponsors and I

support what Or. Bird has said.

Don Pfundstein - W.H. Bankers' Association: The Bankers' Association not

only supports the concepts but the core provisions of SB 711. I agree with
Senator Shaheen that no one should call this bill a Blue Cross/Blue Shield

bill.

The New Hampshire Bankers' Association established a trust to buy Insurance

for Its members, I believe In 1957. There are approximately 1700 people who

are employees or their dependants of basically a small number of banks. We

buy all of our products through Blue Cross/Blue Shield. They are all fully
Insured.

We support the core provisions of SB 711 - community rating, guaranteed issue,

guaranteed renewabillty, prohibition against medical underwriting, reasonable

preexisting conditions provisions. These are not new ideas to our trust.

We've been using those ideas for some time. Through careful management and

the judicious application of those principals to our trust we have allowed our

members to enjoy good health Insurance that Is efficiently operated and

efficiently priced.

If we look at SB 711 as a mass-transit system to health Insurance to move more

people quicker towards what we might call better Insurance coverage. Our

trust might be viewed as a simply park-and-rlde van. The members and

employees and dependants drive to the parking lot and get on the van and we

rattle down the road to the same destination of Better Insurance Town. In

fact we've been driving that van down the road long before that bill was

drafted and we follow the same traffic signs.

What we're asking for today is that you not try to create this mass-transit

system, crush our van, and send It to the salvage yard. What we are asking

for is a restrictive grandfather provision, not an exemption, but a

restrictive grandfather provision.

Senator Fraser Introduced an amendment that I understand Is designed to rely

upon the provisions of RSA 5B for the Municipal Association to be exempted

from the provisions of this bill and I'm not here today to tell you I don't

support that. But I want to use that "as a way of defining the distinction

between what we are asking for and what the amendment the Municipal

Association is seeking.

Our amendment says that yes, we will apply with the community rating

methodology In the bill, but we would like to do it for members that have

fifty employees or less. We will comply with the numerical underwriting

prohibitions of the bill. We will comply with the guaranteed issue and

guaranteed renewabillty provisions and we will comply with those provisions

concerning using preexisting conditions In other than a reasonable fashion to

guard entry into the trust.

(See Amend, Testimony C)

So we're not asking for an exemption, we're asking for a restrictive

grandfather provision and we think It Is appropriate. We kind of think we've

got a lot of miles left on our van.
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Our consulting actuaries have told us that of states that have adopted
community rating legislation, none of then that they are aware of crushed the
van of an otherwise qualified association trust.

If you look at the issue of how many people you need in the pool to have
community rating operate properly should we consider the 40,000 people In the
municipal trust or the 1700 people in the bankers' trust? If we look at the
comparison between this legislation and that on the federal level, there Is a

significant distinction.

The Federal legislation started with the core concept of universal coverage.
They said we'll make insurance available to everyone using co—amity rating.
When you Impose those types of dlf ferentlala in paying from community rating
that other people spoke of earlier in terms of the rate increases, I think
It's a little bit different distinction than what this bill does Itself. That
is not to suggest that the Bankers' Association opposed community rating we're
only asking that we be able to do it in our own van as opposed to a

mass-transit system.

(End of Tape)

What it does is it aska you to consider deleting the section in 711

dealing with the minimum participation underwriting guidelines. Currently
some companies use a minimum participation requirement of 7SX. That concept
was developed to deal primarily with the situation of cherry picking.

If you've got SO employees and an employer viewing It, all the young healthy
people are picked off by some company at lover rates, those minimum
participation requirements make sense so that a company Is not forced to take
the more expensive.

However, in community rating over time you would expect that all the rates
with the companies would come somewhat more Into line with each other so that
the differentials are less. You really don't need this minimum participation
requirement to any degree that you needed It when cherry picking was the law.

If you can demographically rate and pull out the good risks then you should
have some minimum participation requirement to protect the carrier of last
resort or the people who are in the market.

Senator Beverly A. Holllmtworth. D. 23 : In fact your amendment would do a

lot more than Just grandfather. Tou would have to allow a (inaudible) for all
trusts that would be set up such as yours after the fact. Is that not true?

Don P funds te In: I don't believe that is true.

Senator Beverly A. Holllnaworth. D. 23 : I don't see that It says

Don Pfundstein: Roman number 11, an association of established trust
section 2, first page.

Senator Beverly A. Hollinnworth. P. 23 : "In existence", that's what I was
looking for.

Committee recesses for five minutes.

Hearing reopened

John Swope - President. Chubb Life America:

(See Testimony D-l)

(See Amendment, Testimony D-2)
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Lisa Carroll - Small Business Service Bureau. Inc-.
;

(Beada Testimony E)

Senator C, -'"""» Shahcen. P. 21; It haa been suggested to ne that one of
the concerns that the associations have la that thla will permit Individual
enployera to buy Insurance with the aaae beneflta and rates and would
eliminate the reason vhy employers Join a corporation

(End of Tape)

Llaa Carroll: continuing a lot of their abusive practices and the
Insurance Department can probably give you a list of complainta from people
who are enrolled In these association products. By including exception
language you create a loophole in which these associations can come into the
state and really undermine the intent of your reform.

That's the biggest problem we have. The carriers, HMOs, the majority of small

group associations in Massachusetts all agree that the aaaociation exemptions
should be deleted from our existing legislation.

It's our large commercial carriers which I will not name that are the ones
that are fighting for It because even though they have a small amount of

business in state compared to what they have In the rest of the country, they
want to continue underwriting and rating It as they have historically.

But we have some real problems down there right now that are compounded by the
fact that we don't have the resources in the Insurance Department to go after
these groups that for the most part are bogus groups.

Michael Valuk - Greater Nashua Chamber of Commerce:

(See Testimony F)

Senator Beverly A. Holllrmworth. D. 23 : Doesn't the Nashua C.O.C. offer
health care Insurance to its employees?

Michael Valuk; Not as a specific part of the Chamber. We have a number of

members who offer Insurance to our members as an element of Chamber

membership. We are not linked in any way to a apeciflc product. We do not

endorse any specific product. We endorse all of the products offered by all

of our members.

Senator Beverly A. Holllnaworth. D. 23: So your employees are not covered

by the Chamber? They have to go outside of the workplace?

Michael Valuk: For the employees we are with an HMO.

Senator Beverly A. Holllnavorth. D. 23: So you do have health care

coverage?

Michael Valuk: Tea.

Pan McLaod - ».H. Automobile Dealers' Aaaociation: Our position is to

support this bill and to support It with the amendment that Don Pfannate In

brought In for the Bankers' Association. I gumma you can say we sold them the

van and we're riding right along aids them with it.

I think what the Committee ought to recognize la that we're not seeking an

exemption from thla bill. We are not seeking an exemption whataoever. We

actually welcome the key elements of the bill. Wa are currently, with our

aaaociation plan, with Blue Croaa which la a fully funded plan with

approximately 1700 Uvea in that plan.
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The past history of the Association Is that our program started In 1948 and I

think when you talk about Association health Insurance programs, which Is what
we have had and want to continue to have, we are very service oriented and
have always treated all members equally. As a matter of fact last year we
started the N.H. Automobile Dealer Association Employee Benefit Trust and this
arose out of a desire to be proactive and assist association members In a

wellness program. It Is somewhat similar to the loss prevention efforts we've
made under our workers' compensation trust program.

There has been tremendous enthusiasm by the trustees, association members and

by the association staff with this wellness program. We know that it is going
to Impact members and their employees in future years and we want to make sure
we can continue this in future years.

We believe that we have the best insurance coverage and superior service
combined with the wellness program Our amendment supports the community
rating aspect, the guaranteed issue aspect. We still believe there should be

no medical underwriting.

We support the aspect you have in there with pre-existing conditions. Under
our amendment we are not going to opt out. We are not seeking an exemption
from this bill. We want to maintain the Association touch with our health
Insurance program. We believe if you accept our amendment we will continue to

do so. If you do not our program is in trouble.

We think ve can do a good job with our wellness program In the years to come.

I'd like to Just say that our amendment does not accept any new association

plans - Its s plan that has been in existence for tea years. It Isn't just an

association that Is established to provide health benefits. It is an

Association program that provides many other benefits to like members. The

amendment is restrictive in thst regard.

Kent Hotham - Hew Hampshire Municipal Association Insurance Tmst;

(See Testimony C)

We oppose the bill as written but would support the amendment that's been

offered to you today.

Zandv Taft - Blue Cross and B lue Shield of Rev Hampshire;

(See Testimony H)

Tom Clalnnont - New Hampshire Hospital Association Committer on Insurance:

(See Testimony I)

Ron Avenl - The Avenl Agency. HUford: I have some concerns on the

guaranteed Issue aspect that the proposal would provide. My concern Is what

they call "gaming". The reason that healthy people purchase health Insurance
Is the fear they may lack such Insurance if they become sick.

However, if health Insurance becomes available, regardless of health status,
much of the Incentive to pay for Insurance while healthy Is removed. It would
become a rational choice to do without health Insurance until the need arises.

Automobile Insurance provides a good analogy. If It were possible to purchase
auto Insurance after an accident occurred, would people be likely to purchaae
insurance before the accident?
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What is insurance? Insurance is a business of risk allocation In which the
insured receives payment in exchange for bringing to cover the expense of
certain risks. The cost and scope of coverage is determined by
morbidity/mortality statistical analysis. To the degree that Insurers are

prevented fron basing their contracts on such actuarial values, other policy
holders will be forced to hold the additional costs. Thus in order to provide
coverage for a person with AIDs, a person without AIDs must pay a higher
preaium.

Moreover, the additional coats are highly aggressive forcing the highest
margin of those costs on those least able to afford the increase. For example
if community rating causes the premium for a family policy to Increase by
$1000.00 per year, that's a ST. surcharge for a family earning only 120,000.00
a year but only a IX surcharge for a family earning $100,000.00 a year.

We should also realize that community rating relieves Individuals of the

responsibility of unhealthy lifestyles. There is no question that individuals
who smoke, drink, us* drugs, practice unsafe sex, have poor diets and fall to

exercise have far higher health coats than Individuals with healthy lifestyles.

In fact the ten top causes of death In the U.S. are all lifestyle related. By

spreading the cost over the entire population, community rating and guaranteed
issue are aoclallze the cost in the truer sense of the word. This Is only one

aspect that I have concerns about. I don't have answers. This is a big

problem for our whole society.

Julie Hlenaber - Public Policy Analyst. Golden Rule Insurance Co.; I'd
like to start out by saying that Golden Bule does oppose the use of genetic
testing in underwriting and would also support portability of Insurance which
would allow a planholder who has been in the system for a year or more to keep
that Insurance and carry It with them however we do have grave concerns about
the guaranteed Issue as it is written in this bill.

(See Testimony J)

Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen. P. 21 : You gave us an article. There Is a memo
here from the Insurance Department of Hew Hampshire which la based on a

conversation with the Insurance Department In Hew York where they point out
that 60X of the markets received an lncreaae or a decrease of less than 20X
and that the premium had stabilized and that no companies had requested rate
Increases during the first year after originally filing rates.

Julie Hlenaber: Thank you for snaring that.

Victoria Crala - Council For Affordable Health Insurance:

(See Testimony K)

Krlatcn Kelly - Matthew Thornton Health Plan:

(See Testimony L)

Karen Hicks - Hew Hampshire Citizen Action;

(See Testimony H)

Janet Schaffer - H.H. AFL-CI0;

(See Testimony H)
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Mar/ Ann Barton - If.H. Women's Lobby. It.H. Breast Cancer Coalition. W.H.
School HuriM' Association and the W.H . Chapter of W.O.W.:

(See Testimony 0)

Paula Rogers - Health Insurance Association of America:

(Due to faulty tape Initial comments were not recorded audibly enough to

transcribe.)

(End of Tape)

(From Secretary's notes: They disagree with the concept of pure community
rating and the Committee should reconsider some of the components of 341.)

John Crosier - BIA:

(See Testimony P)

Robert Scullev - President. W.H. Motor Transport Association:

(See Testimony Q)

Keith Vaskellonls - Law Enterprises: (They are In the motor carrier
business. Speaks In opposition to the bill as written)

Senator C . Jeanne Shaheen. D. £1: What happens to those who can't get
coverage?

Keith Vcakellonls; There are three cases where coverage has been denied.
One got Insurance In Portland, one with the Teamsters and one was with the
Blues I think.

David Dust in - It.H. Moto r Immojttj (Spoke In Opposition to the bill as
written saying that 17X of their payroll goes to Insurance costs.)

Hark Wilson - Gale Dravllnc Co.. Inc.: (Speaks in opposition to bill as

written)

Robert laser. H.D. - W.H. Health Care Coalition:

(See Testimony B)

Elizabeth K. B. Vonck - W.H. Multiple Sclerosis Society:

(See Testimony S)

Sara Pus tin - Parents for Justice: (Speaks In support of the legislation)

Peter Wells - Healthsource: (Speaks In support of the Legislation)

Representative Elizabeth Crory - Graf. 1: (Does not wish to speak but

supports the legislation)

Hearing adjourned
11:26 am

Respectfully submitted by Terrl Pennock
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Amend RSA W0-G:9 as inserted by section I of the bill by replacing it

with the following:

i.20-C:9 Applicability; Carriers. This chapter shall apply to any

entity licensed, controlled or regulated by RSA 615, RSA 415-E, RSA A19,

RSA 620, RSA 620-A, RSA 620-B or RSA 620-C which offeri or provides

individual or small employer health insurance plans or health benefits

plans for delivery in this state. This chapter shall also apply to any

multi-employer plan, trust, association, claims administrator, claims

paying agent or any other entity whether fully insured, partially insured,

or self-funded which offers or provides individual or small employer health

insurance plans or health benefits plans for delivery in this state except

pooled risk management programs organized under RSA 5-B.

Amend RSA 620-G:2, VII as inserted by section I of the bill by replacing

it with the following:

VII. "Individual health insurance policy" means an insurance policy

issued by a carrier under title XXXVII of the Revised Statutes Annotated,

issued directly to an individual and not on a group or group remittance

basis. This chapter does not affect policies covering any one of the

following: long term care benefits, nursing home benefits, home care

benefits, dental or vision care services, hospital or surgical indemnity

benefits with specific dollar amounts, accident only indemnity benefits,

accidental death and dismemberment benefits, prescription drug benefits, or

disability income benefits, specified disease benefits, or short-term,

nonrenewable medical, hospital or short-term, individual major medical

policies. For the purposes of this chapter, franchise insurance as defined

in RSA 615:19 shall be considered individual health insurance.

Amend RSA 620-G:2, IX as inserted by section I of the bill by replacing

it with the following:

IX. "Small employer" means a business or organisation which employs

on* and up to and including 100 employees who shall be considered eligible

for the benefits of the employer's health insurance plan by the employer.

For the purposes of this chapter owners and self-employed persons shall be

considered as employees. A small employer is subject to this chapter

whether or not it becomes a part of an association, multt -employer plan,

trust or any other entity as cited in RSA 420-G:9 provided it meets this

definition.
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Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA -.10-G:i, Ha) as inserted hy

section 1 of the bill by replacing it with :^e following:

(a) All premiums charged to either individuals or small employers

shall be solely based on a community rating basis and shall be guaranteed

for at least 6 months. Insurers filing revised rates for individual or

group health insurance policies shall include in each rate filing premium

rates that apply to all outstanding policy forms which provide like or

similar benefits. The premium rates for any individual or group health

insurance policy form shall be based on a community rating basis where the

community includes all other individual or group health insurance policy

forms providing like or similar benefits. The initial rates for a new

individual or group health insurance policy form shall be the current

community rates applicable to all existing policy forms that provide like

or similar benefits. Premium rates for individual or group health

insurance policy forms shall be permitted to include appropriate

adjustments for differences in benefit levels.

Amend RSA UlO-GiU, 1(a)(2) as inserted by section 1 of the bill by

replacing it with the following:

(2) Premium rates based on a community rating methodology

shall apply to new individual health insurance policies and new group

insurance policies as of the date of issue, or the effective date, if

earlier, beginning on or after January I, 1995. Premium rates based on a

community rating methodology shall apply upon the renewal of any individual

health insurance policy or group insurance policy, beginning with the first

anniversary date or annual renewal date falling on or after January 1, 1995.

Amend RSA 420-G:4, 11(a) as inserted by section I of the bill by

replacing it with the following:

(a) No waiting period provision shall exclude coverage for .1

preexisting condition period in excess of a period of 3 consecutive months

ending while the individual's health insurance plan is in force and during

which the individual incurred no medical care treatment expenses in

connection with the preexisting condition, nor for a preexisting condition

period in excess of 9 months following the effective date of coverage for

the covered person and may apply only to conditions manifesting themselves

in symptoms or conditions for which medical advice was received or

recommended or which caused or would cause an ordinarily prudent person to

seek medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment and/or was recommended or

received during the 3 months immediately preceding the effective date of

coverage.
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Amend RSA U20-G-.U, 11(b)(1) and (2) as inserted by section 1 of the bill

by replacing it with the following:

(1) If the individual, employee, or dependent did not have a

health insurance plan or health benefits plan during a period of

unemployment prior to the effective date of new coverage, the lack of

coverage during the period of unemployment shall be disregarded and, when

applying the continuous coverage requirement of this subparagraph to an

eligible person, coverage shall be considered to have been continuous from

the date of the termination of any health benefit plan insuring the

individual immediately prior to the period of unemployment to the effective

date of the new coverage. The period of unemployment shall also be

credited toward the time needed to satisfy any waiting period provision of

the new coverage.

(2) An employee who declines a small employer's plan during

the initial offering or subsequent open enrollment periods shall be a late

enrollee and shall not be allowed on the plan until the next open

enrollment period. However, an eligible employee or dependent shall not be

considered a late enrollee if the individual:

(A) Was covered under a public or private health insurance

or other health benefit arrangement at the time the individual was able to

enroll; and

(B) Has lost coverage under a public or private health

insurance or other health benefit arrangement as a result of termination of

employment or eligibility, the termination of the other plan's coverage,

death of a spouse, or divorce; and

(C) Requests enrollment within 30 days after termination of

coverage provided under a public or private health insurance or other

health benefit arrangement; or

(D) The individual is employed by an employer which offers

multiple health benefit plans and the individual elects a different plan

during an open enrollment period; or

(E) A court has ordered coverage to be provided for an

ex-spouse or a minor child under a covered employee's health benefit plan

and request for enrollment is made within 30 days after issuance of such

court order.

Amend RSA 420-C:5, I as inserted by section I of the bill by replacing

it with the following:

I. The methodology by which premium rates for an individual or

specific small employer ere established. Each carrier shall atate that

rates and practices ere in full compliance with this chapter.
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Golden Rule'
TO: Chairman and Committee Members

FROM: Julia Nienaber, Public Policy Analyst
RE: New Hampshire SB 711 February 17, 1994

Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide information on
SB 711 which would require changes in the New Hampshire
insurance law. My name is Julia Nienaber and I represent
Golden Rule Insurance, the nation's largest individual
health insurance company. Golden Rule offers health and
life insurance plans to New Hampshire residents. I am
here representing my company and the 5,343 New Hampshire
planholders we insure.

The stated intent of this bill is to facilitate equal access
to insurance for all New Hampshire residents. However,
experience in other states which have enacted similar reforms
show the opposite is likely to happen. By forcing younger
insureds to pay higher premiums through community rating,
insurance is made inaccessible because it is unaf fordable.
The premium rates are also driven higher when guaranteed issue
is enacted because the incentive to buy insurance is removed.
If a person can buy coverage after they become ill, as they
can under guaranteed issue > persons are actually encouraged
to drop insurance knowing they can obtain coverage after they
are sick. As healthy people leave the system, costs are driven
higher.

Of the Golden Rule insureds who purchased insurance in the
last two years and who reported family income, almost 60%
of our insureds have household incomes under $25,000 a year
(Chart 2). It ia probably optimistic to believe they can af-
ford even a 5% increase on annual premiums. Additionally, as
demonstrated on Chart 5, individuals earn less in their 20' s
and 30's. However, under community rating, it is this age
group which is hit hardest. As shown on Chart 1, we estimate
a 22-year-old Golden Rule insured could see an increase of

nearly 250% under the proposals in SB711. The largest decrease
in premiums under SB 711 will be for a 62-year-old. As Chart 4

shows, you are asking a person at hia or her lowest earning
point to pay a much larger percentage of income for health
insurance.

These numbers are not just estimations. The state of New York

olden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Sirto

Lawrenceville. Illinois 62439

Telephone (618) 9*3 -8000

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule BuilJinf

7440 Woodland Drive

Indjanapnlit. Indian* 46278-1719

Telephone (317) 297-4123
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enacted similar reforms effective April 1, 1993. As the attach-
ed New York Daily Times article shows, rates for a 30-year-old
man increased 170%. Groups were being forced to drop coverage.
Finally, New York senators who voted for the bill testified
at a recent National Conference of Insurance Legislators meeting
that initial Department of Health numbers indicted there were
millions more uninsured persons after the law was enacted.

The attached Burlington Free Press article shows that residents
in states where these reforms are in place consider these laws
to simply be additional taxes. The Vermont resident in the
article explains he became uninsured when his employer went out
of business. He was able to obtain insurance, however due to
a Vermont law similar to provisions in SB 711, he believes his
insurance will soon be inaccessible because it will be unafford-
able.

The Academy of Actuaries says only 1% of the population in

the United States is medically uninsurable.

I would ask you to consider three questions before voting
on Senate Bill 711.

1) IS IT FAIR? Is it fair to make a young person who is at the
low end of his or her lifetime earning cycle and who represents
a lower health risk to shoulder significantly higher premiums?
Is it fair he or she should be forced to pay over 8% of his or
her income for health insurance while a 60-year-old who is likely
incurring significantly higher health costs pays just over
4% of his or her income for insurance?

2) IS IT EQUITABLE? Is it equitable to make a 20-year-old
pay an equal premium as a 60-year-old? Equal premiums are not

equitable when a 60-year-old is likely incurring much higher
costs than the 20-year-old.

3) Finally, is this a reform that will help or hurt the over-
all health care system? If you agree that you want more people
to be insured, vote "no" on SB 711. This bill encourages
people to drop insurance by allowing people to buy insurance
after they become ill. This bill drives young people out of

the insurance market by driving coats up.

There are a number of reforms New Hampshire could consider and

which we do endorse. Over 25 states have successfully de-

veloped state high risk pools to provide coverage for persons
who are medically uninsurable. A pool can be established that

ia funded by equitable means and which doea not encourage

people to wait to buy insurance.

The New Hampshire legislature could also pass resolutions to

the United States Congress asking for tax equity and the estab-

lishment of Medical Care Savings Accounts. In general, tax

equity would give an uninsured waitress the same tax write-off

for buying her own insurance that a large corporation receives.

Medical Savings Accounts would bring consumers more directly in

to the purchase of health care thereby driving costs down.

Golden Rule is happy to provide more information on these
reforms and many othera which we endorse and encourage.
Z thank you for the opportunity to apeak and for your patience.
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CHART 1

NEW HAMPSHIRE PREMIUMS
Annual Age-Rated Adult
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CHART 2

NEW HAMPSHIRE POLICYHOLDER

INCOME DISTRIBUTION
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CHART U

NEW HAMPSHIRE PREMIUMS
Premium as % of Income

Age-Rated vs. Community-Rated
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CHART 5

Average Annual Income by Age
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The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
State House, Concord, 03301-4951

JEANNE
SHAIIKEN vm.Tn*m

r rv tod

April 14, 1994

John F. Mortell

Department of Insurance
311 Hast Washington Street

Suite 300

Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2787

Dear Mr. Mortell,

I am writing to express my concern about the way Golden Rule Insurance

Company, a carrier headquartered in Indiana, has sought to influence the
debate about health care reform in New Hampshire.

Golden Rule writes a little more than one percent of health care policies in
New Hampshire and returns only 54 percent of premiums paid in health care
benefits. To protect its small but profitable market, the company has invested

heavily to undermine support for legislation to reform health Insurance.

Senate Bill 711 would introduce community rating, forbid medical underwriting,
ensure guaranteed issue, eliminate pre-existing conditions and limit waiting
periods. The legislation enjoys the support of those who together insure the

majority of private individuals and small groups in the state as well as

organisations representing management, labor and health care providers. As the

prime sponsor of the bill, I am pleased by the support it has received from
the Governor along with the commissioners of Health and Human Services and
Insurance.

I do not question the right of Golden Rule to challenge this legislation, but

I do question the outright lies and half-truths which have marked their direct
mail and radio advertising campaigns. I enclose copies of the letters Golden
Rule has sent to ite agents and policyholders.

To rally support against community rating, the company alleges that in New

York rates jumped 170 percent after ite introduction. When challenged to

support this claim, representatives of Golden Rule referred to an article

which appeared in the New Tork Daily News before CO—unity rating was

introduced. In any event, the experience of New Tork Is irrelevant since

Senate Bill 711 would Introduce community rating over a four-year period

during which annual rate increasee would be limited to not more than 25

percent. Major carriers have Indicated that with CO—unity rating rates would

fall, not rise as Golden Rule claimed.
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Golden Rule said that government would determine what ia fair in ratea." But,
Senate Bill would not Chang* the mechanism or proceaa for eetting ratea.

Golden Rule aaid that "Those who do buy while they are healthy will subsidize

those who wait until they are sick.' But, Senate Bill 711 would establish a

pre-existing waiting period of nine months for those without health insurance.

Golden Rule aaid that "Availability of health inaurance in New York alao dried

up," referring to Nationwide, Guardian, Metropolitan Life and Prudential. But,
the Director of the Life and Health Division of the Department of Insurance
for the atate of New York assures me all these companies are still writing

policies in New York.

I am very troubled that Golden Rule has devoted considerable resources to

willful and blatant misrepresentations and distortions likely to arouse

unwarranted anxiety and fear among the people of New Hampshire. In particular,
I believe those who are insured by Golden Rule are very poorly served by the

conduct of the company. My misgivings, echoed by others supporting Senate Bill

711 — including insurance carriers and health care providers — were

forthrightly expressed at the public hearing attended by several

representatives of Golden Rule.

I an sura you are aware that the National Association of Insurance Carriers

has considered measures to overcome the kind of abuses committed by Golden

Rule. I thought by sharing our concerns you might be better positioned to

particpate in such efforts.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours.

Senator Jeanne C. Shaheen
District 21
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STATE OF INDIANA
EVAN BAYH Governor

IDOI
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
311 W WASHINGTON STREET. SUITE 300

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 46204-2787

JOHN F MORTELL. Commissioner

April 27, 1994

State Senator Jeanne Shaheen
New Hampshire State House
Concord, N.H. 03301-4951

Re: Golden Rule Life Insurance Company

Dear State Senator Shaheen:

Commissioner Mortell recently left this Department to assume
another position within state government, so I have been asked to
respond to your letter to him of April 14, 1994 commenting on the
lobbying activities of Golden Rule Life Insurance Company.

This Department is well aware of the lobbying practices that
Golden Rule sometimes has employed in other states in response to
health insurance reform legislation. However, like you, this
Department takes the position that Golden Rule certainly has the
right to challenge any legislation.

Your comments on the methods Golden Rule uses to challenge the
legislation are well taken, but I think you will find, in

looking at their efforts nationally, that Golden Rule has not
been that successful in persuading legislators to its particular
point of view.

I also would note that while the administrative offices of Golden
Rule are located in Indianapolis, Indiana, the company is an
Illinois domiciled company, having been established in
Lawrenceville, Illinois.

Very truly yours,

David B. Reddick
Chief Deputy Commissioner

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AGENCY SERVICES
(317)232 2385 (317)232 2389

COMPANY SERVICES CONSUMER SERVICES
(317)232 2397 (317)232 2395

EXAMMAnONS / FINANCIAL SERVICES
(317)232 2390
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The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
State House, Concord, 03301-4951

IKANNI- SHAHEEN off™ 27.-21.7
DiMM.I 21

TTY/TDD
22-S-W33

May 2, 1994

Jeff Howard
Attorney General
State of New Hampshire
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Dear Jeff:

Attached please find a letter I received on Saturday from

Golden Rule Insurance Company. I have also forwarded a copy to

the Senate Legal Counsel.

Could you please advise me if Z should take any action in

response to the letter?

Thank you.

Sincerely,

C. Jeanne Shaheen
State Senate District 21

Enclosures

CJS/aed
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EDGAR R LANTIS

ATTORNEY AT LAW
ADMITTED IN INDIANA * MICHIGAN

(3 17) 291 3654
5767 Weil 74ih Su«l , ,

. _
., QQ Fax (317) 291 4696

Indiuupolu. Indiana 46278 April 11, 1994 Home (317)5787677

Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen
73 Perkins Road
Madbury, NH 03820

Re: Public Comments Regarding Golden Rule
Insurance Company on April 21, 1994

Dear Senator:

This office represents the interests of Golden Rule Insurance
Company, an Illinois corporation authorized to transact the
business of insurance in the State of New Hampshire.

I have been asked to contact you regarding your comments before
the House Commerce, Small Business' and Consumers Affairs
Committee on Thursday, April 7, 1994. Your statements, as
reported by the Foster ' s Democrat . include:

"Golden Rule has resorted to lies and half-truths in an
attempt in defeat this legislation;* and

"These out-of-state hucksters could care less about New
Hampshire '8 citizens, let alone their health. Par from
following the golden rule, this company breaks all the
rules to make sure the gold goes to their bottom line."

These statements are false, malicious and defamatory and as such
represent libel per quod, if not libel per se. Similar future
comments, if made outside the protective cocoon of legislative
chambers may be actionable and appropriate for consideration by a
court of competent jurisdiction.

Sincerely,

Suzanne B. Katt
Garry Rayno

: \N-Haap«nir«M . f\Mnm.1
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

26 CAPITOL STREET
CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 0330 I 6397

JEFFREY R. HOWARD xiiSQ?^. GEORGE DANA BISBEE

May 6, 1994

The Honorable C. Jeanne Shaheen
State Senate, District 21
State House, Room 3 04 -A
Concord, New Hampshire 03 301-4951

Dear Senator Shaheen:

This will acknowledge your letter of May 2, 1994,
regarding correspondence you received from an attorney
representing the Golden Rule Insurance Company. Based upon the
information available to us, we would anticipate participating
on your behalf in the event a legal claim is brought against you
for the statements you made at a legislative committee hearing.

I would be happy to discuss this matter with you at
your convenience.

Very truly yours.

(jjfoft
faj

Jeffrey R. Howard
Attorney General

JRH/der

Ttlephon* M3-271-SSM • FAX MS-X71-XM* • TOO ««hi: bio NH 14»m-INI
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000
M1IJLIMAN & ROBERTSON, INC.

Actuaries and ConaiFUntt

Suae 400

15700 Blucmnund Road
ftrookfield, Waconaln iSOOft-6069

Telephone 414/784-22V>

Fax 414/7»4-nSr»

Weak! MiUrraan. ISA ( 1976)
Soart A lakaraaa, raa

April 27, 1994

Mr. Netl Chaplin

Golden Rule Insurance Company
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. LN 46278-1719

Re: Fattmatfd Impact of New Hampshire 1

Individuals and Cost

Dear Mr. Chaplin

1 711 on Number of Uninsured

We have developed csrlmatn of the population and costs in New Hampshire before

and after implenientation of the above referenced bill. Our estimates focus on the

impact on the uninsured, Medicaid, individual and small group markets from 1995-

1997. This bfll may also have some peripheral impact on the large group market,

but such effects are likely to be small and are therefore omitted.

In general, our analysis shows that with no other changes in the health care system,

including no growth or cost increases from 1994 levels, the reforms in Bill 711

will likely produce more uninsureds and a higher cost for those with insurance.

Further, a small increase in Medicaid recipients is anticipated. Shown below is

our best estimate of population and costs for 1994-1997, where 1994 is before

reform and 1995-1997 represent the miplementation of the bill as specified therein.

At<+**• • »-»—
WOOOROW MILUIIAN
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Mr. Neal Chaplin

April 27. 1994

Page 2

Analysis ofNew Hampshire Senate BID 711

Best Estimate of Population at 1994 Lerds
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Mr. Neil Chaplin

April 27. 1994

Page 3

Aaalyab of New Hampshire Senate BCD 711

Beat Estimate of Total Costs at 1994 Levels

mMQBons
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Mr. Neal Chaplin

April 27, 1994

Page 4

Services, The Statistical Abstract of the United States, several reports as published by the

Employer! Benefit Research Institute, and data from the Health Care Financing Administration.

Underlying the aggregate values in the tables above are populations and costs by age and sex and

health status. Age categories used per adult are 18-34, 35-49, and 30-64. Children are combined

with the adults according to household status (i.e. single, one parent family, etc.). Health statuses

used are Healthy (morbidity less than 90% of average). Slightly Impaired (morbidity between 90

and 150% of average). Significantly Impaired (morbidity between 150 and 350% of average), and

Uninsurable (morbidity above 350%).

Population and cost relativities by age and health status in New Hampshire are assumed to be the

same as *r»»"««*^ per our national database. However, because Medicaid costs per person are

quite high in New Hampshire, we believe the slope of cost by health status are not as steep as

shown (healthy costs are likely underestimated and uninsured costs are likely overestimated).

Nonetheless, d—glnj ** *i°Pc of Medicaid morbidity by health status would have little if any

effect on results.

Values for 1995-1997 after reform reflect the estimated impact of the bill as written without any

population growth or cost trends. In general, these reforms include guaranteed issue, modified

community raring wherein premiums may vary by age by as much as four times in 1995, three

mass in 1996 and two times in 1997, and a rate increase limitation of 25% per year without

regard to inflation. Rather, these reforms are assumed to be applicable to all individual and small

group business (less than 100 employees).

The scenarios tested reflect the impact of choices available to individuals or families including the

cost of insurance, their health status, available income, becoming uninsured and taking that risk,

or moving onto the Medicaid rolls if income levels allow that In other words, the astsmtcs only

reflect the anticipated movement of the population in 1995 -1997 as follows:

Uninsureds entering the Individual or Small Group Market: This event may only occur

if i) the cost of coverage (premium) has been reduced, such as often occurs for older age

individuals or groups under forms of community rating, or ii) significantly impaired or

uninsurable individuals or high risk small groups can purchase coverage they were unable

to purchase before reform (due to guaranteed issue).

Individual or small group market participants exiting the market: This event occurs if the

cost of the insurance increases to the point where people determine that they can no

longer afford the cost in relation to their income or do not see sufficient value in the
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Mr. Neal Chaplin

April 27. 1994

Page 5

coverage to justify the cost In some cases, these people may be able to enroll in

Medicaid, but most will become uninsured.

Exhibit 1 shows the assumptions relative to estimated events by market for each scenario. Low
movement means that assumptions relative to the best estimate either decrease or stay the same

High movement means that assumptions relative to the best estimate either increase or stay the

same.

All people on Medicaid, and those who are uninsured and do not enter the individual or snail

group markets, are assumed to remain with the same group since other alternatives (outside the

scope of Bill 711) are not assumed to be available. Also, Medicaid costs in this report reflect

vendor payments only, unless otherwise noted. Non-vendor payments in New Hampshire are very

high relative to the average nationwide, and inclusion of these will produce much higher costs.

Additional limitations and caveats to the findings in this report are included in Exhibit 2.

If you have any questions or would like additional information, please call.

Sincerely,

Mark E. Litow, F.S.A.

Consulting Actuary

MEL/dyj

Attachments

cc: Suzy Katt

JohnHartnedy
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Exhibit 1 -
Page I

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

Best **«"««» Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1995

Aw
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Exhibit 1 -
Page 2

AnaJysb of New Hanipshire Senate BIB 711
Best Estimate Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Mattel

Percent Leaving Individual Market in
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Exhibit 1 -
Page 3

Analyst* of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

Best Estimate Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market
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Exhibit 1 - p»ge 4

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

High Movement Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Market!

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1995

Aae
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Exhibit PageS

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

High Movement Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1996

Age
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Exhibit 1 - Page 6

Analyib of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

for Percentage* Moving Between MarketsHigh

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1997

AH
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Exhibit 1 -
Page 7

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate B01 711

Low Movement Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1995

j^e.
Under 35

35-49

5M4

Healthy

15.00*

Slightly unpaired

7.50*

5.00%

7.50*
5 00*
2.50*

Significantly

Lupaiied

1.50%

0.50%

0-50%

Uninsurable

0.50%
0.50%
0.50%

Percent of Uninsured Entering Individual Market in
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Exhibit 1 -
Page 8

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

Low Movement Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1996

A«
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Exhibit 1 -
Page 9

Analysis of New Hampshire Senate Bill 711

Low Movement Assumptions for Percentages Moving Between Markets

Percent Leaving Individual Market in 1997

A«e
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Exhibit 2

Limitations on Findings

1. Estimates assume guaranteed issue and renewabiliry are required for all policies inferos

and those to be issued, with effectively no pre-existing conditions limitations in place. In

this case, guaranteed issue means that people have an annual enrollment period during
which no underwriting for any type can occur for at least 60 days in duration.

2. Community rating assumes rates can vary by membership type (i.e. single, two person,

family) and by age as noted in the report and that such rates are guaranteed for a period
of at least six months. Other risk factors such as health status, gender, geographical

location, occupation, claim experience and occupation may not be considered (for a full

list of factors see BUI 711).

3. Estimates are based on starting point values and assumptions as specified for a particular

scenario. Changes in the starting point or assumptions will likely change the results to

varying degrees.

4. All remits represent averages under a specific scenario, whether in total or for a particular

group. However, particular people in a group may not conform to the average and may
have a very different result

5. Under this reform, some people (those uninsured who are unhealthy) will have access to

a choice which does not exist for them today. Others will have a choice taken away
because they can no longer afford to buy any type of coverage. These changes cannot be

predicted with any certainty by individual, but can be predicted withu a range for groups
with similar characteristic*.

6. Children are included with the adults group according to the family group or household

in which they live. Distinct estimates by household could produce a more finely -tuned

result which could, but is not likely to be. materially differem from those shown.

7. Similarly, u in 16. other assumpt ions could be fine-tuned, such as more age/sex cells.

However, we do not inrir ipatr results with only this change would be materially different

from those shown.

April 27, 1994
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Exhibit 2 - Page 2

8. The degree of stability in the various markets among carriers and policyholders after the

introduction of provisions in Bill 711 could be significantly affected by consistency in rate

levels and rating practices among these carriers.

9. Average rates among carriers can be expected to differ both before and after reform, but

less variation is likely after reform.

10. Change* in the number of uninsured persons due to these legislative provisions cannot be

predicted with certainty. The short term impact may be significantly affected by

precipitous, dramatic changes in carrier rate levels.

Potential changes in the number of uninsured, impacts on relationships in private market rate

levels and other effects can be meaningfully analyzed through testing of multiple scenarios. The

use of multiple scenarios is necessary because of the large number of actuarial and market

assumptions that must be made, as well as assumptions regarding carrier behavior.

April 27. 1994
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The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
State House, Concord, 03301-4951

JEANNE SHAHEEN
off,c,27,.M.;

Di-tricl ;i

TTV TDD
::^ 4(111

May 19, 1994

commissioner Sylvio Dupuia
New Hampshire Inauranca Department
169 Manchaatar Street

Concord, NH 03301

Daar Commas loner Dupuia,

H* ara writing to maka a formal request that tha Inauranca Department
lnveatigate tha actlona takan by Col dan Rula Inauranca Company in ita efforts

to pravant passage of Senate Bill 711, tha Small Employer Health Care

Inauranca Reform Act.

We have enclosed a number of documents, including mailings and testimony

prepared by tha company, which we believe represent a knowing and willful

effort to mislead both private citiiena and public officials about tha merits

of tha legislation. We have also enclosed other supporting materials to land

direction to any inquiries tha department may pursue.

When tha veracity of tha company 'a assertions waa questioned, an attorney

representing Golden Rula Inauranca Company cautioned Senator Shaheen, warning
that the company deemed the remarks libellous and could take legal action. We

have also ancloaad correspondence, including an exchange of lettara between

Senator Shaheen and tha Attorney General, documenting thia aspect of tha

affair.

He believe mailings sent by the company to brokers and policyholders ware

designed to sow fear and anxiety among private citiiens and public officials

alike by misrepresenting the likely consequences of the legislation. In

particular, wa call your attention to tha letter sent to brokers and

policyholders on April let which claimed that similar legislation led to rate

increaaea of 170 percent In New York. The company offered an article from the

New York Daily Hews of March 10, 1993 in support of Its claim. When it waa

demonstrated that the article appeared before insurance reform was undertaken

in New York and that tha New York Department of Insurance had not approved
rata increases of thia magnitude, the company tempered its claim in a

subsequent mailing on April 25th.

Furthermore, we would respectfully suggest that any inquiry include an effort

to determine whether or not Golden Rule Inauranca Company conducted itaalf In

compliance with the atatutaa and rules. Including reporting requirements,

which govern lobbying in New Hampshire.
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Ho do not question the right of companiaa like Golden Rule Insurance Company
to participata in the legislative process. On the contrary, we are accustomed

to working closely with private companiaa aa wall as other intareata aa we

draft, amend and adopt legislation. And, for the moat part, we welcome the

contributiona made by private companiaa, trade associations, profeaaional
organizations and public intereat groups to the proceaa.

However, we believe that Golden Rule Inauranca Company, by blatantly
misrepresenting the legislation and crudely threatening ita sponsor, breached
the bounds of propriety. Me are confident that a formal inquiry would confirm
our judgment of the company and trust that ita findinga might lead to

appropriate sanctions to diacourage similar conduct in the future.

We understand that the National Association of Inauranca Commissioners haa

expressed concern at the lobbying tactica pursued by soma inauranca carriara

in their zeal to safeguard their interests aaid reforma of our health care

system. Ma hope that a formal inquiry into the conduct of Golden Rule

Inauranca Company in New Hampshire might provide guidance to the commissioners

aa they address thia iaaue.

Thank you for conaidering our request. Needleaa to aay, ahould you decide to

pursue thia matter further, we will pleaaed to do whatever we can to assist

the department.

Sincerely yours.

[/ Senator Jeanne Shaheen
District 21

Rapreaentative Bonnie Packard

Hlllaborough/19
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|
The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
State House, Concord, 03301-4951

IEAN\E SHAHEEN
n.-irut :i owe* 271-211;

22S-4im

May 19, 1994

Commissioner Sylvio Dupula
New Hampshire Insurance Department
169 Manchaatar Straat

Concord, NH 03301

Daar Conines ioner Dupula,

We are writing to stake a formal request that the Insurance Department
investigate the actions taken by Golden Rule Insurance Company in ita efforts
to prevent paaaage of Senate Bill 711, the Small Employer Health Care
Insurance Reform Act.

We have enclosed a number of documents, Including mailings and testimony
prepared by the company, which we believe repreaent a knowing and willful
effort to mislead both private cltisena and public officials about the merits
of the legislation. We have also encloaed other supporting materials to lend
direction to any inquiries the department may pursue.

When the veracity of the company 'a assertions waa questioned, an attorney
repreaentlng Golden Rule Insurance Company cautioned Senator Shaheen, warning
that the company rls smart the remarks libellous and could take legal action. We
have alao encloaed correspondence, including an exchange of lettera between
Senator Shaheen and the Attorney General, documenting thia aspect of the
affair.

We believe mailings sent by the company to brokers and policyholders were

dealgned to sow fear aad anxiety among private cltisena and public officials
alike by misrepresenting the likely consequences of the legislation. In

particular, we call your attention to the letter sent to brokers and

policyholders on April 1st which claimed that similar legislation led to rate
lncreaaea of 170 percent in New Xork. The company offered an article from the
New York Daily Mews of March 10, 1993 in support of ita claim. When it waa
demonstrated that the article appeared before insurance reform waa undertaken
in New York and that the New York Department of Insurance had not approved
rate increases of this magnitude, the company tempered its claim in a

subsequent mailing on April 25th.

Furthermore, we would respectfully suggest that any inquiry include an effort

to determine whether or not Golden Rule Insurance Company conducted itself in

compliance with the atatutea and rules. Including reporting requirements,
which govern lobbying in New Hampshire.
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we do not question the right of companies like Golden Rule Insurance Company
to participate in the legislative procaaa. On tha contrary, wa are accustomed

to working cloaaly with private companies aa wail as other intaraata as wa

draft, amend and adopt legislation. And, for tha moat part, wa welcome tha

contributiona made by private companies, trade aeeociationa, profeaaional

organ nations and public intaraat groupa to tha procaaa.

However, wa believe that Golden Rule Inauranca Company, by blatantly

misrepresenting the legislation and crudely threatening its sponsor, breached

the bounds of propriety. Ha are confidant that a formal inquiry would confirm

our judgment of the company and trust that its findings might lead to

appropriate sanctions to discourage similar conduct in tha future.

He understand that tha National Association of Insurance Commissioners has

expressed concern at tha lobbying tactics pursued by some inauranca carriera

in their seal to safeguard their lntereata amid reforms of our health care

system. He hope that a formal inquiry into tha conduct of Golden Rule

Ineuranca Company in New Hampshire might provide guidance to the commissioners

aa they address thia issue.

Thank you for conaidaring our request. Needless to aay, should you decide to

pursue thle matter further, we will pleaaed to do whatever we can to aaeist

the department.

Sincerely yours,

//Senator Jaenne Shahean Representative Bonnie Packard

District 21 Hillsborough/19
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(The State uf Xcta Hampshire

*•''" Jnsurancr Department

,. „ ,.„ IliO 2HandirstiT JPt. Ste 1

»ulum L. Huutits. <l>i.l _. .._ ,"

„. . (Coitcorb, N.H. B33UI-3131
(Lnnmuesioiu-r

S03-27l-Z26\

June 9, 1994

The Honorable C. Jeanne Shaheen

State Senate, District 21

State House, Room 304-A

Concord, New Hampshire 03301-4951

Dear Senator Shaheen:

Enclosed is a copy of a memo from Assistant Commissioner, David Nichols,

regarding your request to explore what action which this Department might
initiate as a result of the activities of the Golden Rule Insurance

Company. He has, as indicated, worked with the Attorney General's office

and researched our own statutes and regulations prior to reaching his

conclusion. I have also discussed the matter with him at some length.

I am very pleased at the outcome of the legislative process, and while

I share your concern for the actions of Golden Rule, I hope we can find

enough satisfaction in serving the public interest to put this matter

behind us. I intend to meet with senior officials at. Golden Rule to

express my displeasure of their actions particularly as they related

to you personally.

Thanks for your continuing service to the people of our State.

Cordiall

SLD:slb

enclosure
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Inter-Department Communication

DATE June 6, 1994

FROM David N ichols AT (OFFICE)

Assistant Commissione

SUBJECT Golden Rule Complaint

David Nichols Al <«rr,l-t ) Administrative
Assistant Commissioner Division

TO Sylvio L. Dupuis, OD
Commissioner

You have requested an opinion regarding the complaint against Golden Rule filed

with this office by Senator Shaheen and Representative Packard on May 23, 1994.

The complaint focuses on two areas which Senator Shaheen and Representative
Packard feel action by Golden Rule may in be violation of New Hampshire law.

The first suggests the possibility that Golden Rule violated the rules governing
lobbying in this State. I have contacted the Attorney General's Office

regarding this issue and have been informed that they have received a complaint
on this matter which they are currently pursuing. It would appear that the

Attorney General's Office is the appropriate department to investigate this

portion of the complaint.

The second concern is more general in nature and involves the activities of

Golden Rule surrounding their dissemination of information relative to SB711.

The complaint alleges that Golden Rule misrepresented certain facts related to

the possible effects of SB711.

I have reviewed the insurance statutes for a possible violation. It would appear
that title XXXVII does not contain any prohibition of the activities in question.

Although I would personally agree with Senator Shaheen and Representative Packard

that Golden Rule's use of information in this process left much to be desired,

especially with regard to their comparison with the effects of reform in New York

and their estimates of the effects on consumers in New Hampshire, no specific
statute seems to have been violated.

DN:man
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y The Senate of the State of New Hampshire
W State House, Concord, 03301-4951

'

C. JEA.WE SHAHEEN
District 21

Oltice 271-2117

TTY TDD
225-4033

May 27, 1994

Th« Honorabla Jaffray R. Howard
Naw Haapahlra Attornay Ganaral

Dapartmant of Juatlca
25 Capitol Stcaat

Concord, NH 03301

Oaar Attornay Ganaral Howard t

I hava raaaon to baltava that tha financial atatamanta filad by

raglatarad lobbylata rapraaanting Ooldan Rula Inauranca company may
not ba in coaplianca with RSA 15i3.

I would ba grataful if, in accordanca with RSA 15 1 6, you would

axaaina thaaa financial atatamanta and datarmlna whathar thay comply
with atata law.

Plaaaa find copiaa of the atatamanta filad on April IS ancloaad.

Thank you.

Sincaraly youra.

CJS

Enclosure

C. Jaanna Shahaan

Sanator, Diatrict 21
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GoldenRule*

April |, 1994

Dear Broker

You are licensed with Golden Rule. That's why we are writing to you. You need to

read this important information.

You must call your legislators today and tell them to oppose SB 711.

SB 711 will:

•
Require Guaranteed Issue for the Small Group and

Individual Markets; and

•
Require a narrow form of Community Rating.

Guaranteed Issue means that your clients, who had the forethought and prudence to

purchase health insurance in case they got sick, will no longer get the benefit of lower

premiums. There will be no incentive to purchase health insurance while healthy. Those

who do buy while healthy will get to subsidize those who wait until they're sick. That

means higher premiums. This is really a new tax, and the legislature wants to hide it in the

premiums of your clients.

The proposal would also require a form of Community Rating. We won't be able to use

actual claim costs in calculating rates; we'll have to use the government's idea of what

is fair.

The combination of Guaranteed Issue and Community Rating is explosive. When New
York passed these reforms last year, the New York Department of Insurance approved rate

increases for young families of 170%! Even families in which the policyholder was 45

years old received increases of 30%! Can your clients withstand these rate increases?

(over)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Street

Lawrenceville. Illinois 62439

Telephone (618) 943-8000

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Buildinf

7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46278- 1719

Telephone (317) 2974123
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Jonathan Karl, co-founder of Third Millennium, recently wrote an editorial in the

December 14, 1993, Indianapolis Star which said in part:

"... Community rating may sound fine in theory, but

in practice it forces the young (who have the least amount of

disposable income) to subsidize the health care of the

middle aged (who are at the peak of their earning power).

This was made painfully clear this year in New York

state, which just instituted the country's most rigid

community rating plan. Most young New Yorkers saw their

health care premiums skyrocket For example, before

community rating, the average 30-year-old single male paid

a premium of $1,200, after the change, his premium soared

to $3,240. Likewise, young families saw their premiums

nearly double.

The only age group that benefited from the changes in

New York was the over-50 bracket For example, the

average 60-year-old male saw his annual premiums go from

$5,880 to $3,240, a decrease of nearly 50 percent. But the

cost of reducing the premiums for the wealthiest segment of

the population was high: It put the price of health care out

of reach for many young New Yorkers just entering the

work force
"
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GoldenRule

Senator C. Jeanne Shaheen
73 Perkins Road
Madbury, NH 03820 April 20, 1994

Dear Senator Shaheeni

Earlier this month, I wrote to our policyholders about the
effects of SB 711. Apparently there was some confusion
among legislators about the Information given to

policyholders in our letter.

To set the record straight, I have Included a copy of that
letter. To avoid any future misunderstanding, I am also
including a sample of a follow-up letter to our
policyholders.

If you have any questions, please call me.

reached at 317-297-4123.
I can be

/>

Sincerely.

Tooman
Government Relations

LT/ch

Enclosure*

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Street

Lawrencevilie, Illinois 62439

Telephone (618) 9*3-8000

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule I

->«0 Woodland Drive

Indiaaapous. Indiana 46278- 1719

Telephone (317) 297-4123
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GoldenRule

NEW HAMPSHIRE SAMPLE
123 ELM STREET
ANT CITY NH 03014

April 20, 1994

RE: 000000001

Dear Insured:

Several weeks ago I wrote to tell you about an expensive
health insurance law the New Hampshire legislature is

considering.

The bill is Senate Bill 711 (SB 711). It includes
guarantee issue and modified community rating.

In my last letter, I explained that the combination of

guarantee issue and community rating will cause dramatic
increases in premiums for most people , particularly the

young.

Several customers called and wanted to know what their
actual increase would be. I thought you might want to know
too, so I asked our actuaries to estimate your premium
increase.

The current premium for

your coverage it: SOLDPREM MODE

Final premium if SB 711
passes: SNEWPREM MODE

Tour final premium represents the cost of SB 711 when the

legislation is fully implemented. It does not include
estimates for increased costs due to inflation and medical
costs. (This increase is after the phase-in period has
been completed.)

As you know, young people generally have lower incomes;
older people have higher incomes. Nonetheless, if SB 711

passes, young people will pay extra to lower the cost for

(See reverse side)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278-1719

(317) 297-4149

PLT417
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GddenRule

NEW HAMPSHIRE SAMPLE
123 ELM STREET
ANY CITY NH 03054

April 1, 1994

RE: 000000001

Dear Policyholder:

A proposed law currently being considered by the New
Hampshire Legislature will, if passed, dramatically
increase your health insurance costs .

The bill number is Senate Bill 711 (SB 711). This bill
will:

- require Guaranteed Issue; and

- require modified Community Rating.

"Guaranteed issue" means that people like you, who had the

forethought to purchase health insurance in case they got
sick, will no longer get the benefit of a lower premium.
People who wait to buy health insurance until they get sick
will be subsidized by people like you .

"Community rating" means essentially that everyone will pay
about the same amount for their health insurance. SB 711
allows small adjustments for such things as age and family
status.

Unfortunately, the combination of community rating and

guaranteed issue will cause a dramatic increase in

premiums, particularly for younger people. Because you
will be forced to subsidize others, this legislation is

really a tax .

Young people generally have lower incomes; older people
have higher incomes. Nonetheless, the young people in New

Hampshire will pay extra to lower the cost for older people,

(see reverse side)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278-1719

(317) 297-4149

PLT4 15
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Princeton professor David F. Bradford and American Enterprise
Institute research assistant Derrick A. Max recently wrote an article

entitled "Soak-the-Young Economics of Clinton's Health Care Plan."

The following excerpts are from that article.

". . . community rating in the manner proposed
would cause yet another major transfer of wealth

away from younger and future generations toward
older and wealthier generations.

". . . the Clinton plan would dramatically lower
the cost ofhealth care insurance for older citizens

and raise the cost for younger citizens. It would,

therefore, have exactly the sort of worsening effect

on the economic circumstances of the young and
future generations that leads us to worry about the

budget deficit.

". . . The Clinton plan for community rating
with no age adjustment would impose a negative net

subsidy, that is, a tax ofabout $650 per year on the

young person and would provide a positive net

subsidy, that is, a grant, to the retiree of $2,000 per

year.

". . . These figures imply that the Clinton plan
would result in a roughly $26 billion increase in

annual tax burdens on those aged twenty-five to

thirty-four and a $33 billion cut in annual burdens

on those aged fifty-five to sixty-four. Because the

coverage would be mandatory, there would be no

escaping this tax. Could Congress conceivably enact

such a program of redistribution if it were
considered explicitly?"
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GddenRule

ERIC E REEFE
523 WINNACUNNET RD
HAMPTON NH 03842-2771

April 25, 1994

RE: 053711283

Dear Insured:

Several weeks ago I wrote to tell you about an expensive
health insurance law the New Hampshire legislature is

considering.

The bill is Senate Bill 711 (SB 711). It includes
guarantee issue and modified community rating.

In my last letter, I explained that the combination of

guarantee issue and community rating will cause dramatic
increases in premiums for most people , particularly the

young .

Several customers called and wanted to know what their
actual increase would be. I thought you might want to know
too, so I asked our actuaries to estimate your premium
increase.

The current premium for
your coverage is: $64.47 monthly

Final premium if SB 711
passes: $129.61 monthly

Tour final premium represents the cost of SB 711 when the

legislation is fully implemented. It does not include
estimates for increased costs due to inflation and medical
costs. (This increase is after the phase-in period has
been completed.)

As you know, young people generally have lower incomes;
older people have higher incomes. Nonetheless, if SB 711

passes, young people will pay extra to lower the cost for

(See reverse side)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46278-1719

(317) 297-4149

PLT4-
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Mr. DlNGELL. Thank you, Senator Shaheen.
The Chair should advise that this committee intends to pursue

this matter with more than a little vigor, and we will probably be

consulting with you and with Mr. Curiale, Mr. Foley, and Mr. Van
Cooper and a number of others about these matters.
Ms. Shaheen. I would be happy to help in any way.
Mr. DlNGELL. Your comments have greatly piqued our interest in

the lobbying efforts that have gone on on this. We have a number
of document requests out to Golden Rule and we will probably ex-

pand modestly those document requests and will probably be con-

sulting with you as to perhaps other matters that might be of in-

terest to us in these things.
I think we can work together very well in these matters.
Ms. Shaheen. I am sure we can.

Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair is going to recognize the gentleman from

Oregon, Mr. Wyden, for questions.
Mr. Wyden. Thank you very much.
I want to thank all our witnesses. You have given very troubling

testimony about one insurance company that you have, in effect,

indicated in your view is at the head of the brigade when it comes
to cherry-picking and exploiting the consumer. And I think what
concerns me so much is that if one insurer is allowed to engage in

these kinds of practices, particularly cherry-picking low-risk con-

sumers, it seems to me, at some point the other insurers have to

engage in these same kinds of practices in effect to protect them-
selves, and then we will have the actuarial death spiral that Mr.

Foley described.

Do you share that view, Mr. Foley?
Mr. Foley. Yes, that is exactly right. In fact, we have been try-

ing to pass legislation and regulation in Florida. I have been with
the department for 2Y2 years, and the entire time I have been with
the department, we have been trying to correct this.

Almost all the companies agree off the record that the death spi-
ral technique does not work, that it is not serving the general in-

terests in the public, or, as a matter of fact, their particular inter-

ests. But they also testify to the same thing you just said, as long
as there is one company doing it, then in order for us to protect
our flank, we have to keep doing it. And so that is why we try to

get laws and regulations in Florida to stop everyone from doing it.

Mr. Wyden. Let us postulate again around that theory for a mo-
ment, that if one company is allowed to engage in these question-
able practices, others are going to feel they have got to defend
themselves.
And I would like to maybe direct this question to you, Mr. Van

Cooper; if the insurance industry has to operate under community
rating and also accept other insurance reforms, wouldn't this then

place all the competitors on an equal footing, on a level playing
field, and we would have a system in which these folks would have
to compete on the basis of the various merits of their policy but not

by trying to get an unfair advantage. Is that correct?
Mr. Van Cooper. I believe that is correct. And Vermont's experi-

ence demonstrates that point. In fact, we do have a level playing
field and we do have a very competitive market.
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One of the things we noticed was that with the departure of the

cherry-pickers, we saw much more capital infused into the State to

develop new relationships with providers, to invest more in Ver-
mont as companies didn't have to worry about being selected

against by an aggressive underwriter.
Mr. Wyden. Is it fair to say, given what we have just asked

about, then, that the questionable companies, and let us again take

your testimony about Golden Rule as an example, are not really
victims of the market but in effect they are making the market
which is causing the problems for the American people?
Mr. Van Cooper.
Mr. Van Cooper. Again, I believe that is correct. One of the

things that was ironic is we had a bitter fight with Golden Rule
and with HIAA during the legislative session in Vermont, is that
if you were to talk to the traditional large carriers across the coun-

try, in the 1960's and the 1970's, they did community rate. Commu-
nity rating isn't a novel concept of the 1990's, it is what much of
the industry did through the 1960's and 1970's and early 1980's,
until the aggressive underwriters began to distort the market and
force them to take a more defensive posture.
Mr. Wyden. Let me, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I

would like to introduce into the record a letter from the Citizen Ac-
tion Group to the Golden Rule President, Mr. J. Patrick Rooney,
and ask a couple of questions with regard to this as well.

Mr. DlNGELL. Without objection, so ordered.

[The information follows:]
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Citizen Action

1730 Rhode is,and Ave., N.W., Suite 403A
Washington, C, 20036

(202) 775- 1580

(202) 29=.-40*t
'FAXK _ .

ror Immediate Release:

Tuesday, Jane 28. 1994

Press Release

For further informedon
Contact: Ed Rothschild

(202) 775-1380

Group Caffs On Golden Rule Insurance To Come Clean
Asks Company Chairman to Provide Consumers With Record of

Application Denials, Claims Denials & Rate Hikes

Washington: In a letter seat to day to the Golden Role Insurance Company, Citizen Action, the

nation's largest consumer organization, called on J. Patrick Rooney, the company's controversial

Chairman , to disclose to the public the company's record with regard to detail rates for

applications and claims as well as a premium Increases, policy cancellation and other vital

consumer information.

"The purpose of this letter,' wrote Edwin S. Rothschild, Citizen Action Publk Afairs Director,

is to draw your attention to a serious discrepancy with respect to the type and amount of

information you require from and provide to potential Golden Rule health insurance policy

holders.*

Citizen Action pointed out, referring to a Golden Rule insurance application in the State of Ohio,

that the company requires applicants to provide a detailed 10-year medical history , with the name
of every doctor consulted within the most recent 5-year period and whether an individual "has

had any indication, symptoms, diagnosis or treatment of any disease or disorder* for a whole

range of conditions including such common ones as pregnancy, back pain, aafluns and sinus

problems.

"Golden Rule's application also requires authorisation to obtain both ""^m 1 and non-medical

information from anyone with such information In other words, before it will sell someone a

health insurance policy, Golden Rule wants to know almost everything about a potential

policyholder,* said Rothschild.

'But detailed historical information only flows one way,* Rothschild continued. "The company

provides precious little information about its treatment of its policyholders. While it proudly touts

©
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its finap"a| rating, it provides no information on all of the following: denial races for

application*, denial rates far claims, its administrative costs, record ofpremium increases, record

of policy rannrllarton, martating costs, urination review protocols, grievance procedures,

salaries and benefits of company executives and length of waits to obtain appointments with

Golden Rule PPO providers,' said Kothschild.

"We believe that if consumers and potential policyholder t had this kind of information from

Golden Rule and other insurance companies, consumers would be better informed and could

make informed nVritioni with regard to their choice 0/ health insurer,' Rothschild added.

"We know from court records and state insurance commissinns that Golden Rule has a history

of denying legitimate claims, submirrlng huge premium rate increases, and paying lobbyists to

oppose legitimate state regulation,' said Rothschild. 'And dni is a company mat uses medical

underwriting to screen out individuals who pay pose some risk to the company and ntiUxatfesi

whether Golden Rule itself is a reasonable dak,' said Rothschild.
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Junt 27, 1994

Citizen Action

1730 Rhode Island Ave NW, Suite 403A
Washington. C 20038

(2C2I 775-1560

(202) 296-4054 (FAX)

Mr. John Patrick Rconey
rhB |*mBn

Golden Rule Insurance Co.

712 11th Street

LawrencevOle, JX 62439-2395

Dear Mr Roonry

The purpose of this letter is to draw your mention to i serious discrepancy with

respect to the type and amount of information you require from and provide to potential

Golden Rule health insurance policyholders. Based on our review of your pre-application form
for insurance in the Stat* of Ohio, it is clear that you are seeking a great deal of information

from potential customers of your health insurance plans. For example, you request information

on an mdrviduai's medical history covering th« most recant 10-year period. You ask whether
an individual "has had any indication, symptoms, <ti«gM«fif or treatment of any disease or

disorder* for a whole range of conditions including such common ones as pregnancy, back

pain, asthma and sinus problems You also require potential policyholders to provide you with

the name of every doctor consulted within the most recent 5-year period.

Furthermore, anyone seeking individual or small group coverage must not only provide
answers to all your questions on their 10-year medical history, but also is required to

authorize the company, its reinsurers and its representatives

...to obtain information that they need to underwrite or verify [ray] application for life

or health insurance. Any person having any information u to a <**^gyBt. the

treatment, or prognosis of any physical or mental conditions of me or my family and

any nonrntdicd tnformiglan (emphasis added) about me or my family is authorized to

give it to any of the above parties This includes information related to substance use

or abase. The persons that are authorized to give this reformation include any doctor

or other practitioner at the healing arts, hospital clinic, omer health or health related

facility, pharmacy, the Veterans Adminsitrauoo. employer. Medical Information

Bureau, or insurance company mat may have such information.

In short, for Individuals seeking to obtain basic health coverage. Golden Rule requires

applicants to provide the most personal private medical and non-medical information. Once

this information is obtained, Golden Rule can use it to deny coverage to individuals, increase

premiums, co-payments and deductibles, deny claims, and cancel policies In addition, you
will continue to have access to such personal, private information, even if you refuse to

insure an individual or a small group

9 f 'Mw *-;»€
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Mr J Patrick Rooney

June 28, 1994

Page 2

Although Golden Rule obtains detailed information on potential policyholders, it

provides very little information to potential policyholders when they apply for health

insurance coverage. For example, although you tell a consumer the company's A.M. Best

rating to indicate its financial strength, a consumer reviewing your appHcarion "mentis to

determine whether to apply as a policyholder is unable to learn the following pieces of critical

information:

• denial rates for applications
• denial rates for claims
• administrative costs

• record of premium increases

• record of policy cancellation

• marketing costs

• utilization review protocols
- where is tttJUzatJon review is performed, who does it,

what are their qualifications, how are determinations of medical necessity/

appropriateness made
•
grievance procedures

• salaries and benefits of company executives

• length of waits to obtain appointments with Golden Rule FPO providers

Furthermore, while Golden Rule reports on the number of employees it has, it does not report

precisely how many sre employed to do underwriting, what they are paid and how much
Golden Rule actually spends to deny people coverage. The public does not know how

quickly and completely Golden Rule pays its claims. The public does not know the

ownership structure of me company or the extent to which you, as chief executive officer,

engage legions of lawyers and other professionals to prevent state insurance regulators from

limiting premium increases. The public does not know how much you spend on lobbyists at

the state and national level to obtain favorable treatment or to prevent passage of pro-

consumer legislation.

Because Golden Rule is primarily engaged in cherry-picking, that is, only insuring

those who least need insurance — the young and the relatively healthy and uses medical

underwriting to weed out persons whose medical histories or personal behaviors or livelihood

may pose too great a financial risk to the company, you ought to inform prospective

policyholders with information relevant to them, especially since they will be spending

thousand! of dollars a year for insurance.

As the leading provider of individual insurance policies m the nation, we believe that

Golden Rule Insurance Company needs to provide a wide array of information to the very

people it seeks to become its policyholders. We hope that in the interest of educating health

insurance consumers, you will provide us with the information we have requested so that we
can make h available to consumers throughout the country.

Sincerely,

Edwm S. Rothschild

Public Affairs Director
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Mr. Wyden. I would like to ask you about a couple of Golden
Rule practices that are highlighted in this important Citizen Action

inquiry.
The Citizen Action letter points out that Golden Rule not only re-

quires potential policyholders to answer questions about their 10-

year medical history, but the company also requires consumers to

stipulate that Golden Rule can contact any person having informa-
tion about "any nonmedical information." This strikes me as just
an all-purpose fishing mission by which the company could in effect

use just about any possible rationale to deny coverage to prospec-
tive consumers.
What do you think about that kind of practice?
Mr. Van Cooper. One of the problems we had in Vermont was

that Golden Rule was both aggressive from the standpoint of initial

applications, in which the scope of the questions were very broad,
but also as you looked through the claims experience, that they
were one of the more aggressive post-claim underwriters, and that

is the practice in which once a claim has been submitted, the in-

surer goes back to the application, reunderwrites to see if there is

any basis in which they can state or contend that the insured mis-

represented, made a material misrepresentation on the application
and use that as a basis for denying coverage. So I would agree.
Golden Rule is very aggressive, both from the standpoint of the ini-

tial application, only insuring younger and healthier individuals,
and getting as much information as possible. But also once they
had an insured with significant claims, they again very carefully
checked to see if there was any basis on which they could deny cov-

erage.
Mr. CURIALE. I would submit, Mr. Wyden, the proof, as Mr. Foley

pointed out, is in the bottom line. When you have a health insurer
that has a loss ratio of in the low 40's, you know they are doing
something right for their stockholders and something very wrong
for their policyholders.
Mr. Wyden. Let me perhaps ask this question of you, Mr. Foley.
Do you feel that Golden Rule is in effect engaging in what

amounts to a "bait-and-switch" kind of operation where they lure

consumers into the company with initial low premium rates and
then systematically proceed to just pound them with rate hikes?
Mr. Foley. Mr. Wyden, as I described in my testimony, I am not

sure that I would use that phrase. But it appears to me that that

is exactly the technique, by insuring only healthy people and those

who, as all panel members have pointed out, even those who are

remotely having anything unhealthy about them, they exclude
that. And then because of the nature of minimum loss ratios and
how that affects the premium, we end up with healthy lives leaving
the block of business within a couple of years and premiums esca-

lating dramatically, as witness—the 45 percent average rate in-

crease in the last 4 years for Golden Rule.
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. But I think it

is very appropriate that this committee pursue the same kind of in-

formation that Citizen Action is trying to obtain, particularly to try
to get a more accurate picture of what this company is about. Be-
cause as we saw in the Medigap market, if these kinds of practices
are allowed to continue unchecked, they will poison the insurance
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sector across the board because they will drive the market and we
will see other companies engaging in the same sort of things. So
I look forward to pursuing this with you and hope we can obtain
much of the same kind of information through your requests in the

days ahead.
And yield back.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to follow up with some other questions about Golden

Rule, follow up with Mr. Wyden's comments.
Mr. Van Cooper, based on your knowledge of insurance and of

Golden Rule, we are interested in your assessment of the asser-

tions made by Golden Rule in a letter sent to this subcommittee
in April, dated April 19, 1994. This letter was a response to a re-

quest from the subcommittee of 26 major insurance companies.
In this letter, Golden Rule refers to a term called "cherry-pick-

ing" where they state "traditionally the term cherry-picking refers

to the practice of terminating a broad group of insureds and then

selectively soliciting the healthy risks to purchase replacement cov-

erage with your company."
Does this jibe with your understanding of the term "cherry-pick-

ing?"
Mr. Van Cooper. No, sir, it does not. I think what you just de-

scribed was a method by which a company may cherry-pick, but

cherry-picking is simply the process or the process by which a com-
mercial carrier selects young and healthy risks in a given market-

place.
I think what you just described is one method that an insurer

may use to clean its own book of business. So, for example, if you
had an older population, as we just discussed, you can either cancel
that book, or an insurer might offer, create a new block of business
and reunderwrite that book, the older book, offering the younger
people in that population to enter the new book of business, which
would, of course, be low premiums, while then in turn, just leaving
the older, sicker population in the older book, which in turn sees
this extraordinary rate increase, so

Mr. Brown. So technically they are correct in that they don't ter-

minate a broad group of people that they are insuring and then se-

lectively solicit the healthy risks, but they do aggressively evaluate
which policyholders constitute the greatest risk to them, to the

company, and then steer their coverage toward the good risks and
away from the bad risks?

Mr. Van Cooper. Well, I think in Vermont I can't document for

you what types of underwriting practices they used with regard to

rating books of business, and I know other States may have more
detailed experience with that, but that is a method insurers do use
to essentially, as Mr. Foley described, segregate out the older, sick-

er in their insured book of business, put them into a separate pool,
which then becomes very, very aggressively rated.

And then, as Mr. Curiale described, at that point, the rates be-
come so great that typically the older and sicker population will go
to the insurer of last resort, which I believe in most States is the
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan, which is what we saw in Ver-

mont, in many instances.

Mr. Curiale. Mr. Brown, if I can point out, and I think this is

an opportunity for me to make a point about cherry-picking, as I

made before about cherry-picking and cherry-catching, it doesn't

matter one way or another. The problem that we have in this coun-

try is not so much insurance companies aggressively seeking
younger, healthier people. They don't have to do that.

All they have to do is sit back and if they are allowed. If you
have two competing methodologies side by side, as we had in New
York State, one methodology or one class of companies that have
to take everybody or voluntarily do take everybody and average
their rates, which means that their rates are going to be higher for

the younger and healthier people side by side with commercial car-

riers that are permitted to take only those who they think are not

going to cost them money and permitted to rate them at a low rate

while they are cheap to them, while they are not having health
care claims, then it is just common sense that those people who are
with the not-for-profit carrier, if they can qualify for what seems
to be a great product, they will migrate.
You know, those "cherries" will move. If I am in Empire Blue

Cross-Blue Shield and my premiums are supporting people who
were sicker than I am, you know, and I can get with Golden Rule,

although they are not licensed in New York State or some other
commercial carrier, I am going to go, and I am not going to think
about the fact that this might not be permanent because that is not
advertised.
Those two systems side by side can't exist, because what it

means, is your State will be split right down the middle. You will

have on the one hand, older, sicker people who are insured for

higher rates with the not-for-profits, and on the other hand, young-
er, healthier people who are insured temporarily with commercials,
who are collecting lower premiums but keeping most of it for prof-
its—OK—when those premiums should be subsidizing the older,
sicker people, because you are going to be like that sooner or later,

but instead they are going for profits. That is the problem.
It is not—it doesn't matter that a company goes out aggressively,

sends its agents out and says we are going to strip this company,
Empire Blue Cross-Blue Shield, of all its healthy people. It doesn't

happen that way.
What happens is those people with Empire say, holy cow, I am

paying $9,000 a year for my health insurance. I can go to Chubb
or Guardian and pay this. Let me go.

Well, I can only go if I don't have previous health care problems,
if I am not in a dangerous occupation, if I am not too old, if I am
not an older woman or perhaps a younger woman who might be

pregnant, et cetera, you know. Sure, I can go if I qualify, but if I

don't qualify, I am stuck; OK? So what happens is you have the
"stuckees" and the Golden Rules that are putting that gold, as the
Senator said, right into the pockets of their shareholders.
Mr. Van Cooper. Congressman, if I could just add, in Vermont

we experienced a more active cherry-picking process, and I think
it became very highlighted. In Vermont, we passed small group re-

form first. That was in 1991.
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Almost immediately upon passing small group reform, we saw
some carriers in the individual market begin trying to market

products to the group market, small group market, individual prod-
ucts to the small group market. So what we were seeing is that

groups were being split up, where an employer would be told here

are five very inexpensive individual products, and your one sick

employee, well, they will have to get along on their own, or maybe
you can put them with Blue Cross-Blue Shield. So you do have this

kind of cherry-picking process which can occur very actively.
We began to see it in our small group market, which is one rea-

son why it was urgent to pass nongroup reform, the individual

market reform that we did in 1992.

Ms. Shaheen. Congressman Brown, if I could just add something
to that. The other ultimate outcome of what has been talked about

and what Superintendent Curiale talked about and what was part
of the driving force for the reform in New Hampshire, is that if we
force all of the people who are sick, who are not young and healthy
to go with Blue Cross-Blue Shield or some other nonprofit, then the

ultimate outcome of that is that those companies have financial dif-

ficulties and either can no longer insure the people who are very
ill or they get into financial trouble and are threatened with going
under.
So it seems to me that is another very important reason why we

have got to make community rating work everywhere, because if

we don't, we are going to have those people who are providing the

coverage now for the sick people, no longer are going to be able to

do that.

Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentlewoman from Pennsylvania.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Citizen Action, which is, as you may well know, the country's

largest consumer organization, called upon Golden Rule to, and I

quote, "disclose to the public the company's record with regard to

denial rates for applications and claims as well as premium in-

creases, policy cancellation and other vital consumer information."

Based on all of your statements, it seems as if you would whole-

heartedly agree with Citizen Action's request and, in fact, would
most likely share some of the concerns about the accuracy of infor-

mation Golden Rule already is supplying to potential policyholders,
and those already insured. Would you agree with that?

Mr. Van Cooper. Absolutely, but I would also note, one of the

things that we were very—we were the first State to pass commu-
nity rating legislation, and rather than get into a battle of data or

a battle of information, we really relied on common sense, and get-

ting back to what the purpose of insurance is, community rating
and guaranteed acceptance makes sense. There is no reason why
carriers cannot make a fair profit in that type of market. And it

is clearly beneficial to Vermonters, and I think it would be bene-
ficial to the country. So I think that it is helpful to get information.
But I would urge a movement nationally towards community rat-

ing and guaranteed acceptance that makes sense. They stand on
their own two feet, these concepts. And probably the best, the tell-

ing truth of just how good these reforms are, is that prior to these
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reforms, many of the calls, many of the complaints that the depart-
ment would get were from consumers who were unable to find cov-

erage, who were being priced out of the market or who truly had
heart-wrenching stories where they had a newborn child for whom
they could not get coverage, for whom they didn't know how they
were going to take care of their medical needs, who would ask us—
how can an insurer be permitted to do this?

I get none of those calls today. So I think I agree, information
data is needed, but the data won't tell as to whether this should
be done or not. I think just on principle it makes good sense and
it is sound business.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. What about on the other end, do you
get calls from people who feel that they are unnecessarily bearing
the burdens of older and less healthy people?
Mr. Van Cooper. Certainly, in Vermont when we initially passed

the reform proposals, we got calls from consumers concerned that

they were seeing their prices going up, but again my experience re-

peatedly was that when you explain to a Vermonter what these re-

forms were about, that it was about the cross-subsidization within
a pool of insurers, that it was about taking care of their neighbor,
that it was about providing stability in the marketplace so that

when they themselves became old or sick, they would be able to

have this product when they needed it the most, uniformly people
accepted it and were willing to put up with the slight increase to

have a stable, rational marketplace.
Mr. Curiale. Congresswoman, I would like to echo that. That

was our experience in New York, too. There was a great outcry,

particularly as the Senator here said, before the law actually be-

came effective. And I think that hearings such as these, and cer-

tainly information we have put out before this, have convinced a

great many people that indeed they were getting very low prices
for something that was worthless. And that, yes, the percentage in-

crease is very high, but they are still paying reasonable prices that

they can afford for a product that is now valuable and that will be
there when they need it. That is what the most important thing is,

and I think people are beginning to understand that.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. So the assumption is that initially
when the change goes from experiential to community rating, that
there will be some hue and cry, there will be concern from people
because the rates will go up, but if it is properly presented to them
and the understanding is there, that somehow levels off?

Mr. Curiale. Yes, especially if people were to read the transcript
of this hearing, for example, about how you get an initial low rate

but then ultimately you are systematically raised until those of you
who are in the group who are healthy are offered a new product
at a low rate, but those of you who are not are stuck and will get
double and triple rates and ultimately be priced out of coverage.

People who realize that this is what is happening and what has
been happening, they will then accept the fact that maybe they
should be paying a little bit more for a product that is valuable,
for health insurance that is going to be there when they need it.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. I would actually like to meet some
of these people who read the transcripts of these hearings.
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Mr. Van Cooper. I think you have identified an important issue,

however, which is that if your market has been skewed through
years of underwriting, where you have tremendous differences be-

tween the highest and the lowest premium, there is an issue as to

transitioning into a purely community-rated population.
So, for example, in Vermont, we do have the deviations from the

community rate of plus or minus 20 percent, the small group mar-
ket and plus or minus 40 percent currently of the individual mar-

ket, until 1995 when it will be ratcheted down to 20. And the whole

purpose of those deviations was to allow us to slowly move towards
a purely community-rated market, so as to avoid a rate shock, so

as to avoid the shock to a younger, healthier population and poten-

tially have them withdraw from the market. That was our concern
when we were the first State to go forward.

In retrospect, I don't think it was necessary to have the devi-

ations. So, in fact, we were being cautious, and we were partly re-

sponding to the tremendous amount of negative feedback that we
received from both the Health Insurance Association of America
and the industry in general.
Mr. Foley. The thing I wanted to point out is it is very difficult

for people to understand when they are healthy that they are at

some point going to become unhealthy. My wife and I are both mid-
dle aged and we were in tremendous health until 2 years ago when
she discovered she had breast cancer, and that gives you a whole
new perspective on life, and I tell people that. And the other thing
that we need to keep in mind is that to a very great extent because
of cost shifting, we are paying for those costs now.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Anyway.
Mr. Foley. That is exactly right, but because 80 percent of the

people in this country are covered with group health insurance,
most of whom don't pay their premium, they don't know the costs

that we are incurring and they don't know the cost of cost shifting.
Mr. Curiale. That is what I was going to point out. We in New

York bit the bullet and we went to pure community rating to the

extent that we did not permit age rating, and there was a hue and

cry about that. But, in effect, most of the people that are younger
even, are insured through their employers, and most employers
have a mix of people, younger and older, and so it was not those

people who really felt it.

It was certainly those smaller number of people who do pay di-

rectly their health insurance premiums who were 25 who feel they
are invulnerable, the invulnerability of youth and who may have
indeed jumped out of the system. And certainly universal coverage
would prevent that and it should be pursued.
The other thing I would point out is that younger people have

a remedy also. They can buy policies with higher deductibles that
will reduce their premiums, they can go into HMO's, because
HMO's are more attractive to younger people who are not attached
to their physicians or do not have serious medical conditions for

which they feel a certain physician is life and death to them. So
there are other adjustments that can be made and are being made.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Mr. Chairman, do I have time for

one more question?
Mr. DlNGELL. Certainly.
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Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. I see the red light on.

I would like to go back to the Citizen Action press release and
letter. The letter draws out what I believe to be an important di-

chotomy in Golden Rule's practices. Our second panel here today
is going to address these issues in more detail, but I would like to

ask you a question with regard to what is being said here.

Citizen Action suggests that—and once again I am quoting "the

purpose of this letter is to draw your attention to a serious discrep-

ancy with respect to the type and amount of information you re-

quire from and provide to potential Golden Rule health insurance

policyholders." Now the emphasis that I am presenting here to you
is my own.
The letter points out that "Golden Rule requires a highly detailed

10-year medical history from each applicant, but that the detailed

historical information only flows one way."
What have been your States' experiences with the type of infor-

mation that Golden Rule disseminates to its prospective policy-
holders?

Specifically, do you believe that it gives consumers the informa-
tion that they need to make informed choices?

Mr. Foley. Let me talk about that just a minute.
Our bureau receives consumer complaints about rate increases.

I have absolutely no evidence to indicate that Golden Rule has in-

formed prospective policyholders that in the last 4 years their aver-

age rate increase in Florida has been 45 percent, because we get
many, many calls from consumers saying, why did my premium go
up, why did my premium go up. So it seems to me at the very mini-

mum, that if they are going to be disclosing to policyholders this

kind of rating practice, they should at least show the rate increase

history.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Is that a fine print problem?
Mr. Foley. I am not sure what you mean by a "fine print prob-

lem."
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. It was somewhere there in the fine

print, and they just didn't read it?

Mr. Foley. No, no, that is not a fine print problem at all. It is

not there at all, it is not disclosed.

Mr. Van Cooper. I guess I would just add that the better way
to remedy this problem is if you have community rating and guar-
anteed acceptance, you don't need all those questions because the
consumer has guaranteed access to the marketplace, and if you are
in that type of an environment, you don't need disclosures from the
insurer as to what future rates will be because rates are going to

be set fairly and equitably across a broad population. So I think
with these reforms in Vermont, it is very simple to get health in-

surance, you just walk in and if you pay your premium, you will

be insured.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. Ladies and gentlemen of the panel, the Chair ad-

vises that those two lights you see up there indicates there is a
vote on the Floor. The Chair would suggest that we should prob-
ably recess for about 20 minutes while we go over and vote.
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Would that be inconvenient? Because I do have some questions
the Chair would like to direct to the panel. Your testimony has
been most helpful, and as you have been testifying, I have been not

only listening but following your statements and looking at some
of the comments about Golden Rule which are most interesting.
We know that they are going to enjoy their appearance here and

we are going to enjoy their appearance here, and I am sure, Sen-

ator, you will enjoy their appearance here.

Ms. Shaheen. If only I could be here.

Mr. DlNGELL. The committee will then stand in recess for 20
minutes. We will return here then at, let's say, 10 after.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. DlNGELL. Ladies and gentlemen of the panel, the Chair

apologizes to you. Instead of one vote, we had three. So I have done

you a discourtesy, but I want you to know it was not intentional.

The Chair has a few questions.
Senator, this question to you if you please: Of every dollar paid

in premiums by policyholders to them, Golden Rule kept about 46
cents. Can you describe this as a high, medium or low profit mar-

gin?
Ms. Shaheen. I think in New Hampshire we would certainly de-

scribe it as a high profit margin. And as we discussed earlier, I

think that in fact one of the problems that we have with health in-

surance in this country is with commercial carriers like Golden
Rule who aren't putting the money into health care, they are put-

ting it into their own pockets.
Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Curiale, you have a comment?
Mr. Curiale. Yes, that is an unconscionably high profit margin.
Mr. DlNGELL. Why do you say that? You are an insurance regu-

lator. You deal with hundreds or perhaps thousands of insurance

companies.
Why would you make that statement?
Mr. Curiale. Well, in health insurance in New York, we like to

see a for-profit health insurer have something like a 70 percent

profit margin—excuse me, 70 percent loss ratio, and we would ex-

pect a not-for-profit carrier to have something like a 90 percent loss

ratio. As a matter of fact, in New York we have a situation where
if you are writing individual insurance and you have lower than a

55 percent loss ratio, we will either make you increase your bene-
fits or lower your premium. And 50 something that is in the neigh-
borhood of 45 percent is just absolutely unacceptable.
Mr. DlNGELL. What would be about the highest rate you would

find amongst insurance companies in New York?
Mr. Curiale. It is hard to know, because as I said, under the old

law we weren't approving the rates of the commercial carriers but
we were looking at them, and we have seen companies that are in

loss ratios in the 60's, which we consider to be low. That is a low
loss ratio in New York, I believe, in the 60's. But down to 55, we
would not bring them in. At 55 or lower, we would bring them in

and make them adjust their rates or increase their benefits.

Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Foley, do you have a comment?
Mr. Foley. With regard to the level of loss ratios, one of the

main problems is with smaller policies, as I pointed out in my writ-

ten testimony. Now, Golden Rule is not specifically in this market,
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at least in Florida, but the smaller the policy and the smaller the

premium, then the larger the fixed costs are as a percent of that

premium, and so then we may get loss ratios in the low 50's or
even the high 40's.

It is our strong belief that what we need to do is expand the kind
of policies so that people are covered under one policy so they don't

need to buy supplemental policies and have these loss ratios.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Curiale referred to this as being unconscion-

ably high. Do you have any views on whether it is unconscionably
or not unconscionably high?
Mr. Foley. In Florida Golden Rule's loss ratio experience gen-

erally is in the mid-60's.
Mr. Dingell. In the mid-60's?
Mr. Foley. That is right.
Mr. Dingell. Why is it that in Senator Shaheen's State it is as

high as it is and in your State it is as low as it is? What is the
reason for the difference?

Mr. Foley. Well, again the loss ratio in Florida is like 65 per-
cent, so they are returning 65 cents on the dollar. Now, if I under-
stood your question to her and what is going on in New Hampshire
the loss ratio there is 46 percent, is that right, so they are only re-

turning 46 cents on the dollar? OK.
I really don't have any explanation other than we have very vig-

orous regulatory activity in Florida that may account for the fact

that they are returning a higher portion of the premium in Florida.

Mr. Dingell. You permit them to do business in Florida, they
are in the Senator's State.

Mr. Van Cooper, are they doing business in your place?
Mr. Van Cooper. No, Golden Rule withdrew from the State of

Vermont as a result of Vermont's community rating and guaran-
teed acceptance requirements. In fact, I would agree 46 percent is

an extremely low loss ratio. Vermont's individual law, reform law

requires a loss ratio of 70 percent; in the small group market our

average loss ratio is about 85 percent and in the nongroup market
it is even higher than that.

Mr. Dingell. Now, Mr. Curiale, why aren't they doing business
in New York?
Mr. CURIALE. I couldn't answer that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. Bad business climate?
Mr. Curiale. Probably so. One of the things, we don't permit, for

example, "dread disease" insurance. They have cancer policies
which have a very low loss ratio. We also, on Medicare supplement,
we have a minimum loss ratio of 75 percent. And as I say, once

you get to around 55 percent, we begin to interfere with the com-

pany in terms of what benefits they are giving and what they are

charging. So it could very well be that they don't want to do busi-

ness in New York because of those reasons.
Mr. Dingell. Now, Senator Shaheen, as you indicated, Golden

Rule vigorously opposed health insurance reform in your State. I

think we ought to take a little look at the tactics that they have

employed in their pursuit, their opposition to health care reform.
In your statement, you referred to a letter you received from an

attorney representing Golden Rule. In the letter the author, one
Edgar R Lantis, dated April 27 of this year, threatens legal action
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against you by stating the following about comments you had made
about Golden Rule: "These statements are false, malicious and de-

famatory and as such represent libel per quad, if not libel per se.

Similar future comments if made out of the protective cocoon of the

legislative chambers may be actionable and appropriate for consid-

eration by a court of competent jurisdiction." Is that correct?

Ms. Shaheen. It is certainly correct that those were his allega-
tions.

Mr. DlNGELL. Those were his allegations.

Now, have you ever made, to your knowledge, any false, mali-

cious or defamatory statements against Golden Rule or have you
merely told the truth?
Ms. Shaheen. I believe that I have told the truth and in fact I

think that is what they objected to, that they were misrepresenting
what was in the legislation, and deliberately doing it in an effort

to kill the legislation.
Mr. Dingell. Now, it is a long time since I practiced law, so I

am a little rusty on this business, you understand, but the lan-

guage seemed to be rather strong. As a matter of fact, if I were

going to send a letter like that, I would expect somebody to say,

"Dingell, you were attempting to bully and intimidate me by send-

ing that kind of letter." Would that be a fair statement?
Ms. Shaheen. I think that is absolutely fair. There was no ques-

tion in my mind that that was an attempt to intimidate me, and
I think the fact that they copied it to the local reporter in my area

was further evidence of that.

Mr. Dingell. I sense your presence here indicates you are not

intimidated?
Ms. Shaheen. No, and as I indicated, actually that tactic back-

fired on them because the fact that we then—that I then released

his letter and people found out that that is what they were trying
to do, I think there was a real resentment about it.

Mr. Dingell. Now, Senator, did you think that the letter seemed
to be designed to have a chilling effect on you and to curb your at-

tempts at free expression about items and issues of critical impor-
tance? Did you have the feeling that it might be an attempt to send
a message that others who were tempted to do the same might face

a similar letter or perhaps a similar response from Golden Rule?
Ms. Shaheen. There was no question about that, that they were

trying to, particularly given the timing of it, that it was shortly be-

fore the vote in the House, that there was a real effort to make
other legislators aware that they would stop at no lengths to in-

timidate us.

Mr. DlNGELL. This letter seems to indicate that your participa-
tion in this hearing today and your statements about what might
serve the public interest might be grounds for legal action by Gold-
en Rule against you, is that correct?

Ms. Shaheen. I assume that I could interpret it that way; that
is correct.

Mr. DlNGELL. Well, we would like to know about it if you get any
more letters like this -from them.
Ms. Shaheen. I will certainly forward them to you.
Mr. Dingell. Now, Senator, tell me, is such action of a very ag-

gressive character by Golden Rule in which they seem to threaten
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a public official, whether State legislator or any other government
official, a common practice for insurance companies or any other

company?
Ms. Shaheen. Well, it certainly wasn't a common practice as far

as I was concerned. I had never had that kind of a threat made
against me since I have been in political life, which has been some
time, and I am not aware of any other company in New Hampshire
that I have seen do business with the legislature that has made
those kinds of threats.

Mr. Dingell. Is it fair to observe that Golden Rule goes after

public officials such as State insurance commissioners with per-
sonal lawsuits against them?
Ms. Shaheen. I was surprised after the threat against me, and

we began to do a little investigation, that this is not—this is appar-
ently not an uncommon tactic for Golden Rule.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Curiale, Mr. Foley, Mr. Van Cooper, have you
heard of any instances of this kind by Golden Rule?
Mr. Curiale. I have not.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Foley?
Mr. Foley. There is litigation ongoing in Florida against the in-

surance commissioner by this company. It occurred before I started

with the department. I don't have any details.

Mr. Dingell. Does it involve personal action by Golden Rule

against the commissioner?
Mr. FOLEY. That is my understanding, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. Do you know anything about this?

Mr. Foley. No, I don't have any details. They purposely kept me
out of it because it happened before I got to the department.
Mr. Dingell. I don't want you to testify about that which you

know nothing. I want you to be entirely correct and comfortable in

your testimony here.
Mr. Van Cooper, what can you tell us about these kind of things?
Mr. Van Cooper. Nothing of that nature has occurred in Ver-

mont. I believe there are other States which are involved in litiga-

tion with Golden Rule.

Mr. Dingell. Thank you.
The Chair is going to recognize my good friend from Colorado,

Mr. Schaefer.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator, I would like to follow up on the Chairman's question. He

was talking about the April 27 letter. They also sent a letter out
to all of their policyholders of insurance on April 25, which utilize

scare tactics to the individual. It indicated that their premium at

the time was "X" dollars, and if Senate Bill 711 passes, it is going
to vault up tremendously. Have you seen any such effects now that
this legislation has been passed into law?
Ms. Shaheen. It actually doesn't take effect until January 1,

1995, so we don't have any information about what the impact will

be on rates. But I think the information that we were able to gath-
er about the letters that they sent out to their policyholders, they
used a flat 170 percent increase, which I assumed they were basing
on their guess about what had happened in New York, and they
used that for all policyholders across the board. So as I understand
while the increase in New York has applied to only a small per-
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centage of the market, what Golden Rule said to all of their policy-

holders is that your premium will go up 170 percent, regardless of

what age you are and any other problems.
Mr. SCHAEFER. Approximately, how many policyholders do they

have in the State of New Hampshire?
Ms. Shaheen. About 5,600, a little over that.

Mr. SCHAEFER. Was there a reaction by other Members of the

House or the Senate to this type of thing? In other words, did peo-

ple start calling in saying, hey, we have a problem here?

Ms. Shaheen. They did. In fact, there was a very dramatic reac-

tion. We probably had hundreds of phone calls from people, and it

was one of the things that almost submarined the legislation be-

cause other legislators got very nervous about that response be-

cause it was a very technical bill, very difficult to understand.

Mr. Schaefer. Well, I applaud you wholeheartedly for continu-

ing on and pushing it through. It takes a lot of guts.
Ms. Shaheen. Thank you.
Mr. Schaefer. As a matter of fact, the State of Colorado had a

somewhat similar situation, and even though they didn't, at least

to my knowledge, send out letters to this effect or threaten the

sponsor, they did gut the bill in the Colorado House of Representa-
tives. Then it went over to the Senate where Senator Bill Schroe-

der, whom I know very well, got it back in proper form. In that

case, I think their holders were only about 1.4 percent of the total

market. Now, we see somewhat of a pattern developing here,

whether it is a lawsuit or letters of threats on whatever.

Any comments at all on what I am saying? There is a pattern
out there I guess is what the Chairman and this committee is say-

ing. This is not just happening to you or a few others.

From the testimony that I have heard today, it would appear
that Golden Rule's action represented a rather extreme example of

practices that are unfair to insurance consumers, and we have
talked about some of this up to this point. But do you see any rel-

ative similarities in other insurance companies that had done any-

thing similar to this or does this one really stand out like a sore

thumb?
Anyone, please.
Mr. CURIALE. Just, Golden Rule is not licensed in New York.

They appear to be the leader in terms of the most aggressive prac-
tices that we all feel are not in the interest of policyholders and not

in the interest of the general public good. But again, I think it has
been pointed out how we all feel, I think, about what needs to be

done, and that is that the system needs to be changed so that you
cannot have a susceptibility for insurers to do the kinds of things
that Golden Rule has done.

If you have a system of guaranteed issue and community rating,
then all of this goes away because they just cannot get away with

these kinds of things. If they want to be in this market, if they
want to do health insurance, if they want to do health care financ-

ing, as I like to put it, then they have got to take everyone and

they have got to average rate, they have got to play by the rules,

they have got to spread the risk, they have got to take their share
of healthy people and sick people.
Mr. Schaefer. Anyone else?
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Mr. Van Cooper. Congressman Schaefer, if I could just echo the

commissioner's comments. I think one of the great virtues of Ver-

mont and what attracted us to community rating or requiring guar-
anteed acceptance is that these are market-based reform proposals
and they are extremely simple.
You do not get into the convoluted contortions of risk pools, you

don't get into the stigma of putting your consumers into uninsur-

able risk groups. There are market-based solutions.

You simply change the rules of the market to reflect how they
operated, in many instances, in the 1960's and 1970's, and then
allow insurers to compete on the quality of the service they pro-

vide, on their ability to control costs. And we have found that it has
been very successful, again just changing the rules and allowing
the insurers to compete fairly.

Ms. Shaheen. If I could add to that, the other issue for us in

New Hampshire in trying to respond to what Golden Rule was

doing, we filed complaints both with the insurance commissioner
and with the attorney general on their lobbying activities and on
the way they were handling the insurance market. And both re-

sponses from the attorney general and from the commissioner of in-

surance was that according to the laws in New Hampshire, there

was no way to address their abuses within the system as it is now,
which is why I think we really need to change the system. I would
echo what has been said on the panel.
Mr. Schaefer. Well, Senator, you and the members of this panel

certainly understand lobbying. There is a proper way it is con-

ducted and an improper way. Here, we have seen, as far as I am
concerned, an improper way.
As a matter of fact, this particular Member faced a very similar

situation about 4 years ago with the telephone company that came
out rather harshly against a piece of legislation that I and four

other sponsors proposed. We stood up to them, and we haven't seen

the same thing occur again. So, hopefully, some of this is going to

take a back seat.

Let me ask any of you, the gentlemen or the Senator, do you see

any reflection on this and the potential possible passage of health

care reform back here. Do you see any correlation?

Anyone.
Mr. Van Cooper. If I may, I think community ratings or a re-

quirement of guaranteed acceptance are essential first steps, but

they are limited in their scope. But these market insurance reforms

require insurers to guarantee access, so any consumer has the

right to be insured by any of these insurers, but it doesn't address
the ability of the consumer to purchase that coverage. So I think

in Vermont, at least, clearly the next step is to move towards uni-

versal access.

We spent much of this last legislative session trying to push
through a bill that would achieve that, and it failed. I expect we
will be back next year because these reforms, while they guarantee
access, they don't necessarily assure the consumer that he or she
can purchase the coverage.
Mr. Schaefer. Please.
Mr. Curiale. I would also say that New York would welcome

universal coverage, we would welcome a fair, equitable and financ-
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ing mechanism. We know that is what all of you all are struggling
with right now. I think we need that.

We, as I said at the beginning of my comments, I don't like to

be put in the position of saying that New York's insurance reforms

are effective and working, when, in fact, others are using that es-

sentially to defeat efforts to do universal coverage. They use it in

a way saying, well, we don't need universal coverage because
Curiale in New York is saying that these work.

Well, they do work, but they would work perfectly if there were
universal coverage because there would be no leakage, you would
have a sealed system that everyone was in from birth to death, ev-

eryone was paying into the bank account that ultimately they could

draw on later in their lives. That is the way it should be.

Mr. SCHAEFER. I have just one final question.
Mr. DiNGELL. The gentleman continues to be recognized.
Mr. Schaefer. How are we to tell when a company's so-called

"post-claims underwriting" goes a bit, what we might say, over the

line? Is it part of the job of the insurer's claim department to root

out the fraud and misrepresentation and to deny coverage when it

is found?
What has Golden Rule done that other companies don't or that

you could care to comment on?
Mr. Curiale. They are not licensed in New York. Again, most of

the time we would find out through our consumer services depart-
ment. We get complaints about health care claims all the time.

In fact, it used to be that most of our claims were on auto insur-

ance, and everything else divided up the rest of the percentage.
Now it is about 40 percent auto insurance, 45 percent health care

claims, and 15 percent the rest.

Yeah, that is what we find, we find out about them through com-

plaints. What we do is we try to use leverage to get things settled.

If there is a question of fact, a company will rely on that, we do

not determine questions of fact. It has to be clearly a violation of

a policy before we can get in there and make a company do some-

thing.
But we get so many complaints on health care nowadays in

terms of payments of claims, whether a procedure is experimental
or not experimental, this is a gut-wrenching question that I think

the country has got to deal with: What price hope, what we are

going to pay for, what we are not going to pay for, is a 5 percent
chance at life which costs $150,000 the type of thing that we will

pay for?

Can you criticize a company one day for having rates that are too

high and then another day criticize them for denying a bone mar-
row transplant?
Mr. Schaefer. I think most policyholders, at least that I know

of, if they have a claim and they get their paperwork in the mail
from the insurers saying, well, we are paying this, this, this and
this, or it is a bill from the doctor saying the insurance company
paid all this, but you still owe this, most people aren't going to

complain unless it is a humongous amount of money. They have no

way of really knowing or understanding whether they are getting
the proper receipts or not. I think this is something that we have
to grapple with.
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Mr. Curiale. Absolutely.
Mr. Van Cooper. Congressman Schaefer, just to respond as to

Vermont's experience, again I think the issue is to change the sys-

tem so you don't have post-claim underwriting. For example, in

Vermont today, because it is a guaranteed issue environment, we
no longer have any post-claim underwriting issues in these market-

places. They simply cease to exist because you are not being under-

written initially through an application.
And I certainly think one of the problems we saw over the years

was that post-claim underwriting typically occurs where you have
a significant claim, and in many instances, the consumer isn't as

sophisticated perhaps as the claims adjuster about conditions.

I will give you an example that I actually handled years ago,
which was a very old Vermonter who had purchased a product, I

believe this was—it wasn't comprehensive major medical, but a

long-term care product.
She put down she had Parkinson's disease. She needed to have

nursing home coverage. She entered the nursing home, and the

coverage was denied, post-claim underwriting.

Why? Because she had some other disease that she hadn't listed

on the application.
Well, after months and months, and we had to have testimony,

written statements from various medical experts, it turns out that

the disease that the company was citing as a material
misrepresen-

tation was a commonly associated disease with Parkinsons. And
that is the type of difficulty that the consumer has. And I think it

is very difficult for States, State insurance departments to be as

helpful as they might be because so often they are fact-intensive,

whether or not something is a material misrepresentation is a very,

very fact-intensive determination.
Mr. Schaefer. Well, Senator?
Ms. Shaheen. Thank you.
If the foundation of our health care system were to insure health

care for everyone as opposed to the current system of let's see how
we can limit the risk for so many carriers and deny people health

care coverage, then we wouldn't be addressing those kinds of prob-
lems. So I would add my voice to other members of the panel in

encouraging a plan that has universal coverage for everyone.
Mr. Curiale. I think New York's reforms as well as Vermont's

reforms did away with exclusions. Health insurers can no longer
exclude a preexisting condition. And so as Tom has just mentioned,
if you change the law, you change the system, you don't have these

problems to deal with.

Mr. Schaefer. Well, in conclusion, I would just like to thank the

panel. I, with the Chairman, would apologize for all the votes we
had and keeping you here so long.
But I would yield back my time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
I would like to ask you one more question, if you please. You may

answer that in any way you feel is appropriate.
What are the practical effects of insurance companies requesting

one, two or even three rate hikes in 1 year?
Now, I believe Golden Rule does this. Is this an example of what

is common throughout the industry?
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What are the ordinary practices and what are the practical ef-

fects of this?

Senator, do you want to start addressing it first?

Ms. Shaheen. Sure. I think the—I have not seen that other car-

riers have made a practice of asking for those kinds of rate hikes
in New Hampshire, and the practical impact of that is for people
to drop their insurance coverage because they can't pay those kind
of rate hikes.

Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Curiale, what would your comments be?
Mr. Curiale. I think what that is, is an obvious attempt at

churning. They will raise their rates, then reunderwrite those that

they believe to be healthy and young enough on new policies and
the others will be stuck with the ever-increasing costs that are as-

sociated with those pools, and eventually they will lose them. They
will keep their body of policyholders that they can make a whole
lot of money on and get rid of everybody else.

Mr. DlNGELL. You are defining this as being a step which is di-

rected less at adjusting rates than essentially adjusting the rate-

payer base and identifying those that they want to keep, getting
rid of those who are bad risks, keeping those who are good risks,
and essentially using this as a device to increase their profits. Is

that what you are telling me now?
Mr. Curiale. Absolutely. That is the name of the game, Mr.

Chairman. The name of the game is having young, healthy policy-
holders and getting rid of everybody else.

Mr. DlNGELL. Now, you have already defined the policies of the
New York Commission. You obviously responded to this in some
fashion.

What is the way in which you addressed this?

Mr. Curiale. The way we addressed it is to say that you have
got to have open enrollment and community rating, you have got
to have average rating so that every policyholder you attract in

there is going to pay the average rate, and you can't do this any
longer. You won't be able to attract younger and healthier people
by promising them low rates because they are going to pay the av-

erage rate, and therefore it takes away the whole incentive to do
the kind of conduct that you have been talking about.
Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Curiale.
Mr. Foley.
Mr. Foley. I would like to reinforce what was just said. Again

in Florida, as I presented earlier, we feel very strongly that you
need to have standardized benefits and standardized premium for-

mat, guarantee issue and community rating so that you can do pre-
mium comparisons, provide real marketplace competition between
and among insurers.

I think about the situation as a regulator, I am tremendously
concerned about inadequate initial rates, because I know that if a

company charges initial rates that are inadequate, then at some
point consumers are going to be subjected to the kind of rate in-

creases that they will find not sustainable, so they will leave the
block of business and we end up with the death spirals.
On the other hand, if we have guaranteed issue and community

rating and standardization, the initial premiums might be a little

bit higher, but as a regulator, I don't need to be concerned about
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what that level of premium is, because if company A wants to esca-

late premiums, now all the insurer has to do is walk down the

street and on a guarantee issue basis get coverage from company
B, C, D or E, so they are no longer going to be stuck in death spi-

rals.

Mr. Dingell. So you are seeing competition at play as a result

of that device?
Mr. Foley. That is exactly right. To reinforce what has been

said, a lapse rate is the percentage of people in force under a policy
form that leave during a given year. Once we get in the height of

death spirals, and Golden Rule—I am looking at four sets of num-
bers right here—half the people leave each year. So if you start out

with 10,000 policies in force, by the time you start the next year,
there are only 5,000 in force. By the time you start the next year,
there are 2,500, so in 3 or 4 years, those people are all gone, they
are weeded out, and they have gone elsewhere. That doesn't work.
That is not what we are in business for.

Mr. Curiale. And Golden Rule take some of those policyholders
under new contracts, but they will only take the ones that are

healthy, so what they do is they get the best of both worlds. They
get to reunderwrite every few years, and they will take you if you
qualify again, but they want to take another look at you, and those

who don't qualify again, they are out of luck.

Mr. Dingell. And unless you have a requirement of this sort

that Mr. Foley has been describing, you may not be able to get new
insurance policies because of preexisting conditions, bad health or

something of that sort?

Mr. Curiale. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman.
What you want is you want insurers to compete not on the basis

of who can attract and keep the youngest healthiest policyholders,
but on the basis of who can give the best as much as who can man-

age health care the best, who can satisfy the customer and who can

compete on price in terms of cost control the best.

One of the byproducts of this is that cost control is forgotten
about by companies like Golden Rule because they don't need to

control cost. They don't pay any claims. All they need is to control

their body of insureds and they do that very well.

When you have a group of insurance companies that are open en-

rolling, taking everybody, and community rating, boy, they have a

major incentive to control those costs because that is the only way
they are going to be able to compete. If they can pick and choose

young and healthy people only, they don't have to worry about
costs.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Van Cooper.
Mr. Van Cooper. I would just echo the comments of the panel.

In Vermont one of the things that precipitated our form was rate

instability, where groups or individuals would be experience rated,
and they would have the ironic result when you needed the cov-

erage the most, you could afford it the least.

What we have seen now with community rating is tremendous

stability in the market. Rates in Vermont are guaranteed for 12

months. We also have common benefit plans so consumers can

shop, they have wide choices of products, they have a common ben-
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efit plan so they can make an apples-to-apples comparison amongst
the companies.

It is a much more competitive market and a much easier market
for the consumer. And it is particularly, I think important to focus

on preexisting conditions. In Vermont, if a Vermonter has had cov-

erage for 9 months prior to an application, there is no preexisting
condition period. So there is complete portability, you can shop
across the market, you can go from one insurer to another, and I

think that encourages competition within the marketplace, as well
as keeping rates down.
Mr. DlNGELL. Thank you.
Are there any further comments from the panel?
The Chair wants to express my thanks to you all. You have been

most helpful to us and we are very appreciative.
Mr. Curiale, we are glad to see you back. We appreciate the good

work you are doing up there in New York, and thank you all for

being here.

Thank all the members of the panel.
The Chair announces the next panel is composed of Mr. Stephen

J. Hough, of Croegaert, Clark & Hough Ltd., 305 East Main Street,

Olney, Illinois, and Ms. Kathryn Kristine Groenke, 1532 Marl-

borough Road, Crofton, Maryland.
Mr. Hough, Ms. Groenke, we thank you for being with us this

afternoon. If you come forward we will discuss the rules and prac-
tices of the committee.
Mr. Hough, Ms. Groenke, do you have any objection to testifying

under oath?
The Chair advises that it is the practice of the committee and

has been so since its earliest days. The Chair also advises that you
are each entitled to be advised by counsel if you so choose during
your appearance here because you will be testifying under oath.
And the question then is do you desire to be advised by counsel

during your appearance?
Mr. Hough. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. The other matter of discussion is that copies of the

Rules of the House, Rules of the Committee, Rules of the Sub-
committee are there to inform you of the limitations on the power
of the subcommittee as you appear here before us.

The last thing I want to do is to express my personal apologies
for the inconvenience occasioned by the number of votes which took

place on the Floor which prevented me from being with you so that

you could be completing your business in a more timely fashion.
If you then have no objection, would you please each rise and

raise your right hand.
[Witnesses sworn].
Mr. Dingell. You may each consider yourselves under oath.
We will recognize you first Mr. Hough, then you, Ms. Groenke.

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN J. HOUGH, CROEGAERT, CLARK &
HOUGH; AND KATHRYN KRISTINE GROENKE, CROFTON, MD
Mr. Hough. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the sub-

committee and distinguished guests.
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My name is Stephen J. Hough, I am a partner in the law firm
of Croegaert, Clark & Hough, Ltd, in Olney, Illinois. I have been
a partner with that firm since 1988.
Our firm is one of the largest firms in southeastern Illinois. That

is not to say that we are a large firm, but there aren't just a whole
lot of large firms there, most are sole practitioners and one or two
lawyers.

I would like to state to the committee that I am here on my own
volition, I am not here on behalf of any specific client, I am not
here on behalf of my firm, I am here because I was asked to be
here by the subcommittee, and I have no axes to grind against
Golden Rule, which will probably be news to them.

In the winter of 1985, my firm, specifically a Patrick McLaughlin
was contacted by an attorney in Rock Falls, Illinois, with regard to

a case involving Golden Rule insurance which had been filed in

Lawrence County, Illinois. Lawrence County, the county seat there
is Lawrenceville, Illinois, it is 20 miles from my hometown. It is

the alleged home office of Golden Rule insurance.
A claim had been filed under a miscellaneous remedy, charging

that two people, Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher, had made material
misstatements of medical ailments when applying for their insur-
ance coverage in September 1984. The case was filed in Lawrence
County, which is 320 miles away from Dixon, Illinois, which was
where the people resided, and about 350 miles or 360 miles away
from Rock Falls, Illinois, where the insurance agent/broker prac-
ticed.

All things pointed to the fact that this case should have been

brought in Lee County, Illinois. Instead, it was filed in Lawrence
County; all of the physicians, the policy of insurance was delivered
in Lee County, the physicians medical records, results of medical
tests were located there, the defendants were located in Lee Coun-
ty, Illinois, and the broker who lived and signed the application for

insurance lived in Rockford, which is in Winnebago County, which
is about 40 miles away.
The only alleged, and I keep stressing the word "alleged" connec-

tion with Lawrence County, Illinois, was the fact that that was
Golden Rule's home office, and that was where the policy was "al-

legedly" accepted and "allegedly" issued. We argued the case—we
filed a motion forum non conveniens intrastate.

At the time this case came in, the State of Illinois had not yet
enacted Supreme Court Rule 187, which allowed for interstate
transfer of cases. We had interstate transfer based upon cases filed

in the State of Illinois, particularly Madison and St. Clair County,
which could be transferred back to Missouri if there was a defend-
ant there or to establish venue.
We took some time in getting this case rolling because Rule 187

had been proposed, there had been—it had not been enacted yet
and we got the defense firm to agree to it.

When finally our motion was heard, the court in Lawrence Coun-
ty ruled that venue was proper in Lawrence County specifically be-
cause that was the last act of the contract, the issuance of the in-

surance policy. We thought that there were no relevant portions of
that transaction that occurred in Lawrence County. This occurred
in April 1988.
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In November 1988, the same court, same judge ruled the venue
was improper in Lawrence County and transferred the case to Lake
County, Illinois. This case involved a Russian immigrant named
Maria Manasherov. Mrs. Manasherov had applied for insurance
with Golden Rule in January 1987 and paid a premium. The policy
was issued effective July 12.

One of her children went to the hospital on January 8. Golden
Rule denied the claims, filed a suit in Lawrence County, Illinois.

Mrs. Manasherov and her family had never heard of Lawrence
County, they hadn't been here all that long.
The local counsel was hired by a firm in Buffalo Grove, Illinois.

The local counsel in that case was Jerry Doyle Miller who had for-

merly been a partner in the firm that I am now a partner in and
just works a block down the street.

He had heard about my case, asked me to help him with the
whole forum interstate non conveniens action because it was rel-

atively new. I agreed to give him all my research and tell him what
happened to my case.

The case was transferred back to Lake County, Illinois, which is

where it belonged. Again, all the doctors lived there, the applica-
tion for insurance was signed there, Mrs. Manasherov wrote her
check there. Anything that would possibly be connected with this

case indicated it should go to Lake County.
An appeal was filed in the Fifth Judicial Circuit of the State of

Illinois, Mount Vernon, Illinois. The decision was affirmed. By this

time Golden Rule had hired new counsel, Mr. Guy McGaughey,
Junior.

Mr. McGaughey filed a petition for rehearing which was very
short on the understanding of the law but was arguing impas-
sionately for Golden Rule's denial of its "constitutional right of due
process in its home county, thus giving it an implied invitation to

move from Illinois at the risk of losing 300 to 400 jobs in a de-

pressed southern Illinois economic area?"
At this time, southern Illinois was very, very economically de-

pressed. We had arguments between cities and counties and towns
arguing for prisons. We couldn't get any industry to locate there.

Golden Rule is the largest industry in Lawrence County, Illinois.

Their office is directly cross the street from the Courthouse in Law-
rence County, Illinois. You can imagine how someone is going to

feel when they have been sued by Golden Rule to pull up to the
courthouse and this is an old time small town, you park on the
street and you get out of your car and look across the street, Gold-
en Rule Insurance Company. You could imagine that people aren't

going to think they are going to get a fair trial.

Mr. Miller advised me of Ms. Manasherov's affirmative decision
and I attempted to get my case reheard. The Circuit Court there

correctly denied that.

By this time, I had been getting calls from other attorneys, par-
ticularly the State of Tennessee and the State of Illinois wanting
us to represent them with cases that clients had been sued by
Golden Rule for alleged misstatement of fact and not telling them
about preexisting conditions.
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At approximately the same time, I noticed in the American Trial

Lawyer Bulletin, two or three different lawyers looking for informa-
tion with the vexatious refusal to pay by Golden Rule.
One of the attorneys was in Alaska. I cannot recall his name and

I have since lost that file. I believe it has been sent back to the
State of Tennessee, and that note got out of there.

I also spoke with Mr. Kevin Hannon who is an attorney in Colo-
rado. Mr. Hannon forwarded to me a document he had received
from the Colorado Bureau of Insurance which was a letter from an
actuarial service in North Carolina.

I had previously provided this to the committee and would ask
that it be attached to the statement, if it has not already been done
so.

I spoke to an attorney in Alaska, which based on the time dif-

ference between Illinois and Alaska, was pretty difficult to do. He
advised me that somehow or another he had gotten discovery in his

case and got some computer files from Golden Rule.
The letters in there were very discourteous to policyholders, ac-

cusing them of being fraudulent and dishonest and seeking policy
benefits that were due them. I discussed this matter with all the

attorneys who had represented and referred cases to me, and I

went to Lawrenceville, Illinois, on my own.
I started with 1975 to just see how many cases Golden Rule In-

surance Company had filed. In 1975, they filed none; in 1976, they
filed none; in 1977 and 1978, there were no cases filed; in 1979,

they were a defendant in a case; in 1982, one miscellaneous remedy
case was filed; in 1983, there were 9; in 1984, there were 23; in

1985, there were 28; in 1986, 15 or so; 14 in 1987, and then it

started to get really interesting. In 1988, 1989, and 1990, the num-
bers were 22, 23, and 41 respectively; in 1991, 38 cases.

Members of the subcommittee, Lawrence County, Illinois, is a

very small county. They don't have a very large court docket. I

have taken the liberty to go over there within the last couple weeks
and pull the court dockets from 1987 forward for the miscellaneous

remedy dockets. More than half of the cases involved on the mis-
cellaneous remedy dockets were filed by Golden Rule Insurance

Company against policyholders.
Almost every one of those cases were for misstatements, material

misstatements of fact on the application or nondisclosure of a pre-

existing condition.
I shared my information with several attorneys in Tennessee, my

friend Jim Guill, at McConnell & Boyd. And his successors at that

firm, other attorneys, would call me from throughout the country
wanting to file a class action suit against Golden Rule. Quite frank-

ly, we didn't have the money to do it.

I spoke with several lawyers in Illinois, Herschel Tomilson, a

very well-respected attorney in Urbana, Illinois, Jerry Doyle Miller,
Morris Lane Harvey, other attorneys, Terry Cade, who had the
same situations, the exact same pleadings were filed in every case.

It always involved a case that after the application for insurance
was filed, the policy was issued, a claim was made within a rel-

atively short time, Golden Rule would post-underwrite and deny.
I have provided for the committee, the subcommittee pleadings

that have been filed in just one case. This document I am holding
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in front of me, if you can see the size of it, is the complaint. At-

tached to that complaint are the policy for insurance, the applica-

tion, and letters to my client, Mr. Stuart G. Ossen of Memphis,
Tennessee.
Mr. Dingell. Without objection, the committee will receive the

list of cases which you have referred to earlier and they will be in-

serted in the record.

The Chair will also receive the pleadings to which you referred

and we will have them reviewed and see whether we can fit them
at the proper level of expense into the record of this proceeding.
Without objection that will be so ordered.

Mr. HOUGH. Mr. Dingell, I also have from another case the dis-

covery which was filed in the case, and this case is still pending
in Lawrence County. This was filed on one day.

Mr. Dingell. I think that would be useful. Without objection the

same unanimous consent request is in order.

Mr. Hough. Thank you.
The pleadings in these cases were nothing more than attempts

to intimidate policyholders. As I indicated to you, there were over
100 cases filed before 1990. Most of the cases I was involved with
were 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990 cases.

Just for matter of record, in 1994 we are now exactly, almost ex-

actly Vi of the way through the year, there has been one claim filed

by Golden Rule in Lawrence County, Illinois. I would like to think
that that is because there were a few brave people who took them
on and got the cases transferred out to where they belong.

Unfortunately, I believe it is because Golden Rule has now done
other things that doesn't necessitate them filing those claims.

A person who would receive the summons and the documents I

showed you of the complaint and all the attachments was easily in-

timidated. They had paid a lot of money for an insurance premium.
They also, every one of them, had filed a claim which was denied.

They were looking at several thousand dollars in insurance costs

that were not covered which they thought were covered.
The last thing in the world they want to do is hire a lawyer to

defend a case in a place they have never heard of, and they most

certainly do not want to hire someone such as myself or other at-

torneys in the area whom they have never heard of, never spoken
with, don't have anything good to know about us.

Fortunately, there were a few of these people who went to attor-

neys, and these attorneys were able to root out someone in the area
that would handle the case.

I did not get wealthy defending these cases. I charged $300 to

$400 as an initial retainer. It is V2 hour drive from my office to the
courthouse in Lawrence County, Vi hour drive back. I would file a

petition to change venue and go argue it.

Unfortunately, I have been to the appellate court more than once
on these Golden Rule cases. The very first case, the one I told you
about in 1985, our client paid us over $1,300. He paid deposition
costs of almost a thousand dollars, and he paid an attorney in Rock
Island, Illinois, to fight a claim.

I went through the pleadings this morning. That lady and gen-
tleman paid a total of $1,075.31 in claims. Their check was re-

funded—or excuse me in premiums. Their insurance policy was re-
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jected for nervousness, high blood pressure, and irregular heart-

beat.

The lady in that case had pains in her jaw that radiated into her
chest. She was being honest with her doctor, telling her that is

where the pains went. Those medical records were used to deny her
claim.

In January of that year, these people were sent a letter stating
that you made material misstatements of fact to us regarding pre-

existing conditions, you have 15 days to accept this rider. Other-

wise, we are not going to cover you. They didn't respond. Golden
Rule filed suit.

Another gentleman that I represented applied for an insurance

policy. The insurance policy is attached, Members of the sub-

committee, to the pleadings, and there are questions on there that
indicate if you have had nervousness, any kind of problems. He
was denied, one of the reasons being he had recurring night sweats
and low-grade fever.

They indicated to him that he made material misstatements, hid

preexisting conditions. Another factor was he had incontinence of

Dowels. We have all had that. He had been impotent since an auto-

mobile accident in 1987. That was specifically put on the policy. He
put that on there, pain in upper ear, pain in the ear and upper
body since 1988, chronic bronchitis and aleolectosis and
bronchiosis, cynobractas syndrome. He had never heard of that
until he got the complaint from Golden Rule.

I spoke this morning with one of my former clients in Tennessee
who I was able to get the case transferred back to Memphis where
it belonged. He took out a policy with Golden Rule which was effec-

tive on March 2, 1990, for illness effective March 16 for 1990, for

accidents.

He put on there that he had cystitis in 1994, no recurrence. His
wife had had one abnormal pap smear 7 years before. The policy
for insurance was taken out. The last seven tests were normal.
On May 31, 1990, just a couple of months after the policy went

into effect, he was admitted to the hospital with pulmonary
histoplasmosis, discharged June 11, 1990. You can imagine what
his medical bills were. The claim was denied.
The gentleman was in the real estate business, he had no insur-

ance, he—I spoke with him today. We got his case transferred, and
it was dismissed in Tennessee. He got no justice there, either.

Fortunately for him, I was able to get that one moved. I didn't

have to fight very hard because after the first few fights we had
"Golden Rule Day" in Lawrence County. The attorney who began
representing Golden Rule in about 1987 or 1988, would file these

pleadings, get them set, people would have 30 days to answer, and
then they would start sending in all the discovery requests, which
I showed you.
We would get them set, get them set for a motion for a change

for venue, I would leave my office, prepare for the case, go to

Lawrenceville, walk in to argue the case, no attorney. Usually 5 or

6 minutes before the hearing was to be set, a circuit clerk would
run in or a secretary for Mr. McGaughey's office, which is on the
other side of the square, would come in and say: Mr. McGaughey
is unavoidably detained in such and such a place on Golden Rule
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business, he can't be here today. Mr. McGaughey was a sole practi-
tioner.

Most of the time, members of the subcommittee, I didn't charge
my client for that. How could I? I would drive back and it would
take weeks and months to get a case set.

If I was successful in getting a setting, the judge would be taken
off because he was prejudiced against Mr. McGaughey or preju-
diced against Golden Rule. The only prejudice was that judge ruled

against Golden Rule and wouldn't let the case stay in Lawrence

County, Illinois. Even after the Manasherov case went to the Ap-
pellate Court, every time they got beat and transferred, there was
either the threat or an appeal to the Illinois Appellate Court. That
is very expensive. It doesn't take long for that kind of thing to get

around, and people will not fight.
I found out later that most people would call the Circuit Clerk's

Office in Lawrence County, Illinois, just to find out, A, where
Lawrenceville was, and B, if they could find an attorney, and they
were told that Golden Rule wins almost every one of these cases.

So the 100-some cases that were filed, and the very few that I rep-

resented, less than a dozen, and the very few that I know of which
are probably another dozen or two more, I would say the great ma-

jority of these people just gave up. Those are the cases that were
filed.

Before the cases were filed, letters were sent to them saying you
have 15 days to accept this rider or your coverage is terminated.
I would suggest to the subcommittee, and I have no proof, that

most people either gave up or accepted the rider. Those letters and

things are attached to the pleadings that I provided for the sub-

committee.
One of the cases I handled—I did three at a time because as I

told you, we had "Golden Rule Day," either Mr. McGaughey or

counsel from Indianapolis would come in and we would just do
them all one day before a judge that they would accept.
We had a typographical error, instead of having Cook County on

there we had Lake County. We ended up going back to the Appel-
late Court and being reversed on that on a typographical error.

They fought that. I made the suggestion at that time that, hey, this

is a typographical error, just change it. No.
After reading the letter that my friend Mr. Hannon provided to

me, I have no doubt that the legal actions by Golden Rule and their

attorneys are nothing more than an attempt to deny claims.

I have never, ever, in the cases I have represented, people who
have been sued by Golden Rule, seen a reason given by a physician
as why a claim was denied, but often saw an employee of Golden
Rule under the guise of an underwriter determine on his own that
a policyholder suffered from a preexisting condition or that an ap-
plication for insurance contained material misstatements of facts

about prior medical conditions. These conditions often had nothing
to do with the medical conditions of the policyholder at the time
the claim was made but was an arbitrary denial by a paid em-
ployee of Golden Rule.
These practices have resulted in great financial difficulty for

some of the denied claimants and the necessity of paying attorneys
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fees in the attempt to obtain a fair trial. Based upon what I have

heard, these practices enabled Golden Rule to profit greatly.
The way I read it, and the way I read the publicity that was com-

ing out of Lawrenceville, Illinois, and southeastern Illinois in the

late 1980's they were on the verge of bankruptcy because of in-

creasing claims and fraud, government regulation. I was shocked

to learn what they make.

Finally, on behalf of all the denied claimants throughout the

United States and their lawyers, I would thank you for giving us

a chance to speak out on this injustice and implore that you don't

let this happen again. Let's not let someone make an arbitrary de-

cision which can cause financial ruin to someone who thought they
were covered.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Hough follow:]

Statement of Stephen J. Hough to the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations

My name is Stephen J. Hough. I am a partner in the law firm of Croegaert, Clark

and Hough Ltd. in Olney, Illinois. Our firm is one of the largest in Southeastern

Illinois and devotes a substantial amount of our time to personal injury and medical

malpractice work, both on the side of plaintiffs and defendants.

In the winter of 1985, our firm was contacted by Mark Merritt, an attorney in

Rock Falls, Illinois. Mr. Merritt's clients had been denied coverage because the cli-

ents had allegedly misstated various medical ailments when applying for coverage
in September 1984. All aspects of the case indicated that if there was a controversy,
the cause should have been tried in Lee County, Illinois. The application for insur-

ance was prepared in Lee County; payment of the premium was paid in Lee County;
the policy of insurance was delivered in Lee County; all of the physicians, medical

records and results of the medical tests were located in Lee County, Illinois. The

Defendants, Mr. and Mrs. James Fletcher, were residents of Lee County, Illinois.

The agent who assisted the Fletcher's with the application, and the broker who

signed the application were residents of Rockford, Winnebago County, Illinois, about

40 miles from Lee County. Nonetheless, the claim by Golden Rule was filed in Law-
rence County, the alleged home of Golden Rule Insurance Company. Golden Rule

claimed that venue was proper because Lawrence County was the county where a

relevant portion of the transaction occurred, and the underwriting of the policy and

acceptance of the Fletcher's offer occurred. The Court in Lawrence County ruled

that venue was proper in Lawrence County, Illinois, effectively ignoring our forum

non conveniens argument on April 19,1988.
On November 21, 1988 the court, in another case with the same Judge presiding,

ruled that venue was improper in Lawrence County and transferred the case to

Lake County, Illinois. This case involved a Russian immigrant, Maria Manasherov,
with very limited command of the English language. Ms. Manasherov had applied
for insurance with Golden Rule on January 6, 1987, and on that date paid a pre-

mium. Golden Rule issued the policy effective January 12, 1987. One of Ms.

Manasherov's children was admitted to the hospital on January 8, 1987. Golden
Rule denied the claims and filed a complaint in November 1987. The complaint was
filed in Lawrence County, Illinois, even though Ms. Manasherov and her family had
never heard of this county, much less been there. The Manasherov family filed a

motion to transfer venue in Lawrence County, Illinois. I assisted the local counsel,

Jerry Doyle Miller with his argument and research. Mr. Miller was successful in

getting venue transferred to Lake County. Golden Rule filed an appeal to the Appel-
late Court of Illinois, Fifth Judicial Circuit and the decision was affirmed. Mr.

McGaughey, the new counsel for Golden Rule, filed a Petition For Rehearing which

was short on understanding of the law, but impassioned for Golden Rule's denial

of its "constitutional right of due process in its home county, thus giving it an im-

plied invitation to move from Illinois at the risk of losing 300-400 jobs in a de-

pressed Southern Illinois economic area?"
After hearing of the Manasherov decision from Mr. Miller, I attempted to have

the Fletcher case reconsidered. This was denied, but I took a second look at the

Golden Rule cases. This was partly because of other cases that had been sent to

our office from attorneys in Tennessee and other cases in Illinois. I had also read
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inquiries in the ATLA bulletin seeking information about Golden Rule and their re-

fusal to pay claims. I called a few of the attorneys in the ATLA bulletin and was

surprisecf to learn that Golden Rule filed similar cases against policy holders from

Alaska to Colorado. I spoke with Kevin Hannon, an attorney in Colorado who for-

warded me a copy of the letter from the actuarial service in North Carolina which
I have previously provided to the Committee. I also spoke to an attorney in Alaska
who had somehow received form letters to policy holders from Golden Rule computer
files, and found out that these letters were very discourteous to policy holders, ac-

cusing them of being fraudulent and dishonest in seeking policy benefits that were
due them. After discussing the matter with these attorneys and my clients, and re-

viewing the letter sent to the Colorado Commissioner of Insurance, I went to

Lawrenceville and determined that the filings in Lawrence County were no doubt

the master plan of Golden Rule to increase profitability at whatever means nec-

essary. The letter predicted economic disaster for Golden Rule unless certain

changes were made, one of which was the preexisting conditions clause being raised

from one year to two years. My research showed that more than 20 claims were filed

in Lawrence County in 1988, 23 were filed in 1989, 43 were filed in 1990, 40 were
filed in 1991 and 8 were filed in 1992.

My research showed that the majority of the pleadings were extremely lengthy,
recited numerous passages of the policy and the application, and were always filed

against policy holders who made claims a relatively short period of time from the

payment of the initial premium. Golden Rule's attorney, Mr. McGaughey would file

these long pleadings and sought to have coverage voided. These cases were filed in

Lawrence County, where the courthouse is directly across the street from the al-

leged home office of Golden Rule. For those members and guests of the Subcommit-
tee that are unaware, Lawrence County is a rural area of Southeastern Illinois. It

is extremely difficult to fly in to Lawrenceville commercially an the nearest airports
are in Evansville, Indiana, Indianapolis and St. Louis. Golden Rule is also the larg-

est employer in Lawrence County, and at the time of these filings, one of the biggest
contributors to clubs, civic organizations and schools.

The pleadings filed by Golden Rule and Mr. McGaughey had the tendency to in-

timidate the policyholders and for the most part persuaded them that the fight was
too costly.

After all, most of these people were now facing thousands of dollars of

medical bills for which they had no coverage, and the thought of hiring an attorney
to fight these claims was too much for them to bear. Even those policyholders who
consulted an attorney learned that they were going to have to hire counsel from
Southeastern Illinois to seek to have venue returned to their home county or home
state. This necessitated finding an attorney in their home county and that attorney

contacting someone like myself to file a forum non conveniens action. I would ask
the lawyer and the policyholder for a nominal retainer, usually $300-$500. I would
then file a motion to transfer venue to the county or state that the policyholder re-

sided.

Immediately after our motion for change of venue was filed, my clients would be

bombarded with briefs and affidavits opposing the change of venue. These pleadings
were dozens of pages long, and often contained pleadings entitled "Request To
Admit Facts" which were basically recitations of policy language or application ques-
tions and answers. In Illinois, failure to answer these Requests within 28 days
means that they are effectively admitted and can be used against you in trial or

for purposes of summary judgment. These pleadings would be sent to my office via

regular mail, I would have to read them and send to be answered by my client and
have them returned to me by mail. If my" client had any questions, it would often

make it necessary for them to call me at night or on weekends to meet the deadline.

Without fail the clients would recognize that this was costing them more money and

begin to have doubts about the wisdom of fighting an insurance company. Again,
these people also had large medical bills which had been denied coverage by Golden
Rule and for the most part the last thing they needed were increased expenditures
for legal bills.

After my motions were filed and the sea of paper response filed by Golden Rule,
it became increasingly difficult to have the motion heard by the court. Mr.

McGaughey was usually the only attorney handling the cases for Golden Rule, and
he was a sole practitioner. Even if the cases were scheduled months in advance, Mr.

McGaughey would file a motion for continuance citing unavoidable delays in other

jurisdictions, often other states. Most of the time these "motions for continuance"
were delivered either via phone from a secretary or having a secretary walk across

the street to tell the Lawrence County Circuit Clerk. If Mr. McGaughey were avail-

able, he would often make a motion to change the judge because of prejudice against
Golden Rule or Mr. McGaughey. Often this prejudice consisted of nothing more than
the judge having previously ruled to change venue to the appropriate county or
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striking a frivolous Golden Rule pleading. Needless to say, after an attorney has

prepared for one or more of these hearings only to have it continued, or driven sev-

eral miles to Lawrence County only to return with no order to move venue out of

Lawrence County, he is very reluctant to send a bill to his client. This is especially
true when each correspondence and phone call is prefaced with "this is really cost-

ing me a lot of money, are you sure we can get this matter moved?"

Eventually, we were successful in getting the cases moved out of Lawrence Coun-

ty. However, Mr. McGaughey on one occasion filed an appeal because of a typo-

graphical error on the order and was successful in getting the case moved back to

Lawrence County, at the expense of several hundred dollars to the Defendant.
One of the cases I was successful in getting transferred back to Tennessee neces-

sitated getting affidavits from several people in Tennessee and an affidavit from me.
These affidavits were necessary to show congestion of the court docket, hardship for

witnesses to travel from Memphis, Tennessee to Lawrence County, Illinois and the

presence of treating physicians and medical records in Tennessee and other aspects
to show why venue was proper in Tennessee. Again, these cost a lot of time and

money to obtain. The case was transferred to Memphis and to my knowledge has
not been pursued any further by Golden Rule.

I have no doubt that the legai actions by Golden Rule and their attorneys were

nothing more than an attempt to deny claims. I never saw any physician give a

medical reason why a claim was denied, but often saw an employee of Golden Rule,
with no medical background, determine that a policyholder suffered from a "pre-

existing condition" or that an application for insurance contained material

misstatements of facts about prior
medical conditions. Often these conditions had

nothing to do with the medical conditions of the policyholder at the time the claim

was made, but was an arbitrary denial by a paid employee of Golden Rule. These

practices have resulted in financial difficulty for the denied claimant and the neces-

sity of paying legal fees to obtain a fair trial. More often than not, the policyholder
would not enter an appearance in Lawrence County, choosing instead to have a de-

fault entered against them which ended their coverage and made them liable for

bills which should have been covered by an insurance policy. When one reviews the

circumstances, these practices enabled Golden Rule to profit greatly.
On behalf of denied claimants throughout the United States and their lawyers,

I thank you for giving us our chance to speak out on this injustice, and implore you
to make sure that it doesn't happen again.
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June 16, 1994

VIA FACSIMILE

Mr. John M. Whelan
Chief Executive Officer
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Street
Lawrenceville, Illinois 62439

Dear Mr. Whelan:

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the U.S. House of
Representatives, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce is conducting an
investigation into the health insurance industry. We are
attempting to learn more about several issues, including
practices of insurance companies concerning community rating and
pre-existing conditions, as well as waste and abuse in the
present system.

Unfortunately, your company has chosen to ignore the
Subcommittee's repeated requests for information critical to the
Subcommittee's examination of industry policies and practices.
The pattern of Golden Rule's refusal to cooperate with the
Subcommittee's inquiry began with its failure to comply fully
with the Subcommittee's original March 23, 1994 request for data
(enclosed) . The Subcommittee subsequently notified Golden Rule
in a letter dated May 27, 1994 (enclosed), that the company's
April 19, 1994 response had been inadequate, urged the company
"to comply fully and expeditiously with the Subcommittee's
request for information, " and noted that the Subcommittee
anticipated scheduling a hearing in late June involving your
company. To date, the Subcommittee has received no response to
its May letter. Recent staff efforts to contact Mr. Darrell S.

Richey, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, have failed,
with Mr. Richey' s secretary indicating that, "Mr. Richey has been
tied up" -- seemingly so for the past several days.
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Mr. John M. Whelan
June 16, 1994

Page 2

This letter notifies you that the Subcommittee plans to
conduct a public hearing on Wednesday, June 29, 1994, concerning
Golden Rule's practices. If you are able to provide the
information requested in previous letters by Wednesday, June 22,
1994, then you will be invited to appear. Otherwise, you can
expect the Subcommittee to use compulsory process to obtain the
needed information, and you will be afforded the opportunity to

respond to concerns raised in the June 29 hearing subsequent to
the Subcommittee's receipt of the needed information.

Should you have any questions regarding these matters,
please contact D.Ann Murphy of the Subcommittee staff at (202)
225-4441.

John D. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations

Enclosures

The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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May 27, 1994

Mr. John M. Whelan
Chief Executive Officer
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Street
Lawrenceville, Illinois 62439

Dear Mr. Whelan:

Pursuant to Rulee X and XI of the Rules of the U.S. House of
Representatives, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigationsof the Committee on Energy and Commerce is continuing its
investigation into financial practices in the health care
industry. On March 23, 1994, the Subcommittee requested your
company to provide a broad range of information regarding its
practices. [That letter is attached.] He received your responseon April 20, 1994. The materials you provided, however, were
incomplete. The documents did not include responses to questions
2a and 4. Specifically, they included little or no information
on Golden Rule's (1) policies on marketing, sales, rating,
underwriting, cancellation, and non-renewal procedures and
practices for health insurance and (2) compensation packages for
the top executive of the company and the executive responsible
for the health insurance component of the company.

The information requested is critical to the Subcommittee's
investigation of practices in the health insurance industry and
their impact on health care costs, access to and quality of care.
We urge you, therefore, to comply fully and expeditiously with
the Subcommittee's request for information. Specifically, we
expect you to provide all information requested and outlined
above. Should you fail to comply voluntarily, the Subcommittee
will consider taking action to compel the production of the
requested materials.

You should also be aware that the Subcommittee plans to
conduct a series of hearings on the health insurance industry in

the coming months. Subcommittee staff will be contacting you
shortly to schedule interviews with you and other company
personnel familiar with these issues. Additionally, the
Subcommittee anticipates scheduling the first hearing in its
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series at Che end of June, and expects to request testimony from
you or that of another company representative at that hearing.
Should you have any questions regarding any of these matters,
please contact D.Ann Murphy of the Subcommittee staff at
(202) 225-4441.

He anticipate, and
assistance.

ippreciate, your cooperation and

Cncerely,

CC:

John 0. Dingell
Chairman

Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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March 23, 1994

Mr. John M. Whelan
Chief Executive Officer
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46278-1717

Dear Mr. Whelan:

Pursuant to Rules X and XI of the Rules of the U.S. House of
Representatives, the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
of the Committee on Energy and Commerce is continuing its
investigation into financial practices in the health care
industry. Previous inquiries and public hearings over the last
three years have focused on the hospital industry, individual
providers, the home infusion industry and the adequacy of state
and federal oversight of them. We have examined a broad range of
financial practices and evolving trends in organizational
structures and financial relationships to determine their impact
on health care costs, access and quality. And we have examined
the extent and nature of waste and fraud in the existing system.
As part of this probe, we are now examining the policies and
practices of health insurance companies. These major areas of
concern are outlined below.

First , the policies and practices of insurance companies
concerning community rating and pre-existing conditions are at
the center of the present legislative debate. Claims have been
made, for example, that high-cost individuals are arbitrarily
dropped, that wholesale exclusions are made for pre-existing
condition*, and that many insurance companies "cherry pick"
young, healthy, low-risk people. We need to learn more about
relevant policies and practices.

Second , the Subcommittee has reviewed the performance of

many companies as fiscal intermediaries (FIs) . Unfortunately,
analyses conducted by both the Office of Inspector General (IG)

of the Department of Health and Human Services and the General

Accounting Office (GAO) have raised serious questions regarding
how FIs spend the nearly $2 billion they receive annually to

serve as the Department's agents in paying Medicare and Medicaid
bills and tracking those monies. Their work suggested that
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millions of dollars are lost due to the fact that the FIs too
often become mere claims processors, not auditors. Often,
neither the FIs nor the Department know whether Medicare and
Medicaid monies are spent wisely and appropriately, or whether
the taxpayers' coffers are being pillaged by greedy and/or
incompetent providers. Equally disturbing, concerns regarding
potential conflicts of interest in the FIs' own involvement and
inherent vested interest in those programs were raised by the IG
in testimony at a Subcommittee hearing last month. The IG
testified, for example, that there were few, if any, incentives
for FIs to identify primary payers liable for bills under the
Medicare Secondary Payer provisions; they themselves could end up
picking up the tab rather than the taxpayers.

Third , the Subcommittee is concerned that there is too much
waste and abuse in the health care system. Many witnesses who
have testified before the Subcommittee r including some industry
officials, warned that millions if not billions of taxpayer
dollars are being lost as unnecessary overhead charges, inflated
pricing policies, bloated executive compensation packages and
outright fraud have not only crept into the system, but have been
allowed to run rampant. Identifying the existing flaws and the
resulting "fat" built into the health care delivery system is
critical in order to assess how best to curb escalating costs in
the least painful, least destructive and most constructive
manner.

In order to assist the Subcommittee in more fully assessing
how the health insurance industry functions and in addressing
these concerns, you are requested to provide the information

requested in Attachment A by close of business on Wednesday,
April 20, 1994. We do not intend to impose an undue burden by
this request; but we would appreciate your company's best efforts
to provide meaningful information. Should you have any questions
regarding this request, please contact D.Ann Murphy of the
Subcommittee staff at (202) 225-4441.

Thank you for jfp«r~ assistance and cooperation.

Sincerely,

John or Drnge]
Chairman

Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigation*

Enclosure

cc: The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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1. General Information

a. Please list and describe all types of health insurance
'i-JLi.» managed care plans, fee -for- service, etc.) offered by your
company and the states in which they are offered. All
information should cover calendar years 1990-1993.

b. For calendar years 1990-1993, please provide the
company's gross premium and net income generated each year,broken down by each type of health insurance offered.

c. Please list all other affiliates and/or subsidiaries
engaged in any aspect of health insurance business, the type of
business they are engaged in, and the gross premium and net
income generated by each.

d. Please list all affiliates and/or subsidiaries engaged
in the provision of health care- or health-related services.

2. Rating and Pre-«*i«ting Condition Information

a. Pleas* provide copies of all policy statements,
descriptions of practices, and guidelines to company employees
and agents that define your company's marketing, sales, rating,
underwriting, cancellation, and non-renewal procedures and
practices for health insurance. 1

1) Do you consider the following factors in
determining the insurability or premium rate for new
applicants, or cancellation or non-renewal of existing
policies (mark all that apply) :

Risk Insurability Premium Cancellation
Category Rate and Non-renewal

Age
Sex
Geographic Area
Smoker
Medical History
Physical Condition
Financial Status

2) Would you describe your current rating practices
to be consistent with "modified community rating"? If

so, please describe briefly how they are consistent.
If not, describe briefly your rating practices.

b. For each state in which you write health insurance, and

for each type of health insurance policy (individual, small
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group, large group, HMO, etc.), provide che following informat---
for each year 199-0-1993.

1) Pre-application Screening Procedures

* The number of initial agent or company
contacts with prospective customers by your
company or by agents (whether employees or
independent) .

* The most significant reasons (at least five)
why some prospective customers did not
proceed to make application and the number
attributable to each of those reasons.

* Please send a copy of all guidance to agents
concerning anything that could be construed
to be pre-application screening of
prospective customers.

2) Application Screening Procedures

* The number of applications for health
insurance .

* The number of applications that were
rejected.

* The most significant reasons for rejected
applications (at least five) and the number
of rejections attributable to each of those
reasons .

3) Cancellation and Non- renewal Procedures

* The number of cancellations and non- renewals.

* The most significant reasons for cancellation
or non-renewal of policies (at least five)
and the number attributable to each of those
reasons .

c. In soliciting new business, does your company target
customers based on (1) geographic region, (2) classes of risks
( e.g. . based on historical firm or industry demographic
statistics), (3) economic characteristics, i.e. . income level,

(4) occupation, or (5) any other screening criteria? Please
describe your answer fully. Please send a copy of all documents

describing these screening policies and the procedures you use to

implement them in your company.

d. Please describe the kinds of information required to be
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kept by agents, whether employees or independent.

3. Fiscal Intermediaries

a. Please indicate whether the company serves as a fiscal
intermediary (FI) for the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA) , and if so, in what geographic areas the company performs
those functions. The description should cover calendar years
1990-1993. In addition, please indicate what specific functions
the company performs, i.e. . regional FI processing home health
care claims, organ transplant claims, etc.

b. If the company is an FI, please provide the dollar
amount received from HCFA for those activities in 1990-1993.

4. Overhead Information

a. For the years 1990-1993, please provide the annual
salary of the company's top executive.

b. For the years 1990-1993, please provide the annual

salary for the top executive responsible for the health insurance

component of the company.

c. For the years 1990-1993, please provide a complete
listing of all other items included in the compensation packages
of the two executives described above. That list should

encompass all "fringe benefits," including, but not limited to,

bonuses, health insurance, pension plans, stock options, "golden

parachute" provisions, housing, transportation, travel, meals,

loans, and educational subsidies.
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definition of Insurance Terms

Cancellation -- The termination of an insurance policy prior to
its renewal date. The policy may be canceled by an insured or
insurer as stated in the policy. If an insurance company cancels
a policy, any unearned premiums must be returned. If an insured
cancels the policy, an amount less than the unearned premiums is
returned, reflecting the insurance company's administration costs
of placing the policy on its books.

Community Rating -- Pure community rating exists when the premium
rates (see below) charged to individuals for health insurance are
based on the costs of providing coverage to a broad population of
policyholders, without variations due to individual circumstances
or conditions.

HMO -- Health Maintenance Organization is a prepaid group health
insurance plan which entitles members, who pay a flat periodic
fee, to services of participating physicians, hospitals, and
clinics.

Insurability -- Circumstance in which an insurance company can
issue life or health insurance to an applicant based on standards
set by the company.

Modified Community Rating -- Requires insurers to ignore factors
like pre-existing conditions when setting rates for individual
policyholders, but allows some policy rate variations for certain
other demographic or geographic factors, for example, the age of
the insured.

Non- renewal -- Circumstance in which an insurance company
declines to renew an expiring policy.

Premium Rate -- The premium rate is the amount an insured is

charged, reflecting his/her expectation of loss or risk. The
insurance company will assume the risks of the insured in

exchange for a premium payment. Premiums are calculated by
combining expectation of loss and expense and profit loadings.

Rating Policy -- The policy used to calculate a premium so that

it is adequate, reasonable, and does not unfairly discriminate or

is inequitable.

Underwriting -- Process of examining, accepting, or rejecting
insurance risks, and classifying those selected, in order to

charge the proper premium for each.
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November 15, 1991

if

Stephen J. Hough, Esq.
Croegaert, Calrk & Hough, Ltd.
305 E. Main Street
Olney, IL 62450

Re: Golden Rule Insurance Company

Dear Stephen:

In preparing our Golden Rule case, we found the enclosed
document at the Commissioner of Insurance. This document is a very
important document with regard to Golden Rule's claim in our case
that there has been a material misrepresentation based on a pre-
existing condition.

I would appreciate your help in getting to Golden Rule on this
issue. First, if you would be so kind to volunteer your time to
determine whether a similar letter was sent to the Commissioner of
Insurance in your state, and pass along a copy to me. Second, if

you obtain any discovery with regard to this issue, I would
appreciate greatly having a copy of that. We will be glad to pay
for copying expenses. We will also be glad to provide you with any
copies of documents that we get in discovery, particularly with
regard to this pre-existing condition issue.

gr

Enc.
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October 25-/1988

Commissioner John Keier
Commissioner of Insurance
Colorado Department of Insuranca
106 State Office Building /aU^S/Da.
Denver, CO 80 203 ^/Sf ^

Dear Commissioner Kezer:
*ce

Golden Rule Insurance Company has retained W.H. Odell £

Associates, Inc. to independently assess what must be done in

light of the company's rapid increase in health insurance claim
costs this year on individual major medical insurance.

Golden Rule brought as in because one of the areas of

special interest and expertise of our firm is actuarial work for
individual health insurance. We have had extensive experience
with individual health insurance.

Golden Rule is experiencing severe financial losses in 1988
on their individual major medical insurance. we have made our
own independent projections for the remainder of 1988 and into
198 9. we see disastrous results ahead for the company unless

very substantial additional rate actions are taken Cor 1989. we
asked the company to also make projections using different
procedures. These additional projections showed the same

unacceptable results.

Part of the reason for their severe losses has been the

company's decision to be liberal in respect to preexisting
conditions. The policy excludes preexisting conditions for only
one year, and the definition of preexisting conditions refers to

what has happened in only the last two years before the insurance
went into effect. That's very liberal treatment of preexisting
conditions, which is beneficial to the public but it's been very
hard upon Golden Rule. Their claim cost after the first policy
year is far above what was anticipated when the policy was filed.

The individual health insurance of the company may be

divided into the following classifications

1. Policy Form GR-I-H-1.1 (major medical expense insurance
which is the subject of this filing) •*»,.

2. High deductible (deductible of $5,000 ancrap) coverages •

of the same general type as category 1.

i.
*

' f
.'

• £
"

fsos
3. Various other coverages k<>
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Commissioner John Kezer
October 25, 1988
Page 2

Form GR-r-H-1.1 is the most important, accounting for"71.8%
of projected 1988 earned premium, and most urgently needs
attention. Therefore, it is addressed by this filing.

He have worked out with the company the following strategy:

1. Overall rate action.

They would make a major rate increase to be effective

January 1, 1989, which is described in the actuarial
memorandum that accompanies this letter.

2. Product design.

For new policy form offerings apply acquired experience
to attempt elimination of benefits which are very
costly in relation to their expected value to those

policyholders who are conscientious about health
maintenance and about the use of claim dollars.

3. $100 deductible plan.

The most severe losses are on the $100 deductible plan.
At the same time that the $100 deductible policies get
a rate increase, the company will offer the

policyholders the opportunity to change to a $350

deductible which will* cost less than rate they would
otherwise have to pay

We believe that this strategy will provide policyholders in

vour state a better outcome than they otherwise would have. This

requires immediate action, because the company needs to mail to

the policyholders by November 25:

1. notice of a rate increase to be effective January 1;

and

2. the offer to reduce the premium by changing from $100

deductible to $350 deductible.
(

We understand that this filing is all that is needed ^and the-

company will proceed with the rate level change.
^

If you wish additional information, please phone me andwe -.

will get it to you immediately. '.:-.'..
. .-••-' •

~
;~t~=!-~^~•

If you want someone from our firm to come to talk with you,

will be pleased to do that.

Sincerely,

W. B. Odell
FSA, ACAS, PCA, MAAA, EA
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The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on fitfrqeir&?-ii£

,
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Investigations 6 Oversight
0V£fiS1GHT A"° iNVt.TlGATlONS

Committee on Energy &

Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, O.C. 20515-6116 June 24, 1994

Dear Mr. Dingell:

As indicated in my June 22, 1994 faxed letter, here are
additional materials in response to requests 2a which was
attached to you original March 23, 1994 letter. This
supplements our response of April 19, 1994.

According to our Actuarial. Department, we do not have any
specific written guidelines or procedures regarding
rating practices (pricing and repricing). Based on
Golden Rule's experience, we realize what loss ratios we
can operate at and still have sufficient margins to cover
expenses, overhead and a small profit. Based on this
knowledge, we price and reprice our products to attain
certain levels of loss ratios based on current
experience. when a new product is developed, we will
make reference to the Transactions of the Society
Actuaries or other studies to develop claim costs
figures.

Me trust that this material, together with all the
information provided in our earlier response, will be

satisfactory.

Very truly yours,

Darrell S. Rlchey
Senior Vice President
and General Counsel

DSR/ala

cci The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcommittee on Oversight
& Investigations (w/o attachments)

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building

712 Eleventh Street

Uwrencevulc. Qlinou 62499
: (618) 443 WOO

Golden Rule townee Company

i fetal

7440 WoodUnd Drive

amM 46271- 1719

i (317) 297-4123
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Golden Rule

7he Honorable . John D. Dingle
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Investigations a Oversight

Committee on Energy &
Commerce •

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6116 June 22, 1994

FAX t 202 225-2899

Dear Hr. Dinglei

We ara in receipt of your June 16, 1994 letter. He did
give you a tlaely response to your original request Cor
information, tutn Che excaptlon of the request regerding
coapensatlon, we did respond to your requests.

we understand that you ware not satisfied with the
material produced in response to one request and we ara
in the process of pulling additional documents together.
we would expect to ba able to send more material out
under a separate cover by Friday noon. Due to the volume
of material, it would not ba practical to fax it. Me
will send this by Express Courier Service for Monday
delivery.

Very truly yours,

Darrell S. Richey \
Senior Vice President
and Seneral Counsel

DSR/ala

coi The Honorable Dan Schaefer
Ranking Republican Member
Subcoaalttee on Oversight
a Investigations

D. Anne Murphy
Subcommittee Staff

Golden Rale Insurance Company

Hone Office

olden Rule Building
712 Eleventh Sueet

LuvranceviUc. Qlmom 62439

Telaphaee (611) 94MO00

Golden Rule Insurance Company

OoMea Rule Building

7440 Woodland Drive

ladiaaapoila, latum 46378-1719

TaUpneae (317) 297.4123
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GoldenRukf
The Honorable John 0. Qir.^eil
Chairman,
Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations
U.S. House of Representatives
Rooi 2323
Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, O.C. 20515-6116

Ret Your letter of March 23, 1994

April 19, 1994

Dear Congressman Dingellt

I have been asked to respond to the above referenced
letter addressed to our CEO, Mr. John M. Mhelan.

He understand your concerns about the health care system.
Health care financing, especially health Insurance
companies, are an integral part of the health care
systea.

Enclosed is our response to the specific inforaation
requested in Attachment A to your letter. I hope you
find this inforaation helpful.

I would also like to respond to some of the points raised
in your letter.

I occasionally hear anecdotes about high cost individuals
who are arbitrarily dropped because the "evil" insurance
coapany decided they were too expensive. This is

certainly not a normal industry practice. We have never
engaged in this behavior. I don't know of any
responsible insurer that does. We have many Insureds
with claims totaling $500,000 or more and some with
claims as much as $1,000,000.

Similarly, I frequently hear the term "cherry-picking"
misused. Traditionally, the term "cherry-picking"
referred to the practice of terminating a broad group of
insureds and then selectively soliciting the healthy
risks to purchase replacement coverage with your company.
We have always strongly opposed this practice because it

leaves all the less healthy Insureds out in the cold-

looking for insurance.

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building

712 Eleventh Street

Lawrenceville. Qluwu 62439

Telephone (618) 943-8000

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Goidec Rule Buddmi
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278- 1719

Telephone (317) 297-4123
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Congressman Dingell
Page 2

April 19, 1994

To avoid even the possible appearance of 'cherry-
picking,' we do not allow a former insured to buy our
insurance tor a full twelve months, even if the former
insured voluntarily dropped his or her insurance with us.
This rule also reduces the temptation for a broker to
obtain a new first-year commission by rewriting an
existing insured.

To use the term "cherry-picking" as a derogatory
reference to insurance underwriting is clearly misplaced.
Underwriting is the essence of any true insurance plan,
whether it is life insurance, fire insurance, auto
insurance or even health insurance. Without
underwriting, a so-called "insurance" plan is really
nothing more than claims administration.

Not individually underwriting may work for larger group
purchasers, but it will not work for individual and small
group health insurance. This is why the large group
health insurers have abandoned these markets, preferring
to concentrate on the less risky and more lucrative
business of claims administration and managing health
care. These companies now prefer to refer to themselves
as "managed care organizations."

In the individual and small group health insurance
environment, adverse selection makes it impossible for
the market to survive without underwriting. The recent
experience in New York state has demonstrated this truth
dramatically. Young, healthy, low risk individuals will
not voluntarily subsidize older, less healthy, high risk
individuals. without underwriting, costs skyrocket and

only those people who expect to have claims greater than
their premium will want to play.

Let me give you a couple of analogies. If a fire insurer
allowed burning buildings to be insured, premiums would

immediately and dramatically increase. Responsible
insureds would not stay with that insurer. If a life
insurer issued life insurance to all applicants without

underwriting, no reasonably healthy person would want to
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Congressman. Dinge 1 1

Page 3

April 19, 1994

be insured by that insurer. Without underwriting, a

company must raise premiums dramatically or go broke.

More than 851 of Americans have health insurance. For
most of the 37 million or so Americans without health
insurance, it is a problem of af fordabilitv . not
accessibility.

We believe that any reform of health care financing
should not destroy the strength of the current system in
an effort to solve the problems of a minority who have

difficulty in accessing this system.

Access problems should be solved by reforms that-.

(1) encourage individuals to control their own
medical costs;

(2) encourages those who are not in the health
insurance system to get into the health insurance

system while they are still healthy;

(3) encourage those who are currently in the health
insurance system to stay in the health insurance

system;

(4) directly assist those who are uninsurable; and

(5) assist those who cannot afford coverage by

providing tax fairness, including expanded tax
credits for low income families.

Sincerely,

Darrell S. Richey
Senior Vice President

DSR/ala
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RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

REQUEST il.a.

Please find attached a chart showing the types of health
insurance offered by Golden Rule and the states in which
they were offered for calendar years 1990 - 1993.

REQUEST tl.b.

Please find attached a chart showing Golden Rule's gross
premium and net income generated for the years 1990 - 1993
broken down by type of health .insurance offered.

REQUEST #1.C.

Golden Rule has no affiliates and/or subsidiaries engaged
in any aspect of health insurance business.

/
REQUEST tl.d.

Golden Rule has no affiliates and/or subsidiaries engaged
in the provision of health care or health-related services,

REQUEST *2.a,

Much of this type of information is propriatary and confi-
dential trade secrets, nevertheless, without waiving this
privilege, we have attached a copy of our "Information for
All Golden Rule Producers."

(1)
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REQUEST #2. a. ( 1)

Risk Insurability Premium Cancellation
Category Rate and Mon-renewal'

Age X X

Sex X

Geographic Area X

Smoker X

Medical History X

Physical Condition X

Financial Status

** We do not use any of these factors. Fraud,
misrepresentations, and failure to comply with policy
requirements are the most common reasons for cancellation
by us. However, more than 98% of all cancellations are
initiated by the insureds. Nonrenewals are done on a
statewide basis and are generally due to a change in the
laws or regulations in a given state that put our policies
not in compliance.

REQUEST #2. a. (2)

It varies according to the type of plan. The rates of
individual insureds and for small employer groups do not
take account of the health of the individuals or small
groups. Large employer groups are sometimes experience-
rated.

(2)
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REQUEST #2.b(l)

Pre-application Screening Procedures:

Golden Rule does not permit field medical underwriting or
pre-screening of prospective customers by any of the pro-
ducers (agents or brokers) who offer our health products.
Therefore, we do not have any information available regard-
ing pre-application screening procedures.

REQUEST #2.b. (2)

Application Screening Procedures.

• Attached are charts for 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993
showing the number of health applications received for
each of those years by state, by product. Please note
we do not have information available for group, 1990.

• Attached are charts for 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993
showing the number of applications rejected for each of
those years by state, by product. Please note we do
not have information available for group, 1990.

• The most significant reasons for rejected applications
and the number of rejections attributable to each is
not available. Based on our experience, we believe
the primary reasons for rejection are insufficient
premium, incomplete applications or other failures to

comply with administrative requirements, insufficient
information for underwriting) health status and the fact
that the applicant or dependents already have other
insurance. The reasons why applicants withdraw their
applications is not available.

(3)
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REQUEST #2.b. (3)

Cancellation and Non-renewal Procedures

• Attached is a chart showing the number of cancellations
or non-renewals for the years 1990, 1991, 1992, and
1993. Information by type of business was not
available .

• The most significant reasons for cancellation or non-
renewal is not available. More than 98% of the
cancellations were initiated by the insureds. The non-
renewals are done on a state-wide basis and are due to
a change in the law or regulations that put our
policies not in compliance.

REQUEST #2.C

Golden Rule does not target customers based on any of these
criteria.

We understand that some companies refuse to accept low
income customers due to the high lapse ratio which can
reasonably be expected. We do not refuse applicants based
on income level or occupation. In fact, approximately 30%
of our individual insureds have family incomes of $15,000 or
less.

REQUEST #2.d.

Golden Rule does not require any information be kept by
agents, whether employees or independent.

REQUEST #3.

Not applicable. We do not serve as a fiscal intermediary
for HCPA.

REQUEST #4

We are a closely held company and this information is
confidential .

(4)
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INFORMATION
FOR ALL GOLDEN RULE PRODUCERS

We at Golden Rule are pleased to be working with you.

We are providing this publication to maKe you aware of things you can do to help us better serve you ana o rci

There is additional information contained in the product brochures. You may receive periodic notices of revised or

new information. This information will also be considered a part of the Company's rules and regulations We
encourage you to read and keep this publication and all other notices where they can be referred to as questions or

problems anse. Revisions, additions, or deletions to the rules and regulations will be deemed to be in your possession
seven days after they have been mailed to you.

GENERAL RULES

To maintain our good reputation and yours, you are expected to comply with all applicable insurance laws and
regulations.

- Your authority to act on oenaif of Golden Rule is limited. You may not obligate or bind the Company in any manner
(such as issuing binders; giving statements contrary to established Golden Rule policy; or offering personal
assurances to policyholders, certificateholders, or applicants concerning issues of underwriting, claim resolution, or

coverage.)

Your relationship with Golden Rule is that of an Independent Contractor. You should keep the Company informed of

the following information: your address, telephone number, states in which you are licensed, and the status of your
£40 coverage (whether provided by yourself or your employer). All materials furnished to you, including rate manuals
(either in disk form or hard copy) must be returned upon request. Such material may also be considered proprietary
information of Golden Rule and your disclosure of such information prohibited. If you are in doubt of what material

may be disclosed, please contact Golden Rule.

LICENSING

In addition to having a Broker's Contract with Golden Rule, you must be licensed in the state or states from which yc
intend to submit applications for insurance. We require your licensing be complete before you submit any application
to us. We will notify you when your licensing has been approved and you may begin soliciting applications for Golden
Rule products.

In states that send renewal license Information directly to the licensee. It Is very Important that you furnish Golden
Rule with a copy of your renewal license. Unless your current license is on file with Golden Rule, any application you
submit will be returned to you.

You may not sign an application for another producer Such action may subject you to termination and/or personal

liability.

You may venfy your license status and authorization to offer Golden Rule products by contacting your Golden Rule

Regional Marketing Office. (If you are under a Sponsored Marketing Agreement, contact the Sponsored Marketing
Unit at the Executive Office.)

COMMISSIONS

Commission checks are mailed on the fifth working day of each montft and are paid on business actually issued

through the last day of the preceding month. During your first year as a broker, commission checks will be ssued

regardless of the amount due. After your first year, if the commission due is less than $50, no payment will be made

and commissions will be left to accumulate until at least $50 in commissions is payable.

Commission is not paid on new applications until the policy has been issued and the premium has been received by

Golden Rule.

Please wait at least sixty (60) days following submission of an application to inquire about unpaid commissions When

you do have questions, your inquiry should be directed to your Golden Rule Regional Marketing Office, (if you

under a Sponsored Marketing Agreement, contact the Sponsored Marketing Unit at the Executive Office .)
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ADVERTISING

Only Golden Rule approved advertising materials may Qe used. Product Brochures, information Kits ac
promotional "stuffers" are available for your use.

aS '' -

">o not change or modify the format of Golden Rule advertising material supplied to you.

or standard advertising materials and sales aids, you may contact your Regional Marketing Office or complete tne
requisition form which is available in each Product Marketing Kit.

If you want to use the Golden Rule name or logo in any advertising material, or in any other manner, you must first

obtain wntten approval from Golden Rule.

APPLICATIONS, PREMIUMS, AND UNDERWRITING

When submitting applications to us. please assure that the applicant accurately completes ail forms, unless tne form
is specifically designed to be completed by you. Either way. be sure the applicant carefully reviews the completed
application pnor to signing and dating it in your presence. Never allow an applicant to sign a blank or incomplete
application.

Please be certain the applicant fully completes the application, paying particular attention to the health history
questions and "other insurance" questions.

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN THREE (3) WORKING DAYS OF THE DATE ON THE
APPLICATION. APPLICATIONS MORE THAN FIFTEEN (15) OAYS OLD WHEN RECEIVED WILL BE RETURNED
APPLICATIONS MUST BE DATED BY THE APPLICANT ON THE DATE THE APPLICATION IS SIGNED.

Golden Rule does not accept COO hearth business or trial applications. Any submission without me initial premium
will be returned.

Golden Rule will accept COO life business only in the following situations:

• Cases of life insurance in which the aggregate amount of life insurance in force or applied for with Golden Rule
will equal or exceed $300,006.

• Cases of life insurance in which any person to be covered has experienced stroke, heart attack, diabetes, or

cancer (other than skin cancer); or

• If the policy will be funded via a Section 1035 Exchange (In which case the tax form must be submitted with the

application).

Premium checks should be made payable to Golden Rule and submitted with the application. Partial payments cannot

be accepted unless specifically provided for in the product information

Only initial premiums are to be collected and submitted with the application. Subsequent premiums will be oiiied

directly by Golden Rule to the insured and the insured wilt make all payments directly to Golden Rule.

With regard to health products for individuals and small groups, the earliest possible effective date is the date the

application, premium, and supporting material (if required) are received at the Home Office or Executive Office of

Golden Rule Insurance Company.

PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT ALTERED APPLICATIONS.

Coverage-restriction riders attached to any issued policy will be reviewed upon wntten request if:

• Six months have elapsed for one-year riders; or

• One year has elapsed for riders with a duration of more tnan one year.

CLAIMS

Golden Rule makes every effort to assure fast, accurate, and fair claims handling. You can best serve your client Dy
-
--ouraginp, the claimant to cooperate in the collection of all medical records necessary for a complete and proper

i.

Producers should not offer opinions about claims to insureds or other persons. Decisions on all claims will be made

by the Claim Department based on information submitted by the insured and the provider of the medical service
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INFORMATION SOURCES

Claims/Account Servicing: Should you receive a question from an insured or a provider regarding a : a - ; ? = ei

refer them to Golden Rule's Client Services Division at the location and telephone number shown on ;re oac-V~-e

poiicyhoider/certificatehoidefs
identification card.

Marketing Opportunity*: Refer all marketing questions and problems to your Golden Rule Regional Marketing

Office. |l» you are under a Sponsored Marketing Agreement, contact the Sponsored Marketing Unit at the Executive

Office) Please stay within the designated communication channels so that the duplication of efforts is avoided

GoldenRule'
Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building

712 Eleventh Street

Lawrenceville. Illinois 62439

90»10«3 89
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Reqjst 2.b.2. 1^90

Applications Received

Small*
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Page 1 of 3

Chart for Request tl.a.

STATE

PLANS AVAILABLE FOR

1990 THROUGH 1993

SHALL
EMPLOYER

GROUP

LARGE
EMPLOYER

GROUP
ASSOCIATION

GROUP

LOUISIANA X X

X - Available in each of the fours years
N/A - Not available in any year

INDIVIDUAL

ALABAMA
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Page 2 of 3

Chart for Request #l.a.
1990-1993

STATE
SHALL

EMPLOYER
GROUP

MISSOURI

MONTANA N/A

NEW YORK N/A

NORTH CAROLINA N/A

NORTH DAKOTA 93

OHIO

LARGE
EMPLOYER

GROUP

N/A

N/A

N/A

ASSOCIATION
GROUP

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

INDIVIDUAL

MAINE
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Chart for Request #l.a.
1990-1993

278

STATE
SHALL

EMPLOYER
GROUP

LARGE
EMPLOYER

GROUP
ASSOCIATION

GROUP
INDIVIDUAL

OKLAHOMA

OREGON 91-93 90-93 N/A

PENNSYLVANIA N/A N/A N/A

RHODE ISLAND N/A

SOUTH CAROLINA 92-93

N/A

90-93

N/A

N/A

N/A

SOUTH DAKOTA
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1991

.Applications Received

Small
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391

.Applications Received

Small
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L991

.Applications Received

Small
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Request 2.b.2

Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by Applicants

Small* Large*
Employer Employer
Group Group
Certificates Certificates

Association

Group
Certificates

Individual
Policies

ALABAMA
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Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by Applicants

Small*

Employer
Group
Certificates

Large* ,

Employer
Group
Certificates

Association

Group
Certificates

Individual
Policies

MASSACHUSETTS
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Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by .Applicants

Small*

Employer
Group
Certificates

Large*
Employer
Group
Certificates

Association

Group
Certificates

Individual
Policies

SOOTH DAKOTA
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1990

Applications Received

Small*
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1990

Applications Received

Small*
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Request 2.t>. j.

Cance 1 lations /Non-Renewal s

Nationwide

Year

Small
Employer
Group

Large
Employer
Group

Association

Group Individual

1990
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.Applications Rejected and

withdrawn by .Applicants

Small

Employer
Group
Certificates

Large
Employer Association

Group Group Individual

Certificates Certificates Policies

ALABAMA
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Applications Rejected and

Withdrawn by .Applicants

Small Large
Employer Employer Association

Group Group Group
Certificates Certificates Certificates

Individual
Policies

MASSACHUSETTS
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Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by Applicants

Small Large
Employer Employer Association
Group Group Group Individual
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199:

Applications Received

Small Large
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1995

Applications Received

Small
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1395

Applications Received

Small
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Applications Rejected and

Withdrawn by Applicants

Small

Employer
Group
Certificates

Large
Employer Association

Group Group
Certificates Certificates

Individual
Policies

ALABAMA
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Applications Rejected and

withdrawn by Applicants

Small
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Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by .Applicants

Small Large
Employer Employer Association
Group Group Group Individual
Certificates Certificates Certificates Policies

SOUTH DAKOTA
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.Applications Received

Small Large
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L992

Applications Received

Small
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199:

Applications Received

Small
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Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by Applicants

Small Large
Employer Employer
Group Group
Certificates Certificates

Association

Group
Certificates

Individual
Policies

ALABAMA
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Applications Rejected and

Withdrawn by Applicants

Small

Employer
Group
Certificates

Large
Employer
Group
Certificates

Association

Group
Certificates

Individual
Policies

MASSACHUSETTS
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.Applications Rejected and
Withdrawn by Applicants

Small Large
Employer Employer Association
Group Group Group Individual
Certificates Certificates Certificates Policies

SOOTH DAKOTA
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
LAWRENCEV I LLE, LAWRENCE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY, )

Plaintiff,

vs .

CLAUD A. KOCH,

Defendant .

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY'S
FIRST PEQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

DIRECTED TO CLAUD A. KOCH

COMES NOW Golden Rule Insurance Company (herein "Golden

Rule"), by its attorneys, and pursuant to Rules 214 and 12(c) of

the Illinois Supreme Court Rules serves its First Request For

Production of Documents requesting Claud A. Koch (herein "Koch")

to produce the following documents to be inspected, copied or

reproduced within 3 2 days of the date of the Certificate of

Service hereof at the LAW OFFICES OF McGaughey & McGaughey, Ltd.

or at a time and place agreed to by the parties:

1. Any and all Brochures, Conditional Receipts, and other

documents received by Koch in the application process

for the Golden Rule insurance policy.

Golden Rule has copies of all requests in this item.

2. Any and all ocrrerpordence between Koch and Golden Rule

whether sent to or received from Golden Rule.

Golden Rule has copies of all correspondence to and
from Claud A. Koch.
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Any and all invoices, bills or receipts for medical

expenses, whether paid or unpaid, from the date of

Koch's application to Golden Rule for a policy to the

present, i.r., from February 1, 1990 to September,

1992, including but not limited tc evidence of payments

made by other sources on claims that have been

submitted to Golden Pule.

Golden Rule has copies of all receipts, medical expenses,
invoices and bills made in the claim.

Ary ard all insurance policies Koch had prior to the

application date for the Golden Rule policy.
Blue cross Blue Shield, Memphis, tennessee
Golden Rule Insurance Company

Any and all insurance policies Koch presentlv has with

any company.
None

Copies of any and all prior applications for life,

auto, homeowners, property and casualty, medical,

health, hospital, accident or disability insurance

which were snbnitted to any insurance company

regardless of whether or not any insurance policy was

issued on the application.
Will takes two to three months to produce the requested
information. Has nothing to do with medical insurance
with Golden Ruls.

Any and all medical records pertaining to Koch.

Will take 2-3 months to produce the requested info.
Has nothing to do with medical insurance with Golden Rule.

Any and all correspondence between Koch and the Broker,

Richard R. Spore, Jr.

No correspondence between Koch and Richard Spore.
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?. .-.-/ 3.-d ill checks froir Keen zc

premiums paid or. the Golder. Pule pcli«.

for medical expenses on any policy of i»

All checks given to Golden Rule is beinc.
Golden Rule's bank account.

10. Any and all checks from Koch to any insure

for pretr,i\zirs paid on any insurance po.

presently has in effect or was in effect w*

years prior to the application date for his Golde

policy, i.e. February 1, 1980.

None

Respectfully submitted,

Golden Rule Insurance Company

iy' E . McGaughey^ Jr .

Illinois SBN 03123028
McGaughey & McGaughey
McGaughey Building
P.O. Box 380
Lawrenceville, IL 62439
618/943-2411

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned attorney certifies that a copy of this

document was mailed to all counsel listed below, in an envelope

properly addressed as follows:

Stephen J. Hough
Croegaert, Clark f> Hough, Ltd.
305 East Main Street
Olney, IL 62450
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IN THE CIRCUIT CCUFT FOP THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
LAWPENCEVILLE, LAWRENCE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CLAUD A. KOCH,

Defendant.

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY'S FIRST SET
6r Interrogatories" To CEHJB X. KOCH

Comes now Golden R-ale Insurance Company (herein "Golden

Rule"), by its attorneys, and -propounds the following

Interrogatories to be answered fully and under oath by

Claud A. Koch (herein "Koch"), pursuant to Rules 213 and 12(c) of

the Illinois Supreme Court Rules within 32 days after the mailing

date on the Certificate of Service upon attorneys for the person

to answer these Interrogatories.

INSTRUCTIONS

Definitions and Instructions: As used in this Request, the

-definitions and instructions listed below apply:

1. The term "Golden Rule policy", as used herein, refers

to Golden Rule's Insurance policy, Policy No. 053120504,

effective February 5, 1990 for injuries and February 19, 1990 for

illnesses, issued to Claud A. Koch.

2. The terms "you" and "yours", as used herein, refer to

Defendant herein, as well as to each and every person who has

suffered an illness or injury which Plaintiff has declined to
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cover under the policy. "You" and "yours" also includes your

agents, attorneys, affiliates and spouse.

3. The term "application date", as used herein, refers to

the date on which the application for the "Golden Rule policy"

was signed by the applicant (s) .

4. "Document" is defined to include without limitation all

originals and nonidentical copies of accounts, acknowledgements,

advertisements, affidavits, agreement, analyses, applications for

patents, appointment books, articles, assignments, balance

sheets, bills, bills of lading, bills of sale, books, brochures,

business cards, calculations, calendars, catalogues, charts,

circulars, client lists, clippings, computer cards, computer

readable disks, computer printouts, computer programs, computer'

tapes, consultant lists, consultation reports, contracts, corpo-

rate minutes and minute books, customer lists, correspondence,

data compilations, deposition transcripts, diagrams, diaries,

descriptions, drafts, drawings, employment records, evaluations,

files, film, financial statements, forms, formulas, franchises,

graphs, histories, income statements, indexes, instructions,

insurance records, insurance reports, invoices, job assignments,

job descriptions, journals, letters, licenses, lists, literature,

log books, loose leaf binders, magazines, mailgrams, manuals, maps

memoranda, messages, microfiche, microfilm, minutes, models,

motions pictures, news clippings, newsletters, newspapers,

notebooks, notes, notices, opinions, orders, organizational

charts, pamphlets, papers, patents, periodicals, personnel

records, phonorecords, photographic negatives, photographs,
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pleadings, pocket calendars, press releases, prints, procedures,

prototypes, publications, purchase orders, receipts, records,

regulations, reports, rules, samples, schedules, searches,

shipping orders, shop drawings, slides, specifications, state-

ments, statements of account, statements of assets and liabil-

ities, statistics, studies, summaries, surveys, tangible things,

tape recordings, tax returns, telegrams, telephone lists, tele-

phone logs, telexes, test results, trade letters, transcripts,

travel vouchers, treatises, trip report, vouchers, work orders,

work sheets and writings.

5. "Identify", when used in reference to a natural person

or individual, means to state his or her full name, present or

last known address and phone number.

6. "Identify", when used in reference to a person other

than a natural person or individual, means to state its full

name, present or last known address and phone number, and the

name of the officer or other person who has best knowledge of the

matter with respect to which the entity has been identified.

7. "Identify", when used in reference to a document, means

to state its title, type (e.g., letter, memorandum, etc.); date;

author(s) or originator (s) ; addressee(s) or recipient (s) ; subject

matter; any file numbers which may be used in locating same; the

name, present or last known address and phone number of all

persons having possession, custody or control of same; and its

disposition, if no one presently has possession, custody or

control of same.
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8. The terms "relate" or "relating" mean referring or

pertaining to in any logical or factual way.

9. Reference to any person, corporation, partnership,

venture or other entity shall include references to such persons

officers, directors, agents, attorneys, parents, subsidiaries,

predecessors and shareholders. The singular shall also include

the plural and masculine pronouns shall also include the feminine

and the neuter, as the context requires.

10. If any information is to be withheld for any reason,

identify the document containing the information and state the

specific legal basis for each such withholding.

11. All information requested in these Interrogatories is

to be divulged if it is in your possession and control, or in the

possession or control of your attorneys, investigators, agents,

employees or other representatives.

12. Whenever the word "you" is set forth in the

Interrogatories herein, it shall cover all those persons who are

covered by the Golden Rule policy such as spouses, children or

other covered persons.

13. All answers must be made separately, fully, and under

oath. An incomplete or evasive answer is a failure to answer for

which Defendant will seek sanctions.

14. You are under a continuing duty to supplement rea-

sonably your responses with respect to any matter which is within

the scope of these Interrogatories.
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INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY No. 1; Please identify yourself fully giving your

full name and any aliases or other names you have been known by,

Social Security number, date of birth, present age and present

resident address and telephone number.

ANSWER:

Name Birth Present Residence
(Alias) S.S. No. Date Age Address Phone No.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Identify each doctor, including name,

address and telephone number, that you have seen during the 10

years preceding the application date of the "Golden Rule policy"

up until the present time, i.e., February 1, 1980 to September,

1992;

(A) For each doctor identified give the approximate dates

and reason for each visit.

(B) "Doctor" includes physicians, surgeons, chiropractors,

psychiatrists, psychologists, therapists, osteopaths, social

workers.

ANSWER :

Name, address, Approximate Reasons
telephone number dates Seen Prescriptions

(1)

(2)

(3)
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<t)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

INTERROGATORY NO . 3 ; Identify any drugs, prescriptions or

medications that you have taken during the 10 years preceding the

application date of the policy and up until the present date,
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i.e., from February 1, 1980 tc September, 1992, including the

name of the drug prescribed, approximate date, name of issuing

pharmacy, name of doctor prescribing.

ANSWER:

Drug(s) Date of Name & address Doctor
prescribed prescription of pharmacy prescribing

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

INTERROGATORY NO. 4; Describe each hospitalization, whether

inpatient, outpatient or emergency room, which you experienced

during the 10 years preceding the application date of the policy,

up to the present, i.e., February 1, 1980 to September, 1992,

including the name and address of the hospital, rehabilitation

center, hospice, treatment facility, therapy facility, the

inclusive dates you stayed there, the reason or reasons for which

you went there and the name and address of each doctor (as

identified in Interrogatory No. 2B) who saw you during your stay.

ANSWER:

Name and Reason Name/Address
address of Inclusive for of Doctors
Hospital Dates Stay Who Saw You

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

INTERROGATORY NO. 5; Itemize all incurred medical bills which

are the subject of this litigation. For each medical bill state

the name and address of the medical provider or doctor (as

defined in Interrogatory 2B) , date of service, amount of bill,

who paid, unpaid balance as of now.



(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

315

ANSWER:

Name Date Amt of
Medical of Medical Amt Who Unpaid
Provider Service Bill Paid Paid Balance

(1)

10
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(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

11
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INTERROGATORY NO . 6 ; Please list all Exhibits you intend to

introduce in evidence at trial or hearing.

ANSWER;

Description Date Subject
Document Document Matter

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(U)

12
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

13
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Describe each sickness, illness, disease,

injury, medical condition, or medical symptoms which you have had

during the 10 years immediately preceding your application date,

to the present time from February 1, 1980 to September 1992, and

for which you sought or considered seeking any medical or other

testing, treatment, advice, or diagnosis including the nature of

the sickness, illness, disease, injury, medical condition,

medical symptom, the name, address and telephone number of each

doctor or facility from whom you received medical testing, treat-

ment, advice or diagnosis and the dates such testing treatment,

advice or diagnosis were received.

ANSWER:

Nature of
sickness, illness,
disease, injury,
condition, symptom

Approx . date
of onset

Testing,
treating,
advising,
diagnosing
doctor or
facility

Approx. dates
of treatment
or advice

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

14
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(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

INTERROGATORY NO . 8 1 As to your application for Golden Rule

Insurance please answer the following questions:

(a) the date and place the application was completed;

(b) the persons present when the application was taken,

completed and/or signed;

(c) were each of the questions which appear on the applica-

tion asked of you or read by you;

(d) are the answers written on the application your an-

swers;

15
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(e) did you read the application before you signed it,

ANSWER-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

INTERROGATORY NO. 9; Please answer the following questions as to

the individual, if any, to whom you gave answers in the

completion of your application for Insurance:

(a) name of individual, address and telephone number;

(b) did he or she present and/or discuss with you other

insurance companies providing insurance for the type of

insurance you were seeking;

(c) If you contend you told any person identified above any

fact regarding your health, medical history or physical

or mental state of being which does not appear on the

16
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application, then for each fact state:

(1) name of the person whoir you told;

(2) the date which you told such person;

(3) in detail each fact you relayed to such person.

ANSWER;

(a)

(b)

(C-l)

(C-2)

(C-3)

INTERROGATORY NO. 10; If you contend that any representative of

Golden Rule made any promises or representations regarding the

nature or extent of coverage to be provided under the policy or

that any particular claim would be paid, then for each such

promise or representation state:

(a) the name of the person making such promise or represen-

tation;

17
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(b) the date and place it was made;

(c) the name of the person to whom it was made;

<d) what was "said to you and what did you say.

ANSWER :

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

INTERROGATORY NO. 11; Please describe each and every insurance

policy in effect, including the name of the insurance company,

its address, policy number, dates coverage was/is in effect, the

type of coverage, whether you made claims or not and were any

claims paid by any insurance company for life, auto, homeowners,

property and casualty, health, hospital, accident and/or

disability insurance of any kind, during the 10 years immediately

preceding your application date, up to the present time from

February 1, 1980 to September, 1992.

ANSWER:

Name & Policy Date Type You made Claims

18
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Address No. of of claims paid by
of insurer Cov. Cov. yes /no whom

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: If, when you applied for insurance with

Golden Rule, you intended for the Golden Rule policy to replace

any existing policy, please describe each policy that was to be

replaced including the name and address of the prior insurance

company, the number of the policy, the date of expiration of the

policy, the type of coverage and if the prior policy contained

the privilege to convert to another policy with that company.

ANSWER:

Name & address Policy Expiration Type of Conversion
of Insurance Co. No. date Cov. Privilege

19
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(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Identify all brokers and/or agents,

whether independent or captive, associated with any insurance

company of any kind , other than the broker for Golden Rule

20
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Insurance Company, with whom you have dealt with or have done

business with during the past ten (10) years.

ANSWER:

Name Address

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

21
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Respectfully submitted,

Golden Rule Insurance Company

^Hlot&f^
Illinois SBN 03123028
McGaughey & McGaughey
McGaughey Building
P.O. Box 380
Lawrenceville, IL 62439
618/943-2411

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned attorney certifies that a copy of this

document was mailed to all counsel listed below, in an envelope

properly addressed as follows:

Stephen J. Hough
Croegaert, Clark & Hough, Ltd.
305 East Main Street
Olney, IL 62450

with first class postage prepaid addressed to his business

address from the U.S. Post Office on this the 769 day of

September, 1992.

. McGaughey , Jr .

22
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with first class postage prepaid addressed to his business

address from the U.S. Post Office on this the JT_ flay of

September, 199 2. /
—1 /•< -A /

Guy E. McGaughevLr Jr.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
LAWREIICEVILLE , LAWRENCE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CLAUD A. KOCH,

Defendant.

GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO CLAUD A. KOCH

Comes now Golden Rule Insurance Company (herein "Golden

Rule"), by its attorneys, and pursuant to Rules 216 and 12(c) of

the Illinois Supreme Court Rules, serves its First Set of Re-

quests for Admission to be admitted or denied by Claud A. Koch

(herein "Koch") within 32 days after the Certificate of Service

hereof.

PECUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: On February 1, 1990, Koch signed an

application for health insurance with Golden Rule Insurance

Company .

RESPONSE;

Yes
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.
"

• A true arc accurate copy of '.tech's

application for Golden Rule insurance is attached hereto as

Exhibit A-l ?pd A-2.

RESPONSE:

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Koch personally completed the

application for insurance.

RESPONSE:

Mostly

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: On the back side of the applica-

tion, Koch signed his name underneath a statement, which states,

inter alia:

"I have personally completed this application and I

represent that the answers and statements on this
application are true, complete and correctly recorded
to the best of my knowledge.

I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE that: (1) the statements and
answers given in this application, and in any supple-
ments or airerdments to it, will form the basis of, and
be made a part of, any policy which may be issued; (2)

any incorrect or incomplete information on this appli-
cation may result in loss of coverage or claim denial;
(3) in accordance with the conditional receipt given to
me, this application and the payment of the initial
premium does not give me immediate coverage; (4) the

agent or broker: is only authorized to submit the

application and initial premium; may not change any
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application, policy, or receipt; and cannot waive any
right or requirement; and (5) coverage for illness does
not begin until the 15th day after a person becomes
insured, for injury. I have received the Notice of
Inrormation Practices."

RESPONSE;

Received policy from Golden Rule Insurance Company in the latter
part of May, 1990. Had no knowledge of exclusions or coverages
until that time. Golden Rule had obtained X-rays, full investi-
gations of different conditions.

REQUEST FOP ADMISSION NO. 5; On the front page of the policy

received by Koch, there was a label which contained the following

statement:

"Check the Attached Application: Please read the copy
of the application attached to your policy. If it is
not complete or has an error, please let us know
immediately. An incorrect application may cause your
coverage under the policy to be voided or a claim to be
reduced or denied.

Pre-Existing Conditions: A person is not covered for

any illness until the 15th day after he or she became a

covered person under the policy. A health condition
which exists on or before the date that a person would
otherwise become insured for that condition is not
covered during the first twelve months of coverage,
unless it was fully disclosed to us prior to coverage.
See the Pre-Existing Conditions clause for details."

RESPONSE:
No pre-existing condition existed. Letters from seven
doctors forwarded to Golden Rule when policy was canceled. Every
letter stated no pre-existing condition.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: On the front page of the policy

issued to Koch, the policy provides:

"20-Day Right to Examine and Return This Policy. Please

L-t
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read this policy. If you are not satisfied, yen may
return the policy within 20 days after you received it.
Mail or deii"er it to us or to ycur agent. Any premium
paid will be refunded. This policy will then be void
from its start.

Check the attached application. If it is not complete
or has an error, please let us knew. An incorrect

application may cause your policy to be voided, or a

claim to be reduced or denied."

PESPONSE:

Policy was not delivered until the latter part of May, 1990. All
exclusions listed on the policy were not known by defendant. In
fact, we did not even know if we had insurance until that date.
Policy was retained by the agent and not delivered until that
time.

REQUEST FOP ADMISSION NO. 7: Koch read the policy upon receipt.

RESPONSE ;

Read the policy exclusions. Other information included in policy
is too legalistic for a layman to comprehend.

REQUEST FOP ADMISSION NO. 8; Koch read the "Pre-Existing Con-

ditions Limitation" section (page 15) of the policy.

RESPONSE:

Yes, but there was no pre-existing condition existing at
that time.

REQUEST PCn ADMISSION NO. 9: Koch read the "Contract" section

(page 17) of the policy.

RESPONSE:
Yes, Including the exclusions.
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REQUEST FCK ADMISSION NO. 10: Koch did not notify Golden Pule

that any of the information on the application was incorrect or

incomplete.

PESPCNSEj

Did not feel it was necessary to notify Golden Rule as there
was no pre-existing condition.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11; Koch responded "No" to question

15 fa) of the application, to wit:

"F?s any person named in *1, within the last 10 years,
had any indication, diagnosis, or treatment of: (a)

any disorder of the heart or circulatory system,
including high blood pressure, amenia, heart attack,
heart murmur, chest pain, irregular heartbeat, varicose
veins, phlebitis, or stroke?"

RESPONSE;

True--there had been no pre-existing condition, no irregular heart-
beat or other problems listed in this request.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to question 15(a) was false at the

time it was made.

PESPONSE;

Not true

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13; In November, 1986, a chest X-ray

performed on Koch revealed an unusual rim-like area of calcifica-

tion projecting from the right cardiac border.
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RESPONSE:

The unusual rim-like area of calcification projecting from the
right cardiac border is a scar tissue which was present when
entered US military service, December 1946.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Kcch responded "No" to question

15(b) of the application, tc-vit:

"Has any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, had
any indication, diagnosis or treatment of: (b) cancer,
turner, cyst, polyp, or growth of any kind, or skin disorder
or disease?"

RESPONSE:
Discussed removal of polyp with Agent Spore. This was done
at the time of treatment of automobile accident in 1987.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to guesticr. 15(b) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE:

Not true

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION MO. 16: In August, 1987, Koch was advised

of a mucous retaining cyst in his left maxillary sinus.

RESPONSE:

Not true

PEQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: On July, 1988, Koch was advised

that sigmoid polyps was discovered.

RESFCNSE:

True, Discussed with Agent Spore

6
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NC . 18: Koch responded "Kc" to question

15(d) of the application, to-wit:

"Has any person named in «?., within the last 10 years, had
any indication, diagnosis, or treatment of: (d) any disor-
ders of the nervous system (including epilepsy, convulsions,
headaches, paralysis, or mental illness*; nervousness,
emotional or behavioral disorders; or consulted with a

psychologist or psychiatrist?"

RESPONSE:

One answer—no

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 19: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to question 15(d) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE:

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: In November, 1986, Koch was

hospitalized for psychogenic amnesia.

RESPONSE:

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 21: Koch responsed "No" to question

15(e) of the application, tc-vit:

"Has any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, had

any indication, diagnosis, or treatment of: (e) any disorder
of" the digestive system (including ulcer, gastritis, intes-

tinal disorders, colitis, gall stone, hemorrhoids, bloody
stools, or hernia); or disorder of the pancreas, liver,

spleen, or gallbladder?"

RESPONSE:

No
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REQUEST "OR ADMISSION NO. 22: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to question 15 !e) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE:

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23 t In April, 1988, Koch advised Cr.

Kaplan he had incontinence of the bowels.

RESPONSE:

Yes --Result of automobile accident and las excluded on the
policy by Golden Rule.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Koch responded "No" to question

15(h) of the application, to-wit:

"Has any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, had

any indication, diagnosis or treatment of: (h) any disorder
of the lungs or respiratory system, including allergies,
asthma, bronchitis, tuberculosis, or emphysema?"

RESPONSE :

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION fTC. 25: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to question 15(h) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE :

No
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Ir. August, 1988, Dr. Wilson

advised Koch he suffered chronic bronchitis with sercbrachia

syndrome .

RESPONSE :

No

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27; Koch responded "No" to question

15 H) of the application, to-wit:

"Has any person named ir. fl f within the last 10 years, had
any indication, diagnosis, or treatment of: (j) any disorder
of the male or female reproduction organs, prostrate
problems, irregular menstruation, abnormal pap test, or

pregnancy complications, including Cesarean Section deliv-
ery?"

RESPONSE:

Result of automobile accident which was excluded in policy by
Golden Rule.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION HO. 23: Koch knew the representation made

on the application in response to question 15 (j) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE:

Listed above in No. 27

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: In April, 1988, Koch complained to

Dr. Kaplan that he suffered impotency.

RESPONSE:

Result of automobile accident.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION MO. 30: Koch was referred to, and later

was treated by Dr. Pearson for impotency.

RESPONSE:

Result of automobile accident

9
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REQUEST FCF. REMISSION NO. 31: Koch respor.sed "No" to question

15 (k) of the application, to-wit:

"Has any person named in #1, within the last 10 years, had
any indication, diagnosis or treatment of: (k) any disorder
of the eyes, ears, nose or throat, including impaired sight
or hearing, earaches, or tonsillitis?"

RESFONSE:

Wear glasses. No other problems in this question.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NC . 3": Koch knew the representation made

on the application in respcr.se to question 15 (k) was false at the

time it was made.

RESPONSE:

Same answer as above in No. 31

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: In April, 1988, Koch complained of

pain in the left ear, as well as the upper parts of the body.

RESPONSE :

Result of automobile accident November, 1987, which was excluded
by Golden Rule in all areas affected by the accident.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Koch made the false and misleading

representations with the intent to defraud Golden Rule.

RESPONSE:

Untrue. There was no misleading representation or intent to
defraud Golden Rule of anything.

10
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35; The false and misleading informa-

tion provided by Koch to Golden Rule increased the risk to be

assumed by Golden Rule when it issued policy #053120504.

RESPONSE ;

Golden Rule made a full investigation of all medical information
and had the right to refuse policy to defendant. The cancellation
of this policy falls into the same category of the hundreds of
other policies canceled by Golden Rule.

Respectfully submitted,

Golden Rule Insurance Company

tughey, Jr.

Illinois SBM 03123028
McGaughey 6 McGaughey
McGaughey Building
P.O. Box 380
Lawreneeville, XL 62439
618/943-2411

CERTIFICATE OP SBKVICB

The undersigned attorney certifies that a copy of this

document was mailed to all counsel listed below, in an envelope

properly addressed as follows:

Stephen J. Hough
Croegaert, Clark 6 Rough, ltd.
305 East Main Street
Olney, IL 62450

with first class postage prepaid addressed to his business

address: from the U.S. Post Office on this the "*? day of

September, 1992. /?'

.Guy E. McGaughey, Jr.

11
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AP°L!CAT;CN PCR IflSUflANCw

GOLDEN 5ULS INSURANCE COMPANY • LAWnENCEVILLS. ILLINOIS 62*23

??"-3fis to se :3ver°c .^st »are meet mtm -ast-ufrg: Stdius Age Birtnaaie Sex Height Mfticnt

am Mrsonat.rf

a.) Proposed
Insured (Ycu)

DlSoouse

CLfluO fl- KocA
3 Married

C Single

Cependent
Children
III 10 M C5VMWI

IUm stearic JGO

for mort smcsi.

"""—"
Rg^'tt «? KoLutUf* <Q<ih

C.)

_
e I

_ 7^^
2. Home

Adcress
Sunt No . c.ty Sun. Zip Cut 39/3U

b o izli-lxq

_L («l?fa

\ s » >-

£ L212 13 S"

County

3 Person wno will

(If not You)

?-?7 S,>hiV5rtJ gOjfJrfrftt/nrw/y. r/V.s/ie<-fla
I pay trie premium eiiwnnrMraMnMaB

PhoraNo A/UI )

Mm Tim n*
-
* . wjiri «n ~urai id t<ju

* Your Oticnot Ounm Your Nam mora No Aral ?c/>
Occupation seif GngU^pn Employer 51 if 5 sgcf 2£JL£SHa
Oate

Hired 30
*

fi__

P'nor Employment
(It within 2 years)

S. Total income tor $

all persons in #1 7S&06*
6. Your Beneficiary igm w >», mm 10 rou wo tgti

(You will be the beneficiary for all other persons ) &o/i/As\t~. _7 . HoLife, <U< f<?*c/r
7 POLICY INFORMATION

a. Plan

Applied For Inflation Guard Major Medical
b. Rate Area

__:
Plan

Data

Deductible Amount
D $250 D $500 T5 $1,000

d. Optional Pregnancy
Benefits

^S Not Selected-

G $500 Maximum Benefit

G $750 Maximum Benefit

G $1,000 Maximum Benefit

t. Premium Amounts from Rate Book

Check Policy Benefits Applied For:

Basic . e?
Benefits $ P'"'^

G Optional

Pregnancy S
- <?-

g. Total Premium tor «?
Mode Chosen $ J-£fo~~

e. Premium G Quarterly JS Monthly Pre-Auth. Charge
Mode (Submit Pre-Auth. Charge

form with application)

Note: The correct premium rate must

be verified by Golden Rule. It will be

stated in the Policy.

8. Special

Instructions foLii. t gffgtTTWg Q.-J-to
9. Are any persons named m #1 covered by. or has application been made for. any type of life or medical insurance? Yes

N[o
If yes. list below "Medical insurance" includes health service plans, such as Blue Cross/Blue Shield. HMOs or similar G p.
plans, as well as expense and indemnity policies, including specified disease policies, such as those for cancer. Answer

'yes" if any person has a current Medicare or Medicaid eligibility card.

Persons

(Line »s) Company Name

Life insurance Medical insurance

Plan Type Face Ami, i

cut

Plan Type

see definition aflove)

Oeductioie
I
Max Benefits

JUS r~ CA-M&- OF-P OdbuP -T/trW/MG^

10 Will the plan applied for replace or change any existing insurance or annuities? if yes. give: Yes No

Company Termination Policy Oescnbe i_ "^
Name: Date: / / Number: Coverage

It any answer to questions 11 - 19 is yes, provide all details in item 121. Yes No

1 1 Has any person named in #1 ever applied for. or been covered by. Golden Rule? - — X.

If yes, state the Policy Number and Pnmary Insured

12. Has any life or health insurance application or policy on any person named in fl ever been voided, declined.

cancelled, postponed, or modified as to plan amount or rate7

Yes No

G 3
13. Has any person named in »1 ever taken part in. or. in the next 2 years, plan to take part in: Yes No

a. Hying as a pilot or crew member of any type of aircraft? — g
skydiving, parachuting, hang gliding, underwater diving, auto racing, or driving any type of motorcycle?

— G X
if yes, soecily which activities here: ______

14 Has any person named m II:

a. smoked cigarettes within the past 12 months?
b experienced a weight gam or loss of 1 5 sounds or more m me last 1 2 months7

Yes No

_ £
(Continued on back side)

J- /Ll
J7-4-M9
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-y 3»r;oti namea n il «•'
-

"i :a ; : -C ^»ar: .50 sny

i :.3C.":°: :i :.".e "ur: :r : , :.s:e~ rc:"-c.""5 "icr
-

r-e5_:ar -esrtrsa:. /ar:ccsa .=:-s pmecilis » s;r:Ke'

Encer. tumor, cyst, oolyp :r jrowin :t any '<infl. or skm cisoraer or

naic3i:3n naqnos'

:iccc "fssur? i-

r 'rsatmint it-

1 16

:. any Oiood abnormalities, immune system deficiencies, or sexually transmuted diseases 7 _ 5
3 any disorders ol the nervous system (including epilepsy, convulsions, headaches, paralysis, or mental illness); _

nervousness, emotional or benaviorai disorders; or consulted with a psychologist or psychiatrist''
i- S

:. any disorder of the digestive system (including ulcer, gastritis, intestinal disorders, colitis, gall stone, hemorrhoids, bloody

stools, or hernia): or disorder of the pancreas, liver, spljen. Of gallbladder
9 ~a ~~£

' '"

£ Z
1

diabetes, sugar in the urine, or disorder ol the thyroid £breas>,or other glands?
jiMULLS^. S D

j. any disorder of the muscular or skeletal systems, including" arthritis, goul. rheumatism, or any jaw, knee. back, or spine

disorders?
~ "

£
h. any disorder of the lungs or respiratory system, including allergies, asthma, bronchitis, tuberculosis, or emphysema? u
i. any disorder of the gemto-unnary system, including kidney disorder, kidney stones, cystitis, prostatitis, bladder infections.

or blood in the urine? ^
|. any disorder of the male or female reproductive organs, prostate problems, irregular menstruation, abnormal pap test, or

pregnancy complications, including Cesarean Section delivery?
~ ~ O

k any disorder of the eyes, ears, nose or throat, including impaired sight or hearing, earaches, or tonsillitis 7 I

Has any person named in »1, within the past 5 years:

a. had any indication , diagnosis, or treatment of alcohol or drug dependency, abuse, or reaction?

b. used any drug not prescribed, such as opiates, stimulants, depressants, and/or hallucinogens?

1 7. Is any person named in f 1 currently:

a. taking medication or receiving medical treatment of any kind? D

2
a

s

M
s

Yes No

a &a b

b a user of alcoholic beverages in excess of 14 drinks per week? If yes. show who and how many drinks per week in #21 below, a
rone dnn« ecmU- I? ot. ol Heir: '«» «"" i or of mra

jjguorj

G

5
8

18 Is any lamily member Iwhether or not named in this application) pregnant? II yes, show expected delivery date in »21.

19. Has any person named in #1. within the last 10 years, been hospital confined, had surgery, or discussed surgery with

a doctor?

20. What are the names of all doctors consulted in the past S yean by persons named on this application? List the

doctors' names and give full details in »2i below.

21 IMPORTANT: Give complete details of any "Yes" answers to questions 11 thru 19 and respond to question 20.

C.estion Person Symptoms or Name and Address of

Doctors and Hospitals

>
s q

Yes No f"

a a m
o
>
o

= Number (Line I) Condition Pates Treatment.

-xo

13-

±B-

±±L

7-*7

5/0*11. ccjsr
flutter

Advice Given, -esuits
. and other details

f?r,-n o i/fO /="/?< " be FT

>

laaaii

yj/fJLfMejvfft-UfCif
/<-dAt,S

r*M/)LF-re ft£
(wcrey

9^6 /^AplSd-V
rrtcm/t^i

- *
JJ.

£>B./l\i*JtA£i. JC>liaA/S o
jig Sc OcQi-t.i'

fli6mahil W
(if more space is needed, attach a supplement ano sign it. Check this box yit anything is attached.)

leguested EHective Date: (See Conditional Receipt)

I have personally completed this application
and 1 represent that the answers and statements on this applica-

tion are true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best ol my knowledge.

I UNOERSTANO ANO AGREE that: (1 ) the statements and answers given in this application, and in any supplements or amendments to it.

will form the basis of. and be made a part of, any policy which may be issued: (2) any incorrect or incomplete information on this applica-

tion may result in loss of coverage or claim denial: (3) in accordance with the conditional receipt given to me, this application ana tne

payment of the initial premium does not give me immediate coverage: (4) the agent or broker: is only authorized to subrni the application

and initial premium: may not change any application, polity, or receipt: and cannot waive any right or requirement: and [5] coverage tor

illness does not begin until the 15th day after a person becomes insured for iniury. I have received the Nonce of information practices.
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you)

Signature ol Parent/ Guardian (II you are a minor) /^ '

JtQMture ot Spouse
(jy

REVIEW THE COMPLETED APPLICATION BEFORE SIGNING

5 covered) f C

W£.i

i SSO

Each question on this application was completed by

the appiicant(s). I have personally witnessed the

reading, completion, and signing of this application.

I have collected the initial premium and given the

conditional receipt.

Unless I have given a different response below, the response shown for

question 10 on this application reflects my understanding and response to

the question "Will the plan applied for replace or change any exjjl

insurance or annuities?" O

~M

Yes NO
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»

Goid.n Rule will act on this application ei quickly e* possible. The applicant will be notll ad ol the actions

taken within 45 d.yi attar tha data ol tha application, or 6a ghren tha raaaon lor any turtnar oaiay.
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Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Hough.
Mr. Hough, Ms. Groenke, we have a problem that the bells are

ringing again.
I want to be considerate of you and your time.
Let me ask if this is acceptable. If we were to ask the oral ques-

tions of Ms. Groenke and if we were to send you the written ques-
tions that we wanted for inclusion in the record, would that be ac-

ceptable?
Mr. HOUGH. That would be fine with me.
Mr. Dingell. I apologize, but the House Floor doesn't always co-

operate with us over here.

I want to commend you, Mr. Hough, for what you have done and
also for your very fine statement to the committee, and thank you
for your presence here.

Ms. Groenke, thank you also for your assistance.

I am sorry. The Chair is going to recognize my good friend from
Colorado.
Mr. Schaefer. Just very briefly, Mr. Hough, the attorney in Col-

orado, was it Hannon?
Mr. Hough. Kevin Hannon, yes, sir, he is in Denver.
Mr. Schaefer. We would like to have that correspondence also

as a part of the record.

Mr. Hough. I have given it to the subcommittee and I will be
more than happy, I brought it with me today. In fact, I even put
his new phone number on it.

Mr. Schaefer. That is all I had, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair apologizes.
Ms. Groenke, the bottom line in your case is that initially Golden

Rule refused to pay any of your medical bills arising from your hos-

pital stay, is that correct?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. Now, what types of things were billed, were you

billed for? I believe doctors' bills, laboratory services as well as

your hospital stay, is that correct?

Ms. Groenke. That is right.
Mr. Dingell. I believe the initial pricetag was somewhere be-

tween $5,000 and $7,000, is that correct?

Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. Now, Golden Rule refused to pay all your bills. Did

you then go ahead and pay the bills for hospital and doctors your-
self?

Ms. Groenke. No. I was unemployed at the time and wasn't able
to.

Mr. Dingell. You could not do that. So what reasons did Golden
Rule give you for refusing to pay your bills?

Ms. Groenke. They had sent me an addendum to my original

application which detailed what they called "preexisting condi-
tions."

Mr. Dingell. Your hospitalization, however, was in no way asso-

ciated with any "preexisting conditions;" was it?

Ms. Groenke. No, my hospitalization was determined to be the
cause of a virus which resulted in a severely high fever and dehy-
dration.
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Mr. DiNGELL. So after you had grappled with Golden Rule and
the bill collectors at the hospital, you finally went to the Maryland
Insurance Department in desperation, is that correct?

Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. And, in fact, in Maryland, the insurance commis-

sioner ruled in your favor; is that right?
Ms. Groenke. Yes, he helped me greatly.
Mr. DiNGELL. In order for Golden Rule then to cover your hos-

pital stay, you had to pay the company considerably more than

your original $84 premium for Va of a year, is that correct?

Ms. Groenke. Yes, it is.

Mr. DiNGELL. Golden Rule wanted you to pay them an extra

$513.04 for an additional 3 months of coverage, is that right?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Once again, the Maryland Department of Insur-

ance intervened and it cost you only $167.58 for the original 3

months coverage, is that right?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, the $167.58 was just enough to force Golden

Rule to pay your hospital bills, is that correct?

Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. But it didn't provide you with any additional cov-

erage, did it?

Ms. Groenke. No, it didn't.

Mr. DiNGELL. So after your ordeal with Golden Rule, I assume

you shopped around for another insurer. If so, were you successful?

Ms. Groenke. Yes, and about that same time I became em-

ployed.
Mr. DiNGELL. Who did you get and what are your premiums?
Ms. Groenke. My employer pays my premiums now.
Mr. DiNGELL. And you obtained coverage from a new employer?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Ms. Groenke, you are obviously an articulate and

discerning individual, and I can only assume you did your best to

respond truthfully in your original application. Would your experi-
ence with Golden Rule suggest to you that these applications were
written specifically to afford the company the broadest possible
latitude in interpreting what does and what does not constitute

preexisting conditions, not to mention other potential loopholes
which they could then assert against the insured?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. Now, as a consumer, don't you think that a clearer

definition of benefits, standards, premium comparison data and

company claims history would be helpful in enabling the purchaser
of insurance to make a better informed choice about the insurance

company which he or she would pick?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. Do you have copies of the papers that you submit-

ted to Golden Rule and the specific addendum that you failed to

sign?
Ms. Groenke. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. Would you make that available to the committee,

please?
Ms. Groenke. Yes, I will.
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Mr. DlNGELL. We would very much appreciate it.

Ms. Groenke, we thank you for your assistance to the committee.
Ms. Groenke. Thank you.
[The prepared statement with attachments of Ms. Groenke fol-

lows:]

Prepared Statement of Kathryn Kristine Groenke

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to appear before you to share my experience. My remarks will be brief.

In early March 1992, I applied for major medical insurance coverage from Golden
Rule Insurance Company through Mr. Robert Kerth, life and benefits specialist,

Bishop, Showalter and Moody. With my application, I enclosed a check for $83.79
for three months coverage. At the time of the application, Mr. Kerth informed me
that I would be covered by Golden Rule upon receipt of my application and check.

On March 19, 1992, Golden Rule Insurance Company cashed the check.
In early April 1992, a representative of Golden Rule contacted me with questions

about my previous medical history. After a short discussion, I questioned her about

my coverage and if the issues we were discussing would inhibit my ability to be cov-

ered by Golden Rule. She assured me that if the previous medical problems were
not on-going then they did not constitute a preexisting problem. I assured her that

nothing we were discussing was ongoing, nor did I expect them to pose a problem
in the future. Once again, she said these issues should not cause a coverage prob-
lem.
Within a few days, I received an amendment to my application which detailed our

telephone conversation. The instructions were to sign and return the amendment
before April 7, 1992 or the company would quit processing my application.
After receiving the amendment, I heard nothing more from Golden Rule Insurance

Company until I entered the hospital and made a claim against my insurance policy
on April 20, 1992.

On Saturday, April 18, 1992, I was admitted to the emergency room at St. Jo-

seph's Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland with an unusually high and persistent fever

and severe dehydration. Because of the Easter weekend, I was unable to inform my
insurance company that I was admitted to the hospital until Monday, April 20,
1992. At that time, I contacted Mr. Kerth, insurance specialist. He contacted Golden
Rule on my behalf.

At that time, Mr. Kerth was informed that Golden Rule had not received the

signed amendment.
By agreement with Golden Rule's regional office in Pennsylvania, from the hos-

pital facsimile machine in Patient Services, I faxed a copy of the signed amendment.
I received a fax report indicating that the copy had been sent and received. It took
the insurance company's Pennsylvania office more than 24 hours to locate the faxed

copy.
On Tuesday, April 21, 1992, the insurance company office in Lawenceville, Illinois

informed Mr. Kerth that they could not work from the faxed copy while the regional
office denied agreeing to even accept a faxed copy. At that time, Golden Rule in-

formed Mr. Kerth that they intended to deny my application for coverage.
While I acknowledge my failure to return the amendment, I believe that the com-

pany accepted coverage when they cashed my check and used my money, interest

free, for a month before notifying me that they intended to deny my application.

Clearly, the decision not to accept my application for coverage was based on my
claim against the company rather than my failure to return the amendment; or I

would have been informed of the coverage denial earlier and I would have received
a refund before the end of April.

Denial of coverage was not based on any on-going or preexisting medical condi-

tions. If the denial was based on any valid reason, my hospitalization on April 18
would have been related to the prior medical conditions and procedures discussed
in the amendment.

Since the hospitalization was due to an unexplained high fever and resulting de-

hydration now attributed to a "virus," I believe Golden Rule Insurance Company at-

tempted to fraudulently deny me coverage to avoid paying expensive hospital and
doctor charges.

I am convinced that Golden Rule was continuing to process my application after

April 7, 1992 up to and until I made a claim against them on April 20, 1992. The
letter from Golden Rule denying my application for coverage was dated April 22,
1992.
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Furthermore, I am convinced that if I had not made a claim against the policy,
I would have not experienced a problem with the health insurance company.
For almost two months, I worked directly with Golden Rule to try to resolve these

issues, but to no avail.

Therefore, on June 12, 1992, I filed a formal complaint against Golden Rule Insur-
ance Company with the Maryland Department of Licensing and Regulation, Insur-
ance Division.

On June 24, 1992, Paul Spector, a state insurance investigator, contacted Golden
Rule on my behalf and requested a response to the charges I had lodged against
the company.
On July 9, 1992, I received a formal response from Golden Rule signed by Char-

lotte Binkley, underwriting supervisor. According to Golden Rule, my application
had been denied on April 21, 1992 due to a lack of a signed amendment. This date
and the date of my hospitalization were merely coincidental, according to the re-

sponse, and had the Underwriting Department known of my hospitalization my ap-
plication file would have remained open.
Again, Golden Rule was officially informed of my hospitalization on April 20,

1992.
At the time of the response, Golden Rule Insurance Company offered to reconsider

my application for insurance from the original proposed effective date of March 12,
1992. The offer specified that if my hospitalization was not related to the items de-
tailed in the application amendment, the hospitalization would be covered by the

policy. In order to validate this offer, according to the company, I had to return a

signed amendment and a check for $513.04.
On July 27, 1992, I returned the signed amendment along with payment for cov-

erage from March 12, 1992 through June 12, 1992. The time period for which I had
originally requested coverage.
On August 14, 1992, I received a letter from Golden Rule Insurance Company ac-

cepting my application for insurance from March 12, 1992 through June 12, 1992.
At this time, the company agreed to begin processing my hospitalization bills for

payment.
Eventually, all doctor and hospital bills incurred during my hospitalization which

began April 18, 1992 were covered.
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Attachments

GoldenRule

WILLIAM SIOWELL
6817 WINTOK RD
FINNEYTOWN OH
45224-1328

April 22, 1992

RE: Kathryn K Sidwell
053525914

Dear William Sidwell:

Thank you for the application tor insurance on

Kathryn K Sidwell.

The Company naturally tries to extend coverage to
all those who are interested in our plan of insurance.
However, we have determined that we are unable to provide
coverage for the above referenced applicant under this

plan.

You will receive a refund check for $83.79 under
separate cover.

Your refund check includes the initial dues submitted for

membership in the Federation of American Consumers and
Travelers (F.A.C.T.). As we are not collecting premiums,
we cannot act as a collection vehicle for your F.A.C.T.
dues. If you plan to continue your F.A.C.T. membership,
you should contact F.A.C.T. to arrange for dues payment.
You may contact F.A.C.T. by calling 1-800-872-3228.

We wish to thank you for your interest in Golden Rule.

Sincerely,

Suyantte. 2>eaa*t
Suzanne Devan
New Business Department

cc: ROBERT L KERTH

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278-1719

Telephone (317) 297-4123
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RECEIVED

June 12, 1992 J(JN 17 1992

INSURANCE DIV,

Maryland Insurance Department
501 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, MD 21202

Attn: Complaints and Investigations

I am writing to lodge a formal complaint against the Golden Rule
Insurance Company of Lawrenceville, Illinois. «

In early March, 1992, I applied for major medical insurance
coverage from Golden Rule through Life and Benefits Specialist,
Mr. Robert Kerth with Bishop, Showalter, and Moody, 18233-A
Flower Hill Way, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879, (301) 417-0001.
With my application, I enclosed check no. 1945 dated March 5,
1992 in the amount of $83.79 for three months coverage. The
check was cashed by Golden Rule March 19, 1992. At the time of
the application, Mr. Kerth informed me that I would be covered by
Golden Rule upon receipt of my application and check.

Several weeks later in April, a representative of Golden Rule
contacted me with questions about my previous medical history.
After a short discussion, I questioned her about my coverage and
if the issues we were discussing would inhibit my ability to be
covered by Golden Rule. She assured me that if the previous
medical problems were not on-going they did not constitute a

pre-existing problem. I assured her that none of the things we
were discussing were on-going problems, nor did I expect them to

pose a problem in the future. Once again, she assured me that
they should not cause a coverage problem.

Within a few days, I received an amendment to my application
which detailed our telephone conversation (copy enclosed). The
instructions were to sign and return the amendment before April
7, 1992, or the company would quit processing my application.
After receiving the amendment, I heard nothing more from Golden
Rule Insurance Company until I entered the hospital and made a
claim against my insurance policy.

On Saturday, April 18, 1992, I was admitted to the emergency room
at St. Joseph's Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland, with an
unusually high and persistant fever and dehydration. Because of
the Easter weekend, I was unable to inform my insurance company
that I was admitted to the hospital on Sunday, April 19, 1992
until Monday, April, 20, 1992. At that time, I contacted my
insurance specialist, Mr. Robert Kerth. Mr. Kerth contacted
Golden Rule for me.
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Upon contacting the company, Mr. Kerth was informed that they had
not received the signed amendment. By agreement with Golden
Rule's regional office in Pennsylvania, from the hospital
facsimile machine in Patient Services, I faxed a copy of the
signed amendment. I received a fax report indicating that the
copy had been sent and received. It took the insurance company
office more than 24 hours to locate the faxed copy.

On Tuesday, April 21, 1992, the insurance company office in
Lawrenceville, Illinois informed Mr. Kerth that they could not
work from the faxed copy while the regional office denied
agreeing to even accept a faxed copy. At that time, Golden Rule
informed Mr. Kerth that they intended to deny my application for

coverage. While I acknowledge my failure to return the
amendment, I believe that the company accepted coverage when they
cashed my check and used my money, interest free, for a month
before notifying me that they had denied my application.

Clearly, the decision not to accept my application for coverage
was based on the fact that I made a claim against the company
rather than my failure to return the amendment or I would have
been informed of the coverage denial earlier and received a

refund before the end of April. The denial of coverage had
nothing to do with any medical conditions, on-going or

pre-existing. If they were based on valid reasons, my
hospitalization would be related to the prior medical conditions
and procedures discussed in the enclosed amendment. Since the

hospitalization was due to an unexplained high fever and

resulting dehydration now attributed to a "virus", I feel very
strongly that I was denied coverage fraudulently by Golden Rule
Insurance Company.

I believe that my money was accepted under fraudulent
circumstances by Golden Rule Insurance Company. I believe that
Golden Rule was continuing to process my application after April
7, 1992 until I made a claim against them on April 20, 1992. The
letter from Golden Rule denying my application is dated April 22,
1992 (copy enclosed). If I had not made a claim against the

company, I believe I would still be covered by health insurance.

I respectfully request that the Office of Insurance Commissioner
review the validity of my claim against Golden Rule Insurance and
the legality of their denial of coverage to me. Please provide
me with information about my rights under the laws of Maryland
pertaining to health insurance coverage.

Thank you for your efforts on my behalf. I look forward to your
response.

Sincerely,

Loatey5i/</
/
<',

K Kristine sidwe ii

(H)* (Wo) bl&-</toS~
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STATE OF MARYLAND
WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER
Governor

WILLIAM A FOCLE. JR

Secretary

IOHN A DONAHO
Insurance Commissioner

Department of Licensing and Regulation
INSURANCE DIVISION

501 ST PAUL PLACE
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 212Q2-2272

DIRECT DIAL (410) 333-

A Regulator Helping People

June 24. L992

Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building
712 11th Street
Lawrenceville, Illinois 62439
Attn. Lisa Low, Secretary

RE: Our File No. 408-27-06-92
Inquirer: K. Kristine Sidwell

Dear M' s . Low:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter sent to us from the

complainant referred to above. Please reply to us covering the

points raised in that letter and advise us of the basis for your
position, with copies of supporting documents where indicated.

By copy of this letter to the complainant we wish to

acknowledge the complainant's letter. A further reply will be

made as soon as our investigation permits.

Sincerely,

Paul H. Spector, CLU
Insurance Investigator

PHS/cat
Enclosure
cc: K. Kristine Sidwell

6 F Roman Knoll Court
Cockeysville, Maryland 21030

OUTSIDE BALTIMORE METRO AREA. TOLL FREE \-»CO-t92*U6

TT-r FOR DEAF. BALTIMORE METRO AREA 383-^55. O C METRO AREA S&SJMS1

FAX «!()> 113.*fcS0
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'A • n-:ii*s hi i )i'<iic:ilii>ll Golden Rule
v/V

K. Kristine Sidwell
6 F Roman Knoll Court

Cockeysville. MD 21030

RE: #053525914 July 9. 1992

Dear Ms. Sidwell:

We have received an inquiry from Paul H. Spector. Insurance Investiga-
tor, with the state of Maryland. Your file has been referred to me

for review and a response.

Your application was declined on April 21. 1992, due to a lack of

signed amendment. The Conditional Receipt given to you at the time of

application states that coverage will not become effective until it is

approved by Golden Rule (Exhibit A). I_f coverage is approved, the

effective date would be the date Golden Rule received the application.
The application also states that the application and payment of ini-

tial premium does not give immediate coverage (Exhibit B).

Unfortunately, our Underwriting Department was not aware of your

hospital admission on April 18. 1992, at the time your application was

declined. We did indicate in our letter that the amendment was due

April 7. 1992. However, we typically give applicants additional time

if possible. The fact that our decline letter was so near the date of

your hospitalization is merely coincidental. I do apologize that our

internal communications were not better. Had our Underwriting Depart-
ment known of your hospitalization we would have kept your file open.
We would have investigated to determine if the hospitalization
resulted from a condition that began prior to the proposed effective
date and therefore, would affect insurability.

We are willing to reconsider your coverage with the original proposed
effective date of March 12. 1992. the date we received your applica-
tion. Enclosed is a new amendment, in case you no longer have the

original. We do not accept faxed copies of amendments; we require an

original signature. Please mail this to us upon receipt of this

letter .

Idcn Rule Insurance Company

Jen Kulf Buildinu

II) \* midland Drive

iunapuhv Indiana 46278-1714

cpmine i.«I7i :97--ti:.i
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K. Kris tine Sidwell

July 9. 1992

Page 2

Because of the recency of your hospitalization to the proposed effec-
tive date, we will investigate your past medical history and the

conditions resulting in your hospitalization on April 18. 1992. to

determine insurability. If the condition that caused your

hospitalization is found to have existed prior to the application for

coverage or prior to the proposed effective date, coverage may not be

offered or the condition may be excluded from coverage.

Please be assured that we will conclude this matter as soon as possi-
ble. We have requested medical records from the University of Minne-
sota Boyton Health Services and St. Joseph's Hospital. These are due

by July 30, 1992.

If coverage is offered, we will need initial premium of S513.04 before

we could issue the certificate and reconsider any claims incurred.

Please do not hesitate to contact the University of Minnesota Boyton
Health Services and St. Joseph's Hospital to speed up the processing
of the necessary medical records. We will inform you upon receipt of

your signed amendment and medical records.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Binkley
Underwriting Supervi

CB/pw

Enclosures

cc: Paul H. Spector. Insurance Investigator
State of Maryland

Robert L. Kerth
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July 27, 1 992

Golden Rule Insurance Company
Golden Rule Building
7440 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis, IN 46278-1719

Dear Ms. Binkley,

I am returning the amendment to application for file #05352591 4 along with

payment for coverage from March 1 2, 1 992 through June 1 2, 1 992.

Please find a check for $1 67.58 enclosed. Payment for $83.79 was enclosed with

the original application, please find your check enclosed.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

/
K. Kristine Sidwell

cc: Paul Spector, MD Insurance Investigator
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Golden Rule*
4M
To

MENT

APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE
Golden Rule Insurance Company

Home Office

Golden Rule Building
RE: 053525914

Lawrenceville, Illinois 62439

Telephone (618) 943-8000

Trip application of Kathrvn K. Sidwell dated March 3

19 92 is hereby amended as follows:

Question #15 j Abnormal pap smear; the last one six months ago was normal.
There was no malignancy involved or further treatment advised.
Question #15k is wears glasses. Question #17a is birth control pills.
Question #19 is bunionectomy on each foot; no further treatment needed.

University of Minnesota, Boyton Health Service treated you for knee pain,
colds, flu, and checkups; with all results being normal. Surgery has
been advised for your left knee.

I hereby represent that the above answers and statements are correct, complete and wholly true to the

best of my knowledge and belief and that they are to be considered as a part of the original application

for insurance. I further represent that the answers and statements contained in the original application,

except to the extent they are amended by the above, are still correct, complete and wholly true to the

best of my knowledge and belief.

Signed at ACS I p,',n C-f Date y/jYf.

Witness. J^A /̂<r<^~ AKan^°!/^1^2^^C
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Kathryn Kristine Sidwell
507 Albany Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20912-4139

Golden Rule
8

RECEIVED

AUG 177992

JNSURance DIV.

RE: File No. 053525914 August 14, 1992

Dear Ms. Sityell:

I received your premium of $251.37. Your certificate was inforce from
March 12, 1992. until June 12, 1992. as requested.

Enclosed is your certificate which was terminated effective June 12,
1992.

I will forward your file to our Claims Department for processing of
submitted claims.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Binkley
Underwriting Supervisor

CB/pw

Enclosure

cc: Robert Kerth
Paul Spector

DOI File No. 408-27-06-92

Golden Rule Insurance Company

Golden Rule Building
'-U0 Woodland Drive

Indianapolis. Indiana 46278- 1719

Telephone |3I7) 297-4123
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Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Hough, I mispronounced your name for which
I apologize to you.
Mr. Hough. It happens all the time.
Mr. DlNGELL. We will communicate with you in writing, Mr.

Hough, then your responses will be inserted in the record, and we
do thank you for your assistance to us.

Mr. Hough. Thank you.
Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair will also insert in the record the state-

ment of my good friend, the Honorable Carlos Moorhead, with re-

gard to the matters into which the subcommittee is inquiring

today.
The subcommittee will now stand adjourned.
We will look forward to a continuation of these hearings at an

early time.

[Whereupon, at 2:23 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The prepared statement of Hon. Carlos J. Moorhead follows:!

Prepared Statement of Hon. Carlos J. Moorhead, a Representative in

Congress from the State of California

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Few issues have been in the national consciousness as

much recently as health insurance. The Subcommittee today will begin to look in

detail at various practices engaged in by health insurance companies, in what prom-
ises to be a most enlightening series of hearings.

Like the other health care entities the Subcommittee has examined, the health
insurance industry is changing. Many of those changes are being forced upon it by
reforms at the State level; many are occurring on companies' own initiative, as ev-

eryone tries to stay ahead of the curve, to be
'

lean and mean" while still being able

to operate profitably.
I look forward to our examination of current trends in this regard, and their effect

on insurance consumers. Thank you Mr. Chairman.



HEALTH INSURANCE INDUSTRY PRACTICES

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Energy and Commerce,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John D. Dingell (chair-

man) presiding.
Mr. Dingell. The subcommittee will come to order.

Today the subcommittee is continuing its investigation into the

health insurance industry. This is a mammoth industry and it has

an all but unfettered ability to determine who does and who does

not get health insurance; how and how much the fortunate or un-

fortunate pay for it and what they get for their money and who
does not get this insurance. Their decisions can destroy the phys-
ical and the financial wellbeing of millions of Americans. Their de-

cisions and corporate practices in all too many cases can and have
contributed mightily to the economic tailspin caused by unchecked
health care inflation. Despite their obvious power and crucial role

in orchestrating changing trends in the medical marketplace, they

enjoy a surprisingly lax regulatory environment.
The subcommittee, therefore, intends to take a long, hard look at

how the health insurance industry works and how it affects us as

individuals and as a society. And we intend to find out what is

wrong with the way we currently regulate the industry and what
we need to do to correct the flaws and to close the gaps.

Today, we will focus on the activities of Golden Rule Insurance

Company. Testimony at our first hearing in this subcommittee on

June 29 suggested that this company—the largest one still offering
individuals policies

—
richly deserves closer scrutiny. Specifically,

regulators, legislators, and consumers from six different States tes-

tified that Golden Rule: routinely engages in extraordinary prac-
tices designed to intimidate, coerce and frighten; sues regulators
who refuse to grant them more and bigger rate increases than their

competitors; sues their own policyholders in some cases rather than
to pay off their claims; it bullies legislators in an effort to kill

health care reforms and spends hundreds of thousands of dollars

lobbying against these reforms; and scares consumers with dooms-

day predictions shored up by misinformation and threats of can-

celled policies.
Are any of these actions illegal? Probably not. Are they good

business for the company's bottom line? Definitely. Are they good
(363)
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for consumers? Almost certainly no. Do they make for sound public

policy? I don't believe so.

We are eager to hear Golden Rule's response to these allegations
which I regard as serious. We do know that historically the com-

pany has couched its actions by railing against big government and
wrapping itself in the flag, claiming that they are protecting their

constitutional rights. We have no desire to impair the constitu-

tional rights of anyone, in business or out, as we examine these
matters in the future.

Today we will also hear from consumer advocates, from State

regulators and legislators. We look forward to their testimony and
to working with them in these matters in this session and in future
as we discuss issues which I regard as very important and which
do affect the welfare and wellbeing of Americans everywhere.
The Chair notes that our first panel is composed of Ms. Cathy

Hurwit, Director of Legislative Affairs, Citizen Action. Ms. Hurwit,
we are happy to welcome you to the committee. You are familiar

with the proceedings of the committee.
Do you have objection to testifying under oath?
If not, you have a right to be advised by counsel if you so choose

while testifying under oath. Copies of the Rules of the Subcommit-
tee, the Committee and the House of Representatives are there to

inform you of your rights and limitations on the power of the sub-
committee.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. DlNGELL. You may consider yourself under oath and you are

recognized for such statement you choose to make. I'm sorry, does
the gentleman from Colorado desire to be recognized for an opening
statement?
Mr. SCHAEFER. Mr. Chairman, I do have an opening statement

but
Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair recognizes the gentleman at this time.

Mr. SCHAEFER. I would be very brief and ask it be submitted as

part of the record.

As we continue our examination of the health insurance indus-

try, I look forward to seeing and hearing the witnesses we have

today, particularly, may I say, my good friend, Representative Mike
Coffman, from Colorado, who carried a bill this year in the Colo-

rado legislature. We are very much interested in hearing him.
Mr. DlNGELL. Without objection the full statement of the gen-

tleman will be inserted in the record.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Dan Schaefer follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Dan Schaefer

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The subcommittee returns today to its examination of

the health insurance industry, and particularly to the practices of Golden Rule In-

surance Company.
I am pleased to see the company represented today, by its chief executive officer

John M. Whelan. A number of questions arose at our last hearing on the subject,
and it will be helpful to have Mr. Whelan here to respond to them and to other is-

sues that will be raised at today's hearing.
I want to welcome all of our witnesses here today, but I would especially like to

welcome Representative Mike Coffman from the State of Colorado. Representative
Coffman sponsored Colorado's recent health insurance reform legislation and was
instrumental in getting it enacted into law. As we heard at our June hearing, Gold-
en Rule was a vociferous opponent of this legislation, as well as similar efforts in
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other States. We will be quite interested in hearing your firsthand view of Golden
Rule's tactics in this regard.

I look forward to the testimony to be presented today, as we continue to explore
the many troubling matters brought to our attention a little more than a month ago.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. DlNGELL. The gentleman is well aware of the fact that I am
one of the few natives of Colorado that can make an honest claim
on that point. Representative, we will be happy to have you here.

I am sure you will assist us and I know that both of you have the
welcome of my good friend Mr. Schaefer.
Ms. Hurwit, welcome to the committee. We recognize you for

such statement as you choose to make.

TESTIMONY OF CATHY HURWIT, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
CITIZEN ACTION

Ms. Hurwit. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleas-
ure to be here today, and I thank you and the subcommittee for

your interest in protecting the rights of health care consumers.
The purpose of insurance is to spread risk and to protect consum-

ers against the possibility of illness or injury. Health coverage is

not a luxury in today's world; it is a necessity, but too many Ameri-
cans lack that necessity.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, Citizen Action does not support a

private insurance-based health care system in which companies
like Golden Rule get to decide who is covered, what they pay and
what treatments will be reimbursed. If, however, this Congress is

going to continue to allow private insurance companies like Golden
Rule to run the health care system, then we believe that significant

changes in regulation are needed in order to avoid serious existing
problems.

Citizen Action began to explore the practices of Golden Rule after

receiving complaints from our State organizations about its behav-
ior. Of course, Golden Rule is not alone in being the cause of
consumer concern, but it is a prime example of the problems which
can occur in this market and which are confronting consumers
daily.
As you have said, Mr. Chairman, Golden Rule is perhaps the

largest writer of individual health insurance in the country. It has
come under criticism by consumer groups for a number of years.
For example, in the June 1989 issue of Consumer Reports, the au-
thors found that Golden Rule has the toughest standards, rejecting
20 to 30 percent of all applicants who are 65, and as many as 50

percent of those who are 70; that is for their Medigap coverage.
Even looking at the reports that A.M. Best gives Golden Rule gives
consumers cause for alarm.

In 1993, A.M. Best gave Golden Rule an A-plus saying that since
1989 the implementation of rate increases, the raising of
deductibles and marketing limitations on certain group health cov-

erage has returned operating results to a profitable status during
each of the past 4 years. This profitability is attributable to the

company's careful underwriting, its sophisticated claims system
and its adequate rate increases. In other words, Mr. Chairman,
Golden Rule is doing well financially by charging high rates, deny-
ing applications and denying claims.
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Other concerns that are raised by Golden Rule, again as an ex-

ample of what other insurance companies are doing, are the follow-

ing: First, we have seen examples of deceptive sales promotion
practices. After we started investigating Golden Rule, we were con-
tacted by an insurance broker from Indiana who told us that he
will no longer deal with Golden Rule because of deceptive practic-

ing. He said that several years ago in brochures promoting Golden
Rule's inflation guard health care plan, the company stated clearly
that emergency care services would be covered; yet when one policy
holder with no previous claim sent in a claim for $118.50 cents for

an emergency room visit, the company refused to pay stating that

outpatient emergency care was excluded from coverage.
Other concerns include a history of rate increases in double digit

and often more than once per year. Additionally, we are concerned
about loss ratios which A.M. Best said in 1992 was 65 percent; oth-

ers say that it may be as low as 40 percent in some States. That
means that consumers are getting only 65 cents on the dollar and
we are concerned about how that other 35 cents is being spent.

In earlier testimony, you heard about problems with preexisting
condition exclusions. Vermont has said that one out of four people
covered by Golden Rule had such exclusions.

Being concerned about the complaints that we heard, Citizen Ac-
tion in April wrote to every State insurance commission asking for

information on Golden Rule and several other insurance compa-
nies. I must report that only five States were able to provide what
we believe were relatively comprehensive responses. Nine States

gave incomplete responses. For example, Washington State and
South Carolina do not characterize complaints by insurance compa-
nies but only by complainant and insurance agent. Twenty-one
States could not respond either because they failed to keep the in-

formation, did not have computerized systems, required significant
payment for getting the information which unfortunately Citizen
Action was unable to pay, required—were prevented from providing
the information because it was confidential, or in the case of one
State, "do not provide special interest-type reports." Fifteen States
failed to respond.
However, I will say that a number of State insurance commis-

sioners took the opportunity to call us and contact us and talk

about what they labeled campaigns of intimidation against State
insurance regulations and this is a very serious cause for consumer
alarm.
On June 27, we wrote to Golden Rule asking for information on

the company's practices. As of today we have received no response.
We believe that since Golden Rule requires potential policyholders
to provide it with extensive detailed personal information before

writing a policy, it is only fair that Golden Rule provide consumers
with detailed information about its performance.

In one case we got the application from the State of Ohio. Golden
Rule had asked policyholders to give their complete medical history
for the past 10 years and in addition asked that it be able to obtain

any information that they needed to underwrite or verify the appli-
cation for life or health insurance. "Any person having information
as to a diagnosis, the treatment or prognosis of any physical or
mental conditions of me or my family and any non-medical infor-
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mation about me or my family is authorized to give it to any of the

above parties;" that is Golden Rule.

In short, individuals seeking to obtain basic health care coverage,
Golden Rule requires that applicants provide the most personal,

private medical and non-medical information. Once that informa-

tion is obtained, Golden Rule can use it to deny coverage to individ-

uals, increase premiums, copayments and deductibles, deny claims

or cancel policies.
Mr. Chairman, the type of information that we were requesting

from Golden Rule is extremely important to consumers in terms of

selecting policies and then knowing whether they are getting their

money's worth. Among the information requests that we asked

were denial rights for applications, denial rights for claims, admin-

istrative costs, record of premium increases, record of policy can-

cellations, marketing costs, utilization of review protocols; in other

words, where a utilization review is performed who does it, what
their qualifications are, how determinations of necessity and appro-

priateness are made.
In our investigations into the practices of other insurance compa-

nies, we have found that the ability to decide what is a valid claim,

what is a medically-necessary treatment is being used by compa-
nies to profit on the backs of consumers, denying them the health

care that their providers believe that they need.

In the instance of Humana, for example, we were able to obtain

their protocols from someone who had written those protocols and

subsequently became disillusioned with them, where people were

encouraged not to read the fine print to consumers about what
could be excluded, where medical necessity was called a gold mine
so that companies could deny claims and make money; this is a

very important issue for consumers.

Additionally, we asked for information on grievance procedures,
the salaries and benefits of company executives, so we could see

where that 35 percent of every dollar was going to, the length of

waits to obtain appointments. This is the type of information that

we need if we are going to allow private insurance companies to

continue to run the health care system.
As I said, we don't support that, but if we are confronted with

that, you can be assured that Citizen Action will be doing every-

thing possible to obtain that type of information. We are extremely

gratified that this subcommittee is working in the same vein and
we encourage you, although I am not sure you need encourage-

ment, Mr. Chairman, to continue to work to get that information

to ensure against intimidation by private insurance companies, ei-

ther against State regulators or consumers who seek to challenge
them and to ensure that consumers' health care dollars are well-

spent.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hurwit follows:]
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Statement of

Cathy Hu:-wit

Legislative Director

Citizen Action

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we very much appreciate the

opportunity to testify today on the failure of the health insurance industry, in general, and the

Golden Rule Insurance Company, in particular, to provide Americans with reliable,

affordable comprehensive health care coverage. We applaud your effort, Mr. Chairman, to

investigate and expose health and insurance industry abuses that bilk consumers out of billions

ef dollars every year, that leave millions of consumers without adequate coverage and that

undermine state regulation, which is usually not very strong to begin with.

While we recognize that there are many facets to the health care crisis in America

today, none is more pronounced, none is more damaging to the health and welfare of our

nation than the existence of 39 million of our fellow citizens, many of them children, who are

uninsured and the 60 million more who have inadequate insurance.

We would not have the type of health care crisis we have today, if we had an

insurance system that covered everyone regardless of age, sex, health status, employment

status, and geographical location. Instead of spreading risk across a large, diverse

population in the traditional fashion of the insurance industry, most health insurance

companies today seek to avoid financial risk through "cherry picking"
-

only insuring

individuals and groups of individuals who are young and healthy and excluding those who are

old or sick. And despite screening out individuals with potentially higher health care costs,

Golden Rule is still worse than other insurers when it comes to paying out benefits.

One of the leading advocates for this perverse selection process is the Golden Rule

Insurance Company, the nation's largest seller of health insurance to individuals. Golden Rule

is a pace-setter among the nation's commercial health insurance companies. This company's

business mantra is to attract usually young, unwitting consumers with policies that have low

front-end costs, but which over time become either very expensive or very limited in what

coverage they actually provide.

To attract policyholders, Golden Rule has engaged in deceptive promotional practices,

and to weed out those that pose the company financial risk. Golden Rule uses medical

underwriting, utilization review and other bureaucratic schemes that deny coverago-and

benefits to consumers. Such practices, while profitable for Golden Rule and other companies,

are extraordinarily wasteful and costly to consumers and medical providers. While promoting

itself in big print as a provider of low-cost health insurance, the small print of the company's
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policies reveals quite a different picture
- one that should raise real concern about relying on

the marketplace to provide affordable health insurance to all Americans.

Golden Rule is the largest writer of individual health insurance in the country. In fact,

most individual policies, even those sold under the name of other insurance carriers, are

usually Golden Rule's. It conducts nearly 44% of its business in five states: Illinois (12.4%);

Texas (10.4%); Ohio (8.4%); Florida (7.5%); and Connecticut (5.2%). There are Citizen

Action organizations and members in all five states.

In 1993 A.M. Best rated Golden Rule A+ (Superior) in part because of its strong

profitability and its strong market niche in the health insurance field. Since 1989, according to

A.M. Best, "the implementation of rate increases, the raising of deductibles and marketing

limitations on certain group health coverage has returned operating results to a profitable

status during each of the past four years...This profitability is attributable to the company's

careful underwriting, its sophisticated claims systems, and its adequate rate increases." In

other words. Golden Rule is doing well financially by charging high rates, denying

applications and denying claims. It is also interesting to note that the June 1989 issue of

Consumer Reports found that "Golden Rule has the toughest standards, rejecting 20 to 30

percent of all applicants who are 65, and as many as 50 percent of those who are 70."

Because it is the largest insurer of individuals, the company is in a pre-eminent

position to threaten state regulators telling them that if they don't provide the rate increase

sought by the company, they will pull out of the state leaving thousands of people uninsured

(and probably uninsurable, since so few other insurance companies sell individual policies).

Leaving policyholders without insurance does not seem to bother the executives of this

company. Perverting the charitable principle of the Golden Rule, the leaders of this company

operate on the basis of he who has the gold rules.

Obtaining and Providing Information

On June 27, we wrote to the chairman of Golden Rule, Mr. J. Patrick Rooney, to

obtain information on his company's practices. As of today, we have received no response

from Mr. Rooney or a representative of his company. Since Golden Rule requires potential

policyholders to provide it with extensive, detailed personal information before writinfa

policy, we thought and continue to think it only fair that Golden Rule provide consumers with

detailed information about its performance. In the State of Ohio, for example, Golden Rule

asks potential policyholders to provide information on their medical history covering the most

recent 10-year period. Golden Rule also asks whether an individual "has had any indication,

symptoms, diagnosis or treatment of any disease or disorder" for a whole range of conditions
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including such common ones as pregnancy, back pain, asthma and sinus problems. In

addition, the company requires potential policyholders to provide it with the name of every

doctor consulted within the most recent 5-year period. Anyone seeking individual or small

group coverage must not only provide answers to questions on their 10-year medical history,

but also authorize the company, its reinsurers and its representatives

...to obtain information that they need to underwrite or verify [my] application for life

or health insurance. Any person having any information as to a diagnosis, the

treatment, or prognosis of any physical or mental conditions of me or my family and

any nonmedical information (emphasis added) about me or my family is authorized to

give it to any of the above parties. This includes information related to substance use

or abuse. The persons that are authorized to give this information include any doctor

or other practitioner of the healing arts, hospital clinic, other health or health related

facility, pharmacy, the Veterans Administration, employer, Medical Information

Bureau, or insurance company that may have such information.

In short, for individuals seeking to obtain basic health coverage, Golden Rule requires

applicants to provide the most personal private medical and non-medical information. Once

this information is obtained, Golden Rule can use it to deny coverage to individuals, increase

premiums, co-payments and deductibles, deny claims, and cancel policies. No matter what

happens, whether the company writes a policy or not, Golden Rule will always have access to

that personal, private information.

Although Golden Rule obtains very detailed information on potential policyholders, it

provides very little information to potential policyholders when they apply for health

insurance coverage. For example, although the company proudly announces the company's

A.M. Best rating to indicate its financial strength, a consumer reviewing application

materials to determine whether to apply as a policyholder is unable to learn the following

pieces of critical information:

• denial rates for applications

• denial rates for claims

• administrative costs

• record of premium increases

• record of policy cancellation

• marketing costs

• utilization review protocols
— where is utilization review is performed, wh6~3bes it,

what are their qualifications, how are determinations of medical necessity/

appropriateness made

•
grievance procedures

• salaries and benefits of company executives

•
length of waits to obtain appointments with Golden Rule PPO providers
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Furthermore, while Golden Rule reports on the number of employees it has, it does not report

precisely how many are employed to do underwriting, what they are paid and how much

Golden Rule actually spends to deny people coverage. Consumers do not know how quickly

and completely Golden Rule pays its claims. Consumers do not know the ownership structure

of the company or the extent to which it engages legions of lawyers and other professionals to

prevent state insurance regulators from limiting premium increases. Consumers do not know

how much Golden Rule spends on lobbyists at the state and national level to obtain favorable

treatment or to prevent passage of pro-consumer legislation.

As part of its investigation, we urge the Subcommittee to determine the extent to

which premium dollars are being spent on matters unrelated to providing insurance. For

example, how much of the 35 cents not paid out in benefits, goes to fund the National Center

for Policy Alternatives, or on ads opposed to state health care reform proposals, or to

campaign contributions at the local, state and national level.

Deceptive Sales Promotion Practices

In promoting the sale of their health insurance policies, some companies fail to

truthfully describe limitations of benefits. In Indiana, for example, one insurance broker,

who no longer will deal with Golden Rule, explained to us that several years ago in brochures

promoting its "Inflation Guard" health care plan, the company stated clearly that emergency

care services would be covered. Yet, when one policyholder with no previous claims sent in a

claim for $118.50 for a visit to a hospital emergency room, the company refused to pay

stating that, according to the policy, out-patient emergency care was excluded from

coverage.

Most consumers seeking individual policies are not equipped with sufficient

information about insurance company practices and performance to determine if companies

like Golden Rule are engaged in deceptive or misleading practices. It is only after the fact,

after a policyholder has written the premium check or checks and then tries to collect on a

benefit that what was promised in bold-faced type of the sales brochure may not be the same

as what is contained in the small print of the policy. Because most states do not have the staff

or resources to police those practices, it is not surprising that insurers like Golden Rule often

take advantage of uninformed consumers.

Raising Rates and Profits

Golden Rule, like other commercial insurance companies, seeks to increase its share

of the health insurance policy market by attracting young, healthy people with initial low

monthly premiums. However, as some of these young, healthy policyholders begin to get
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sick, companies often jack up rates. In response, those who are still healthy, leave and

purchase another low-cost policy while those who are sick either remain and pay the higher

rates, because they are unable to obtain other health insurance, or drop coverage altogether.

Yet, incredibly, as claims increase, so do promts. This is because premiums are determined

by the miiir. jm loss ratio method which results in a cost/plus system for determining

premiums. As was pointed out in previous testimony to this subcommittee. Golden Rule in

1992 had a loss ratio of 65. Assuming claims were $1,000, then the maximum premium

would be $ 1,538. The $538 difference between premiums paid and claims is the money that

goes to administrative expenses and profit. If, however, claims doubled to $2,000, then so

too would the premium and the money going to administration and profits even though

administrative expenses may not have risen at all. Under this kind of cost/plus system,

instead of being the lowest cost insurer over time, Golden Rule becomes the highest cost. In

Florida, for example, Golden Rule's average annual premium rate increase was 45%

compared to an increase of 21 % for Blue Cross. After 4 years, a $1,000 annual premium

was $4,490 for Golden Rule, but only $2,134 for Blue Cross.

Exclusions and Shifting Risk to PoficyhoJders

In addition to sharply increasing premiums to policyholders, many health insurance

companies use a technique known as exclusion to limit corporate risk. Also, in previous

testimony to this subcommittee, the Director of Insurance Regulation for the State of Vermont

cited a study on exclusions done by Blue Cross and Blue Shield after Golden Rule left the

state following passage of a health care reform law that required community rating (charging

all members of a defined community such as a state the same premium rate for the same

coverage over a defined period of time) . The study found that 25 % of Golden Rule

policyholders had separate exclusions added to their policies. In the case of a self-employed

commercial painting contractor with no history of back problems, for example, Golden Rule

excluded any loss 'resulting from any injury to, disease or disorder of the spinal column,

including vertebrae, intervertebral discs, spinal cord, nerves, surrounding ligaments and

muscles, including complications therefrom or operation therefor.* So much for

comprehensive coverage.

Three years ago Citizens Fund issued a report, "The Seven Warning Signs: Health

Insurance at Risk" which determined that there are 8 1 million people under the age of 65 who

have health care problems that could result in their facing those types of exclusions. We

found, for example, that insurers, like Golden Rule, are refusing to cover people with

medical conditions as common as diabetes, asthma, headaches, allergies and pregnancy.
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Intimidation and Litigation

Aside from shifting risk, cost and responsibility to its customers, Golden Rule and its

chairman, Mr. J. Patrick Rooney, have earned on campaigns of intimidation against state

insurance regulators whose job it is to protect consumers from unscrupulous, improper and

illegal activities of insurance companies.

Golden Rule regularly intimidates, threatens and blackmails state insurance regulators

in order to obtain higher rate increases, despite the fact that it only provides 65C in health

care benefits for every dollar in premiums it collects. Golden Rule's antipathy to regulation is

underscored by the following partial list:

7

• In 1988 in Massachusetts, Golden Rule refused to market through independent

brokers when action was delayed on a rate increase request.

• In the 1990 election. Golden Rule spent over SI million in independent

expenditures to try to defeat the Florida Insurance Commissioner, because the

Commission had objected to Golden Rule's cancellation of major medical

policies for 20,000 Florida policy holders.

• In 1990 in North Carolina, Golden Rule requested a 73% increase in the first

quarter, and then a 20% rate increase the next quarter. Since state law allows

but one increase per year, Golden Rule was denied. The company threatened to

pull out of the state and leave thousands without insurance. The company

mailed every insurance agent and policyholder announcing it was pulling out of

North Carolina due to the Commissioner's decision. After a press conference

on the subject held by the Commissioner, Golden Rule sued for slander. The

company eventually lost the case.

• In August 1990, Consumer Reports cited Golden Rule as one of the worst

insurance companies: "Some companies no longer offer low deductibles. 'If

somebody can afford to buy our product, he can afford a $1000 deductible,'

says John Hartnedy, the chief actuary at Golden Rule. 'You don't want first-

dollar coverage. It may cost $80 to take care of a $50 bill.'

• A few months ago Golden Rule began a public relations blitz in Wisconsin in
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an effort to defeat health care reform legislation by claiming that customers

would see major rate increases, perhaps as much as 200 percent The State

Insurance Commissioner, a former nurse, announced that her office would

require Golden Rule to verify its claims.

Some other examples include:

•
filing for multiple rate increases in one year

•
marketing a universal life policy with 12% interest but failing to mention the

expense charges involved

•
selling low cost Medicare supplement policies in Florida and then jacking up

the premium. The insurance commissioner ran ads criticizing Golden Rule's

'bait and switch operation.*

In addition, Golden Rule is a frequent litigant. Courts in North Carolina and Florida

rule against Golden Rule when it charged the states' insurance commissioners with defamation

and discrimination after adverse rulings. Golden Rule has often been found by courts to have

dealt in bad faith with policyholders. In Golden Rule v. Hughes , in insurance agent told a

policy applicant that she needn't disclose her full medical history. When her claim was

denied by Golden Rule, the company said that the agent had acted improperly; the court said

Golden Rule's argument was without merit. In Settles v. Golden Rule (a case dismissed on

other grounds) the court found that the policyholder's death from a heart attack was a direct

result of the termination of his insurance coverage. In another case, Golden Rule tried to sue

a Missouri policyholder in Illinois (the state in which the company's main office is located)

even though the policyholder had never had so much as telephone contact about the policy

with anyone in Illinois.

In Tate v. Golden Rule , a particularly egregious example of claim denial, Golden

Rule's physician testified under oath that he had examined a patient's x-rays and determined

that her condition was a pre-existing one for which Golden Rule would not pay. In fact, the

doctor had never seen the x-rays. The court ruled that Golden Rule's refusal to pay the

medical bills was "vexatious," willful and without reasonable cause.
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Another example of Golden Rule's malevolent treatment of consumers is Swader v.

Golden Rule . An insurance agent and an independent insurance broker, relying on

information provided by Golden Rule, offered city employees a Golden Rule health insurance

policy that included coverage of preexisting conditions. Applicants were first told to

complete the 'long form," which contained spaces for information about preexisting

conditions. Golden Rule then instructed applicants to use the 'short form," which did not

request information about preexisting conditions. Golden Rule issued the policy but city

employees were not informed until several months later, after some of them had incurred

medical bills for preexisting conditions. Golden Rule accepted premiums from the city but

later claimed in a lawsuit that the sales agent and broker were not acting on its behalf. The

court ordered Golden Rule to pay the medical bills in question. Clearly, consumers have a

right to expect better treatment from a company which they have entrusted to provide them

with health security.

As part of a systematic pattern of intimidation. Golden Rule accused the North

Carolina Commissioner of Insurance with defamation, intentional interference with contractual

relations and violations of the Unfair Trade Practices Art after Golden Rule was awarded a

50% rather than a 73.6% rate increase and Blue Cross/Blue Shield then agreed to provide

comparable coverage. The court said that the allegations were unsupported by law or fact

Medical Savings Accounts

Golden Rule's chairman is a well-known face on Capitol Hill. Those supporting

Medical Savings Accounts or Medical IRA's look to J. Patrick Rooney as the head

cheerleader for that pernicious proposal. On its face, like many of Rooney's insurance

schemes, the Medical IRA sounds great. Upon close examination, it is a prescription for

sabotaging the very basis of insurance. The basic concept of insurance is shared risk - many

pay premiums while a few account for the costs. Since one cannot predict one's own future

health status, one obtains health insurance to protect against the possibility. In reality, only a

small percentage of any large population accounts for the bulk of health care expenditures.

Thus, the predominantly healthy pay for those who get sick. This is the way insurance works

— whether it is health insurance, homeowners' insurance, or car insurance. What Rooney is

proposing individualizes insurance thereby removing the money that would pay to cover those

who get sick. John Burry, Jr., the chairman and chief executive officer of Blue Cross-& Blue

Shield of Ohio has written that the Medical Savings Account idea is a "poorly conceived

solution that would seriously undermine our nation's health care - and potentially the health
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of our nation.* Berry goes on to analyze how Medical Savings Accounts would create "a

large financial shortfall that would bankrupt our health care system,' because they would

remove the funds to cover the health care needs of those who need it most.

In addition to promoting a health care disaster like Medical Savings Accounts, Golden

Rule has repeatedly demonstrated that it cares less about consumers and policyholders than it

does about increasing its profitability. Golden Rule has a history of opposing state and

federal actions which could lower its profits
-

e.g. state insurance laws, state health care

reform, catastrophic
- while at the same time supporting measures which will increase

profitability and increase costs to consumers. For example. Golden Rule has set up a

managed care system, 'Physician Select.* We encourage the Subcommittee to explore

whether Golden Rule is engaged in redlining providers who have patients with higher costs.

We also urge the Subcommittee to investigate the different payment rates in very high

deductible plans and plans which have reasonable consumer cost-sharing.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for providing me with the opportunity to testify

today. Clearly, Golden Rule is a blatant example of why Citizen Action supports a single

payer system which restricts the role of insurance companies which provide little of value to

consumers. If, however, insurance companies are allowed to continue, they must be

regulated with far more vigilance than they are today. Consumers, not just individual policy

applicants and policyholders, but organizations like Consumers Union and Citizen Action,

must have full and fair access to relevant informaoon about these companies. We must ensure

that policyholder dollars are well spent in paying for legitimate health care costs, rather than

underwriting, arbitrary claims denials, political pressure and frivolous lawsuits against

regulators trying to do their jobs. We believe that this Subcommittee is going in the right

direction and would like to work with the Members of the Subcommittee on the issues you

are examining.
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Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Ms. Hurwit.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Colorado.

Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hurwit, your organization wrote a letter dated 27 June 1994

to J. Patrick Rooney, Chairman of the Golden Rule, criticizing the

company for its failure to provide to prospective policyholders criti-

cal information regarding Golden Rule's health insurance coverage.
The letter asked Mr. Rooney to disclose to the public the company
denial rates for applications and claims, as well as premium in-

creases and policy cancellations. You indicated that you received no

response to this letter.

To your knowledge, has Golden Rule made any efforts as a result

of your letter to provide more public disclosure at all?

Ms. Hurwit. I am unaware of any such efforts, Mr. Schaefer.

Mr. Schaefer. According to a July 11, 1994 edition of the Na-
tional Independent Underwriters, Mr. Rooney is quoted as stating

your letter is part of a political attack, citing "Citizen Action is sim-

ply an actor for the administration."
Ms. Hurwit. Are you talking about the Clinton administration?
Mr. Schaefer. Yes.
Ms. Hurwit. That is very far from the truth. We are not support-

ers of the Clinton administration health care bill, if that is what
the implication is. We have been and remain supporters of the

McDermott single-payer bill that was introduced in the House. We
took this opportunity to try to obtain information from the State

regulatory agencies and from Golden Rule because we believe that

we bear a responsibility to our members and to other consumers
to try to protect them against unfair insurance company practices.
This had nothing to do with the Clinton White House. We have
never discussed this issue with anybody in the administration or

any of the Federal agencies.
Mr. Schaefer. In the National Underwriters article, Mr.

Rothchild, speaking for Citizen Action, said that we know from
court records and State insurance commissions that Golden Rule
has a history of denying legitimate claims, submitting huge pre-
mium rate increases and paying lobbyists to oppose legitimate
State regulation.

I would like to have you expound on that.

Ms. Hurwit. We did, and you will see it in my testimony, we did

a computer search in terms of cases which have been adjudicated,
and you will see that some of those are listed—I have the page
here—at the end of the testimony on page 9, Golden Rule versus

Hughes, Settles versus Golden Rule and Tate versus Golden Rule,
that is one of the things that we did and so as we know that most
consumers who have been denied claims do not seek to go to litiga-

tion over them, we felt that this was the tip of the iceberg.
We have also seen plenty of evidence of Golden Rule's expendi-

tures on Federal legislative issues such as catastrophic in the cur-

rent national health care debate, and State legislative issues such
as the Wisconsin insurance reform bill and Vermont. We are not

saying that Golden Rule does not have a right as a company to try
to affect legislation. That is their role.

What we are concerned about is whether, and if so, what amount
of consumer dollars, policyholder dollars are going towards those
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efforts. We do not think, and as a policyholder myself although not
with Golden Rule, I don't think my premium dollars should be used

by an insurance company to engage in political lobbying on an
issue which I may oppose. I would like to see my health care dol-

lars coming back to me in health care services.

Mr. Schaefer. Some States have laws which freeze their pre-
mium rates, and therefore over a period of 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 years,
these providers cannot increase their rates.

Now, if I am not mistaken on this, when a 2- or 3-year period
has passed, then they can increase their rates and they have to

kind of catch up to whatever the increased health care costs are.

Have you taken that into consideration?
Ms. Hurwit. Yes, we have looked at that. I am not about to ap-

pear before you and tell you that a specific rate increase request
is legitimate or not legitimate. I can tell you that based on our in-

vestigations into this, Golden Rule does not have a practice of wait-

ing 2, 3 or 4 years before asking for a rate increase. You have
heard about that from some State regulators already and may hear
from others following that.

The issue from the consumer perspective is if in fact any insur-

ance company goes in and asks for a rate increase, obviously we
do not want to deny a rate increase which is legitimate. The ques-
tion is: do we have the information as consumers and policyholders
to know whether those requests really are legitimate. I get back to

the issue of where is the money—including not being paid in terms
of health services—going to? Is it going to lobbying, campaign con-

tributions, political message, commissions, underwriting and claims

review that can be streamlined and reduced? That is the consumer
issue.

Mr. Schaefer. One final question, Mr. Chairman. In quoting Mr.

Rothchild, paying lobbyists to oppose the legislation now, I would
like to hear what that means. I mean, I know about hundred dollar

bills and all that, but is that what it is all centered on in that one
instance?
Ms. Hurwit. I am trying to understand your question. Are

you
Mr. Schaefer. Mr. Rothchild said, "We know from court records

and State insurance commissions that Golden Rule has a history
of denying legitimate claims, submitting huge premium rate in-

creases and paying lobbyists to oppose legitimate State regulation."
What does that mean; the last one?

Ms. Hurwit. Mr. Schaefer, I do believe that policyholders have
a right to know if their premium dollars are being used
Mr. Schaefer. I am talking about paying lobbyists to oppose the

legitimate State regulation and then therefore the lobbyist money
going to individual legislators.
Ms. Hurwit. Well, there are two separate issues here, one of

which is whether premium dollars are being used to furnished lob-

bying and campaign contributions.
Mr. Schaefer. Cross subsidization.

Ms. Hurwit. I am a paid lobbyist. Although I must admit I think
I probably make significantly less than the salary paid to Golden
Rule's lobbyist, I have nothing against paid lobbyists Mr. Schaefer.

My concern is are the people who have paid money to Golden Rule
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with the expectation that those dollars are going to come back to

them in health care services funding lobbyists to go forward at the
State or national level to represent Golden Rule's position, which
very likely may not be the position of the policyholder, and I think
that is a very legitimate question for consumers to be asking.
Mr. Schaefer. So basically paying lobbyists is not a problem?
Ms. Hurwit. It is America; it is the right that everyone has. I

would like to see some sort of evening of the playing field so that
those of us in the public interest sector have some sort of an equal
opportunity here, but that is a different issue and we may be able
to discuss that at another time. The issue here today is whether
policyholders should be funding the efforts of Golden Rule or any
other insurance company to engage in those practices and, frankly,
if when Golden Rule goes in for a rate increase, I think it is a fair

thing for consumers and State regulators to know whether the rate
increase is at least partially being requested in order to fund those
activities.

Mr. Schaefer. One final thing. In Colorado, for example, the

majority of the insurance companies were very supportive and
helpful in obtaining the passage of health insurance reform legisla-
tion. How does Golden Rule stack up with other companies in your
estimation?
Ms. Hurwit. In terms of in lobbying work or in terms of their

provision of health care
Mr. Schaefer. In terms of their lobbying work. We know that

all insurance companies do that.

Ms. Hurwit. Let me say, I was going to say that I think the in-

surance companies don't need any help from us in terms of know-
ing how to lobby. They do it very well and they spend a great deal
of money on it.

Mr. Schaefer. As do many other organizations.
Ms. Hurwit. I would take a tenth of what they spend on their

lobbying efforts to fund the consumer effort on health care. We can
discuss this in great depth if you would like. It is very frustrating
for people in the public interest to deal with—the word that comes
to mind is the "hordes" of insurance company lobbyists and lobby-
ists for other large businesses in the health care industry. It is very
hard for us to confront that.

Again, I am not saying that companies should not be able to hire

lobbyists. I am not saying that companies shouldn't be able to take

up political advertising. The point here today is whether policy-
holders should be paying for it.

Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. The Chair thanks the gentleman and the Chair

recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Barton.
Mr. Barton. Mr. Chairman, since I didn't get to hear the

gentlelady's opening statement I don't think it would be appro-
priate for me to have a question at this time, but I appreciate the

opportunity.
Mr. Dingell. Very well. The Chair recognizes himself.
You describe in detail matters which you regard as egregious

about Golden Rule, its relationship with regulators, and actions
which you indicate have been used by that company to undermine
the ability of regulators to fairly and properly protect the interests
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of consumers. Would you please describe those matters in greater
detail, please?
Ms. Hurwit. Well, certainly. There are a number of instances

that we have heard about where—in which Golden Rule has, in our
view, intimidated, threatened and actually blackmailed State in-

surance regulators. One of the ways that they are able to do that
is because they are the largest writer of individual policies. The
threats to withdraw from a State or market area can be fairly seri-

ous.

Some of the things, and you will see it on page 8 of my testi-

mony, some of the events that we have heard about, going back to

1988, Golden Rule in Massachusetts refused to market through
independent brokers when action was delayed on a rate increase

request. In 1990, Golden Rule spent over a million dollars in inde-

pendent expenditures in Florida insurance commissioners rates, in

part because the commission had objected to Golden Rule's can-
cellation of major medical policies. In 1990, in North Carolina Gold-
en Rule requested a 73 percent increase in the first quarter, then
a 20 percent rate increase the next quarter. That increase was de-

nied.

The company then threatened to pull out of the State and leave
thousands without insurance. Those are several—you have also

heard about the public relations splits in Wisconsin in which Gold-
en Rule spent a great deal of money in order to defeat health care
reform legislation.
Those are some of the examples, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. You mentioned the business of pulling out of a

State. Can you describe the process in greater detail that you have
discussed in which Golden Rule will indicate to the authorities or
the regulatory agency in the State that it will abandon thousands
of policies of citizens when it fails to get what it wants from the
State regulators?
Ms. Hurwit. What we have heard from the different insurance

commissions is that this is a very common practice and that what
they are trying to do is essentially hold up the insurance commis-
sions saying that if they don't get the rate increases that they
would like they will leave and go market somewhere else.

Mr. DlNGELL. Now, I am curious—how does this business of

withdrawing from a market, abandoning policyholders, translate to

protecting the best interests of the policyholders?
Ms. Hurwit. Well, I don't believe it does. I think it really puts

consumers between a rock and a hard place in which individual
consumers and small groups are typically unable to find any cov-

erage. When they are able to find some coverage, even if it is in-

complete protection, as some of the policies which Golden Rule of-

fers, they want to try to hang onto it. If, in fact, the choice is deal-

ing with rate increases or having no insurance at all, many individ-

uals and small groups will be forced to pay the higher prices in

order to have some coverage and to guard against financial catas-

trophe as a result of serious illness or injury.
Mr. DlNGELL. Ms. Hurwit, you said in your testimony most com-

panies today seek to avoid financial risk through cherry picking,
only insuring individuals or groups of individuals who are young
and healthy and excluding those who are old or sick. Despite
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screening out individuals with potentially higher health care costs,

Golden Rule is still worse than other insurance when it comes to

paying out benefits.

Can you describe, first of all, the tactics that are used by Golden
Rule and others to cherry pick the market and then tell us the con-

sequences to the health care system that results from this kind of

activity?
Ms. Hurwit. The example that I gave in my testimony was the

information we received when we applied for a Golden Rule policy,

to get the materials to apply for a Golden Rule policy in the State

of Ohio. In that, Golden Rule had a long litany of questions that

they asked about the medical history of the applicant, including
whether they had back pain, information as to whether they had
asthma or sinus problems or pregnancy and then had an open-
ended request for medical and non-medical information so that the

company could analyze whether they wanted to enroll that individ-

ual or small group as policyholders.
That is the first step in the process. Obviously, what we have

found in another study that Citizens Fund, which is our research

affiliate, undertook is that 81 million Americans have those types
of health care problems that could exclude them from coverage
under Golden Rule's techniques or could subject them to higher

premium costs or preexisting condition exclusion.

So what happens is even if you then make it through the gaunt-
let of this type of medical history inquisition, you then face another

gauntlet, the question of any time you need health care services

whether Golden Rule will decide whether those are valid or legiti-

mate or medically necessary. One of the concerns we have is that

since they are not taking all comers, why they have a consumer

payout of only 65 percent, and in some of the States that have tes-

tified before you, even lower than 65 percent.
Mr. Dingell. You have also mentioned that Golden Rule makes

extensive requests for information from its policyholders. You have
also advised that Golden Rule provides scant information about it-

self in return. What is the bare minimum of information that Gold-

en Rule should be providing to its policyholders that it is currently
not providing?
Ms. Hurwit. I think that the list that we requested from Mr.

Rooney, and which is on page 4 of my testimony, is what we would
think a bare minimum is. The most important issue for consumers
is where their premium dollars are going so there are a series of

questions in terms of how much of the premium dollars is going for

administrative expenses, marketing costs, utilization review, un-

derwriting, salaries of the CEO's, if any of it is going towards polit-

ical message advertising and lobbying. That is one question.
The second question is if you are an enrollee in a Golden Rule

plan, what is the likelihood that your health care needs are going
to be met? That gets to the question of how long you have to wait
for appointments in their networks and managed care plans, what
utilization review practices they use, what their denial rates are,

whether there have been any complaints by physicians that their

treatment decisions have been overturned.
Mr. Dingell. Why did Golden Rule object to providing this kind

of information to its policyholders?
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Ms. Hurwit. I can only surmise that if policyholders knew about
some of the answers, they might either choose to go elsewhere if

they could or to demand increased regulation at the State or Fed-
eral level.

Mr. DlNGELL. In Missouri, they sued to keep the insurance de-

partment's market conduct exam from being made available to the

public. Why would they have done that?

Ms. Hurwit. Mr. Chairman, I can only surmise that they may
have felt if their policyholders or potential policyholders knew, then

they would demand action or go elsewhere.
Mr. DlNGELL. Golden Rule, as you know, is very diligent in pro-

tecting their interests and they assert that this is associated with
the constitutional protections, rights of citizens to be protected
from government intrusion. Yet you bring up a point which seems
to be at odds with that. For individuals seeking to obtain basic
health coverage, Golden Rule requires applicants to provide per-
sonal, private medical and non-medical information. Once this in-

formation is obtained, Golden Rule may use it to deny coverage to

individuals, increase premiums copayments and deductibles, deny
claims and cancel policies. No matter what happens, whether the

company writes a policy or not, Golden Rule will always have ac-

cess to that personal private information. We seem to have two
views or two situations at hand.
On the one hand, Golden Rule cloaks itself in the effort to protect

its rights, but here we talk then about the corporation that re-

quires everything from its policyholders about their families, them-
selves and their family tree, but doesn't give the kind of informa-
tion you said that an informed consumer requires.
What comment do you have on that?
Ms. Hurwit. Two comments. The question about obtaining per-

sonal history, medical history of applicants is certainly clear with
Golden Rule. It is also occurring with other insurance companies.
I just met with some physicians from Chicago this past weekend
who were telling us that they are being queried by insurance com-

panies not just about actual treatment but any phone conversations
that they may have had with patients or other doctors about treat-

ment decisions, so this is a widespread problem.
My comment, Mr. Chairman, generally, however, goes back to a

saying that a former boss of mine who served on this committee
used to say and that is "You can't blame the lions for eating the

gazelles." Golden Rule is doing what is in Golden Rule's best inter-

ests. Unfortunately, it is not the interest of the gazelles, in this

case the consumers, and I think the consumers are looking for

some protection against the lions.

We are very happy that the subcommittee is stepping forward to

provide some of that protection and to get some of that information.
It is desperately needed.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the Chair has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio.
The gentleman from Colorado.
The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. Barton. One question, please.
Mr. DlNGELL. Of course.
Mr. Barton. I thank the Chair.
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My question would deal with the coverage or lack thereof of ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome, commonly called AIDS. I am
told that Golden Rule doesn't require a blood test for AIDS. Is that

your knowledge or not?
Ms. HURWIT. That is my understanding.
Mr. Barton. I am also told that Golden Rule has one of the

quickest payout rates for that disease once it is—once there are

claims made; is that correct?

Ms. Hurwit. Frankly, I would not know because the company
has refused to give us the information on payout rates. Moreover,
I would ask whether those are payout rates for claims which the

company has decided are valid or legitimate or whether those are

claims submitted. But we have no way of knowing because that in-

formation was unavailable to us both at the State regulatory level

and through Golden Rule itself.

Mr. Barton. It would tend to me to indicate that perhaps they
are not the demons that they are made out to be since that is the

one illness that has the highest incidence of cost once it is incurred
and it is a terrible disease, at least in this particular disease, it

doesn't—the facts don't seem to paint the same picture that you at-

tempted to paint in other areas.

Ms. Hurwit. Actually HIV is not the most expensive disease, un-

fortunately, because most people do not survive that long once they
incur it. But there are many questions I would have in this area.

I understand that Golden Rule has adopted a physician select

program for its managed care network. We have seen with man-
aged care companies deciding which providers to let into their net-

work, they have done it on the basis of whether physicians serve

inner city low-income areas, whether they are gay, whether they
have a gay clientele. So I cannot tell you that in this area Golden
Rule is a model citizen because there are many, many questions
that are left out.

I can tell you, however, that on the basis of the complaints that
we have received from consumers, insurance brokers and State reg-

ulators, that Golden Rule is far from serving as a model of social

responsibility.
I will say—and this was my comment earlier—that we do not ex-

pect Golden Rule to operate in that manner. They are out to make
a buck, and as the quote from A.M. Best demonstrates, they are

doing quite well at that. Our question is whether they are serving
their policyholders and the public.
Mr. Barton. But you do confirm they don't require a blood test

for applicants
Ms. Hurwit. I have heard that. I cannot confirm that. There are

many things that we would like to know the answer to if we could

get the information from the company.
Mr. Barton. I thank the chairman.
Mr. Dingell. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Ms. Hurwit, can you describe in greater detail the matters that

you discussed in your comments about what Golden Rule does to

limit the ability of regulators to fully and properly protect the in-

terests of the consumers?
Ms. Hurwit. Well, I think that this is, unfortunately, a two-

edged sword. One of the things that we have found through our
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survey of State regulators is that many State insurance depart-
ments are understaffed and are unable to do the type of investiga-

tory digging that I think is required to look into the practices of

a company like Golden Rule.
I also believe that Golden Rule has not been forthcoming in

terms of providing that information either to State regulators or to

consumers. The threat of intimidation when you do control a large
share of the individual or small group market in an area, the
threat of pull-out, I think is a very serious one.

There are State insurance commissioners who have been very
courageous in terms of standing up to Golden Rule, but I think it

is a very hard thing to do when you are given these two choices,
what do you do in the absence of any kind of insurance coverage
at all.

Mr. DlNGELL. You mentioned in your testimony that Golden Rule

regularly intimidates, threatens and blackmails State insurance

regulators. Can you describe the methods that Golden Rule uses to

accomplish this end?
Ms. HURWIT. Well, I must admit it was surprising to us to learn

about the litigation which has been lodged against State regulators
who we believe are just doing their job in terms of protecting con-

sumers. The threat of litigation, the threat of pullout, the threat
of getting involved in election campaigns I think are all examples
of intimidation.
Mr. DlNGELL. Are their further questions for Ms. Hurwit?
The committee thanks you for your very fine presentation to us

today. We always appreciate your appearance before the commit-
tee.

Ms. Hurwit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. Panel two will be a panel composed of the Honor-

able Mike H. Coffman, State Representative, State of Colorado, P.

O. Box 440740, Aurora, Colorado; Hon. Ernesto Scorsone, State

Representative, State of Kentucky, First National Building, Suite

804, 167 West Main Street, Lexington Kentucky; Mr. Daniel Pitts

Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance commissioner, Insurance Divi-

sion, Iowa Department of Commerce, Lucas State Office Building,
Des Moines, Iowa. Welcome.

All witnesses testify under oath. Do any of you object to testify-

ing under oath?
That being so, you are entitled to be advised by counsel.

Do any of you choose to be advised by counsel during your ap-
pearance?

Copies of the Rules of the House, the Committee and the Rules
of the Subcommittee are at the witness table to advise you of your
rights and limitations on the power of the committee as you appear
here.

[Witnesses sworn].
Mr. DlNGELL. We will recognize you, Mr. Scorsone, Mr.

Winegarden and Mr. Coffman. Gentlemen, you are recognized for

your testimony.
Mr. SCORSONE. Mr. Chairman
Mr. DlNGELL. This committee room has without exception the

worst public address system you will find. So you must make sure
the thing is on and get close to it.
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TESTIMONY OF ERNESTO SCORSONE, STATE REPRESENTA-
TIVE, STATE OF KENTUCKY; DANIEL PITTS WINEGARDEN,
FIRST DEPUTY INSURANCE COMMISSIONER, STATE OF
IOWA; AND MIKE COFFMAN, STATE REPRESENTATD7E,
STATE OF COLORADO
Mr. SCORSONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. I am Ernesto Scorsone, State Representative from
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. I am pleased to be here to address
the issue of health insurance industry practices, particularly the

Kentucky experience with the industry during our passage of

health care reform legislation and even more particularly the prac-
tices of Golden Rule Insurance Company.

I come to you as a survivor of Kentucky's health care reform
wars. After more than 18 months of hand-to-hand combat, our re-

form bill passed in April and became law last month. While it is

true that wars and combat are not supposed to be pretty events or

even civil encounters, certain codes of conduct exist that even the

most war mongering nations subscribe to. That was not so with
Golden Rule during the health reform battles in Kentucky. Their
tactics were far from normal. Let me give you a flavor of the public
comments that were made about Golden Rule.

The veteran respected chairman of our Senate Appropriations
Committee said in an open meeting,

"
those people are liars." Our

Human Resources Secretary, upon Golden Rule filing a lawsuit

against our reform law, suggested the company name should be

changed to "Golden Shaft." During my 10 years in the legislature,
I have never seen a business entity incur so many disdain.

What would lead reasonable people in our State as genteel and
as respectful of others as we are in the commonwealth to lambast
this company with such vigor and zeal? I believe the answer lies

to the response Golden Rule made to our efforts to improve Ken-

tucky's health care system.
Our Health Care Reform Act of 1994 is a very progressive and

comprehensive piece of legislation. This law encompasses the fol-

lowing: data collection on cost; quality and outcomes of health care

providers; changes in our medical education to enhance the number
of primary care practitioners as well as encourage more practition-
ers into rural areas; creation of a large consumer-controlled pur-

chasing alliance to give consumers purchasing clout in the market-

place; Medicaid reform to streamline our program and promote
more managed care; development of practice parameters and adop-
tion of self-referral prohibitions; and last but not least, substantial

health insurance reform.
Our insurance reform includes curtailment of preexisting condi-

tion clauses, guaranteed issue, renewability and portability, repeal
of our loss ratio guarantee provision, standardization of insurance

offerings and a modified community rate that does not allow rates
based on sex or health status.

Those last items pose no problems for insurance companies who
play by the rules and seek to distribute the risk fairly among en-

rollees. However, the reforms do threaten the insurance companies
whose strategy has been to cherry pick in the marketplace, those

companies who attempt to cover healthy people and avoid covering
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the rest. Those practices will no longer be allowed in our State. The
reaction to the reform efforts was fast and furious.

We saw well-financed, well-organized campaigns of

disinformation, misinformation and outright deception. During the
course of the debate, Golden Rule sent several doomsday letters to

its policyholders, letters that purported to give alarming examples
of certain dire provisions within the bill. That the examples were
distortions seemed irrelevant. The letters achieved their goals,
which was to spread fear and confusion.

Legislators received many a call from frightened senior citizens.

One letter from Golden Rule to its policyholders said that our
health reform proposal would raise individual rates 90 percent. I

received calls from constituents who claimed to have been informed
that either their coverage would end or that rates would skyrocket
200 to 300 percent as a result of reform. Not true, not based on

any fact or evidence or even a remotely accurate reading of the bill

under discussion. Nonetheless, scary figures guaranteed to stick in

your mind, and that served the purpose of disinformation.
In a very telling manner, Golden Rule sent out Christmas cards

th"'s past year displaying what happy holidays meant to them. Let
me show you this card. As you see, the gifts are neatly packaged
here and they have little titles to these gifts and they say no com-

munity rating, no guarantee issue. How odd that anyone's joy and
good cheer can come from discriminatory insurance practices and
pricing policies that make health care unobtainable for those who
needs it the most.

Incidentally, Golden Rule is not a large player in Kentucky's
health care market. Their 1993 accident and health premiums were

approximately $15 million, which translates to a little at over 2

percent market share. However, their 1993 complaint ratios, that
is the number of complaints filed per $100,000 of net premiums,
was well above the industry average. Their 12 percent complaint
ratio was almost double the average in Kentucky.
Golden Rule also acted under another name, a newly formed and

funded Council for Affordable Health Care Insurance. Letters the
Council sent out were almost identical in approach and content to

the Golden Rule literature and at times contained items identified

as coming from Golden Rule.

Moreover, Golden Rule did not choose to play by our rules, rules

governing ethical behavior by lobbying groups. Our Legislative Eth-
ics Commission has filed an official charge against Golden Rule
based in part on the company's refusal to disclose the money it

spent on slick TV ads opposing the bill, which ran in our largest
media markets. Golden Rule said it did not consider these ads to

be lobbying efforts. One wonders what else they could have been.
Another little remarked upon effect of such an effort is its per-

nicious impact on the process itself. I would like to comment on
that because we all know the legislative process is cumbersome at

best. It threatens to collapse when the necessity to counter false-

hoods is as time consuming as the work to agree on a bill. Legisla-
tive staff, as well as legislators, were bombarded with literature
from Golden Rule and its affiliated groups.
Because of this and because serious constituent concerns were

raised by the Golden Rule blitz, we spent long hours responding to
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this propaganda. Almost daily we found ourselves fighting a rear

guard action in committees on the floor and at home making point-

by-point rebuttals of the latest outrageous Golden Rule claim. It

was draining on those advocating reform and was effective for the

opposition.
But to say nothing is to concede the point. So responses were

prepared and delivered and this stressed the ability, I think, of

staff and lawmakers to focus their energies on the task at hand
which was defining and drafting the bill itself. It is hard to keep
your eye on the ball when you are constantly swatting at gnats.
Nor are the battles over. Golden Rule has filed suit in Federal

court challenging a reform claiming that in protecting consumers
from unscrupulous and inequitable business practices we somehow
violated the commerce clause and unlawfully infringed on their

property rights. Only time will tell, but the State of Kentucky feels

quite sure of its ability to successfully refute Golden Rule's claims.

In short, during the health care debate in Kentucky we saw po-
litical antics at their worst. Campaigns of fear and misinformation
are wrong whether by elected officials, those seeking public office

or those trying to influence the political system. I would hope that

upon your Subcommittee's deliberations and work, you will contrib-

ute to reining in some shortcomings in the industry and help the

consumer in today's market from being subjected to unscrupulous
conduct.
Thank you.
Mr. Dingell. Thank you.
Mr. Winegarden.

TESTIMONY OF DANIEL PITTS WINEGARDEN
Mr. Winegarden. Thank you, Honorable Chairman Dingell and

members of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations. I

appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and to relate

Iowa's story with regard to health insurance reform.
In particular, the subcommittee has asked for me to relate Iowa's

experience with Golden Rule of 2 years ago, but more importantly
to draw some lessons from that experience with regard to the ef-

forts of Congress in setting appropriate health care reform objec-
tives for the entire country.

Similar to the other two States at the table today, Iowa has been
active in health care reform. We were early adopters and one of the

original authors of the National Association of Insurance Commis-
sioners Small Group Insurance Reform Act; one of the first States

to fully implement it. We have proceeded with the creation of vol-

untary private health insurance purchasing cooperatives under

public regulation and have a very actively reforming private mar-
ket in Iowa.
Two years ago Iowa was engaged in small group reform and also

in assuring that we protected existing authority to review insur-

ance rates in the individual insurance market. Iowa is a

preapproval State. That is, the insurance commissioner reserves
the right to review insurance rates in the individual market to as-

sure they meet three standards: first, that rates are not inadequate
because we have a desire to protect the solvency of companies; sec-

ond, to assure that rates are not excessive, that is, that there is
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proportionality between the rates charged and the benefits to con-

sumers; and that third, rates are not unfairly discriminatory, that

they have a basis in statistical actuarial science and do not violate

any of the specific restrictions of law and classifications.

Golden Rule opposed that rate review authority that the Iowa in-

surance commissioner had historically exercised and instead sought
an insurance reform drafted by the company that would provide a
minimum guaranteed loss ratio to exclude rate increases from in-

surance commissioner oversight and approval. This was originally
raised during the 1991 session of the Iowa General Assembly, be-

cause it represented such a major departure from then-current

practices of the Iowa insurance commissioner. We asked that it be
deferred over session until a time to be studied between Golden
Rule, the Iowa insurance commissioners office and members of the
Iowa domestic industry.
This was the agreed-to procedure for resolution of the conflict.

We agreed that if the division's concerns in protecting consumer in-

terests could be successfully addressed and if a consensus of the
Iowa domestic industry could be reached, that we would then con-

sider the minimum guaranteed loss ratio provision.
That minimum threshold was not met. No work product was de-

livered to the Iowa Division of Insurance. There was no consensus.

Instead, a month into the next session of the Iowa general assem-

bly I received a phone call from Golden Rule's chief lobbyist, a gen-
tleman by the name of Steven Bayer. He demanded the consent of

the Iowa commissioner to Golden Rule's proposed minimum guar-
anteed loss ratio reform.
That proposed reform would provide that if the company deliv-

ered a minimum guaranteed loss ratio of 55 percent, that is, deliv-

ering 55 percent of total premium dollars back to consumers in

health benefits, that rate increases would not be subject to review.

The lobbyist threatened to use whatever means necessary in lob-

bying and advertising to win its position in health care reform and
to oppose the commissioner. A $500,000 figure was mentioned for

the war chest, and I was also reminded of Golden Rule's history of

suing insurance commissioners even in their personal status, not

just in their professional capacity. I viewed this as an inappropri-
ate threat and the pursuit of special advantage contrary to the best
interests of Iowa consumers and Iowa companies.
We succeeded in achieving our reform proposals that year and in

defeating the move by Golden Rule. We did so by exposing that
threat and intimidation to public scrutiny. I shared with the Iowa
General Assembly and my Governor the strategy and threats of

Golden Rule. At that stage it became impossible for Golden Rule
to win because those are not accepted strategies or methodologies
in the State of Iowa and do violate the standards of conduct in lob-

bying.
Golden Rule across the country continues to oppose other insur-

ance reforms and purchasing reforms. In Iowa, at least, I think
their tactics have changed. Since that time they have retained local

lobbyists and counsel in dealing with the Iowa Division of Insur-
ance and have adhered to the standards of conduct in lobbying
through information. I will note that we have seen, just as a follow

up to previous comments, we have seen the Council for Affordable
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Health Insurance operating in the State, but they have not been
a major player.
Chairman Dingell asked upfront what was wrong with the cur-

rent system and maybe for some lessons on what could be im-

proved. Frankly, we have difficulty because of a fragmented risk

pool. We have an inadequate basis of consumer information on
which consumers can make informed decisions.

For the most part, the only thing that insurance consumers know
is the price of the product they are buying and price has very little

relation to either benefits within the policy or the quality of serv-

ices delivered under the policy. Price for the most part reflects who
the consumer is sharing risk with.

If members of that insurance pool are predominantly old and

sick, the price is high. If members of that insurance pool are pre-

dominantly young and healthy, the price is low. They have very lit-

tle information with regard to relative quality of various insurance

plans or companies or on the value, that is the balance between

price and quality.
Under insurance rules currently in place in most States, particu-

larly in the individual market, there is a lack of ability to vote with
consumers' feet; that is, there is lack of portability and continuity.

Every time a consumer changes jobs or changes health plans, they
are subject to a new round of underwriting or exclusion or waiting

periods.
Also there is a lack of organized buyers to counterbalance the in-

fluence of organized sellers. The States are working on these is-

sues. In portability and continuity, that is one of the major benefits

of small group reform. In organizing small buyers to effectively ne-

gotiate with the sellers of insurance services, the Voluntary Health
Insurance Purchasing Cooperative is being created at the State

level and various congressional proposals do seek to address these

concerns. What we lack is a single set of rules applicable to all

players, all offerers of health plans regardless of size whether in-

sured or self-insured, all marketers of health plans, and all spon-
sors of health plans.

Congress must distinguish between the best interest of the sell-

ers, the best interest of individual buyers, and the best interest of

buyers and consumers as a group or a society. Remember: You rep-
resent society. Government is responsible for the rules.

I cannot fault Golden Rule for seeking to profit under the current

rules of the game. That is the current incentives. If you don't like

the outcome of the current rules of the game, it is government's re-

sponsibility to set the rules.

I am concerned about the influence of special interests on reshap-
ing the rules of the game. Government should be motivated to

change the current rules. They are not working in the best inter-

ests of consumers. Congress should be very resistent to all special
interests seeking new rules favorable to them, creating special ad-

vantage or private exemptions.
There are two major areas of reform in the voluntary market

under consideration by Congress. The first area is in purchasing re-

form; that is, organizing the community of local buyers to effec-

tively negotiate price and quality with a community of local sellers
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of health plans in the form of voluntary health insurance purchas-
ing cooperatives.
This is an important power to assist consumers in voting with

their feet and in ensuring that there is accountability for value pro-
duced by health plans. There is also insurance reform and often we
miss in talking about insurance reform that it is not just insurance

companies that are engaged in the issuance of health plans. Insur-
ance consumers use insurance very generically to refer to all sorts

of health plans offered by self-funded employers and the Federal
Government's Employee Retirement Income Security Act, health
maintenance organizations and insurance companies. Congress
needs to establish fair rules of the marketplace to assure better

value, better quality at lower cost for all players.
Insurance reform is not free health care for all. It is not all that

might be desired from health care reform. I have to tell you that

voluntary reforms will not accomplish universal coverage. Guaran-
teed or mandated benefits cannot be financed with voluntary con-
tributions. Substantial subsidies will be required.
There are minimum steps that we would ask Congress to take

in 1994. We need a single set of rules for all players in insurance.
Insurance reform must have a single set of standards to all who
sell, administer or sponsor health plans whether insured or self-

funded. Special exemptions should be avoided. Access should be the
same standard for all health plans. All health plans, marketers and
sponsors, must play under the rules of guaranteed issue with a lim-

ited waiting period for preexisting conditions if the consumer has
not been contributing to a health plan, but otherwise providing for

full portability and continuity of benefits between health plans.
Rating. All plans must play by the same standards of rating

whether that is modified community rating or pure community rat-

ing, portability and continuity and fair administration and finan-
cial security. Consumers are counting on Congress to represent the

public interest and to recognize and resist those seeking private ad-

vantage at the expense of the broader community.
In insurance reform, every special exemption that you grant

somebody or preserve a discount currently enjoyed is an increase
borne by somebody else in the system. All insurance does is aver-

age the cost that you ask it to average. There are tremendous op-

portunities for improvements in administrative costs and burdens
and reductions so that money can be spent on health care rather
than administration, but it is your responsibility to set the rules
of the game and to resist special interests in their pursuit of spe-
cial advantage or private interests.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Winegarden fol-

low:]
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United States Congress

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

Committee on Energy and Commerce U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Rep. John D. Dinged, Michigan, Chairman

August 3, 1994

Testimony of:

Daniel Pitts Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner

State of Iowa

Introduction.

The Honorable Chairman Dingell and members of the Oversight Subcommittee, thank you

for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Daniel Pitts Winegarden, and I am First Deputy

Insurance Commissioner for the State of Iowa. In addition to my duties as First Deputy, I have

been the Governor's health care policy architect for the last two years. In both capacities I have

listened to and spoken with thousands of Iowans concerned about the need for health care

reform. I have also been in the center of drafting legislative proposals that serve the needs of all

consumers. I was formerly counsel to the Commerce Committees of the Iowa General Assembly

for four sessions. I work closely with members of both parties to craft workable reforms. In Des

Moines as in Washington, D.C., some special interests have worked hard to assure that the new

rules of health care delivery and financing are constructed to their advantage - to make sure that

reform means change for the other guy. As Congress is buffeted by the competing demands of

special interests and tries to sort through to the common thread of the public interest, I have been

asked to relate some of Iowa's experiences in the course of health care reform and to draw some

lessons or recommendations to aid Congress.

In particular, given a panel scheduled later in the day, the Subcommittee requested a retelling

of an early skirmish involving what I deemed to be inappropriate lobbying threats seeking special

advantage at the expense of consumers. The incident involved Golden Rule Insurance Company,
well known to state regulators and Congress for its aggressive pursuit of rules favorable to its

financial success through lawsuits and lobbying.

Government is responsiblefor establishingfair rules that apply to everyone.

Iowa like many states began addressing the health care crises by trying to reshape the rules of

access to and pricing of insurance. We sought to assure that consumers could keep their

insurance when they needed it the most, when they got sick -- or in insurance jargon, developed

preexisting conditions. Current insurance market rules too often encourage health -plans to

compete based upon risk avoidance ~ insuring only the healthy.' Insurers avoid consumers with

preexisting conditions or price the sick out of the market.

Consumers use "insurance" genetically to refer to private health plans, but not all health plans are

insurance. State regulated insurance makes up less than half of the private health plan market. More than half of all

Americans under age-65 are covered through employer self-funded health benefit plans authorized under the federal

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974. While many self-funded plans are administered by

insurance companies, it is essential that ultimate reform address the entire market, both the traditional insurance

market and the nontraditional self-funded market. Unequal standards will cause a continued shift of covered lives

away from the more tightly regulated insurance market and to nontraditional venues with less protection.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994
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Iowa's new paradigm seeks to force insurers to compete based upon risk management and

better health care through prevention and effective early intervention. Broader risk acceptance

and risk spreading is essential to this vision. Insurance plans must at least take all comers who
have prior qualifying coverage to assure that people who have contributed to the pool while

healthy are not carved out when they become sick.
2

Iowa Reform Vision

Iowa is encouraging the development of teams of health care providers able to live within a

customer defined budget and competing for patients based upon value, the best combination of

cost and quality. Iowa was one of five states that drafted the original National Association of

Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) small group reform act and was one of the first to fully

implement small group reform. Iowa is encouraging the development of integrated health

delivery networks serving both urban and rural Iowa. Iowa authorized a limited number of

privately operated, publicly regulated health insurance purchasing alliances. Iowa now has a

statewide purchasing cooperative in operation offering small businesses the buying clout of large

employers, and offering the employees of participating employers choice between seven different

types of plans from five different insurance carriers and health maintenance organizations.
3

Iowa still needs CongressionalAction on Health Care Reform.

All of this has been accomplished in close cooperation with Iowa's health care delivery

community and insurance community. We have not resorted to demonizing current participants

in the system. Iowa invested its time and effort in identifying problems and seeking mutually

beneficial solutions. Iowa did not waste time on affixing blame. For the most part, doctors,

hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, and insurance companies are simply trying the best they

can to be successful under the current rules of the marketplace. If those rules are not producing

socially desirable results, it is time to change the rules. It is government that is responsible for

the rules. Because much of the market is beyond the jurisdiction of state law, Iowa needs

Congress to get the rules of a reformed system right.
4

A corollary rule: marketing channels should not act as a filter to perpetuate risk avoidance. For instance, if

rating by industry is banned in insurance reform, then association plans organized by industry cannot be separately

rated but must be blended into the broader community pool. To give one industry a break necessarily increases the

costs of another industry. Insurance just averages whatever the rules require insurance companies to average.

Three key market reforms are offered by authorizing voluntary alliances as a sort of insurance buying club

for small buyers. First, alliances concentrate buyers geographically. Health care is bought and sold locally. To

copy the economies of scale and market clout of large employers, alliances must have market leverage in local

markets. (This is one of several key distinctions between most existing association plans and voluntary alliances.)

Second, alliances provide small buyers with a representative to negotiate on their behalf with the sellers of insurance

and health care services. Big business can afford to have such experts in house. Small business and individuals

need similar expertise to effectively exercise the market clout. Third, alliances offer employee choice of plan. This

takes employers out of a position of conflict with employees and makes health care plans accountable to the

ultimate consumers of health care for quality.

Iowa is typical in that only about 25% of all health care dollars fall under state jurisdiction. Approximately

half of all dollars flow through the two federal government health care entitlement programs of Medicare and

Medicaid. Of the remaining half that is the private health benefits market, ERISA governs approximately one half,

or a quarter of all health care dollars. State jurisdiction is limited to insurance companies and health maintenance

organizations (when these entities assume insurance risk, but not when merely administering ERISA self-funded

plans) and to local and state public employees. States have limited authority over Medicaid.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994
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Single Set ofRules.

Many health reform advocates talk about a single-payer system. What we really need is a

single set of rules. People doing essentially the same thing should be subject to the same rules.

All buyers should play by the same rules - including government as a buyer of health care

services. And all sellers of health plans should play by the same rules. When offering health

plans, the offeror must be subject to the same standards of access, rating and claims

administration, whether organized as a insurance company, self-funded employer, whether the

route of access is through an individual agent, direct marketing, an association, or a purchasing

cooperative.

There is an area of danger where fault may attach to private players. It is not evil or wrong to

strive to succeed under the current rules of the game. It is less innocent and more dangerous to

manipulate the rules for private advantage at the expense of the community. Government must

be careful not to allow special interests to overrule the general interest in setting the rules,

creating special exemptions or private advantage. Flawed reform will ultimately fail.

The public interest can prevail. Let me illustrate with Iowa's experience with Golden Rule.

Regulatory Review ofRatesfor Fairness

Health insurance rate review statutes (including Iowa's) typically provide that rates must be

filed with and approved by the Commissioner prior to use.
5

Health insurance rates are adjusted

by using past experience to predict future losses. Iowa and other states believe that these rate

adjustments or rerates are also subject to Commissioner review and prior approval. Iowa

historically exercised this rerate authority. Then in 1991 an out-of-state insurance company,

Golden Rule advanced a logically strained reading of then current statutory language to contest

that the Iowa Commissioner did not have statutory authority to review rate adjustments or

rerates. In essence Golden Rule argued that the Commissioner's original rate review could be

made meaningless six months or a year later by a unilateral rate adjustment not subject to prior

Commissioner approval. Iowa domestic insurance companies accepted Iowa's prevailing

practice of prior rate review and approval because we do it promptly and fairly.
6

Iowa reviews individual and small group rates, but not large group rates. Large groups are presumed to be

large and sophisticated enough to shop for a fair balance between cost and benefits. Individuals and small

businesses require more proactive rate oversight on their behalf because they lack the expertise and negotiating

clout to individually protect their interests. This lack of clout or need for an advocate in negotiating cost and quality

with health plans is one reason why the concept of health insurance purchasing cooperatives or alliances are popular

with small buyers
- individuals and small businesses. Througn an insurance buying club the community of local

buyers can organize to negotiate with the community of local sellers of health plans services. This alliance of

buyers can capture the economies of scale, administrative expertise, and buying clout enjoyed by large buyers.
"

In fairness, not all states approve rates within the strict time limits used by Iowa. Many states have

backlogs of months in rate review and approval. Some without action even when rerates are reasonable. Iowa

Insurance Division standard practice is to respond to a rate filing within 5-7 days. We hold ourselves to a strict

standard with a statutory "deemer" provision that says, "a rate is deemed approved unless objected to" within a

limited number of days. Iowa uses a staff actuary to assure company request rerates are fair and justified. Even

recognizing that some company objections have merits in other states, Iowa is not a problem, and the lack of

explicit rerate authority subjects the Iowa Commissioner to the prospect of costly litigation to reaffirm existing

authority

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994
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Minimum Guaranteed Loss Ratio Proposal

An alternative to prior rerate review and approval is advocated by some in the industry,

including Golden Rule, an Illinois domestic insurance company with its principal place of

business in Indianapolis, Indiana. The Iowa Division of Insurance opposed minimum guaranteed

loss ratio legislation as advocated by Golden Rule and thus this story.

The issue was first raised in 1991 by Golden Rule during the legislative session. It proposed

legislation that exempted it from regulatory review of rates so long as it maintained a loss ratio of

55% — or more simply stated returned 55 cents on the premium dollar to consumers in benefits.

Because it was such a major departure from current practice, the Division asked Golden Rule that

it be deferred for study over the interim. We agreed to review the concept and consider it if the

concerns of the Division could be adequately addressed and if consensus of the Iowa industry

could be developed. This fairly established and agreed to minimum threshold was not met.

While, the Iowa Life Association studied the concept, no consensus was reached between the

Iowa domestic health insurers on the Golden Rule proposal.

The Iowa Division of Insurance's opposition to Golden Rule's position was not a knee jerk

response. The company failed to comply with agreed to procedural standards and failed to

demonstrate any common ground between their special interests and the public interest the

Commissioner represents as the consumer's advocate.

Threats and Intimidation

As the Commissioner's First Deputy and legislative liaison I was responsible for preparing

the Division's legislative package and working with legislators and lobbyists to advance the

Commissioner's public policy initiatives. I did not receive any final work product from Golden

Rule during the interim. The minimum agreed to threshold was not satisfied by Golden Rule.

But on January 31, 1992, three weeks into the new legislative session, I received a call from

Golden Rule's chief lobbyist threatening an all out fight if the Commissioner did not acquiesce to

their demands. Steven Baer, the company's lobbyist, stated that Golden Rule was prepared to

spend whatever was necessary on both advertising and lobbying to prevent the Iowa Insurance

Commissioner from exercising continued rate review (rerate authority) and to obtain its favored

standard of minimum guaranteed loss ratio. The lobbyist specifically mentioned $500,000 was

available for the Iowa war chest. He reminded me of Golden Rule's history of suing Insurance

Commissioners. He also said Iowa was a priority precisely because we had a good reputation in

insurance regulation and was a trend setter. The intimidation was not subtle. The motive not

well concealed. Convince Iowa, and other states would follow.

That is not what happened. The Division's 1 992 proposed regulatory bill already included an

express provision reconfirming the Commissioner's authority to review rerates. It endorsed

rerate authority traditionally exercised and eliminated any chance of costly litigation. Neither I

or the Commissioner acceded to Golden Rule's ultimatum. Instead we simply shared the above

story with the Iowa General Assembly and Governor. For Golden Rule's announced strategy to

work, Iowa's elected officials would have to admit that threats, one-sided advertising, and money
have undue influence on public policy. Simply by making the threat public, and exposing it to

the light of public scrutiny, it became impossible for Golden Rule to win this round.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994
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The Division also succeeded by providing clear and convincing explanations of how Golden

Rule's proposal was not in the best interest of Iowa consumers or Iowa companies. For

additional background, that information is attached. But in essence, Golden Rule, a company
with half of one percent of the Iowa market was seeking to dictate rules that permitted it to

escape state oversight of rate fairness and that would "require" it to return to consumers

two-thirds of the average amount returned by the industry on average. Golden Rule called this

reform.

Golden Rule Opposes Other Insurance Reforms

Minimum guaranteed loss ratios were not the end of Golden Rule's efforts. Since then they

have opposed small group reform and individual insurance market reform. Iowa implemented
small group reform anyway, providing limits on rating practices and portability and continuity of

coverage within the state regulated insurance market. Unfortunately, Iowa has not yet adopted
individual insurance market reforms. This year the Iowa Division of Insurance advocated

extending insurance reform to the individual market in a manner similar to that successfully

implemented in small group. Our proposed legislation would guarantee access to a standard

replacement policy at community average rates regardless of preexisting conditions. Special

interest amendments bogged this significant reform down and it did not pass.

Insurance reform is not free, unlimited health care for all. It will not solve the crises for the

uninsured. Only significant subsidies can place health insurance (whether public or private)

within the reach of the bulk of the uninsured — the young working poor. Insurance reform can

and should make the market far fairer for those consumers who are insured. It can and will make
the insurance market more stable and accountable. These are significant improvements over the

status quo. They are not all that might be desired from health care reform. Insurance reform

would solve the problem of consumers trapped in insurance premium death spirals. Insurance

reform would assure consumers could get affordable replacement coverage when dropped from
an employer's plan due to unemployment, early retirement or other causes. This seems the

minimum that Congress should accomplish.

Conclusion

In considering health care reform legislation, I ask Congress to represent the broad public

interest in insurance reform. Adopt a single set of reform standards applicable to all who sell or

administer health plans. Do not grant special exemptions or exceptions or create special

advantages. Allow consumers choice, including the choice of limited panel managed care plans,

but assure that health plans, marketers, and sponsors all play by the same rules of access_(e.g.,

guaranteed issue), rating (rates not based on health status), portability and continuity (no

preexisting condition limitation or waiting period if the consumer had prior qualifying coverage,

i.e., if the consumer has been making contributions to the community health care pool prior

previously).
7

Congress must make a choice between voluntary and mandatory systems. Universal coverage that

guarantees or mandates benefits cannot be achieved through voluntary financing. If financing is voluntary there

must be some encouragement or penalty for people to buy health insurance. At minimum in a voluntary market a

preexisting condition exclusion or waiting period is necessary if the person has no prior coverage. Once past the

initial waiting period people should be free to move between health plans with no new preexisting condition

Daniel Pitts Winegarden » August 3, 1994
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Attachments:

1 . Memo to Governor Terry E. Branstad and Legislative Leadership, re: Regulatory review

of health insurance rates and exposing Golden Rule's conduct.

2. Memo to Iowa State Senator Richard Varn, re: Guaranteed Minimum Loss Ratios,

detailing the conflict with the public interest of Golden Rule's efforts in Iowa.

3. DRAFT memo, to Governor Terry E. Branstad and Legislative Leadership, re:

Regulatory review of health insurance rates. This memo is a longer version of the final

memo contained but is included because it includes additional information about Golden

Rule and it was prepared contemporaneous with the events described.

4. "Fight over insurance review looms," The Cedar Rapids Gazette, Friday, March 6, 1992,

describing Golden Rule's tactics and the Iowa Insurance Division's response, including an

quotes from then Iowa Insurance Commissioner, David J. Lyons.

5. Memo to Ted Totman, Office of Senator Charles Grassley, re: Regulatory principles of

voluntary Health Insurance Purchasing Cooperatives (HIPCS) or Alliances and notes on

insurance reform.

limitation or waiting period. That is reform should provide for portability and continuity of benefits when changing
health plans or changing employers, with no gap in coverage so long as there is no significant break in premium

payments. A six to twelve month preexisting condition waiting period is appropriate.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden a August 3, 1994
Iowa Division of Insurance Page - 6
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STATE OF
JiS

TERRY E. BRANSTAD. sov»m. INSURANCE DIVISION
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TO: Governor Terry E. Branstad

President of the Senate Michael E. Gronstal

Speaker of the House Robert G Amould

Senator Patrick Deluhery, Chair Senate Commerce Committee

Representative Steve Hansen, Chair House Commerce Committee

Members of the Iowa Legislature

FROM: Daniel Pitts Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner

DATE: January 31, 1992

RE: Regulatory review of health insurance rates.

Commissioner Lyons' first rule is, "Do the right thing for the right reason." I need to share

some background with you so that you understand the Division's position on an issue you

may be called on to resolve, and to assure you I am following the first rule.

Health insurance rate review statutes (including Iowa's) typically provide that rates must be

filed with and approved by the Commissioner prior to use. Health insurance rates are

adjusted by using past experience to predict future losses. Iowa and other states believe

that these rate adjustments or rerates are also subject to Commissioner review and

approvaL Iowa has historically exercised this rerate authority. Some companies take the

position that the Commissioner's original review can be made meaningless six months or a

year later by a unilateral rate adjustment not subject to prior Commissioner approvaL

Iowa domestic companies accept Iowa's current practice of prior rate review and approval

because we do it promptly and fairly.
1

An alternative to prior rerate review and approval has been advocated by some in the

industry, including Golden Rule, an Illinois domestic insurance company with its principal

place of business in Indianapolis, Indiana. The Iowa Division of Insurance opposes

minimum guaranteed loss ratio legislation as advocated by Golden Rule. The issue was

first raised last year by Golden Rule during session. Because it was such a major

departure from current practice, the Division asked Golden Rule that it be deferred for

study over the interim. We agreed to review the concept if the concerns of the Division

could be adequately addressed and if consensus of the Iowa industry could be developed.

This fairly established and agreed to minimum threshold was not met. While members of

the Iowa Life Association studied the concept, no consensus of Iowa domestic health

insurers was reached on the Golden Rule proposaL

I did not receive any work product from Golden Rule during the interim. But today I

received a call from Golden Rule's chief lobbyist threatening an all out fight if the

Commissioner did not acquiesce to their demands. Steven Baer, the company's lobbyist,

Health Insurance Rate Review
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stated that Golden Rule is prepared to spend whatever is necessary on both advertising

and lobbying to prevent the Iowa Insurance Commissioner from exercising continuing rate

review (rerate authority) and to obtain its favored standard of minimum guaranteed loss

ratio. The figure of $500,000 was mentioned.

The Division's 1992 regulatory bill includes an express provision to review rerates. This

reaffirms rerate authority traditionally exercised and eliminates any chance of costly

litigation. Continuing rate review is a regulatory standard generally accepted by Iowa

public officials.

Golden Rule has announced their intentions to block reaffirmation of the rerate authority

and get their own substitute amendment for minimum guaranteed loss ratios.

I hope you can understand that Commissioner Lyons cannot accede to Golden Rule's

ultimatum.

I ask for your support of the Commissioner's position, and assistance in the passage of the

Division's insurance reform measures this year.
2

d:\amipro\docs\GoldenR.sam
3.5disc5

dpw/2/1/1992
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1

In fairness, not all states approve rates within the stricttime limits used by Iowa. Even companies that

accept Iowa's rerate authority, object to the way some states exercise rerate authority, and thus object to explicit

rerate authority on principle. Many state have backlogs of months in rate review and approval. Some withhold

action even when mates are reasonable. Iowa Insurance Division standard practice is to respond to a rate filing

within 5-7 days. We hold ourselves to a strict standard with a statutory "deemer" provision that says, "a rate is

deemed approved unless objected to" whbin a limited number of days. Iowa uses a staff actuary to assure that

company requested relates are fair and justified. Even recognizing that some company objections have merit in

other states, Iowa is not a problem, and the lack of explicit rerate authority subjects the Iowa Commissioner to the

prospect of costly litigation to reaffirm existing authority.
2 Iowa domestic insurers provide coverage for well over half of the Iowa market Iowa companies
continue to work for consensus on an amendment to the mutually agreed upon rerate language contained in the

Division's bill. The amendment would permit the use ofmutually acceptable, objective rerate review standards.

Ifwork is completed on the amendment it will be offered this session.

Health Insurance Rate Review
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nc: "1
STATE OF \

jS
TERRY E. BRANSTAD. GOVIP.NOR INSURANCE DIVISION

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TO: Senator Richard Vara, Chair

Senate Standing Commerce Subcommittee on Insurance

FROM: Dan Winegarden, First Deputy
DATE: March 5, 1992

RE: Guaranteed Minimum Loss Ratios.

You asked for a summary of the technical arguments against guaranteed mininrnm loss

ratios as proposed by Golden Rule. I am working off of last year's proposed bill by Golden

Rule. The company has, as previously noted, absolutely failed on its commitment to

develop a proposal for review by the Insurance Division over the interim. I do not know
what they may offer. This is a compilation of comments received from:

1. Bob Howe, Deputy Commissioner and Chief Examiner, President of the Society of

Financial Examiners and a nationally respected expert on insurer financial

oversight.

2. Roger Strauss, Bureau Chief of Life and Health, whose bureau is primarily

responsible for the review of rates and forms for compliance with Iowa law.

3. Klete Geren, the Division's Life and Health actuary, responsible for rate analysis.

Golden Rule's proposal has received extensive review and is unanimously opposed by the

Division's experts and Iowa industry. Some of the reasons include:

D Rerate review and approval is working for Iowa consumers and companies. Iowa

has an adequate, but not excessive rate structure that continues to work well. Iowa

domestics represent over half of the insured market and support the Division's

rerate authority. Recomfirmauon of rerate authority assures we do not waste scarce

state funds on an unnecessary lawsuit to confirm accepted public policy.

D Rate review is for three reasons, not just to prevent excessive rates. The Division

reviews rates on three basis:

Rates cannot be inadequate. (Protect the solvency of the company.)
* Rates cannot be excessive. (Rates must be reasonable in proportion to the

benefits provided.)

• Rates cannot be unfairly discriminatory. (Underwriting decisions must be

supported by actuarially sound — statistically valid
— data. Arbitrary and

capricious rate setting by companies is not desirable.)

D Not the national standard — Accreditation concerns. Golden Rule's proposal does

not fully address the State's legitimate interest in reviewing rates on all three

grounds. Minimum guaranteed loss ratios as advocated by Golden Rule are not

LUCAS BUILDING / DES MOINES. IOWA SQ319 / 513-281-5703
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supported by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. There may be

concerns regarding Iowa's hard won accreditation by the NAIC or attendant insurer

solvency issues if such mechanisms were adopted. This is a critical question Golden

Rule failed to answer by not following the agreed upon procedure. Golden Rule

implies there is an NAIC model on this topic. Untrue. The American Academy of

Actuaries has a model submitted to the NAIC, which was not accepted as a model

Further, the NAIC is developing a comprehensive rate review model that may
include objective standards, but is far different than the minimum loss guarantee

proposal advocated by Golden Rule. Real danger of Iowa being out of the

regulatory mainstream ifwe accept Golden Rule's proposal.

Answers a problem Iowa does not have. Guaranteed minimum loss ratios are

essentially a pre-approval mechanism for future rate increase which relieves the

company of any continuing rate oversight by the Commissioner of Insurance. Given

the rapid pace of health care cost inflation, it may make sense in states where

companies do not receive timely review of rate increase requests or rates are

politicized. That is not the case in Iowa. The Division gives prompt turnaround

time on both form and rate requests. There is no need for this automatic

mechanism to avoid delays as turnaround time is never longer than 10 days, and in

most cases is 5 days or less. Currently, the Division's use of an on-staff actuary

assures uniformity of analysis and treatment between companies.

Ability to game the system. These rules were drafted by a company with a purpose.

Not all of the nuances may be fully disclosed. In any case, the Division's experts are

very concerned about the ability to manipulate reserves and other methods to game
the system so that the loss ratio is achieved or exceeded and thus refunds are never

made or are minimal A good question to ask the company is how much has been

refunded to consumers to date (both in total dollars and as a percentage of

premiums collected).

Potential to low-ball premiums to buy market share. The proposal does not prevent

low-balling of the premium knowing that the guarantee and loss ratio concept will

automatically bring the premiums up to offset the initial low-ball premium. This is a

special concern in health care were increasing age or change in health status may
prevent a person from exercising real choice to change insurers once committed.

The threat of being denied coverage for pre-existing conditions exist whenever

consumers switch sources of coverage. This is one reason the Division's proposed
reforms in the small group market are targeted at continuity and portability of

benefits.

Low loss ratio. Golden Rule proposes that only 55% of premium dollars be

returned to consumers in benefits. In comparison, the current market average loss

ratio is 79.89% for the top 109 health insurance companies representing 97% of the
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market 67% when the top writer, Blue Cross/Blue Shield is taken out. 74% for

only Iowa domestic carriers.

D Dependence upon independent auditors and private actuarial opinions. As

enforcement mechanisms, standing alone, the Division does not have whole-hearted

confidence in either independent auditors or private actuarial opinions. Regulatory

oversight of both the reviewed entity and the audit or opinion letter are necessary to

assure compliance. Savings & Loans go insolvent on a regular basis with

independent audits attesting to their financial strength.

The range of reasonable actuarial opinion can be equally wide. One reason the

Division retains actuaries on staff is to assure consistency of analysis between rate

filing reviews, and thus equality of treatment between companies. Golden Rule's

proposal assures that similarly situated companies will have different results.

Golden Rule would provide the greatest advantage to the company best able to buy
a favorable private opinion. It encourages gamesmanship and abuse rather than fair

and conservative behavior.

D Who gets the refund? If a refund is required, to whom would it be paid? How does

the company locate the policyholder, especially since some people have died, some

have moved, and some have lapsed their policies. A better question yet, how does

the Division assure payment is made? The whole point of the proposal seems to be

to escape regulatory oversight. What happens to the money which cannot be

refunded, for whatever cause? (If Golden Rule had worked with the Division as

they promised, I would be able to answer these questions.)

D Iowans will be forced to share the loss experience of other more expensive states.

The Golden Rule proposal has a SI mill inn threshold. Blocks smaller than $1

million are allowed to share risk across state lines.

According to the Commissioner's 1991 report to the Governor covering the policy

year 1990, there were only 4 domestic companies that had premium volumes in

excess of $1,000,000 for ATT, individual accident and health business (much less a

single block of business). (Principal, Farm Bureau Life, National Travelers, and

American Republic.) There were 30 non-domestic companies that had Iowa

volume in excess of $ 1M. Each of these companies has multiple forms. It is

doubtful whether any one policy form or block of business would ever reach $1

million in Iowa premium by itself. Therefore, according to Golden Rule's proposal,

the rate increase, the refunds or payments would result from experience pooled

across several states. The Division's actuary notes that it will be impossible to

assure Iowans do not subsidize higher losses in other states. This is a very likely

outcome given Iowa's relatively favorable health care costs. The loss ratio

experienced by Iowans will actually be less than that promised.
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D Inconsistent with rule that Iowa rates shall be based upon Iowa experience. Iowa

has successfully enforced a policy that Iowa rates must be based upon Iowa loss

experience to assure that Iowans get the benefit of cost containment, favorable cost

and utilization patterns and tort reform. Why should Florida consumers get the

benefits of Iowa's relatively low health care costs, in part attributable to tort reforms

limiting medical malpractice exposure? (Medical malpractice rates were reduced

40% on average within the last two years in response to Iowa tort reforms and a

market review by the Iowa Division to assure that reforms were reflected in rates.)

Iowa has in fact taken a strong stance on California's Proposition 103 to assure that

refunds to California consumers do not come from surplus or reserves attributable

to Iowa consumers. Given this consistent policy, Iowa should not support a system

that permits multi-state losses to impact the rates Iowans pay. Right now we control

our own destiny. Golden Rule wants to take our rudder away.

Golden Rule has half-one percent of the Iowa accident and health insurance

market.

D Iowa domestic insurers do not support the Golden Rule Proposal. Iowa domestic

companies represent over half of the Iowa market oppose Golden Rule's proposal.

D Threatens the cooperative partnership that has produced nationally low insurance

rates and high insurance business growth. Approval of the Golden Rule proposal

would fly in the face of the cooperative, consensus based approach that has been the

distinguishing feature of Iowa's insurance regulatory and business climate.

The Division is working with the Iowa industry on reducing to paper objective rate review

criteria, a process that might produce something similar in some aspects to guaranteed
minimum loss ratios. That is an on-going project and will continue after the requested

legislative re-confirmation of re-rate authority. For now, consistency of treatment is

assured of companies seeking rerate approval due to the actuarial talent the General

Assembly funded in recent years for the Division. There are a bundle of outstanding

questions we had intended to ask Golden Rule in the course of the agreed to interim

project. We never got that opportunity. The Division simply has not reached any level of

comfort to acquiesce to a major change in the form of rate regulation with unknown

consequences for Iowa consumers.

A good old rule of thumb applies, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." The Division asks that

rerate authority be expressly stated to avoid unnecessary litigation and that Golden Rule's

minimum guaranteed loss ratio be rejected.
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FOR DISCUSSION
PURPOSES ONLY

TERRY E. 8RANSTAD. tSOVC"* INSURANCE DIVISION
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE .

TO: Gow^ui i«iy c oi"anstaa

Presiden; of the Senate Michael E. Gronstal / I^ s^WSt
Speaker of the House Robert C. Axnould \^/ CXv\ I '

Members of the Iowa Legislature J olci^y*"
FROM: Daniel Pitts Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner /Va/Y*^
DATE: January 31, 1992 *^/ -A ^
RE: Regulatory review of health insurance rates. <f* * /"»

As you know, Iowa has developed a reputation for strict, but fair regulation of the insurance

industry by establishing a partnership between consumers and companies. Companies that treat

consumers fairly deserve a fair opportunity to make a reasonable profit. The result has been

nationally low rates for insurance products and record growth for insurance companies. Iowa

recognizes that consumers are not helped in the long-run by unprofitable companies. Low cost

insurance is no bargain if the company is not there to pay on its promises. Rather than engaging

in the political rate setting practiced by some states, Iowa has diligently implemented some basic

regulatory philosophies:

D Our priorities are:

Solvency first. Iowa is one of only 9 nationally accredited states for solvency oversight,
soon to become a precondition for domestic insurers to engage in interstate commerce.

Consumer protection second. Iowa has a national reputation for consumer protection
and advocacy of progressive reforms. Iowa is notable for the range of choices offered

consumers fostered by healthy competition. This competition has produced nationally
low rates.

Insurance economic development third. Iowa's insurance industry is growing at the

fastest rate of any state in the nation.

D Market oriented regulation is more effective than price oriented regulation.

A competitive market in which consumers have a reasonable range of choices to shop for

both service and price will deliver the best rates and service.

This allows us to focus scarce regulatory resources on sectors of the insurance market

which are not competitive, and thus require greater oversight to assure fairness to

consumers.

• Our goal is to induce market incentives to benefit the Iowa consumer, but not all areas

are competitive.

D Rates are preappro ved in noncompetitive markets based on 3 tests:

Rates cannot be inadequate. (Protect the solvency of the company.)

Rates cannot be excessive. (Rates must be reasonable in proportion to the benefits

provided.)

• Rates cannot be unfairly discriminatory. (Underwriting decisions must be supported

by actuarially sound — statistically valid — data. Arbitrary and capricious rate setting is

no more desirable in companies than it is in the regulatory practices of some other states.)

LUCAS BUILDING / OES MOINES. IOWA 30319 / 319-281-3703
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D Iowa rates shall be based upon Iowa experience to the greatest extent possible.
• We will not require Iowans to subsidize the losses in other states.

We will assure that the benefits of Iowa reforms accrue to Iowa rate-payers.

D First class service to consumers and companies:
The Division responds to over 37,000 consumer inquiries and complaints each year. Of
course not every complaint is resolved in the consumer's favor, but in each of the last 4

years the Division has set records in:

o the number of successful prosecutions of companies and agents,
o the amount ofmoney successfully recovered for consumers and fines collected.

• The Division has zero backlog in responding to companies':
o Form filings for review and approval.
° Rate filings for review and approval.
° Applications for admission to do business.

• The Division's policy is to respond to company correspondence within 5-7 days of

receipt
° This is in marked contrast to many states where response times are measured in

months.
° Of course the answer is not always, "Yes." It shouldn't be.

° When the answer is, "No," the Division provides clear guidance on what the

deficiency is and what remedy is expected prior to approval.
We hold ourselves to high standards by providing a "deemer clause." Rates are

deemed approved if not accepted or rejected within a limited timeframe.

I am reminding you of Iowa's approach to insurance regulation and its successes because you
are all responsible. Unique in the country, the Iowa Governor and Legislature over several

years have worked cooperatively to implement these philosophies. Together you have:

D Provided needed statutory authority for Division of Insurance to become accredited

and otherwise provided the Commissioner with adequate authority to carry out the

responsibilities charged to this office.

Provided funding for key resources such as:

Computers to facilitate field examinations, evaluation of investments, and rates.

Actuaries to review rate filings. The Division now has the same degree of professional

expertise to review rates as companies employ in asking for rates Rate reductions

ordered by our two actuaries have saved Iowa consumers over $40 million in each of the

last two years. Division actuaries also assure uniformity of analysis between companies.
If the Division were forced to rely upon private actuaries, we have discovered the range
of reasonable actuarial opinion can be quite broad.

D Facilitated insurance economic development that has created over 4,000 new jobs since

1988, by developing an unmatched infrastructure to support the business of insurance.

Really, all of these principles can be reduced to one basic Iowa philosophy. Commissioner

Lyons' first rule is, "Do the right thing for the right reason."
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G%^A
Unfortunately, not everyone lives by the same philosophy. I write to you today because 1

balance is threatened today. Not by you, but by an insurance company. Not anjowauisurance

company, or even a significant part of the Iowa market, but a company" ihaTwants to re-write the

rules in its own favor, at the expense of Iowa consumers, Iowa companies and the Iowa

insurance market. You can help stop this.

The company is Golden Rule Insurance Company o fCuluii i l ii m fflrin. Golden Rule campaigned
'

last year for an automatic rate setting device caU&fmuumum guaranteed loss ratio. The concept

as championed by Golden Rule would remove all power of the Commissioner of Insurance

to review health insurance rates for the protection of either solvency or consumers. It is a

classic example of for every problem there is a simple, and wrong solution. Worse yet, this idea

is a solution to a problem Iowa does not even have — long delays in rate review and approval.
But Golden Rule wants Iowa to follow its lead to establish precedent for other states. Golden
Rule wants to borrow Iowa's hard earned reputation for insurance excellence for its own

purposes.

The Iowa Division of Insurance opposes minimum guaranteed loss ratio legislation as

advocated by Golden Rule. Our concerns are detailed in a separate memorandum prepared by
the Division's actuarial staff and health insurance specialists. The issue was raised last year by
Golden Rule during session. Because it was such a major departure from current practice, the

Division asked Golden Rule that it be deferred for study over the interim. We agreed to review

the concept if the concerns of the Division could be adequately addressed and if consensus of the

Iowa industry could be developed. This minimum threshold was not met by Golden Rule.

While members of the Iowa Life Association studied the concept, no consensus of Iowa
domestic health insurers was reached. (Iowa domestic insurers provide coverage for well over

half of the conventional market. Golden Rule has a miniscule portion of the Iowa market.)

I did not hear from Golden Rule once during the interim. But today I received a call from

Golden Rule's chief lobbyist threatening an all out fight if we did not acquiesce to their demands.

Steven Baher, the company's lobbyist, stated that Golden Rule is prepared to spend whatever

is necessary on both advertising and lobbying to prevent the Iowa Insurance Commissioner

from exercising continuing rate review (rerate authority) and to obtain its favored standard of

minimum guaranteed loss ratio. The figure of $500,000 was mentioned.

Golden Rule has sued other state insurance commissioners to prevent rate reviews. Rate review

statutes typically provide that rates must be filed with and approved by the Commissioner prior

to use. Health insurance rates are adjusted by using past experience to predict future losses.

Iowa and other states believe that these rate adjustments or rerates are also subject to

Commissioner review and approval. Experience and loss reserve data can be gamed both to

endanger solvency and at the expense of consumers. Golden Rule takes the nonsensical position

that the Commissioner's original review can be made meaningless six months or a year later by a

unilateral rate adjustment subject to no legal standard or Commissioner oversight.

Unfortunately, Golden Rule^beatcommissioners irrother states. Now they want to try Iowa.

The Division's 1992 regulatory bill <pw$ias. includes an express provision to review rerates.

This reaffirms rerate au&6myJradiiiojially-«xercised and eliminates any chance of litigation.

Continuing rate review is a regulatorystanaard-generally accepted by Iowa public officials.
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Golden Rule will try to block it and get their own amendment for minimum guaranteed loss

ratios.

Golden Rule also objects to the health insurance reforms for the small group market recendy

adopted by the Iowa General Assembly in 1991 House File 688. Golden Rule promised to fight

the follow-on National Association of Insurance Commissioner's model act on Guaranteed

Access and Portability of Benefits as sponsored this year by Governor Branstad in Iowa and as

contained in Senator Lloyd Bentson's health insurance reform Act in Congress. The step back

towards community rating by inclusion is a nonpartisan consensus fix for the worst practices of

the health insurance industry. Golden Rule is a prime example of the predatory rate setting

practices and exclusionary underwriting practices we have sought to remedy in Iowa

through these reforms.

Perhaps the best strategy would be to let them spend their money in Iowa. Put some Iowan's to

work and then send them packing.

I ask your help in resisting temptation. The siren song sung by Golden Rule is compelling.

Minimum guaranteed loss ratios are sold as a cure all for health insurance. They are not. Maybe
it would make Golden Rule more profitable and competitive in Iowa, but it wouldn't help Iowa

consumers or Iowa companies in Iowa. Our mutual successes are too precious to squander.

Remember, if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.

b:\GoldenR.sam
3.5disc5

dpw/2/1/1992
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STATE Or }^
TERRY E. BRANSTAD. governor INSURANCE DIVISION

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TO: Ted Totman, Office of Senator Charles Grassley, Iowa

FROM: Dan Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner

DATE: July 26, 1994

RE: Principled foundation for HIPC/Alliance enabling statute or rules.

We discussed briefly some principles of health insurance purchasing cooperatives or voluntary

alliances this morning. Here is a brief summary of principles to be followed in enabling statutes

or rules. These principles are important to tell the difference between enshrining the status quo
and enabling voluntary reform. Health Insurance Purchasing Cooperatives (HIPCs) or Alliances

are purchasing reform, not insurance reform. Especially in a voluntary market, insurance reform

must be equally applied to all parties performing essentially the same function whether insurance

companies, health maintenance organizations, ERISA-qualified employer self-funded plans, or

others. Alliances are intended to discipline the sellers of health plans to deliver better value for

the dollar, the best combination of cost and quality. The principles in no special order:

1 . Non-risk bearing. HIPCs are intended to effectively organize the community of buyers

to effectively negotiate cost and quality with sellers of health plans. The health plans

bear risk, not the HIPC. No insurance reserves are necessary or appropriate because

HIPCs do not engage in the business of insurance (acceptance of risk transfer). (I

understand Ohio's law requires minimum insurance reserves at the lobbying pressure of

Golden Rule Insurance. This reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of a HIPCs
function. A HIPC is not a health plan or insurer.) HIPCs do require oversight of their

fiduciary responsibility in handling money to the extent that payments are made through

the HIPC.

2. Organized for the primary benefit of purchasers, especially small buyers —
individuals and small businesses. Several conclusions flow from this principle. HIPCs

cannot be controlled by those whose services are being purchased, insurance companies
or health care providers. Small buyers need assistance to organize. There is no special

reason to exclude large employers from participating. In fact the trend towards

community level organization of buyers favors not restricting voluntary HIPCs to some

arbitrary limit on the size of employers that may participate. This runs contraryTo many
bills in Congress where size limits are left over from when some were considering

mandatory alliances. Insurance companies would be very happy to keep buyers small,

diffuse, and unorganized. Size limits on voluntary HIPCs/alliances tend to make them

weak and ineffectual, minimizing the benefits or reforms that could be realized from

organized value-based purchasing. Rules should encourage aggregate purchasing power.

Rules that fragment, divide or limit the size of a HIPC operate to the benefit of sellers of

services, not buyers. Recognize that sellers are already far more organized.

Iowa Division ofInsurance July 26, 1994

HIPC/Alliance Principles Page - 1
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3. Insurance industry and health care providers should not control structure of the

alliance. This has two corollaries. First, in structuring the rules for HIPCs, politicians

should listen to buyers not sellers. Large sellers do not like organized buyers and will

work to make HIPCs ineffectual and weak. Second, the internal governance of a HTPC

should not be dominated by sellers. Don't permit insurance companies or health care

providers to sit on both sides of the table.
1

Conflict of interest standards are appropriate.

4. Service territories should follow de facto regional health care markets and not

political borders. The primary innovation of managed competition is the recognition

that health care is bought and sold in local markets. HIPCs seek to organize the

community of local buyers to effectively negotiate cost and quality with the community
of local providers of insurance and health care services. Local health care markets cross

geopolitical borders and overlap on the fringes. The regulatory structure should not

Balkanize health care buyers with arbitrary hard boundaries, but should rather follow the

boundaries of consumer-defined markets. Regulators do have an interest in assuring all

areas are served by at least one HIPC and that HIPCs not be allowed to only serve high

volume, low cost areas.

5. Insurance reform initiatives should be applied equally inside and outside of the

alliances. Assuming that alliances will be a voluntary alternative and not the exclusive

route to the insurance market, all routes must play under the same insurance reform rules.

For instance, an alliance should not be required to take all comers (guarantee issue) if

insurance companies marketing directly, and self-funded employers under ERISA are not

similarly required to do so.

6. A HIPC must offer more than one health plan and the products of more than one

carrier. A HIPC is more than a distribution channel for a single carrier or single product.

This is a major distinction from association plans. A HIPC is intended to organize

competition between competing carriers by facilitating choice between plans based upon
cost and quality, or value.

7. Price makers, not price takers — the power to negotiate. HIPCs must be value-based

purchasers with the ability to apply the tools of continuous quality improvement to

negotiate both cost and quality with potential participating health plans. Assuming that

alliances will be voluntary and non-exclusive channels to the reformed insurance market

there is no legitimate public interest served in requiring the alliance to list "any willing

insurer". (A different conclusion is possible if alliances are mandatory and exclusive, but

that does not seem to be the direction of either state or federal policymakers.)

1 The issue of agents is a little more touchy. An independent agent not tied to a particular insurance

company is more likely to represent the interest of client buyers than a tied agent selling directly for a particular

company. Iowa has an independent insurance agent led alliance up and running. I would hope it would it at least

enjoy a grandfather clause. It could be a model. If policymakers choose "voluntary" alliances, policymakers have

to realistically assess who has the capacity and motivation to create voluntary alliances and effectively represent

small buyers. Independent agents, large employer coalitions, existing associations willing to change from a single

product to facilitating choice of competing plans, chambers of commerce, and state government are all possible

sponsors able to organize and assist small buyers.

Iowa Division ofInsurance July 26, 1994

HIPC/Alliance Principles Page - 2
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8. Employee choice of plan. HIPCs should Xiffer employee choice of plans rather than

employer choice of plans. Employers' legitimate interests in controlling costs are served

by allowing the HIPC to negotiate prices with health plans. It is important to

counterbalance this by giving individual employees choice of plan as a quality control

check. A health plan subject only to employer influence over price may ignore quality.

To succeed with employee choice of plan, the health plan must offer the best value — the

best combination of cost and quality.

9. Exempt from antitrust. Purchasers participating in an alliance must not be subject to

antitrust violations by virtue of aggregating purchasing power. State regulatory oversight

of the alliance on a continuing basis should provide the state action doctrine exemption
from federal antitrust rules, but more explicit permission in federal law is desirable.

Direct federal regulation or licensing of HIPCs would be preferable to having any

problems with federal antitrust. Need to be able to clearly tell alliance organizers what is

permissible up front. Buyers want to organize to save money on health care not spend

money on lawyers.

10. Voluntary HIPCs should be subject to less prescriptive rules than mandatory
HIPCs. Many issues should be left to the business judgment of the operators since they
will be in competition with other distribution channels and potentially in competition
with other HIPCs. There is no one right way to do a HIPC as local circumstances and

priorities vary considerably. Avoid freezing current practices in regulatory stone as

everyone is early on the learning curve. Value-based purchasing lessons from large

employer coalitions and the few existing health insurance purchasing cooperatives are

instructive.

Two other warning signs. It is my understanding that HIAA and others have circulated a

regulatory template on Capitol Hill that includes in the fine print some provisions that endanger
the viability and success of voluntary purchasing cooperatives.

The insurance community's proposal retains underwriting or eligibility determination as a

function of the individual insurance company and not the HIPC. This is contrary to current

practices of operating HIPCs in Iowa, California, Florida and Texas where the HIPC applies

uniform eligibility tests to all consumers and the insurer must take anyone passing the HIPCs
review.

2 The HIPC can assure uniform application of the standard. If ten different insurance

companies apply the same standard there will by definition be ten different standards. To
surrender the HIPCs power to apply uniform standards leaves insurers in a position to continue

to manipulate the risk pool through risk avoidance. Because the HIPC does not bear riskjt_does

not have the same incentive to avoid risk. Eligibility determination, where there is a HIPC or

voluntary alliance, more appropriately rests with the alliance. With uniform eligibility

determination through the HIPC and employee choice of plan, a real benefit is that risk tends to

be more randomly distributed because insurers lose the powers necessary to directly perform risk

avoidance.

Underwriting or determining eligibility for enrollment will continue to be a function in a voluntary market.

It appears to be the politically likely result that reform will at least initially feature voluntary alliances and insurance

reforms, it looks like there will be a preexisting condition waiting period for those without prior qualifying

coverage.

Iowa Division ofInsurance July 26, 1994

HIPC/Alliance Principles Page - 3
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Similarly, insurers oppose allowing HIPCs to hold the group insurance certificate on behalf of

participating employers and would like to maintain a direct insurance contract relationship with

the employer. This of course would make it far easier to again choose to sell directly to low risk

employers, by-passing the alliance, or to otherwise undermine the effectiveness of an alliance in

aggregating the purchasing power of many buyers. All current alliances hold the group

certificate.

In both matters, follow corollary 1 of rule 3, listen to buyers not sellers in setting the rules on

how HIPCs/alliances should operate. All current successfully operating voluntary alliances

perform uniform underwriting for all participating health plans and do not let participating

insurers pick and choose consumers from among the HIPCs members. All current successfully

operating voluntary alliances hold the group contract from the carrier on behalf of participating

employers and their employees. The insurer must deal with the HIPC, not the employer. To

follow the insurer's preferred model leaves the employer potentially dealing with multiple

insurance companies, unless Congress also accepts employer choice of plan.

Alliances offer three tremendous changes over the status quo:

Q Negotiated, market-based accountability for both cost and quality, i.e., value-based

purchasing.

Q Employee choice of plan to assure quality and consumer satisfaction. A recent survey

showed that 80% of employers only offer one health plan. The unreformed employer
choice of plan insurance market limits portability of coverage with preexisting condition

limitations and waiting period and emphasizes cost avoidance not value.

Q Streamlined administration by having the HIPC perform premium collection and

underwriting. If done right, the HIPC does administrative tasks currently done by many
insurance companies, eliminating current duplications and capturing economies of scale.

If crippled by pro-insurance company requirements, alliances do become an ineffectual

added layer of bureaucracy rather than an effective, more efficient substitute for current

administrative practices.

Hope this helps.

Iowa Division ofInsurance July 26, 1994

HIPC/Alliance Principles Page - 4
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STATE OF \

\ iqWa
TERRY E. BRANSTAD. governor INSURANCE DIVISION

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Congress

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

Committee on Energy and Commerce U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Rep. John D. Dinged, Michigan, Chairman

August 3, 1994

Briefing Points for:

Daniel Pitts Winegarden, First Deputy Insurance Commissioner

State of Iowa

O Iowa's Golden Rule Story
—

> Agreed to procedure for resolution of conflict not followed.

t> Threats and intimidation. $500,000 war chest for lobbying and advertising.

Reminder of past law suits.

> Pursuit of special advantage contrary to best interests of Iowa consumers and Iowa

companies.

> Exposure of threats to public scrutiny.

» Public interest prevailed.

> Golden Rule continues to oppose other insurance reforms and purchasing reforms.

D Single set of insurance reform rules applicable to all who offer, market or sponsor

private health benefit plans.

> General application of lessons Iowa learned in dealing with Golden Rule.

> Government is responsible to establish fair rules.

> Caution against granting special exemptions or private advantage at the expense of

the general interest.
~

fo> l^hM** •( /^ J*** o^u^f-v **»«%• £T*
•» Flawed reform will fail.

,«, e -^its n>»«^ slit's ,„,^tv.H» <-. >' *m >** **•*<

D Two major areas of reform in a voluntary market under consideration. J£u jy.fi
k~ t"^1*

> Purchasing reform -
organizing the community of local buyers to effectively ^ y

'

negotiate price and quality with the community of local sellers of health plans through yo. f*t •

voluntary purchasing alliances. (Consistent with maintaining rating territories so that

when health plans deliver better results for lower costs they can pass the savings onto

their customers. Without geographic rating, there is no incentive to improve value.)

Alliances are not health plans but a buying club to facilitate the purchase of health

plans. Risk is borne and managed by the health plans.

> Insurance reform --
changing the rules of health care financing to more broadly

spread health care costs, to motivate risk management rather than risk avoidance, and

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994

Briefing Points - Oversight Subcommittee Page - 1
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to make health plans accountable in the marketplace for value, better quality at lower

cost.

> Voluntary alliances are not insurance reform. They are purchasing reform and a

complement to insurance reform. To be successful alliances must operate in a

reformed insurance market.

Principles of voluntary alliance regulation.

This bullet point and subpoints likely to be cut due to time constraints. With ten minutes,

unlikely to get to these points.

> Non-risk bearing.

> Organized for primary benefit of purchasers, especially small buyers - individuals

and small businesses.

> Insurance industry and health care providers should not control alliance.

> Service territories should at minimum follow regional health care markets and not

political borders.

> Insurance reform initiatives should be applied equally inside and outside of the

alliances.

i> An alliance must offer more than one health plan and the products of more than one

carrier.

> Price makers, not price takers ~ the power to negotiate.

> Employee choice of plan.

> Voluntary alliances should be subject to less prescriptive rules than mandatory

alliances.

> Contrary positions are advocated to many of these principles by many sellers not

anxious to see a reformed market with organized buyers.

* In implementing purchasing reform -
voluntary alliances or purchasing cooperatives

— listen to the buyers of health plans, not the sellers. Watch what effective buyers do

today.

D Insurance Reform:

> Insurance reform is not free health care for all. It is not all that might be desired.

** Voluntary reforms will not accomplish universal coverage. Guaranteed or mandated

benefits cannot by financed with voluntary contributions. Substantial subsidies

required to put a reasonable minimum standard of health benefits within the reach of

the working poor — the typical uninsured American.

*• Insurance reform can and should make insurance more secure, keeping insurance

available and affordable as consumers get older and sicker, as we all inevitably do.

> Insurance reform can and will make the insurance market more stable and

accountable.

> These are significant improvements over the status quo.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994

Briefing Points -- Oversight Subcommittee Page -- 2
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Q Specific issues in insurance reform.

This bullet point and subpoints likely to be cut due to time constraints. These are more

detailed examples and are more likely to benefit staffthan members.

*» Self-funded association plans (illegal multiple employer welfare arrangements that

currently comply neither with ERISA or state insurance law) are seeking a

grandfather clause to permit them to continue to operate with industry rating and

other rules of the status quo. Exempting them from the rules of reform will increase

costs to others and is against the general interest.

*> In setting requirements for self-funding (amending ERISA) remember original goals

of ERISA - to allow large, multistate employers to offer a uniform benefit plan

nationwide. National insurance reform will accomplish this goal. Allowing an

employer to self-fund is allowing an employer to be a community unto itself in

community rating. Key question is how small can an employer be to be a community

unto itself. The lower the ERISA self-funding threshold is set at, the greater the

regulatory burdens - more players to regulate. Those that choose to self-fund will be

groups below the average cost of the entire community. The result will be higher

costs for those within the insured community. Perhaps consider making self-funding

a permanent election. Can't decide, "I won't share costs with you while my group is

young and healthy, but let me join the insurance pool when my group is old and sick."

*- Allow consumer choice, including choice of limited panel managed care plans. To do

otherwise is to require all consumers to buy smorgasbords, even if willing to take a

lower cost limited menu. Any willing provider bills protect provider incomes.

Consumers should be given a real choice between health plans offering the same

benefits but permitted to innovate in how to deliver those benefits at lower cost and

better results.

f> HIAA template - should eligibility determination (underwriting) be done by insurers

or by HIPC/alliance? The alliance.

t> Who should hold the group insurance certificate for HIPC/alliance members? The

alliance.

> Don't decide issues that can be left to business judgment of an effective

HIPC/alliance, particularly if politics might force wrong answer.

D Conclusion ~ need for Federal insurance reform rules to assure level playing field

across state boundaries, regardless of whether insured or self-funded, and

regardless of the offeror, marketer, or sponsor.

** Minimum steps for 1994. Insurance reform with effective voluntary purchasing

alliances is minimum that Congress must accomplish this year. Done right, these

reforms would at least lay the groundwork so that the only additional reform

necessary would be the overlay of an adequate subsidy mechanism to provide

universal coverage.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994

Briefing Points -- Oversight Subcommittee Page - 3
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> Single set of rules. Insurance reform must set a single set of reform standards

applicable to all who sell, administer or sponsor health plans, whether insured or

self-funded.

> Special exemptions. Do not grant special exemptions or exceptions or create private

advantages in conflict with general reform principles or standards applied to the larger

market.

> Access. All health plans, marketers, and sponsors must play by the same rules of

access — guaranteed issue (with a limited waiting period for preexisting conditions if

the consumer has not been contributing to a health plan, but otherwise providing for

full portability and continuity of benefits between health plans).

> Rating. All must play by same rules of rating
— modified community rate.

y> Portability and Continuity. All must play by same rules of portability and

continuity (no preexisting condition limitation or waiting period if consumer had

prior qualifying coverage.

y> Fair administration and financial security. All must play by same rules of fair

administration and adequate reserves to protect consumers from arbitrary or

capricious claims settlement or financial failure.

> Thank you. Consumers are counting on you to represent the public interest and to

recognize and resist those seeking private advantage at the expense of the broader

community.

Daniel Pitts Winegarden August 3, 1994

Briefing Points - Oversight Subcommittee Page - 4
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Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Winegarden.
The Chair now recognizes Mr. Coffman.

TESTIMONY OF MIKE COFFMAN
Mr. Coffman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. In my testimony I will walk you through the health

insurance reform bill that I initiated this year in the State of Colo-

rado, as well as discuss the lobbying practices of Golden Rule In-

surance Company in response to my legislation.
In 1993, an employers coalition was formed in Colorado to ad-

dress concerns with the health insurance industry. In Colorado

many employers maintain that the growing power of purchasers is

driving both the sharp drop in the growth of health care rates and
the restructuring of the system. The coalition felt that reforms

were needed to address the inequities in a small group market
where many small businesses have difficulty in finding coverage.
This year, with the backing of the coalition and more progressive

insurance carriers I introduced and passed a comprehensive small

group insurance reform bill, House Bill 1210, that required health

insurance carriers to provide guaranteed access to health insurance

for anyone in a small group of 1 to 50. Following a one-time wait-

ing period, no one could be denied coverage on the basis of any pre-

existing condition. So long as there was not a gap in coverage of

more than 90 days, one would have portability of that coverage to

other policies. A basic and standard benefit package has been de-

signed by a commission established by the legislature.
Carriers offering small group policies will have to offer the basic

and standard plans and provide guaranteed issue. These carriers

can also offer other plans and will be able to set their own rates

for all plans within an adjusted community rating structure. Ad-

justed community rating is to be phased in over a 3-year period in

order to avoid broad rate swings.
Once it is fully phased in, the insured can only have rate dif-

ferences on the basis of age and geography. Gender, health status

or previous health claims cannot be used to determine rates. Man-
dating all carriers to offer the basic and standard plans served two

purposes.
The first was that it established a uniform benefit level to pro-

vide a level playing field for the carrier's benefit and that of the

insured. The second reason was to provide a greater degree of com-

petition in the market place. Consumers would be able to readily

compare different carriers in their ability to manage costs effec-

tively because benefit levels would be comparable.
A companion bill, House Bill 1193, was designed as a cost-con-

tainment strategy to offset the potential increases created by guar-
anteed issue. It established a regulatory framework that encour-

ages small businesses to band together in voluntary alliances for

the purchase of health insurance. Through the voluntary alliances,
these small businesses can enjoy the same leverage in obtaining
discounts that large corporations have.

Golden Rule, along with other insurance carriers specializing in

the individual market, took the strongest position against the bill.

The initial draft of the bill insured individual carriers to provide
guaranteed issue of basic and standard plans to individuals. Gold-
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en Rule argued that they would incur adverse selection. Sick people
not now insured and likely unemployed would gravitate to them.
Their belief was that individuals with chronic illnesses who left

group policies would have no choice but to move to individual poli-
cies if they were no longer employable due to their health status.

This issue had been largely addressed in my proposal by requiring
small group carriers to offer conversion policies of the basic and
standard plans. They further argued that Colorado had already es-

tablished a subsidized uninsurable health insurance plan for high-
risk individuals who would otherwise not get health insurance.
That pool is limited to 2,400 people to assure stability and has a

very limited financing mechanism to subsidize its policies. They
were able to strike the unemployed individual from the bill while
the self-employed individual remained.

My view of Golden Rule Insurance Company is that they are ag-

gressive in the defense of the status quo in the health insurance

industry because they fear that any significant change will elimi-

nate their narrowly-focused market. In debating the merits of my
legislation, I questioned much of the data they use from other
States to support their arguments Colorado.
These "studies" which forecasted broad rate increases were used

effectively in exploiting the fears that legislators had with the un-
known consequences of health insurance reform. There seemed to

be a very close linkage between Golden Rule and the American

Legislative Exchange Council. The American Legislative Exchange
Council participated in a fight against my legislation by producing
position papers that were word-for-word that of Golden Rule's and
sent them to legislators prior to key votes.

This greatly enforced Golden Rule's lobbying capability against
my reform efforts. I have found the individual lobbying practices to

their Colorado contract lobbyist Linda Kirscht to be neither unethi-
cal nor irregular, but simply aggressive and effective. In Colorado,
one reason why Golden Rule has been extremely successful in

thwarting any meaningful reform in the individual market is large-

ly due to the fact that there are no powerful special interest groups
that are an advocate for the individual in the insurance industry
market. Reform efforts in the individual market are left vulnerable
to the well-organized lobbying power of Golden Rule, where in the

group insurance market there are business and labor organizations
that have the power to move such reforms forward.
Health insurers are not eager for change, but some farsighted

carriers see the handwriting on the wall and have come to the de-

bate in a constructive way. My overall view of the health insurance

industry is that reforms such as the one that I have introduced in

Colorado are necessary to bring about equity in the system.
Health insurance carriers must be made to compete on their abil-

ity to manage health care costs and not on their ability to avoid
risk. I would be reluctant to see the regulation of the health insur-

ance industry move to the Federal level. States have succeeded in

drafting comprehensive reforms effectively and should be entrusted
to continue to do so as laboratories for a range of programs which
best suit their unique needs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.

[The testimony of Mr Coffman follows:]
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Test.raony of State Representative Mike Coffnar. to the 0ver6ignt C

Investigation SubcoBmlttaa of tr.e Energy 6 Comaerce Comaittee

Mr. chairman and aembers of the committee, in ay opening reaarKs I

will walk you through the health insurance reforaa that X have
initiated in the State of Colorado aa well aa discuss the lobbying
practices of Golden Rule insurance company in response to those
reforms .

My work on health insurance refora in Colorado began in the 1992

legislative ssssion. Colorado legislators began their discussion
before the presidential election.

In 1992 I was the State House sponsor of Senate Bill 4, legislation
which authorised for the State of Colorado to proceed with a study for
universal health insurance coverage for ell Coloradane.

The initial premise was for ths State to approve a Halted number of
health insurance carriers to provide uniform benefit plana from which
the public could choae. The study was essentially to be an actuarial
analysis to determine) the cost of such a prograa. Financing options
would be provided from sources ranging from an employer mandate to
public financing. Medicaid would be rolled into the plan under a
waiver from the federal governaant. Money for the study waa made
available by a grant froa the Robert woods Johnson foundation. The
study was to be completed by ths summer of 1993 with legislation
drafted for 1994.

Opposition to ths proposal at that time waa limited. Since the

legielation waa merely initiating the study to determine cost,
legislators ware willing to see whet it would show.

In 1993 I had growing roeervations about the need for a aaeaive
overhaul of the health care insurance system in Colorado that was then
called for in Colorado Care. I felt the need to retain a market based

system and preserve individual responsibility. Z devised a plan in

conjunction with a aainstreea group of insurance carriers called the
Colorado Group Insurance Association to revamp our state's health care

system. There were four elements to this reform. The first dealt
with provider reform in that it Halted health care providers to the

rates establiehsd under Medicare. The second was to require health
insuranoe carriers to cover all preexisting conditions and to provide
portability when changing carriers. The legislation aleo Halted the

rate of increase that a carrier could charge the ineured at the tine
of any renewal. Ths third provision sought to oontrol Medicaid cost

by placing aa many Medicaid recipients aa possible in capitated
managed care plans by contracting with private health insurance
carriers. The last provision of ths bill waa to provide a ayetea of

universal coverage via an individual responsibility nodal. This would

provide an incentive for individuals with the financial wherewithal to

afford heelth insurance to have it. Should they elect not have it

then a surcharge would be placed on their state income tax end that
additional revenue would then go to help fund policies for the near

poor.

The Colorado Croup Insuranoe Association was instrumental in lobbying
for the bill and generating public support. The business community
seened unsympathetic. The opposition came priaarily from heels** iA-c.

provider groups who hated the rate regulations. Large insurance
carriers were aleo opposed because they felt that they would fare
better under a aanaged competition approach siallar to that of
coloradocare. Elements of the bill paased the state House but nothing
survived the State Senate. Golden Rule insurance ooapany did not play
a significant role in the defeet of the bill although their lobbyist
argued for the ststus quo and againat the projected coet of reform.
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In 199 3 with the Clinton Administration moving forward at the federal
level, our governor and the legislators supporting Coloradooare
thought it boat to vait and aaa what congrees would do. Legislation
to anact universal covaraga in Colorado waa postponed.

That same year an employers' coalition waa formed in Colorado to
address conearns with tha health insurance industry . in Colorado, many
eaployari maintain that tha growing power of purchasers is driving
both s sharp drop in tha growth of health oare rates and a
restructuring of tha syataa. However, the coalition rait that reforms
ware needed to addreee the Inequities in tha small group market where
many small businesses have difficulty in finding coverage.

This year, with the backing of the coalition and mora progressive
insurance carriers, Z introduced and pasaed a comprehenaive small
group health insurance reform bill, House Bill 1210, that required
health inauranoe carriers to provide guaranteed access to health
insursnes for anyone in a smell group of one to fifty. Following a
one time waiting period no one could be denied coverage on the baaia
of any preexisting condition. So long aa there waa not a gap in
coverage of more than ninety days one would have portability of that
coverage to other policial.

A basic and a standard benefit package haa bean designed by a
commiaeion established by the legislature. Carriers offering email
group policies will have to offer the basic and standard plans and
provide guaranteed issue. These csrrisrs can also offer other plana
and will be able to set their own rates for sll plana within an
adjusted community rating structure.

Adjusted community rating ia to be phased in over a three year period
in order to avoid broad rate swings. Once it ie fully phased in the
inaured can only have rate differences on the basis of age and

geography. Gender, health status or previous heelth claims cannot be
used in determining rates.

Mandating all carriers to offer the basic and etandard plana served
two purpoeea. The first was that it established a uniform benefit
level to provide a level playing field for both the carriers benefit
and that of the inaured. The second reaeon waa to provide a greater
degree of competition in the market placer conausere would be able to
readily compere different oarriera in their ability to manage cost
affectively because benefits would be comparable.

A companion bill, House Bill 1193, waa deaigned aa a ooet containment
strategy to offaet the potential increaeee created by guaranteed
issue. It established a regulatory framework that encourages small
businesses to bend together in voluntary alllancee for the purchase of
health insurance. Through the voluntary alliances thsse small
businesses can enjoy the same leverage in attaining discounts that
large corporations have.

Golden Rule, along with other inaurance carriers apecializing in tha
individual market, took ths strongest position against the bill. The
initial draft of the bill required individual carriers to provide
guaranteed iaaue of basic and standard plana to individuals. Golden
Rule argued that thay would Incur adverse selection. Sick people not
now insured and likely unemployed would gravitate to them. Their,
belief waa that individuals with chronic illneeeea who loft group
policies would have no choice but to move to individual policies if

thay were no longer employable due to their health statue. Thla issue
had been largely addreesed in my propoeal by requiring small group
carriere to offer conversion policies of the basic and standard plana.

Thay further argued that Colorado bad already established a subsidized
uninsurable health ineuranoa plan for high riak individuals who could
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not otherwiss get health Insurance. That pool it limited to 2,400
people to assure its stability and hae very liaited financing
nechanisms to aubsidlie polloies. They were able to strike the
uneaployed individual froa the bill while the self-employed individual
remained.

My view of Golden Rule insurance company ia that they ere aggressive
in the defense of the status quo in the health insurance industry
because they fear that any significant change will eliminate their
narrowly focused market .

In debating the merits of ay legislation I questioned much of the data
they used from other etatee to support their arguments against ay
reforms for Colorado. Thame "studies" which forecast broad rate
increases were used effectively in exploiting the fears that
legislators hsd with the unknown consequences of health insurance
reform.

There seemed to be a very close linkage between Golden Rule and the
American Legislative Exchange Council. The American Legislative
Exchange Council participated in the fiqht aqainat ay legislation by
producing position papers that were word for word that of Golden
Rule's and sent them to legislators prior to key votes. This greatly
reinforced Golden Rule's lobbying capability against ay reform
efforts.

I have found the individual lobbying practices of their Colorado
contract lobbyist, Linda Kirscht, to be neither unethical nor

irregular but simply aggressive and effective.

In Colorado, one reason why Golden Rule haa been extremely euocessful
in thwsrtlng sny meaningful reform in the individual market is largely
due to the fact that there are no powerful apeoial interest groups
that sre an advocate for tbe individual in the individual insurance
arket. Reform efforts in the individual market are left vulnerable
to the well organised lobbying power of Golden Rule where in the group
Insurance market there are business and labor organisstions that have

the power to move such reforms forward.

Health insurers are not eager for change. But some farsightad
carriers seeing the handwriting on the wall have oone to the debate in

constructive way. Nv overall view of the health insurance industry
is that reforms such as the one that I have recently introduced in

Colorado are necessary to bring about equity in the system. Health
insurance carriers must be made to compete on the basis of their

aoili"'/ to manage haalth care co6t^ and net on their ability to avoia
risks. I would be reluctant to see the regulation of the health
insurance industry aove to the federal level. States have succeeded
in drafting comprehensive reforns effectively and should be entrusted
to continue to do' so as laboratories for a range of programs which
beat suit their unique needs.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and aembera of the committee.
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Mr. DlNGELL. Thank you very much for your testimony, gentle-
men.
The Chair recognizes first the gentleman from Colorado for such

questions as he chooses.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Coffman, I understand that Golden Rule gen-
erated a great deal of opposition to your legislation, as per your
testimony. Can you tell us how many of the amendments in opposi-
tion to your legislation were written by Golden Rule as opposed to

other companies or other interests? Do you have any link on that
at all?

Mr. Coffman. Yes, Representative Schaefer, I think that they
did write an amendment in the Appropriations Committee that

largely struck the bill and instituted reforms that they concurred
with. That was reversed on the House Floor. I will say that the
other carriers that represented that individual market were also

heavily involved in the lobbying. I think State Farm was very effec-

tive in the sense that their corporate headquarters is in northern
Colorado and I think they might have had more say than Golden
Rule on some of the significant issues of the bill.

Mr. Schaefer. Of course, this is common practice in all State

legislatures, as well as in Congress on lobbying efforts.

I understand that substantial reform has taken place in the
small group health insurance market in Colorado due in large part
to your efforts and that of Senator Schroeder, but that similar

forms have not occurred in the individual market. Can you give us

any reasons for that?
Mr. Coffman. I think that the central reason I don't think there

is a—when you talk about the small group market you have busi-

ness organizations and labor organizations that certainly coalesced
around my bill in terms of getting it forward, but in terms of the
individual market there is no, I think, special interest groups out
there that is well organized to represent them as an advocate. I

think that is a reason why I think the individual is left out in

many States, because there is not that organized support group for

it.

Mr. Schaefer. An April 10, 1992 article in the Denver Business

Journal, said "Despite widespread backing by the insurance indus-

try, a key health care reform bill has been gutted after intensive

lobbying of Colorado legislators by Indianapolis-based Golden Rule
Insurance Company."

I understand this refers to legislation about which you testified.

Would you agree that the legislation was gutted by Golden Rule or
were there other insurance companies involved in this?

Mr. Coffman. I would have to say there were other carriers in-

volved. I don't think it was just Golden Rule. State Farm, the Sen-
ate President was from northern Colorado where State Farm was
based, as well as a number of other legislators in that delegation,
and there was considerable influence I think in that particular
area. I think they were referring to the Appropriations Committee
during that time frame. I think Golden Rule led the attack in the

Appropriations Committee, but that was reversed on the floor and
we essentially put the majority of the bill back together.
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Then I saw the handwriting on the wall in terms of the opposi-
tion and chose to amend the individual from the bill looking down
the road. Golden Rule did not—once the bill got out of the House
in terms of the small group reform—did not have further opposition
to those reforms when it was in the State senate. There were a

number of negotiations that took place.
Mr. Schaefer. But Golden Rule wasn't the only player?
Mr. Coffman. No.
Mr. Schaefer. For any of you gentlemen, from the thrust of the

testimony that we have heard today, and at our June 29 hearing,
it would appear that Golden Rule's actions represent a rather ex-

treme example of practices that are unfair to insurance consumers.
I want to find out whether this is really an extreme—your com-
ments—is this something typical of only Golden Rule or is it other

health insurance companies as well that are involved here?

Any of you gentlemen.
Mr. Winegarden. We have talked about two different things this

morning in connection with Golden Rule or the individual insur-

ance market. One is lobbying activities, and I have to say that in

our State my experience in 1992 was unique. I have never had a

company behave in that way nor has Golden Rule behaved in that

way since in our State.

The other is in the conduct towards consumers in the insurance
market. Perhaps as insurance commissioner, our office hears the

complaints of consumers more than most officials in State govern-
ment. We are aware of the weaknesses in the current regulatory
structure and rules of the game in health benefit plans. Golden
Rule is not the only company to play by those rules in the individ-

ual insurance, and it has resulted in a marketplace for consumers
in which people who do not have access to group insurance have
either no choices or bad choices, and frequently you will see situa-

tions in which insurance is easy to get when you don't need it and
if you think that is a good bargain, that is a judgment. I don't

think that is good value for consumers and it is impossible to get
when you do need it.

In the individual insurance market, individual commissioners
have special concerns about a practice called post-claims under-

writing in which a consumer has done everything possible and that

you could reasonably ask of a reasonable consumer to protect their

interest and take responsibility for financing their own health care.

They have bought an insurance product and believe that they have

coverage, but when a claim comes in, an insurance company re-

views should we have written this person to begin with. In failure

to have clear guidelines, even using tools like we have in the life

insurance market like an incontestability period after 6 months or

after a year you couldn't argue about whether it was covered or

not, consumers are often left after the fact not having coverage for

claims that they reasonably believe that they do.

I want to distinguish that from the instance in which medically
unnecessary or inappropriate care is delivered because somebody
has to care about the money. There is a limited amount of money
that either individuals, government or employers have to spend on
health care. We don't want to waste our dollars, but in managed
care, much of what passes for managed care is in fact managed
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cost and does not address value and service to the customer. That
is why I have emphasized the need to provide better information
to customers on value and to provide them the ability to vote with
their feet.

Mr. Scorsone. Of course, I can only speak about Kentucky's ex-

perience, but I would say that the lobbying activities of Golden
Rule in Kentucky did stand out as quite different than the rest of

the industry. In terms of the substantive issues, I would say that
their position against modified community rate and the guaranteed
issue was clearly far out there. It was not the industry norm. They
were much more willing to accept those changes in terms of reform.

I think the antidote to this in Kentucky was similar to what hap-
pened in Iowa, which is that once we exposed that the information
that was being passed around by Golden Rule was inaccurate, it

had the opposite effect on Golden Rule's position and they were—
one of the things that they were so upset about was the removal
of the guaranteed loss ratio in the statute which is something that

they had pushed for a couple of years before. Once it became
known that Golden Rule was adamant about keeping this in there,

they built up more steam. So I think bringing the issue to light and
giving more information on what was going on helped us tremen-

dously in Kentucky.
Mr. Schaefer. I would follow up and ask have you, Mr. Coffman,

or Mr. Scorsone, been sued or threatened with legal action?

Mr. Coffman. I have not.

Mr. Scorsone. Not yet.
Mr. Schaefer. Mr. Winegarden, per your testimony, did Golden

Rule follow through on its threat to do whatever necessary to get
your department to back its minimum loss ratio proposal?

Mr. Winegarden. It did not, and I think one of the reasons why
is that the threat was immediately exposed and, frankly, the topic
became scorched earth, it was not something that public officials in

Iowa could support because it would then be viewed by the public
as having given in to an inappropriate threat that was not consist-

ent with the conduct of public policy in the State of Iowa.
Mr. Schaefer. One other question Mr. Chairman. My time is

running out. One criticism we have heard is that Golden Rule has

actively resisted various State health insurance reforms despite

having a small presence in the State in terms of premiums. I would
be interested in hearing whether this situation exists in your re-

spective States.

Mr. SCORSONE. Yes, sir. I believe in Kentucky I indicated that
their share of the market was only about 2 percent, so pretty small
in terms of the overall picture.
Mr. Coffman. Mr. Schaefer, I think in terms of the—they have

minimal—I am not sure if they have a presence in the small group
market. In the past they have challenged or resisted small group
reform efforts. I don't think they resisted mine that hard this time.

They fought the individual reforms for which they do have a pres-
ence in Colorado.
Mr. Winegarden. In Iowa, the company in 1992 had approxi-

mately one-half of 1 percent of the market. That perhaps even
more emphasized the point that it was seeking special advantage
for a relatively small share of the market and to expect to dictate
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to the State insurance commissioner what public policy should be.

When we reviewed the proposal we felt it to be contrary to the best

interest not only of Iowa consumers but the best interest of Iowa
insurance companies that had a much larger share of the market

place.
Mr. Schaefer. In any of you gentlemen's opinion, does Golden

Rule target its insurance policies only to the young customers? Can
you answer that at all?

Mr. Scorsone. I don't feel comfortable answering about their

marketing practices.
Mr. Schaefer. What about cherry picking? Do any of you have

an opinion on that? Do they operate in that manner?
Mr. Winegarden. I think that that is a general condition within

the individual market as a whole. I want to counterbalance that by
saying that there are some problems in individual insurance that

are legitimate concerns for companies. It is more expensive to ad-

minister an individual insurance policy where you have to find the

willing and able individual buyer and you have to collect premium
from a hundred different individuals instead of in the group mar-
ket one employer for a hundred different individuals.

That said, I think that one of the problems that you have heard
from consumer after consumer in considering health care reform is

that people who need health care coverage, the most have lack of

access to it. And when you lose access to group insurance the

choices, if you are buying as an individual under most markets

today, is not good. And it is the individual market and access for

individuals losing access to group coverage that is perhaps in the

biggest need of reform.
Mr. COFFMAN. Mr. Schaefer, I think that their argument to me

was that if they had to take on risk, if they had to take folks with

preexisting conditions, that it would in fact greatly raise costs so

they did consistently make that argument.
Mr. Schaefer. It is my understanding in reading how this com-

pany does exist that some two-thirds of their premiums are under
the median income of some $35,000 a year so, therefore, I would

imagine that they certainly do take a lot of risk with these types
of individuals. I yield back my time Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. The Chair notes that the Chair is recognizing

Members for 10 minutes because of the complex questions and fair-

ly limited attendance.
Mr. Brown. I would like to talk about the Kentucky legislation

if we could. You had said the legislation makes it illegal for insur-

ance companies to refuse to insure sick people, requires State ap-

proval for rate increases, forbids insurance companies from basing
premium differences on a person's health or a person's occupation.
In addition it allows, it requires that health insurance plans be re-

newable except in cases of fraud or failure to pay premiums; all

those are correct?

Mr. Scorsone. Yes.
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Mr. Brown. You also said that there are more kinds of lenient

elements of the bill, if you will, that the legislation still permits an
insurer to exclude or limit coverage for up to 6 months before a pol-

icy takes effect?

Mr. SCORSONE. The preexisting condition clause can be up to 6

months, but if you have one policy in effect in terms of being able

to transfer to another policy, if you basically have come through
the 6 months that holds for other policy. The only problem would
be if there is a break of 60 days.

I think Colorado, it is a 90-day break. In Kentucky, we would

only permit a 60 break, so if you don't break within those 60 days,
it is continuous even if it is Medicare or Medicaid coverage that

you are using to extend.
Mr. Brown. The bill also allows insurers to take into account fac-

tors such as age, geography, family size

Mr. SCORSONE. Yes. The age is limited to 300 percent, which is

pretty much the standard in the industry.
Mr. Brown. The law includes a years lag time before companies

have to offer standard plans?
Mr. SCORSONE. Yes. The actual insurance reforms kick in in July

1995. We have done this as a stopgap for this interim year. We are

allowing individuals who may for example lose coverage because
some companies might leave the State, we are allowing them to

join into the State employee program to take advantage of the

State pool, if you will, that is in effect now for this interim year.
Mr. BROWN. So, obviously, it is a very substantive bill with teeth

in it that will matter in terms of people who have had trouble buy-

ing insurance before, but even with all that, there is plenty for

health insurance companies to, in many cases, not be particularly

displeased with. Why was Golden Rule lobbying so hard against it

and why did they go to court against it?

Mr. SCORSONE. We don't know that I am the best person to ask
as to what their motivation was. We think we can have a health

care market in Kentucky that can be profitable for companies that

run a good show. We don't think we threaten the profitability of

the industry at all. We have adopted some rules that make the

market a little more consumer-friendly, if you will, and I think in

that respect maybe the company felt threatened by that change.
Mr. Brown. Tell us about the Consumer Reports' 1990 articles

about insurance, specifically about Golden Rule and what they
found about denial rates.

Mr. SCORSONE. I am not familiar with that Consumer Reports ar-

ticle, so I really couldn't address that. In terms of the complaints,
the only thing I can testify to is the complaints ratio in Kentucky
which is much higher than the standard in the industry in Ken-

tucky.
Mr. Brown. Consumer Reports said that Golden Rule rejected 20

to 30 percent of all applicants who are 65 and as many as 50 per-
cent of those who are 70. They also concluded that some companies
no longer offer low deductibles. Golden Rule's chief actuary at that

time said, if somebody can afford to buy a product, he can afford

$1,000 deductible. If you don't want first dollar coverage, it may
cost $80 to take care of a $50 bill. Does any of that surprise you?
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Mr. SCORSONE. I haven't read the article. I would rather not con-

tinue on that .

Mr. Brown. Talk to me about some of the tactics. With what is

going on in health reform today in Congress and a lot of us that

strongly support coverage that can't be taken away, universal cov-

erage for everybody that can't be taken away, it is pretty disturb-

ing to see what has happened with the debate and with the Harry
and Louise ads.

What has Golden Rule done specifically, and from some of the

television ads to some of the direct contact with legislators to other

things they have done in Kentucky, to fight this legislation and to

fight any kind of health care reform and to create an environment
that might poison the voters, your constituents' minds about health

care reform?
Mr. Scorsone. I think what legislators found most offensive

about the campaign and the lobbying efforts, and everybody agrees
Golden Rule, as does any other entity, has a constitutional right to

lobby and to campaign for their position, was that they consistently
were talking about issues that were not in the bill and things that

may have at some point been discussed, but were not actually in

the measure and were using that as an argument to defeat the bill.

I think legislators found that particularly offensive because it

was not in sync with what was going on. If you come up with a
bill and there is no resemblance to what some of the original

thoughts have been, you wouldn't expect a campaign to center upon
things already discarded. The legislators complained that they re-

ceived numerous unsigned letters from policyholders in their area

and then they would contact the policyholders and say you have
written me this letter on this issue. It was an unsigned letter and
the policyholder would say that is not my view on this matter.

Mr. Brown. Unsigned—unidentified you mean.
Mr. Scorsone. They were Golden Rule members. They were

Golden Rule policyholders and they talked about the bill and cer-

tain points about it and when a legislator would call that person
and say is this how you feel on the issue, they would say no.

I don't know what went on in terms of soliciting the authority
to send a letter and what was said to procure that, but the bottom
line is that when legislators confronted the constituents that letter

did not jibe with the constituents comments or feelings about the
issue and that some legislators found very offensive.

Mr. Brown. Let's talk about that in light of health care here and
this is perhaps less about Golden Rule and more about that. It is

so common nowadays that what you say, this kind of misinforma-
tion that people say, vote against the health care bill. One of the
favorites is don't vote for that bill because if I pay my doctor, my
doctor will go to jail. That is one that I hear frequently.

People believe radio talk show people more than they believe

their State legislator. I say that is not what the bill says. The bill

says if a doctor gets paid by an alliance in the old form of the bill

and paid individually by the patient, that is fraud, as it should be.

Are you seeing a lot of that? Are you seeing, beyond the example
you gave, a lot of misinformation? And if so, is it coming from Gold-
en Rule? Do you know where it comes from in addition to that one

letter, the misinformation you are seeing?
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Mr. SCORSONE. I think in Kentucky the experience was primarily
from the Golden Rule Company in terms of policy holders. It is a
battle with the public and public perception of what is going on.

We had the same problem in Kentucky I think that is going on
in Washington which is that everybody is not in sync and nobody
is talking about the same issue or the same bill. If you had the lux-

ury of being focused on one particular measure where you could

really focus attention of the public profile on what is in the bill or

isn't in the bill that it makes it a lot easier. When you have discord
between parties and between executive and legislative, which we
had in Kentucky, it makes it extremely difficult to have a focused

message to the public and that is what we need.
Mr. Brown. You mentioned those letters that were sent. Are you

seeing a lot of sort of pseudo grassroots lobbying by the corporation
where we are seeing again on health care reform example after ex-

ample of pharmaceutical companies sending letters to their cus-

tomers asking them to write letters to us. So we get letters from
a pharmaceutical company really, although they are written by in-

dividuals or oftentimes smokers will write letters that the tobacco

companies ask them to send to us.

Has Golden Rule done that kind of pseudo grassroots lobbying to

you in addition to those letters?

Mr. SCORSONE. Phone calls and letters have been the extent from
that company. I don't know whether the State experience has been

any different.

Mr. Brown. Anybody else want to comment on the grass roots

lobbying kind of stimulated by corporations where the corporation
will write the letters and mail them to their customers, employees,
and ask them to sign them?
Mr. Coffman. I think we were fortunate in that we had a num-

ber of mainstream insurance companies that saw the handwriting
on the wall and said we have got to do something here if we can
reform the system so the system isn't scrapped down the road. Ac-

tually, there was some grass-roots participation on the other side

where all the insurance agents and members of the Colorado Group
Insurance Association found out who their legislator was and called

and were aggressive about it. I think we were more aggressive
than Golden Rule was on the side of reform in Colorado. And I

didn't see that done in Colorado during this last session.

Mr. WlNEGARDEN. We have seen problems with regard to tactics

in health care reform. I have spent approximately the last 2 years
as our Governor's public policy expert on health care reform and
have done considerable speaking and listening around the State.

Speaking with average Iowans, they have a far more balanced and
skeptical view of scare tactics that are used by various partici-

pants, not just the insurance industry—health care providers and
others tell their side of the story.
A republic, a representative democracy, demands leadership of

its leaders. You are expected to sort through the special interest as-

sertions to find the common thread of public interest and exercise

leadership. That is the hard job that has been given to you by the

people and it is not going to be fun on health care reform because
there is fear, there is distortion on the topic and it comes from sev-

eral sides of the issue.
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Mr. Brown. Thank you. Mr. Scorsone.
Tell us about the Kentucky Legislative Ethics Commission com-

plaint that they filed against Golden Rule for refusing to disclose

how much it spent on their media campaign and its aftermath.
Mr. Scorsone. It is still an ongoing process. We have just cre-

ated the Legislative Ethics Commission, so it is a new entity on the
scene in Kentucky, but it has some powers and it is aggressively
pursuing information from Golden Rule in terms of its lobbying ac-

tivities. The main issue has been their TV ad campaign that they
have refused to give any information on that, claiming that it was
not a lobbying activity.
The commission has filed an official charge. We have not received

a response yet from Golden Rule. The Ethics Commission has the
ultimate power of revoking the registration of Golden Rule and pro-

hibiting it from doing any lobbying in Kentucky. I am not saying
that that is going to be the outcome, but it is certainly one of the

powers the commission has in this case.

Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Barton.
Mr. Barton. I thank the chairman.
Before I get into my substantive questions, I have some personal

questions for the gentleman from Colorado.
Mr. Coffman, is your district in Congressman Schaefer's district,

by any chance?
Mr. Coffman. Yes, it is.

Mr. Barton. He says up here that he is viewed as the most effec-

tive and beloved legislator in the history of the State of Colorado.
Is that true? Do his constituents share that view?
Mr. Coffman. There is no doubt. That view is probably shared

nationally.
Mr. BARTON. I just wanted to see if he was being truthful up

here. I am glad to know that that is a true statement.
I do want to ask—before I ask my questions I think it is only fair

that the panel know that I am not a proponent of the Clinton
health care initiative. I support the Rowland-Bilirakis incremental

approach. That is where I am going to be coming from when I get
to what we need to do for health care.

I do want to ask the representative from Colorado, as indicated
in your opening statement and in Mr. Brown's questions, that there
is some sort of an inquiry against Golden Rule because of their tel-

evision campaign. I assume that it is not illegal for them to have
television ads that specify a position in support or opposition to

pending legislation; is that true?
Mr. Coffman. I yield to the representative
Mr. Barton. I mean Kentucky.
Mr. Scorsone. Absolutely not. It is not a question of whether it

can be done or not; it is a question of disclosure. That is what the
ethics are all about and the requirement that they disclose the
amount that they spent on lobbying.
Mr. Barton. With regard to that, does Kentucky have a cap on

what can be spent so it is simply the fact that they refused to dis-

close what they spent, not that they did it and how much—if they
had spent a million dollars, it would be unusual but not illegal. So
the fact that they refused to disclose
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Mr. SCORSONE. As far as I know on the issue of TV advertising,
that is what it is.

Mr. Barton. The deputy—First Deputy; is there a second deputy
by the way?
Mr. Winegarden. Only one.

Mr. Barton. You indicated, and I want to make sure that I get
this correctly, that a representative of Golden Rule came into your
office and threatened you or threatened one of your employees with

regard to what they wanted in the reform package that was pend-
ing before the legislature

—it wasn't even a reform package, your
commission had the right to unilaterally do some things.
Mr. Winegarden. It was by a phone call to myself. One of my

duties as First Deputy Commissioner is legislative liaison and chief

policy analyst for the Commissioner of Insurance and I was respon-
sible for the division legislative package.
We had a prefiled bill sponsored by the Division of Insurance

which included two major pieces, one confirmation of the rerating
authority for the commissioner to review not only the initial rates
filed by a company, but also the subsequent increases filed by a

company, and that was specifically done to avoid the potential of

threatened litigation by Golden Rule contesting what had been his-

torically exercised rerating authority by the commissioner.

Second, we also had in the bill the small group insurance reforms
that have been described by the other States and the lobbyists for

Golden Rule asked for two things: either the Commissioner's sup-
port for minimum guaranteed loss ratio as a substitute for the
rerate authority that was included in our bill or threatened an all-

out opposition lobbying campaign.
Mr. Barton. I have an editorial comment on that. I am assuming

that the First Deputy Insurance Commissioner is an appointed po-
sition, that it is not elected; is that correct? In other words, the

governor or commission appoints you?
Mr. Winegarden. The commissioner is appointed by the gov-

ernor and I work at the leisure of the commissioner and I am not
a civil service protected employee.
Mr. Barton. So you are not voted on by the people of Iowa?
Mr. Winegarden. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. I am voted on by the constituents of the 6th District

of Texas. Every town meeting somebody comes up and says if you
don't do this, I won't vote for you. They say if you don't do this.

I am going to work against you. And sometimes they say if you
don't do this, I am going to get all these other people.

Believe it or not, I have even had people come to my office rep-
resenting big groups of people saying if you don't do this, we are
not going to support you financially, and we are going to do this.

I could take those to be threats or I could take them to be hot air.

I could take them to be legitimate concerns, but I don't take them
as something that is illegal.
These people are exercising their First Amendment rights to tell

me—I don't like people to call on the telephone and threaten hell

and damnation if they don't do exactly
—but I don't think it is ille-

gal. Once that occurred, and I will admit that is not the appro-
priate way to approach the First Deputy Commissioner of Insur-
ance in Iowa, but you indicated in response to a question from Con-
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gressman Schaefer that once you exposed that conversation, they
didn't follow up; is that correct or incorrect?

Mr. Winegarden. That is correct, sir.

Mr. Barton. It could be because they were bluffing to begin
with. It could be because in your eloquence, in your intelligence
and your humility that you convinced them that that was inappro-

priate action or it could be they knew they would get their head
handed to them on a platter if they tried to follow up, but the fact

is they didn't follow up?
Mr. Winegarden. They didn't follow up.
Mr. Barton. You seem to be an intelligent fellow and I think

anybody from Iowa has to be intelligent to live there because it is

a great State.

I don't support community rating because I think if I am in

shape and eat health foods and run every day and never drank

whiskey or smoked cigarettes and the fellow next to me is the same

age and he drinks like a fish and smokes like a train engine and
never exercises, both his parents had heart attacks before age 40,
if we show up and asked for individual insurance, I think the in-

surance company ought to be able to charge a different rate.

I think there is an individual responsibility factor. I don't think
the other fellow shouldn't be insured, but I think he should have
to pay a higher premium.
Do you disagree with that?
Mr. Winegarden. I don't disagree with your statement as to

there should be a time of individual responsibility. However, that

is not the way the current insurance rating system works. The cur-

rent insurance system rating does not look at the exercise of choice

by consumers with regard to their health choices but looks at re-

sults.

People can end up with claims or experience that is totally con-

nected to random events. Bad things happen to good people. You
do not choose to get multiple sclerosis. In fact, our Iowa insurance
reforms do substantially limit or eliminate the use of experience in

differentiating between the rates charged to different consumers.
Mr. Barton. What does that mean in layman's terms?
Mr. Winegarden. It means community rating of experience. We

do allow modifications by age, by geographic location, by family

composition and we contemplate if an acceptable methodology is

presented to us allowing variation based upon demonstrable mat-
ters of choice that have a significant impact upon rates and that

can be objectively determined; that is that they are not a matter
of subjective judgment.

Mr. Barton. The Golden Rule representatives have been to see

me. They didn't threaten me. I asked them a lot of fairly tough
questions.
They indicated on this community rating issue that they support

a creation of a catastrophic risk pool similar to an assigned risk

pool in automobile insurance where going through the methodology
that I think you are contemplating in Iowa you put these people
into this risk pool.

They still get insurance and evidently it is similar to what you
have done in Colorado except you limited it to 2,400 people state-

wide and that by doing that you don't raise insurance claims to ev-
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erybody as high. They claim it would cause a 1 percent raise in the

general pool. In this newer, gentler form, have they been to see you
and discussed that proposal?
Mr. WlNEGARDEN. Iowa is one of the first States to adopt a high

risk pool as insurer of last resort for people who are uninsurable
under the current rules of the commercial market place. The rules

and the financing mechanisms for comprehensive health associa-

tion in Iowa are as follows: consumers pay 150 percent of standard

rates, get a less favorable policy as far as benefits are concerned,
and it is financed by an assessment based upon market share in

which insurance companies deduct from their premium tax pay-
ments to the State the assessments necessary to subsidize that

high risk pool. Iowa has been serving through its comprehensive
health association approximately 2,300 individuals on an annual
basis relatively flat and stable. The rates are, frankly, unaffordable
for the typical person. Insurance reform alone will not assure that

people have coverage.
I mentioned previously that subsidies are necessary in order to

address the typical person who is uninsured. Does that cost show
up to the public? Absolutely it does. It has resulted in approxi-
mately a $3 million loss on an annual basis to State premium tax
revenues and shows up in higher insurance premiums across the
board.

In discussing community rating, Iowa has not adopted pure com-

munity rating; that is, eliminating age as a rating factor. One of

the reasons is that, again, all insurance does is average what you
tell it to average over whatever group you tell it to average. Most
insurance companies I have spoken with believe that so long as

they know what the rules are and that the standards are clear, and
that everybody plays by the same rules, they think they are good
enough to succeed under a reform system or at least they are will-

ing to try.
With age rating, unless you are willing to do the subsidies, how-

ever, if you go to pure community rating, you end up with wealth
transfers in the wrong direction. If you look at the typical unin-
sured person, it is the young, low income worker. The poor are cov-

ered by Medicaid. The older worker, and we are only talking about

people under age 65 because, of course, Medicare covers over age
65—on average, the older worker has higher income and greater
assets and actually greater willingness to pay for health care.

If you average rates over all workers 18 to 65, what you end up
doing is dramatically increasing costs for young workers and lower-

ing costs for older workers. The break-off point depending upon the
State and the demographics is somewhere on the order of about 45,
and you actually lose voluntarily-contributed dollars to the system
because if you look at the rates of insurance, older workers have
a dramatically higher rate of voluntary coverage.
Unless and until the Federal Government or the States are will-

ing and able to provide substantial subsidies based upon income,
I do not personally support the elimination of age as a rating fac-

tor. Once you do subsidies on the public side through a tax mecha-
nism to account for ability to pay, I think that you do not have to

take age into account and could have pure community rating.
Mr. Barton. My time has expired.
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I am interested in this but the red light means that you need to

make the answer a little shorter. I might say that Fred Grandy,
a good friend of mine, and I know he ran against the man you are

working for, but he is a very knowledgeable person on health care

here, not quite as good as Congressman Schaefer who is the best
in the Nation, but fairly good. I yield back to the chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired. The Chair

recognizes himself.

Mr. Scorsone, newspaper accounts of Golden Rule's lobbying indi-

cates that the company sent letters to its policyholders telling them
that the reform bill would double their premium and that, "Ken-

tucky lawmakers are ready to hand control of your health care over
to bureaucrats in Frankfurt. Do you want these same people who
fix pot holes in charge of Kentucky health care?"
That is like something I have heard as we have dealt with the

health care business here in Washington. We seem to have heard
the same characteristics before then. But neither you nor anyone
else could find any documentation, I believe, to support these alle-

gations, could you?
Mr. Scorsone. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. On what basis did they make the statement that

health care charges would double?
Mr. Scorsone. The only logical way that I can explain this away

is that some of the original thoughts and proposals were to go to

a pure community rating, which was not adopted. Rather we went
to a modified community rating.

I think they were using New York as an example on the pure
community rating and try to analogize it to our work in Kentucky,
but in fact the bill that we pushed and the leadership pushed clear-

ly did not adopt the pure community rating but the modified, so

it was not in sync.
In terms of turning over health care to the bureaucracy, we em-

power the consumer with our legislation. We empower the
consumer with a lot of data in terms of health care analysis on pro-
viders and cost quality and outcomes, but also I think by creating
an alliance, consumer-controlled alliance to really give the individ-

uals clout in the marketplace, I think it was very much pro-
consumer and pro-individual kind of legislation.
Mr. Dingell. Now Golden Rule's lawsuit against Kentucky asks

that none of the provisions of the new law go into effect; is that
so?

Mr. SCORSONE. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. What will be the effect on Kentucky's consumer

residents if your reform measures are further delayed by this legis-
lation?

Mr. Scorsone. It is clear that it would hurt Kentuckians dra-

matically.
First of all, there is no need to delay a lot of the stuff in the bill

that doesn't have to do with insurance reform because that is not
an issue Golden Rule has taken on in terms of data, medical edu-

cation, et cetera. But to delay even further the reforms means it

will be even more difficult for the 400,000 or so Kentuckians who
are not covered by health care to get any kind of health care.
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Mr. DlNGELL. Has anyone else, in the insurance business or out,

joined Golden Rule in its legal actions against your State or in

their lobbying efforts?

Mr. Scorsone. Not in the lawsuit. In terms of lobbying, there is

a dramatic difference in terms of both style and substance between
Golden Rule and the other insurance providers.
Mr. DlNGELL. I heard a quote from Mr. Masten Childers, II, the

Secretary of State Cabinet for Human Resources in Kentucky. He
said that Golden Rule was essentially claiming "a constitutional

right to gouge the citizens of the State." Do you agree with that?
Mr. Scorsone. Those were Masten Childers' words and I don't

want to duplicate his words, but there is clearly an inference I

think could be made that Golden Rule wants kind of a free rein to

profit at the expense of consumers, and I don't think Kentucky ap-
proves of that and I think our reform legislation is a strong state-

ment that we don't want that kind of operation in Kentucky.
Mr. DlNGELL. Thank you.
Mr. Winegarden, I have some questions for you. The more we ex-

amine this company, we see two drastically differing corporate
personas. We see many State officials' view of this as the quin-
tessential health insurance company whose practices make reforms

imperative and we see Golden Rule's view of an "exemplary cor-

porate citizen," as a "mom and pop" operation fighting a lonely bat-

tle against the forces of Big Brother that would rob its policy-
holders of freedom of choice and force their premiums sky high.

I take it from your testimony that Golden Rule didn't appear to

you to be seeking out the less fortunate, but rather that they were
a company that was providing services to those best able to pay
and those exposing the least risk to them. What conclusion am I

to come to on this matter?
Mr. WINEGARDEN. I think the letter is appropriate. The current

rules of the market pay profits to those that are best skilled at

avoiding risk rather than paying profits to those that best spread
risk, manage that risk and provide service to the consumers. That
is playing by the rules of the game, and I think that we have to

take responsibility as public officials to reshape those rules so that
future profits are paid for behavior that is consistent with the pub-
lic interest.

Mr. DlNGELL. Let's take a look at some of the ways that Golden
Rule conducted its business and let's look at the effect on policy-
holders. Let's focus first on the subject of loss ratios, a matter you
discussed in your statement, a subject Golden Rule will discuss
later today. The loss ratio is a percentage of premium dollars that
are returned to consumers in benefits.

Mr. Winegarden. It is the percentage of the total premium dol-

lar that is paid back in benefits, although the calculation is more
complex.
Mr. DlNGELL. So that if a company has a loss ratio of 60 percent,

a company uses 40 percent of the money of the policyholders to pay
in premiums to cover its expenses and the balance remains as prof-

it; is that right?
Mr. Winegarden. Forty percent would be the administrative ex-

penses of the company, including marketing, including distribu-

tions other than payments to consumers; that is correct.
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Mr. Dingell. I come to this equation.
A company receives X amount in premiums. The loss ratio would

be the percentage of that that they use in paying for the services

that their health care would provide to their shareholders or to

their insureds; is that right?
Mr. Winegarden. That is correct.

I would also like to point out that it is not just profits that you
have to look at, particularly in a closely-held company. The owners
or the officers of the company may not care whether it is paid out
in profits on the accounting side or whether it is paid out in high
salaries or other mechanisms.
Mr. Dingell. I forgot to mention salaries. Salaries would fall

under the administrative overhead.
Mr. Winegarden. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. So that it can be said that the lower the loss ratios,
the higher the company profits would usually be; is that right?
Mr. Winegarden. The higher the total of profits and administra-

tive expense and other things and that is why just the line item
of profits may not tell you everything you want to know, but I

guess in common parlance that would be the expected result.

Mr. Dingell. Golden Rule was seeking a minimum guaranteed
loss ratio and they indicated that that was a way to keep the pre-
miums down. I gather that that would occur when an insurance

company agrees to pay back a certain minimum percentage of the

money it collects in premiums and to pay that back to policyholders
for claims when people get sick?

Is that the practical result of it?

Mr. Winegarden. Yes, sir. Golden Rule proposed a figure of 55

percent of this minimum loss ratio. At that time the average loss

ratio in the Iowa market was 79.89 percent looking at companies
representing 97 percent of the market. It was lower, 67 percent
when the top writer, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, which has lower total

administrative burden, is taken out. They are a large writer that
does individual business as well. And it was 74 percent if you
looked at all Iowa domestic carriers. So, in essence, Golden Rule
was promising to return two-thirds of the average market loss ratio

and calling that reform.
Mr. Dingell. Would you give me the numbers again?
Mr. Winegarden. We had of the top 109 health insurance com-

panies representing 97 percent of the Iowa market, the loss ratio

was 79.89 percent, almost 80 percent. If you excluded Blue Cross/
Blue Shield, which is the largest writer in the State, and unlike

many large insurers, writes both large group, small group and indi-

vidual and therefore can spread its administrative costs over the
entire market, the average loss ratio was 67 percent. If you looked
at only Iowa domestic insurance carriers, the average loss ratio

was 74 percent in that individual market.
Mr. Dingell. Seventy-four percent is when you exclude the

Blues?
Mr. Winegarden. No. When you look at all the Iowa domestic

carriers including Blue Cross/Blue Shield as a domestic carrier.

Mr. Dingell. They wanted to be safe from regulation if they
were returning 55 percent?
Mr. Winegarden. Correct.
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Mr. DlNGELL. That is interesting. What were they in fact return-

ing at that time? What was their loss ratio?

Mr. Winegarden. I am afraid that is a number I can't pull off

the top of my head.
Mr. DlNGELL. You can't tell us about it?

Mr. Winegarden. My guess is that we have a requirement in the
Iowa market that—I think the minimum lifetime loss ratio that is

permitted on an individual insurance policy form is 60 percent.
Mr. DlNGELL. The minimum is 60 percent?
Mr. Winegarden. Sixty percent.
Mr. DlNGELL. Does Golden Rule make that?
Mr. Winegarden. You are required to do so over time. Focusing

on loss ratios isn't a very effectively regulatory tool in any case be-

cause loss ratio is really a function of premium. You can simply in-

crease the premium to meet that loss ratio if need be, so playing
with a premium can get you the loss ratio that you want. It is only
a percentage of premium. It is not our focus on regulation.

Frankly, we think that the best protection for consumers is if

they look at the bottom line, what does the policy cost them, what
is it compared to the rest of the market opportunities, and we
think by having a vibrant competitive market consumers are better

protected. We do spend more regulatory time in the individual mar-
ket than in the large group market or the small group market pre-

cisely because there aren't that many writers and it is not very
competitive.
Mr. Dingell. Let me ask one more question, and I would appre-

ciate it if you would elaborate on this. The minimum loss ratio

which is touted by Golden Rule as a device to keep premiums down
is basically a promise that the company will escape regulation if

they pay back a certain minimum percentage of the money that is

collected in insurance premiums to the policyholders for claims

filed; is that right?
Mr. Winegarden. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. Can you manipulate that minimum loss ratio by

any kind of accounting devices or anything of that sort?

Mr. Winegarden. That was certainly one of our fears in looking
at the proposal.
Mr. Dingell. Why was it one of your fears?

Mr. Winegarden. Reserves for claims made or expected claims
shows up on the loss side of the equation.
Mr. Dingell. In other words, you are talking about it is actually

long-tailed matters that might at some future time become a prob-
lem?
Mr. Winegarden. And manipulation of reserves is one concern.

Additionally, we had concerns with regard to the actual allocation

of administrative costs in claims administration to make sure they
were counted on the administrative cost side of the equation and
not counted against the loss side or the claims payment to consum-
ers. Remember, in the procedural agreement with Golden Rule
these were among the questions that we asked, proved to us that
these concerns are addressed.

They were not answered. If there is an answer for them, they
have not been provided to us yet and it is not a current issue in
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Iowa, although I understand that it has been a matter of discussion
before Congress.
Mr. Dingell. You said that the average amount paid out by in-

surance companies
Mr. Winegarden. In the individual market. The loss ratios are

much higher in administrative costs, but lower in the large group
or the small group market.
Mr. Dingell. And you said if you exclude the Blues, it ran about

67 percent?
Mr. WlNEGARDEN. Correct.

Mr. Dingell. Golden Rule wanted to get it to the point where
it was 55 percent, is that right?
Mr. WlNEGARDEN. Correct.
Mr. Dingell. Am I fair in assuming that the companies that

were engaged in the sale of insurance on a payout of 79.89 percent
or 67 percent except for the nonprofits were making an adequate
profit? Isn't that one of the requirements that you have in Iowa
law; that there must be a fair return to the insurance companies?
Mr. Winegarden. Absolutely. The business of insurance is really

a promise to pay on a future occasion and the promise of an insol-

vent company is not worth much. So we are first and foremost con-

cerned with solvency and an adequate return and profit is impor-
tant to that.

Mr. Dingell. So profit is both a constitutional requirement and
a matter related to the solvency of the company; is that right?
Mr. WlNEGARDEN. Absolutely.
Mr. Dingell. Let's exclude the Blues, because they are non-

profit
—what would be the level of profit in the average company

running around 67 percent?
Mr. Winegarden. In the insurance industry as a whole, the rate

of profit on capital invested is actually relatively low, approxi-
mately 3 percent, and that is substantially lower rate of profit on

capital than the less risky industrial sector in the United States
which over the last 20 years has averaged a 7 to 8 percent return.
In the individual market there are companies that have much
higher profit rates than the industry average for insurance as a
whole of 3 percent.
Mr. Dingell. We must assume that at 55 percent they would

have done quite nicely.
Mr. Winegarden. It is my understanding that Golden Rule are

doing quite nicely, as are several other writers in the individual
market.
Mr. Dingell. The Chair notes my time has expired.
Does the gentleman from Texas have questions?
Mr. Barton. I yield the Chairman such time as he may consume.
Mr. Dingell. Mr. Coffman, as Ms. Hurwit noted earlier, Golden

Rule got an A-plus rating from A.M. Best specifically because of its

strong profitability and strong market niche in the health insur-
ance field. A.M. Best went on to suggest that the company's profit-

ability was due to, "implementation of rate increases, raising of
deductibles and marketing limitations on certain group health cov-

erage."
That says that they had some remarkably fine business prac-

tices; didn't it?
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Mr. COFFMAN. Certainly it does, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DlNGELL. And it says that they really made their profits

through the device of implementation of rate increases, raising of

deductible and marketing limitations on certain group health cov-

erage; is that right?
Mr. Coffman. Yes. If we go back to the comments of the First

Deputy from Iowa, they are playing by the rules and clearly they
have been able to influence what the rules are and been able to de-

vise a pretty good profit by doing so.

Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Coffman, you observed in your testimony that
health insurers are not eager for change. I think that is a matter
on which we can all agree.
You indicate that Golden Rule's staunch opposition to your re-

forms and those in other States suggest that they will not change
unless forced to do so. Under the circumstances, it is a little dif-

ficult to agree with anyone who might say that Golden Rule's prac-
tices constitute those of an exemplary corporate citizens. What
would you say about that?
Mr. COFFMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that it has been said ear-

lier today that one carrier cannot step out on their own and do af-

firmative things because they would get hit with adverse selection.

There has to be a level playing field. They have fought against
changes in the system in reference to their market that would
allow people of higher risk to be taken care of. I know they do a
lot of great things outside of the insurance company, but I think
in terms of the insurance industry and the State of Colorado they
have not been a good corporate citizen.

Mr. DlNGELL. Does the gentleman from Texas have any ques-
tions?

Mr. Barton. I just have one, really more of a political question
to the two State representatives. Are either of you aware if Golden
Rule is planning any punitive effort to replace you because of your
exercise of your rights as a representative in your various legisla-
tors? In other words, are they coming after you because you didn't

agree with them?
Mr. Coffman. Congressman Barton, I am not aware of any ef-

forts against me nor any efforts of those members of the Colorado
General Assembly who supported my reform proposal.
Mr. Scorsone. No, sir. As of this time I am not aware of any.
If I could possibly answer the question about the risk pool brief-

ly.

Mr. Barton. At the Chairman's discretion. I would be happy to

have you answer that, also.

Mr. Scorsone. I do know that Golden Rule and other companies
have advocated risk pool, but the way they and others have sug-

gested that we have a risk pool for the high-risk people is that then
the State pick up the tab for paying for the high-risk people. I

think what happens then in terms of a practical matter in about
20-odd States that have risk pools is that you have a lot of dump-
ing and private insurance companies just dump the high-risk peo-

ple in these risk pools and let the government pay for this. It

seems to me that if you are going to have a risk pool, the only equi-
table way to do it is to take the cost of covering those individuals
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and distribute it according to market share of the companies that

operate in that area.
But let me also suggest that the risk pool is probably not a good

idea because it seems to me that the incentive ought to be for the

company that has a high risk individual to manage that care effi-

ciently and effectively. If that company has to retain that individ-

ual, the incentive is there for the company to manage that individ-
ual well and efficiently. A risk pool I think is passing the buck and
ultimately is a disincentive I think to the market.
Mr. DlNGELL. Gentlemen, you have been very helpful to the com-

mittee. The Chair wants to thank you for your kindness to us.
The Chair notes that you have added certain additional informa-

tion to your statements and without objection that will be inserted
in the record, the Appendices that you have submitted to us.
The Chair is going to keep the record open in this matter for an

appropriate period of time for purposes of receiving such additional
comments as you might want to make or other information that the
committee might request of you.
The Chair thanks you all very much for being here. You have

come a long way and you have been of great assistance to the com-
mittee.

The Chair advises that it is 12:20. There will be some votes on
the Floor shortly. I think the Chair is going to have to recess.
The Chair would ask Mr. Whelan—Mr. Whelan, does coming

back here at 2 o'clock sound all right to you?
Mr. Whelan. Yes.
Mr. DlNGELL. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. DlNGELL. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our next witness is Mr. John M. Whelan, Chief Executive Officer

Golden Rule Insurance Company, Golden Rule Building, 712 11th
Street, Lawrenceville, Illinois.

Mr. Whelan, you have heard the Chair qualify the witnesses as

they have appeared here. As you understand it, the requirements
are that witnesses testify under oath.
Do you have any objection to testifying under oath?
The Chair advises you that given that, you are entitled to be ad-

vised by counsel during your appearance here.
Do you desire to be advised by counsel during your appearance

here?
Mr. Whelan. Yes.
Mr. DlNGELL. Is that Mr. Altman?
Mr. Lesher. I am with Mr. Altman, as well, as counsel.
Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Altman's counsel?
Mr. Altman. I could probably use it, Mr. Chairman, but no, Mr.

Whelan's counsel.
Mr. Dingell. That is entirely appropriate.
You will note that copies of the Rules of the House, the Sub-

committee and the Committee are at the witness table to advise

you of your rights as you appear before us.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. Dingell. You may consider yourself under oath.
The Chair will be happy now to recognize you for such statement

as you choose to give.
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN M. WHELAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, GOLDEN RULE INSURANCE COMPANY

Mr. Whelan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee.

My name is John M. Whelan. I am the President and Chief Exec-
utive Officer of Golden Rule Insurance Company. Seated with me
are Robert Altman and Grif Lesher, Washington, DC, counsel to

Golden Rule.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear here today and
will attempt to explain to the subcommittee how Golden Rule oper-
ates. In the process I will address some erroneous impressions
about the company that previous witnesses have placed in the

records of these proceedings.
I have submitted a written statement which contains input from

various people at the company and is intended to be responsive to

the subcommittee concerns.

Mr. Dingell. Without objection, that written statement will ap-

pear in the record.

Mr. Whelan. As shall be made clear, Golden Rule's insurance
business differs substantially from the business of the major health

insurance companies in this country. Golden Rule's strategic focus

involves the sale of health insurance to individuals and small to

mid-sized groups. Golden Rule has been successful in offering such

coverage because the Company: offers excellent health insurance

benefits; charges moderate prices for its coverage; uses sound un-

derwriting concepts to evaluate and manage risk; complies with all

Federal and State laws and regulations; and works to protect the

interests of our policyholders.
Golden Rule's individual insureds have largely been ignored by

the major health insurance companies. Our customers include per-
sons who are between jobs, unemployed, and self-employed; stu-

dents; early retirees; widows; and others in transitional phases of

their lives. These Americans are able to get needed health insur-

ance from Golden Rule at an affordable price.
Unlike many health insurance carriers, Golden Rule does not use

economic underwriting to deny coverage to less affluent Americans.
Not surprisingly, a high percentage of our customers are people of

modest means. Our lower premium costs enable waitresses, taxi

drivers, farmers, and unskilled laborers to secure needed health in-

surance protection with Golden Rule. In fact, 20 percent of our cus-

tomers who purchase our individual health insurance policies have
incomes of less than $15,000. Nearly 45 percent are purchased by
customers who have household incomes of less than $25,000.
While health care reforms are debated, Golden Rule today is

making health insurance benefits available to hundreds of thou-
sands of lower income Americans.

During the course of these proceedings, unfair criticisms have
been leveled at Golden Role concerning our business practices.
Some complaints flow from erroneous factual information about the

company. Certain charges reflect a fundamental misunderstanding
of the business of insurance. And some simply are unfortunate
broadside attacks.
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This is not to say that Golden Rule never makes a mistake. We
are a large company and we do and we fix those. But we consider
the criticisms voiced during these hearings to be unfair.

Today we shall seek to respond with facts to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Subcommittee that these allegations are without
merit.

Critics of Golden Rule have, essentially, wrongly suggested that
the company insures only young people who are healthy; cherry-
picks policyholders to weed out unhealthy people; enjoys unusually
favorable loss ratios; refuses proper claims from our insureds, and
improperly lobbies State legislatures.
These allegations are demonstrably false. I shall address each in

turn.

First, targeting the young. Golden Rule does not target its health
insurance policies to young customers. In fact, over 50 percent of
our insureds are between the ages of 35 and 64; 13.9 percent of our
individual policyholders are between the ages of 55 and 64 which
closely reflects the 13.5 percent that group constitutes as a percent-
age of the United States population. While we certainly attract a

large number of young policyholders with our low premiums, the

company does not favor any particular age group as a marketing
focus.

Second, cherry-picking. Equally incorrect is the suggestion that
the company "cherry-picks" insureds to weed out unhealthy individ-
uals from its pool of policyholders. Cherry-picking refers to a prac-
tice of rewriting insurance for people in a risk pool who are

healthy.
At Golden Rule, once an insured pool is created, the company

makes every effort to preserve that pool to spread risk of loss over
a large group. Golden Rule does not try to segregate healthy policy-
holders in a new pool. Indeed, Golden Rule will not allow its

insureds to rewrite coverage from an older policy to a similar
newer form. If one of our existing healthy policyholders drops cov-

erage with us, we do not permit that individual to purchase a new
policy from Golden Rule for 1 year to avoid "cherry-picking" initi-

ated by the insureds themselves.

Third, "bait-and-switch" claims. Before Golden Rule offers indi-

vidual health insurance for sale, a submission is made to the State
which includes the projected loss experience for the product. Fol-

lowing State approval, Golden Rule then offers that insurance cov-

erage at the approved rate.

If "low-ball" premiums were charged initially to attract cus-

tomers, it follows that the company's original loss ratios would be
too high-and not consistent with the loss projections given the
State. Thereafter, the company's loss ratios would improve to re-

flect the financial advantage of higher rates, that is, the "switch."

Yet, our loss ratios are consistent with industry norms—that is,

starting lower and climbing over time. Such loss ratio trends dis-

credit claims of "bait-and switch" practices.
To be clear, Golden Rule has no unfettered ability to increase

premiums. Rate hikes can only be justified by the loss experience
of a pool. Moreover, rate hikes tend to drive away healthy insureds.
The loss of those customers is highly damaging and to be avoided,
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as it eliminates our ability to spread risk. In short, we do not "bait-

and-switch" at Golden Rule.

Fourth, wrongful denial of claims. We are aware of concerns—
based on anecdotal evidence-regarding Golden Rule's practices in

processing claims. We submit the facts show Golden Rule handles
insureds' claims both fairly and efficiently. On average, Golden
Rule processes some 6,000 or 7,000 claims every day. Our records
show that we pay 90 percent of valid claims within 5 working days
or less from the time proof of loss is received; 98 percent of these
claims are paid within 10 working days or less. We currently pay
out, on average, $1.5 million a day on claims. This hardly suggests
we are a foot-dragging firm, reluctant to honor our obligations to

policyholders. Rather, we are a model for timely processing.
As with virtually all health insurance contracts, Golden Rule's

policies contain a pre-existing condition limitation for ailments that

predate coverage. Unlike many carriers, Golden Rule only rejects
claims on pre-existing conditions that are submitted during the
first year of coverage.
The use of pre-existing condition limitations to deny coverage to

policyholders is limited. Mr. Chairman, you and your constituents
will be interested to learn that in Michigan, for example, company
records indicate that during 1989-1991, pre existing conditions
were the basis for denials in only one-half of 1 percent of the indi-

vidual health claims received.

Potential controversy may arise when an applicant for health in-

surance fails, truthfully and accurately, to report serious medical
conditions to Golden Rule. In these instances, the company may be

compelled to file suit to void the policy when it discovers material

misrepresentations were made.
But the factual record refutes any suggestion of questionable liti-

gation practices, and shows how infrequently lawsuits over claims
occur. The number of declaratory judgments filed by Golden Rule

during 1990-1993 ranged from a high of 113 in 1990 to a low of

28 cases in 1993. These modest numbers stand in dramatic con-

trast to the thousands of claims we process every day.
Fifth, loss ratios. Questions have also been raised concerning our

loss ratios. We believe the loss ratios for individual health insur-

ance pools at Golden Rule are completely consistent with industry
norms. For example, for the period 1991-92, Golden Rule's individ-

ual health coverage known as "Inflation Guard I,"which in 1991

represented over 75 percent of all premiums paid to the company
generated loss ratios of 70 percent.
And, Golden Rule uses only earned premiums and incurred

claims to compute loss ratios. Our significant general and adminis-
trative expenses are not included in our loss ratio calculations.

Sixth, State insurance. As Golden Rule operates in a highly regu-
lated industry, it is to be expected that we may disagree-sometimes
sharply-with the policies and actions of some State regulators. In

recognition of our concurrent responsibility to policyholders, Golden
Rule does not hesitate to advocate our views forcefully to regulators
when action is being taken which is damaging to our policyholders.
On occasion, disputes with insurance commissioners have led to

litigation. This generally involves instances where we believe a reg-
ulator is acting arbitrarily or outside the scope of his statutory au-
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thority. We have submitted information to the Subcommittee on
certain of these cases.

Seventh, State lobbying efforts. As part of our regular business

activities, Golden Rule monitors legislative initiatives that may af-

fect our industry. When such legislation is being developed, Golden
Rule may become actively involved in lobbying efforts.

At times we advocate our positions on legislation strongly and
publicly-even dramatically. And, at times, our pointed opposition to

legislative proposals does not please the sponsor of a particular bill.

We consider our involvement in the legislative process to be not

merely our right, but part of our obligation to our policyholders. At
all times we are careful to comply with the lobbying laws and regu-
lations of the state.

Concern over escalating health care costs is at the heart of the

legislative debates over health care now taking place in Congress.
We are proud that Golden Rule provides health insurance coverage
at reasonable prices so it becomes affordable for less affluent Amer-
icans.

Golden Rule has supported reforms which, we believe, would be
of value in containing future costs. We have advocated loss ratio

guarantees, portability of insurance, the adoption of medical sav-

ings accounts, and tax fairness reforms which would help restrain

health care costs. We hope they receive careful consideration by the

Congress.
Golden Rule appreciates the opportunity afforded us by the Sub-

committee to appear here today. Mr. Chairman, we shall be

pleased to answer any questions you or members of the subcommit-
tee have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Whelan follows:]
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stateaent
of

John M. Whelan
President and

Chief Executive Officar
Goldan Rula Inauranca Coapany

Mr. Chairman and Membere of tha Subcoaaittaa :

My nana is John M. Whelan, and I aa Pxaaidant and Chief

Exacutiva Officar of Goldan Rula Inauranca Coapany. I aa plaasad

to hava thia opportunity to appear hara today and would hopa to

asaist tha Subcommittee in ita investigation of tha practicaa of

tha health cara inauranca industry. In tha process, I will

attempt to explain how Golden Rule operatea and correct some

erroneous impressions and factual errors about tha Company that

previoua witneaaaa hava placed in tha record of these proceed-

ings.

Goldan Rula ia a life and health inauranca coapany founded

in Illinoia in 1940. In tha early years, Golden Rula offered

only life inauranca. The Company expanded ita oparationa in 194 6

when it added accident and health inauranca to ita portfolio.

Today, Goldan Rula ia known aa a leader in tha individual health

inauranca market. Since ita incorporation, Goldan Rula has

strived to provide efficient, dependable service and high-quality

producta for our policyholders. The Company has alwaya been

committed to providing coverage to ita insureds at an affordable

coat, and processing their claims quickly and fairly.

Aa shall be aada clear, Goldan Rule's inauranca business

differa substantially from tha buainaaa of tha major health

inauranca companies in this country. Aa a raault, our buainaaa

practicaa and philosophies often diverge from thoee large

corporate carriers. We are not a member of tha Health Inauranca

Association of America (HIAA) and hava not been involved in the

Association's activities in the health care reform debate in

Congress. Indeed, wa support certain legislative initiativea

opposed by other large health inauranca carriers.

Golden Rule's strategic focua involvea the sale of health

inauranca policies to individuals and small to mid-aised groups.

Ha thus serve a market that haa largely been abandoned by the
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large health Insurance firms which are devoted, almost sxclu-

sively, to the sore lucrative, laaa risky buainesa of selling

large group health insurance plans.

Golden Rule has been succsssful in offering insurance

coverage to individuals and smaller groups because the Company:

•offers excellent health insurance benefits

•charges moderate prices for its coverage

•uses sound underwriting concepte to evaluate
and properly manage risk and loss experience

•processes claims quickly and fairly

•complies with all federal and atate laws and
regulations that govern our businsss, and

•strives always to protect the intereats of our
policyholders.

Golden Rule's individual insureds have largely been ignored

by the marketing practice* of the large health insurance com-

panies. Our customers include persons who are between jobs,

unemployed, self-employed, or employed by small businesses;

students and recent college graduates; dependents reaching their

majority; the recently divorced; early retirees; and othera in

transitional phasss of thsir lives. We find that a significant

number of recently widowed women (who loee their husbands' heelth

insurance coverage) are counted among our policyholders. Thsse

Americana are able to get needed health insurance from Golden

Rule at an affordable price.

Unlike many health insurance carriers, Golden Rule does not

use economic underwriting principles to deny coverage to less

affluent Americana. Not surprisingly, a high percentage of our

customers are people of aodeet means. Our lower premium coats

enable waitresses, taxi drivers, farmers, and unskilled laborere

to secure needed health insurance protection with Golden Rule.

In fact, 20% of our customers who purchase our individual heelth

insurance policies have incomes of less than $15,000. Nearly 45%

of our Individual policies are purchased by customers who have

household incomes of lsss than $25,000, and over two-thirds of

our customers have household incomee below $35,000.
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Of course, every dollar is important to these pollcyholdara .

Unlike thoaa who racaiva haalth inauranca tax-free through thair

employer, our pollcyholdara auat purchaaa thalr coverage with

after-tax dollars.

Congresa atrugglea today to find a aaana for axtanding

haalth inauranca banafita to all Americans, particularly lower

income paopla. Goldan Rula supports tha concapt of univaraal

accaaa. while haalth car* reforms ara debated, however, Goldan

Rula today ia making haalth inauranca banafita availabla to

hundrada of thousand* of lower income Americana.

Misconceptions About Goldan Rule

During tha couraa of these proceedings, unfair criticisms

hava baan lava lad at Goldan Rula concarning tha business

practices of tha Company in dealing with ita insureds. Concern

ia also axpreaaad about Golden Rule' a dealinga with state

regulators and atata legislators. Many of tha coaplainta that

hava baan voiced flow from erroneous factual information about

tha Company. Certain of tha charges reflect a fundamental

misunderstanding of tha business of insurance. And soma simply

ara unfortunate broadaide attacks which lack any factual

foundation.

During tha couraa of our teatlaony, we shall seek with

factual evidence to establish to the satisfaction of the

Subcommittee that these allegations ara totally without merit.

We ara confident that an objective obaerver of these proceedings

will conclude that Goldan Rula is an ethical, well-managed health

insurance provider, a company that strives always to protsct its

policyholders' beat intareata.

Business of Insurance

We believe it might be helpful to offer some brief comments

about tha business of insurance to place Golden Rula 'a management

practices in proper context. It needs to be understood that

inauranca involves the spreading of risk relating to a future

uncertain occurrence across a large group of paopla. Insureds

are required to pay a premium that reflects tha loas experience
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that is expected to occur to the group, though the individuals in

that group who will suffer a loss cannot Initially be identified.

It follows that it is the fundamental responsibility of an

insurance company to evaluate and manage the risk of loss

expected to occur within the pool of insured policyholders.

Critical to this risk management function is the application of

sound underwriting concepts to those who desire insurance

coverage by the Company. In this way, a company remains

financially sound, able to meet its financial obligations to

policyholders as they come due.

Golden Rule applies well-recognized, medical underwriting

principles to evaluate risk of loss at the time applications for

health insurance are filed. When an applicant for health

insurance has already suffered the condition for which coverage

is sought, Golden Rule will - and must - decline to issue a

policy. To do otherwise is not the business of insurance, i.e.,

financial protection against an uncertain future contingency.

Fire insurance is not provided after the house catches fire,

nor is auto theft insurance provided after the car is stolen. To

provide health coverage to people for a medical condition which

has already occurred may be charitable; it is not the business of

insurance.

While adhering to sound underwriting principles,* Golden

Rule issued insurance coverage during 1990-1993 to approximately

90% of all applicants. Of course, applications may be rejected

for a number of reasons unrelated to the health of the applicant.

In some instances, whan an applicant discloses an existing

medical problem on his or her application, insurance Cttv»*-«-<j»

from Golden Rule will be approved, excluding that particular

'Contrary to the position of other health insurance carriers,
Golden Rule opposes both genetic screening and HIV blood tests
for applicants who desire individual health insurance protection.
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medical problem. We are pleased that Golden Rule now provides

health insurance protection to approximately 800,000 Americans.

Unwarranted Criticisms

Critics of Golden Rule have, essentially, wrongly suggested

that the Company's practices and objectives are to -

•insure only young people (who are healthy, probably
do not need coverage, and will not file many claims) ;

•"cherry-pick" policyholders to weed out unhealthy
people likely to file claims;

•charge low introductory premiums to customers,
but quickly increase premiums repeatedly (i.e.,
bait-and-switch") ;

•refuse to pay claims owing to policyholders who
experience e loss by use of strong-arm litigation
tactics and invocation of pre-existing condition
clauses;

•generate highly favorable loss ratios (compared to
industry standards) which produce egregiously large
profits for the Company;

•impede proper state regulatory controls by resorting
to meritless litigation;

•rely on tactics of intimidation and the spread of
misinformation to defeat health care reform in
state legislatures; and

•add to escalating health care coats in this country.

All of these allegations are demonstrably false. We shall

address each of these below.

"Targeting Only The Young'

Golden Rule does not target its health insurance policies to

young customers. Nor does it apply demographic underwriting

standards to applicants seeking insurance. It is, in fact, of no

particular import to Golden Rule whether its insureds are young,

middle-aged, or older.* Our records readily establish that

•Although Golden Rule does not target younger market segments,

the company does provide special financial incentives for cus-

tomers with families. Unlike many insurance companies, G°ld
J»

n

Rule does not charge its policyholders for each additional child

covered by the Company's health insurance after the first child

is added to a policy. Those children receive the health^insur-

ance benefits for free from Golden Rule, while common
inf"

8^
practice is to charge an additional premium for each child added

to a policy.
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Golden Rule insures all age groups.

The records of Golden Rule reveal that over 50% of our

insureds are between the ages of 35 and 64. Indeed, 13.9% of the

individual policyholders insured by us are between the ages of 55

and 64 which closely reflects the 13.5% that that group

constitutes as a percentage of the United States population.

When we are addressing market segment strategies, it is

important to understand that Golden Rule's health insurance

policies are bought, not sold. By this we mean that health

insurance policies are generally purchased when an individual

perceives the need for coverage and seeks out an insurance

provider.

The Company does not seek to identify prospective customers

and persuade them to buy. Rather, producers - whether they be

agents or brokers - may offer individuals who contact them health

insurance policies from various companies, one of which is Golden

Rule. And we do not instruct producers to target younger

applicants for Golden Rule's health insurance policies.

"Charrv-pickino"

Related to the false allegation that Golden Rule targets

young and healthy individuals is the charge that the Company

"cherry-picks" insureds to weed out unhealthy individuals from

its pool of policyholders. Again, this is untrue. Golden Rule

regards such practices as improper- and unwise, and has adopted

policies to avoid even unintentional "cherry-picking".

To avoid confusion it will be necessary to define "cherry-

picking", as that term has been used by the insurance industry.

Traditionally, the term refers to the practice of rewriting

insurance for people in a risk pool who are healthy. This may be

accomplished when a carrier terminates a broad group of insureds

and then selects the healthy risks to whom it offers replacement

coverage with the company. Alternatively, a company could permit

healthy policyholders to move their coverage to a new plan with

the carrier, leaving a sicker pool of insureds behind.
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One* a pool of Golden Rule policyholders is created, the

Company makes avary effort to preserve that pool. Goldan Rula

doaa not seek to segregate haalthy policyholder* in a nav pool

vhila sharply increasing preaiuas for (and parhaps terminating)

those remaining in the original group. Such "cherry-picking"

causss a phenomenon in the insurance industry called the "death

spiral", i.e., the destruction of the actuarial integrity of the

insured pool. Notably, Golden Rule has never experienced this

result in any risk poola of ita insured*.

Golden Rule has alvaya endeavored to preserve each pool of

insureds (which combines the healthy and unhealthy policyholders)

to spread risk of loss over a large group. So careful ia Golden

Rula to avoid "cherry-picking" that on occasion it does not

immediately charge policyholders significantly higher premiums

(approved by the state) that might cause healthy insureds to drop

their coverage. Such approved rate increases may be phased in

over time. By thus keeping insurance affordable. Golden Rule is

able to maintain the risk pool, and avoid "death spirals."

Indeed, unlike aome carriers. Golden Rule will not allow its

insureds to rewrite coverage from an older policy to a newer

form. If one of our existing healthy policyholders drops his or

her coverage with ua, we do not permit that individual to

purchase a new policy from Golden Rule for one year to avoid

"cherry-picking" initiated by the insureds themselves.

It would appear axiomatic that Goldan Rule would enjoy

unusually favorable loss ratios if it were to engage in "cherry-

picking" young healthy individuala for ita policyholders. Yet no

such unusual financial raaulta are found. As will be seen below.

Golden Rule's loss ratios for its health insurance pools are

consistent with the norms for this industry.

"Balt-And-Swltch"

One of the more sensational concerns raised about Goldan

Rule's practices is the suggestion that the Company seeks to

attract new policyholders with artificially low rates, and once

hooked, repeatedly implements large rate increaaes. A brief
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review of the facts will demonstrate that this charge, loossly

referred to as "bait-and-svitch" tactics, is plainly untruo.

Bsfors Golden Ruls offers an individual health insurance

product for sale, a submission is sade to the state insurance

comsissioner. That filing includes not only the proposed

insurance policy and benefits, but also the projected loss

experience over the duration of the contract - a projection

supported by actuarial memoranda. Following approval of its

submission. Golden Rule is able to offer that insurance coverage

to prospective policyholders at the approved premium rate.

Of course, if "low-ball" premiums were charged initially to

attract customers, the Company's loss ratios on these newer

customers would necessarily be too high - and not consistent with

loss projections submitted to the state. That has not happened.

Further, in any "bait-and-switch" insurance program, the

Company's loss ratios for established customers would then

improve, not worsen, to reflect the financial advantage to the

Company from higher rates, i.e., the "switch." Yet, the fact is

that our loss ratios are consistent with industry norms, i.e.,

loss ratios start lower and rapidly climb over time. Such loss

ratio trends conclusively disprove the use of "bait-and-switch"

strategies.

It is worth observing that Golden Rule has no unfettered

ability to increase premiums sharply to policyholders, and

significant disincantivee discourage that practice. Rate hikes

can only be justified by the loee experience of a pool. Higher

premium rates cannot be imposed on policyholders without this

loss justification. Moreover, rate hikes tend to drive away the

healthy insureds who can buy less expensive coverage eleewhere.

Loss of these customers, and the attendant ability to epread

risk, can produce the "death spiral" phenomenon described above.

We feel constrained to note that "bait-and-switch"

strategies, if attempted by an insurance provider, could probably

not be successfully implemented. The effort to charge higher
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rates would cause healthy insureds to drop their covaraga, and

tha incraaaad rataa would not generate anough money for tha

insurar to covar claims in tha remaining risk pool.

Additional confirmation of Goldan Rule's opposition to

businass practicas like "bait-and-switch" ia mada claar by our

support of loss ratio guarantees. Loss ratio guarantees permit

an insurance company to adopt rate hikes without formal prior

approval, provided the company agrees to refund premiums paid by

policyholders if the firm's loss experience is better than

predicted. This program eliminates any financial incentive for a

health insurance carrier to use "bait-and-switch" strategies, as

any excess profit gained would have to be refunded. Golden Rule

has been instrumental in the adoption of loas ratio guarantees in

tha atates and would favor tha implementation of this concept

nationwide.

Wrongful Denial of Claims

In the bearing of this Subcommittee on June 29, 1994,

testimony waa presented that suggests Golden Rule avoids making

payments due policyholders on their claims, presumably to enrich

tha Company unjustly. Tha actual facta regarding the Company's

claims processing practices put tha lie to this charge.

Golden Rule is in the business of honoring the legitimate

claims of policyholders, not contesting them. We endeavor to

meat our obligations to our insureds fairly and expeditiously.

We recognize that claims processing involves transactions that

are of great importance - and often a matter of some urgency - to

our customers.

Rather than impede, delay, or deny payments due our policy-

holders. Golden Rule is an industry leader in timely claims

processing. On average, Golden Rule now processes soma 7,500

claims par day. Our records show that sa BAY. 221 ffll .YOiid claims

within five working days ox iaas. from the time proof of loss is

received. &&1 q£ these claims arjft Eald within £eji working day*

or less.
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We believe our claims processing is a model for ths indus-

try. We challsngs any of ths major haalth insurancs providsrs to

bsat our racord.

Our claims paymsnts involve large amounts of money. We

CVXTintlY fiAX £U£, fill ayexaaa. S1.5Q0.Q0Q ft &&., every work dav.

This hardly suggests we ara a foot-dragging firm, reluctant to

honor our obligations to policyholders.

We ara, it should be said, under no legal obligation to

process claims - and maJce payments - so quickly, in fact, in

states liks Texas (which enacted a fair claims practices statute

with specific deadlines) , it is a statutory objective for

carriers to make payments on claims within 30 days. Most other

states have no such requirements.

Consider the economic value to Golden Rule of the "float" on

millions of dollars if we were simply to delay payments to

policyholders for 30 days which we have the option to do. Such

delays would be worth millions in extra income to the Company

each year. But that is not the way we do business.

We are proud of our racord in claims processing.

Medical Exclusions and Pra-existlno Condition*

Despite our claims processing rscord, critics of Golden Rule

have suggsstsd that the Company unfairly invokes exclusionary

clausss in its insurance contracts to deny benefits to policy-

holders who ara rightfully entitled to payment. That is wholly

untrue. As will be seen, Golden Rule's policies are not only

consistent with state law and industry practice, they are

unusually favorable to policyholders.

When an applicant for insurance truthfully completes the

application form and discloses his or her medical history, Golden

Rule is able to evaluate the risk. When a medical problem

already exists, we issue coverage with a specific exclusion for

the ailment that the applicant has disclosed. Golden Rular~and

the customer thus understand from the outset what is covered by

the policy and what is excluded.
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As with virtually all health insurance contracts, Goldsn

Rule's policies also contain a pre-existing condition limitation

which permits the Company to rsjsct claims for ailments that pre-

date coverage. Golden Rule's provision is more favorable to the

insured than most state laws allow. Most states grant an insur-

ance company the right to deny coverage to claimants when there

were medical conditions that existed five years before the policy

was issued. Under Golden Rule's policies, coverage is only

denied when medical advice or treatment for the pre-existing

condition was received in the two years prior to the application,

or when symptoms of that condition occurred one year prior to

issuance of the application.

Further, Golden Rule only rejects claims on pre-existing

conditions that are submitted during the first year of coverage.

Thus, even when an applicant fails to disclose an existing

medical problem, Golden Rule will not generally deny coverage on

such claims submitted more than one year later.

The use of pre-existing condition limitations to deny

coverage to policyholders is limited. In Michigan, for example,

Company records indicate that during 1989-1991, pre-existing

conditions were the basis for denial in only 0.5% of the

individual health insurance claims received.

Potential controversy may arise when an applicant for health

insurance fails, truthfully and accurately, to report serious

medical conditions to Golden Rule. In these instances, the newly

insured individual may later file a claim for a medical problem

that almost certainly was known to the person when the policy was

purchased - but which the applicant failed to disclose to Golden

Rule. When such material misrepresentations by an applicant are

discovered, Golden Rule will attempt to return the parties to the

position they would have been in had the true facts been

disclosed in the application. If it becomes necessary, Golden

Rule will void a policy considered to have been wrongfully

obtained, and the customer's premiums will be refunded. By law.

Golden Rule has a two-year "contestable period" to void coverage
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due to material misstatements on the application. This Bay

nacassitata our filing a declaratory judgnant within tha

"contestable pariod" to raacind tha contract. (Thara ara rara

exception* to tha time limitation for caaaa involving sarioua,

intentional effort* by a customer to defraud Golden Rule.)

Claims Litigation

Relying on anecdotal evidence, reference haa alao been made

to litigation practicaa of Golden Rule, claiming that often va

sua to deprive policyholders of claims dollars due thea. It is

true that tha Company haa filed suits for declaratory judgment

whan it diacovars a policyholder haa made material misrepresen-

tation on an application. Such aiaraprasentations make risk

evaluation impossible, and the Company, to preserve tha premium

dollars that must be paid on valid claims, will conteat invalid

ones.

But tha factual record refutea any suggestion of question-

able litigation practices, and shows how infrequently lawsuits

over claims occur. Tha number of declaratory judgments filed by

Golden Rule during 1990-1993 ranged from a high of 113 in 1990 to

a low of 28 cases in 1993.* These numbers stand in dramatic

contrast to the 7,500 claims we process every day.

In this vein, much has been made of the fact that soma cases

brought by Golden Rule were filed in Lawrenceville, Illinois, the

home office of the Company. Varioua reasons justify our selec-

tion of Lawrenceville as tha venue for these cases. Aside

from tha fact that it is our home office, Lawrenceville is the

place where the particular insurance contracta in tha litigation

ware underwritten and issued. The cost of litigation ia consi-

derably lower there and the less crowded dockets afford both the

Company and tha policyholder a quick resolution of tha matter.

Yet, the number of lawsuits filed in Lawrenceville is not

*Some of the cases are filed to preserve our legal rights when
tha contestable period for a given policy is about to expire.
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significant. 43 cases wars filed in 1991. By 1992, only 8 casta

wars filed in Lavrancavilla, and in 1993, thara vara only 6

casas. Regardless of vanua, Golden Rule has been successful at

trial in the overwhelming Majority of cases where claiaa are

challenged as invalid or fraudulent.

Nor is there any merit to the suggestion that Golden Rule

somehow benefits financially in pursuing litigation to defeat

claims of policyholders. It may well cost the Company aora to

litigate than to pay an invalid claim. This, however, is a

matter of principle for us.

Loss Ratios

Many of the misconceptions about Golden Rule can bo traced

to erroneous information that has been introduced in the record

regarding the loss ratios of Golden Rule. Properly understood,

our loss ratio experience establishes that the Company is not

engaged in business practices that are inimical to the best

interests of its policyholders or the public. Nor are our loss

ratios unusually low.

It must be recalled that Golden Rule is primarily dirscted

to the offering of individual and smaller group health insurance.

Unlike large group insurance, normal actuarial projections for

individual health insurance aaJca clear that loss ratios are

expected to be lower in the first year when a pool of business is

created; the ratios deteriorate rapidly within the next two years

as people get sick or injured, and claims are filed. This loss

trend is well known by insurance regulators, and is reflected in

submissions filed by Golden Rule with the states.

Offsetting the temporary distortion of loss experience for

the pool in the first year are the substantially larger overhead

expenses incurred by an insurance company that provides health

insurance coverage to individuals. Compared to group insurance

providers, a company writing individual health insurance incurs

much higher costs to acquire, underwrite, issue and service each

insured. These Golden Rule insurance policies are purchased one
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person at a time. Each application must ba underwritten

saparataly. Approved policiaa ara forwarded to our inaurada ona

at a tina rathar than in bulk, and all future communications,

including praniua billing, require individual handling. All of

this requirea more work and involvas much greater coats par

insured individual.

To be clear, Golden Rule uaas only premiums racaivad and

claims paid to compute its loss ratios. Our significant ganaral

and administrative expanse* ara not includad in our loss ratio

calculations.

We baliave the loss ratios for individual health insurance

pools at Golden Rule ara consistent with industry norms. For

example, for the pariod 1991-1993, Golden Rule's individual

health coverage known as "Inflation Guard I" - which in 1991

represented over 75% of all premiums paid to the Company -

generated loss ratios of 70%. A smaller, nawar group of insureds

known as "Inflation Guard II" which was established in July 1990,

similarly axpariancad renewal loaa ratioa in 1993 of nearly 70%.

It is emphasized that under the loas ratio guarantee

programs of various stataa, there ia no value to the Company in

achieving a substantially batter loss experience than the

actuarial projections on which our rates ara based. If that were

to occur, the Company a imply refunds to policyholders the excess

monies received. Golden Rule 'a experience demonstrates it is

highly skilled at projecting - with great accuracy - tha loaa

experience that will occur.

In sum, Golden Rule' a loaa ratios in its portfolios ara

consistent with industry standards. Temporarily lower loas

ratios in newer pools reflect actuarial projections, and they

quickly mirror industry norms after a couple of years. Ha

believe our loaa ratio record diaprovaa chargaa that Golden Rule

earns abnormally large profita by engaging in the questionable

buainess practices that have been discussed.

Relationships With State Insurance Regulators

We are aware that the Subcommittee haa heard testimony from
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a few insurance commissioners and ia interested in Golden Rule' a

dealings with atate regulators. Golden Rule operates in a highly

regulated industry and follows a policy of working closely with

insurance commissioners in a responsible and profeaaional manner.

Golden Rule 'a management inaiata on strict compliance with the

lawa and regulations of the jurisdictions where we do business.

It is, of course, to be expected that as a regulated

company, we may disagree - sometimes sharply - with the policies

and actions of aome atate regulators. In recognition of our

concurrent responsibility to policyholders, Golden Rule does not

hesitate to advocate our views forcefully to regulators when

action ia being taken (or a failure to act occurs) which we

believe is damaging to the interests of our policyholders and

Golden Rule.

On occasion, disputes with insurance commissioners have led

to litigation where the controversy can be reaolved in a more

impartial forum. This generally involves instancea where we

believe a regulator ia acting arbitrarily or outside the scope of

his statutory authority.

We are advised that the Subcommittee ia interested in cases

filed by Golden Rule where a atate regulator waa aued personally,

as distinct from his official capacity. There have been two auch

instances when that occurred and the background of those cases is

as follows:

1. Suit was brought by Golden Rule in North Carolina

against the insurance commissioner, James E. Long, in 1989. The

matter involved rate increaaea aought by Golden Rule which the

commissioner adviaed he would only approve subject to severe

restrictions.

Golden Rule filed suit againat Mr. Long contending that the

commissioner lacked statutory authority to impose these condi-

tions on justified rate hikes, and seeking damages for loas of

premiums. The suit named the insurance commissioner in hia

personal and official capacity. I am adviaed that this waa done
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to adhere to th« dictates of North Carolina law. If, as we

alleged, the commissioner vas acting outside the scops of his

statutory authority, hs vas dsesed by stats lav to be acting in

his personal capacity.

Aftsr initially prevailing in the dispute at the trial court

level vhich found the restrictions on Golden Rule's rats

increases to be unlawful, that decision vas latsr overturned.

Our claims for damages vers denied.

2. Golden Rule has also sued ths Florida Stats Insurancs

Commissioner, Tom Gallagher, in a dispute arising from rats

increases. In that peculiar instance, Mr. Gallagher Bought to

force Sfildfin Euifl £fl CAlAfl toifii sharply on lejxipx citizene vho

had purchased Medicare supplement policies. (Ths rats incrsase

demanded by the State vas based on an ill-conceived five-year

prefunding concept that contravened stats lav) . Golden Rule

refussd to raiss its ratss and publicly opposed ths Commis-

sioner's policy. Mr. Gallagher, vho vas then engaged in a

political campaign, ran paid political ads in vhich, among other

things, hs accused Golden Rule of being a "scam" and a "rip-off

artist".

Under Florida lav, Mr. Gallagher's damaging attack on Golden

Ruls vas deemed personal conduct, not official action. Accord-

ingly, Golden Rule filed suit against Mr. Gallagher personally

for damages. Ths Florida court has repeatedly refussd sfforts by

Mr. Gallagher to dismiss the suit vhich is nov set for trial in

December. Golden Rule is confident it vill prevail.

As a footnote to this mattsr, Golden Rule later sought a

rate revision on its largest block of businsss in Florida. That

revision vas denied and Golden Rule eued the insurance depart-

ment (not Mr. Gallagher personally) . Ths administrates lav

judge ruled that the Commiesloner's action vas arbitrary and

discriminatory. Ths rats incrsase ve sought, though long

delayed, vas finally approved.

State Lobbying Efforts

As health insurance is an industry that is heavily regulated
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at the stata level, Goldan Rule monitor* atata legislative

initiativea that may affect our induatry. Whan auch legislation

ia being developed, Golden Rule may become actively involved in

lobbying efforta. In our view, thia ia aore than our legal

right. Our activities reflect our deep commitment to protect the

interests of policyholders.

At times ve advocate our poaitions on legislation strongly

and publicly - even dramatically. We may alert our policyholders

when ve believe they will be adversely affected by proposed

reforms. We believe it to be the American system to encourage

participation in the legislative process, and va remain willing

to defend our positions.

At times our pointed opposition to legislative proposals

doea not pleaae the aponsor of a particular bill. We are aware

that Stata Senator Jeanne Shaheen, from New Hampshire, appeared

before the Subcommittee to complain about our aggressive lobbying

of a bill she favored. Despite Senator Shaheen' a purported

acceptance of our right to oppoae thia legialation, aha appears

to be personally offended that we did ao. Yet we find her

testimony to be moat curious:

•Complaining about our tactica, Senator Shaheen ia unable to

cite a single action by Golden Rule that violated any law or

regulation of the Stata. There were none.

•Complaining about our alleged dissemination of misinfor-

mation, Senator Shaheen is unable to cite one fact or atatement

we made that was in error. There were none.

For the record, Senator Shaheen sponsored legislation in New

Hampshire that involved: (1) pure community rating, i.e., a

requirement that all policyholders in the State be charged the

same premium regardless of age or circumstance, and (2)

guaranteed issue, i.e., a requirement that every applicant for

health insurance be granted coverage by any insurance company

upon request, regardleaa of medical condition or circumstance.

The bill would prohibit the use by insurance carriers of medical

underwriting and axcluaions for prior medical problems.
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Golden Rule did - and does - disagree strongly with this

legislation.* we baliava it to ba unsound, unworkable, and a

dissarvica to tha public. Among othar things, wa pointad out

that this legislation would have the following consequences:

1. Force younger insureds (with lower health risks) to pay
dramatically higher, onerous rates to subsidize older,
generally mora affluent insureds (with greater health
risks) ;

2. Make insurance inaccessible for many younger insureds
because it becomes unaffordabla;

3. Encourage people to drop their coverage and than buy
insurance only after they become ill;

4. Eliminate personal responsibility for health care so
that, for example, smokers and non-smokers are treated
as equal risks;

5. Undercut efforts to extend health insurance coverage
to more people by driving large numbers of people out
of the system;

6. Cause substantially higher rates for insurance
coverage.

In support of our position, we have pointed to tha exper-

ience of New York State which had earlier enacted a bill that

follows Senator Shaheen's legislative formula. Premium rates in

New York have, as predicted, skyrocketed. For example, rataa for

30 year-old malea last year jumped 170% according to a July 24,

1994 article in the Haw. Xoxfc Ujms.. It is now expected that most

New Yorkers, even many older insureds who should benefit from

community rating by getting lower rates, will find premium costs

have risen well above the levels they were charged before

community rating was adopted. Thia is due to the fact that in

the first nine months of the program, more than 15% of individual

policyholders dropped their coverage.

To date, we understand that more than 500,000 New Yorkers

have given up their health insurance protection. Since those

dropping ont are predominately the young and healthy, rates are

forced upward for all other policyholders. These facts are

compelling, in our view.

*ln response to objections of Golden Rule and others, Senator
Shaheen amended her bill to drop pure community rating in favor

of an improved, modified community rating system.
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In response to our advocacy of such points in Maw Hampshire,

Sanator Shahaan - apparantly lacking a factual rajoindar -

rasortad to &d hominem attacks, calling us "hucksters" who uaa

"lias and half-truths" to aarn "obscana profita". An attornoy

for tha Company cautioned Sanator Shahaan by letter, advising

that her statements were false and defamatory. We viewed this as

a measured response to her unfortunately personal attack.

Significantly, Senator Shaheen during her appearance before

the Subcommittee, identified no alleged lie or half-truth

expressed by Golden Rule to our knowledge. Nor did she support

her untrue charge of obscene profiteering. Nor could she show we

violated any lobbying law of the State.

We regret Senator Shaheen resorted to name-calling in

response to our lobbying efforts, but we have let the matter

drop.

Health Insurance Bklflda

Golden Rule wishes to make clear it doea not oppose

thoughtful health insurance reform efforts. We strongly support

legislative concepts - some opposed by other companies in this

industry - that will achieve the objectivea many of us share,

including the need for universal access to health insurance.

Golden Rule supports universal access, but recognizes that

there exists a small percentage of the population with medical

conditiona that make them uninsurable. The solution, in our

view, is not simply to issue those individuals an insurance

policy as though they were healthy. It ia, for this reason, that

Golden Rule has opposed the concept of guarantee issue.* Golden

Rule instead supports the concept of CHIPs (Community High-Risk

Insurance Pools) , paid for by all health insurance companies in a

market - not taxpayers - which would enable all Americans to

'Guaranteed issue eliminates the need to carry insurance for an
unknown catastrophic health expense. If one can buy insurance
when illness strikes, it would make little financial sense_for a

healthy person to carry coverage. Restricted use of pre-existing
condition provisions do not meaningfully affect this analysis.
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receive insurance coverage . Vm would support federal legislation

to achieve this result.

Among the other reforms Golden Rule supports are the

following:

1. Portability - to guarantee coverage even when
one changes jobs;

2. Modified community rating - to permit certain
broad classifications such as age;

3 . Loss Ratio Guarantees - to ensure that policyholders
are charged fair premiums and receive the financial
benefit if loss experience is better than was pro-
jected;

4. Medical Savings Accounts - to facilitate citizens
gaining more control over their health care costs;
and

5. Tax fairness - to permit deductibility of health
insurance premiums by the waitress and the farmer
as we do for large corporations.

Health Care Costa

Concern over escalating health care costs are at the heart

of the legislative debates now taking place in Congress. While

health care reform is not the Subcommittee's focus, we understand

that increasing costs in the insurance industry is directly

relevant to this investigation.

It is to be recognized that health insurance providers have

limited ability to contain the upward trends in health care costs

in this country. As a major provider of health insurance to

individuals, Golden Rule has little control over the number or

frequency of claims that are submitted, and little control over

the costs of medical care. Indeed, as the government, health

maintenance organizations (HMO's) , and large group plans

negotiate discounts from hospitals and doctors for medical

treatment, those costs are often shifted to individuals insured

by Golden Rule which lacks the leverage to demand equal billing.

Golden Rule does not contribute to the problem of rising
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health car* costs through our own business practices. Our loss

ratios are not abnormally low, but reflect normal loss experience

for the Industry. Our profits are not unreasonable, and ve do

not attempt to retain monies due on claims of our insureds to

enrich ourselves. On the contrary, Golden Rule provides health

insurance coverage at prices that are most reasonable compared to

other carriers.

Our customers appreciate our modest premium charges and

include large numbers of working men and women, senior citizens,

students, and other less affluent population segments. We are

proud we can provide this vital health insurance benefit to lower

income individuals and their families.

Golden Rule has supported reforms which would be of

considerable value in containing future costs. We have, for

example, advocated loss ratio guarantees to ensure that

policyholders do not receive less than the benefit levels our

initial pricing anticipated. Should the claims experience be

unexpectedly low, the company agrees to refund premiums to the

policyholders so that benefits received equal the benefit levels

projected for the product.* It is, indeed, ironic that Golden

Rule is criticized by some for allegedly engaging in business

practices we have been trying to eliminate by statute. We

believe other reforms we advocate, including the adoption of

medical savings accounts, would similarly restrain health care

costs in the future. We hope they will receive careful consider-

ation by the Congress.

*0f course, when the loss experience is unexpectedly high, the
insurance company must absorb the financial loss under the loss
ratio guarantee program.
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Conclusion

Golden Rul« appreciates the opportunity afforded us by the

Subcommittee to appear here today and provide information which

may aid the Subcommittee in its ongoing investigation. We are

grateful that ve were permitted to answer our critics, present

factual responses to concerns of the Subcommittee, and set the

record straight.

Golden Rule is an exemplary corporate citizen and I am proud

of my leadership role at the Company. Through our charitable

contributions and financial support of areas where we do

business, we have tried to make those communities better places

to live. Through our efforts in the fields of civil rights and

educational choice programs, we have tried to make our

communities places where citizens enjoy greater equality and

opportunity. Through our efforts in making health insurance

available to less affluent Americans and their familiee, we have

provided health coverage to many of our citizens who would

otherwise be unprotected.

On behalf of our employees and policyholders, I thank the

Subcommittee for its consideration of our views.
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Mr. Dingell. Thank you very much, Mr. Whelan.
The Chair recognizes now the distinguished gentleman from Col-

orado.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To start with Mr. Whelan, or anyone that is on the panel, we

have heard testimony, as you have here prior, about the aggressive

lobbying activities both against and in support of the various State

health insurance reform initiatives and implication to some degree
that these tactics more or less cross the line from being merely ag-

gressive to improper. I understand that your company, as well as

other companies dealing with this issue or other issues, certainly
do become involved in this lobbying aspect.
Do you think that your activities with Golden Rule have crossed

the line anywhere on various types of lobbying efforts that you
have had?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir. I look at our activities as being forceful and

aggressive. They are factually based. We do not put information

out that cannot be supported and they are designed to advocate a

position, inform members of the legislature and in cases inform our

policyholders of what we think may happen.
Mr. Schaefer. I understand that you did have a lobbyist in Iowa

who more or less may have crossed the line and he was dismissed?
Mr. Whelan. We have a lobbyist in Iowa who is reported by our

person from Iowa this morning in a phone call, threatened that we
would use—I think the number reported this morning was
$500,000 of expense to lobby against the Department. That was an

inappropriate action on his part to use the threat. Whether or not

we would expend a sum of money to lobby an issue in the State

is a decision the company would make. We have never resorted to

using the threats of lobbying as a way to carry through on an ini-

tiative.

Mr. Schaefer. But that person was dismissed?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, he was dismissed.
Mr. Schaefer. Right away?
Mr. Whelan. Absolutely. As a result when I learned of it I went

to Iowa to meet with the Department, to meet with the domestic

industry and to meet with members of the legislature.
Mr. Schaefer. I would like you to elaborate on a newspaper arti-

cle I have here that happened in South Carolina pertaining to the

hundred dollar checks that were left on desks of members of the

house of delegates. Could you give us a run-down on how this hap-
pened and what the situation was?
Mr. Whelan. I will try. I will tell you what I know about it.

Mr. Schaefer. Or anyone else.

Mr. Whelan. We had made contributions to certain members of

the legislature in West Virginia. At the time those contributions

were made, there were no issues that the company had an interest

in that were active in the legislature. As I understand it, when the
checks were brought to the West Virginia Statehouse by a courier.

The courier took those in and put them on the desks. I am told that
there are no mail boxes in the West Virginia Statehouse for receipt
of mail. It was not appropriate to take them into the chamber. It

was not at our direction that they be taken into the chamber.
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Mr. Schaefer. So basically they were just contributions then
that just got misplaced or somebody
Mr. Whelan. They were contributions that we intended to give

to members of the legislature.
Mr. Schaefer. I stand corrected. It was West Virginia not South

Carolina?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Schaefer. From testimony also that we have heard today
and previously, it would appear that Golden Rule engages in litiga-
tion quite frequently, both against its own policyholders and
against State insurance commissioners who have denied rate in-

creases or performed other acts not to Golden Rule's liking.
Do you agree with this assertion?
Mr. Whelan. No, I do not, sir. Unfortunately, the business of

health insurance does generate litigation, but the litigation com-
pared to the volume of activity of the company is a de minimis
amount. We process about 7,500 claims a day each and every day.

I think that the declaratory judgment actions brought by the

company between 1990 and 1993 averaged—I think it was 110 at
the highest and 43 at the lowest, a small number compared to the

litigation or to the claim exposures that are being handled by the

company. The same is true in terms of suits brought by others

against the company.
There may be in the neighborhood of a hundred brought a year

compared to claim volume of 7,500 a day. Our suits against insur-
ance departments also are relatively small numbers. They occur
when there is an issue that can't be resolved and we resort to the
court for the court's interpretation on the issue of fact.

Mr. Schaefer. Let me ask you about the rate increases. Are
there some States that you do business in that have laws indicat-

ing that you cannot raise rates for a period of 2 or 3 years or some-
thing of that nature?
Mr. Whelan. There are States that have attempted through the

departments of insurance to forestall rate increases. To my knowl-

edge, there are not laws that say you can't take the rate increase.
There are standards that exist that you have to document that

your loss experience justifies the rate increase, but we have en-
countered States which have not granted rate increases through
regulatory delay.
Mr. Schaefer. What comes to mind is a situation in the State

of Florida where when there were not rate increases for a period
of time and then within 3 years, they went up like 38, 32 and 26
percent, quite a sizable jump. What was the reason for something
like that?

Mr. Whelan. The situation in Florida on that block of business
was related to regulatory delay where we could not get the Depart-
ment to approve our rate filings and that extended over a period
of 2 years before we finally got relief.

At that point in time, we not only needed the rates that we need-
ed the year earlier, but further rates that were required because
the block had gotten older, health care costs had gone up, intensity
changed, all the factors that drive health care costs up. So we were
in a situation where multiple rate increases were needed over the
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next 36 months to catch up to the 36 months where we didn't get
rate relief.

Mr. SCHAEFER. In his testimony earlier today, Representative
Scorsone mentioned that Golden Rule's rate of complaints per pre-
mium dollars was higher than the Kentucky State average. Would
you care to expound on that?
Mr. Whelan. Unfortunately, I am not familiar with that piece of

data that the representative used so I can't refute or agree with it.

The individual health business is one by its nature that generates
lots of inquiries and complaints, especially when you have a situa-

tion where you make a claim decision to not pay for something that
is not covered and the person resorts to writing to the Department
of Insurance for a second opinion.
Mr. Schaefer. Is there anything unique about Golden Rule's

structure that would explain for a higher complaint rate? Do you
have a different structure than other companies of the same na-
ture?
Mr. Whelan. Our structure is similar to other companies and

the thing I don't know is what companies were being compared,
whether this was just writers of individual health insurance,
whether it was writers of individual and group insurance com-
bined, or whether it was all insurance writers.

Depending on what population was looked at, you will get dif-

ferent complaint ratios. Individual health insurance tends to have
more complaints than group health insurance. Life insurance tends
to have less complaints than all.

Not knowing what data he "was dealing with, I am at a disadvan-

tage to be able to respond and say here is what explains that data.
Mr. Schaefer. Individual policyholders, as I understand it—I

mentioned this earlier—some two-thirds of them have incomes of
under $35,000?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct, sir.

Mr. Schaefer. You also testified that Golden Rule has been in-

strumental in the adoption of the loss ratio guarantees in States
that would favor the implementation of this concept nationwide. Is

Golden Rule alone in pushing this concept or have other companies
also advocated this position?
Mr. Whelan. Other companies have advocated it. Specifically,

New York Life, Metropolitan Life, and Equitable Life have given
Golden Rule permission to use their backing in support of this con-

cept and our efforts to lobby and promote the concept in other
States.

Mr. Schaefer. You testified that you pay 90 percent of all valid
claims within 5 working days or less from the time proof of loss is

received and that 98 percent of these claims are paid within 10

working days or less. Your critics may well agree, but assert that
since Golden Rule determines whether or not a claim is valid, a

large number of claims may still be kept in limbo.
Can you comment?
Mr. Whelan. That is specifically why we have both the 90 and

the 98 percent measure is we don't want to have outliers and we
count, when we get to the 98 percent, the claims paid. We are a
hawk on getting our business done quickly.
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We monitor it, measure it and report it daily because we don't

want to have a majority done and have the outlier sitting around

getting crusty.
Mr. Schaefer. Thank you very much, Mr. Whelan.

My time is up.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. Barton. I thank the Chairman. I just want to—we have

heard some terribly nefarious things about the Golden Rule Insur-

ance Company and you don't appear to have horns. For the record,
do you have a dog?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Barton. Does your dog love you and wag its tail when you
come home in the evening?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Barton. That is usually a pretty good indication of the char-

acter; if the dogs are friendly, you are good people.
I want to go back to what Congressman Schaefer asked about.

The individual in Iowa who made the threatening phone call to the

first Deputy Commissioner was terminated. How long did it take
for that individual to be terminated?

Mr. Whelan. It was a couple of years ago, so I am not sure ex-

actly how long, but it was within a matter of days.
Mr. Barton. As soon as the corporate leadership found out about

the situation, they took immediate and swift action?

Mr. Whelan. Yes.
Mr. Barton. If we were to get that individual before this sub-

committee under oath to testify, would that individual say that he
or she was acting specifically at the direction of the company or

was that individual pretty much taking a general set of principles
and making a specific threat on their own volition?

Mr. Whelan. First of all, let me point out, the individual was not
a full-time employee, but was working as a lobbyist on contract

with us representing our interest in the State of Iowa. That person
specifically apologized, acknowledged that they had taken an action

that was not approved by the company, apologized for taking that

action and admitted that the person understood that the action was
inappropriate.
Mr. Barton. So you had a contract lobbyist with a general con-

tract to lobby for the company on a specific bill and took actions

that they thought were in your interest, but that was their deci-

sion?

Mr. Whelan. That was their decision. It was not one that we
supported.
Mr. Barton. A lot has also been made about that the fact that

Golden Rule seems to be a habit of filing lawsuits against insur-

ance commissions. Would you care to elaborate on the first lawsuit

that you filed in Illinois and why you filed it and how that worked
out?

Mr. Whelan. That first lawsuit was a suit filed a good number
of years ago. It was right after the Illinois Department of Insurance

brought into existence the agent license testing, and we quickly
learned that minorities were unable to pass the exam related to a
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question of the question bias, not a question of the measuring com-
petence to do the profession of insurance.
The company has, after reviewing what was going on, brought

suit against the Illinois Department of Education and Testing Serv-
ice for bias in agent licensing.
Mr. Barton. The bias was that it made it very difficult, if not

impossible, for minority applicants to pass the test?

Mr. Whelan. Yes.
Mr. Barton. Your company filed a lawsuit against that practice?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. Because the Illinois Commission refused to change
the practice?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. What was the end result of the litigation?
Mr. Whelan. The Education Service agreed to change their test

question development process to measure the disparate impact of

questions and to select questions or collusion on the test that had
the least disparate impact and to measure test results going for-

ward.
Mr. Barton. So the result of the litigation was that it is now

easier for minorities to pass the licensing test in the State of Illi-

nois?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct, and I might add that the company

spent several million dollars pursuing the issue over 10 years.
Mr. Barton. I wanted to ask you about the issue of cherry pick-

ing. Of those that apply for personal insurance with your company,
what percent are rejected?
Mr. Whelan. In the periods of 1990 to 1993, over 90 percent of

the people who applied received coverage.
Mr. Barton. Over 90 percent of those that applied. Do you have

any kind of a prescreening test so that you prevent people from ap-
plying who want to apply?
Mr. Whelan. Absolutely not. In fact, we will not provide any un-

derwriting criteria to the market. We tell the producer send the ap-
plication to us.

Mr. Barton. So a hundred people walk in off the street and
apply for insurance with your company, over 90 percent are accept-
ed. How does that compare to the industry average? Are you above

average, below average, or are statistics even kept?
Mr. Whelan. I am not aware of statistics that are kept so I am

not in a position where I can say we are above or below. I think
we do a good job of trying to issue coverage on as many people as
we can.

Mr. Barton. Of those you accept, I am told within 2 years, 70

percent of them are out of the pool; is that correct?
Mr. Whelan. Probably of that magnitude.
Mr. Barton. Do you kick them out of the pool? Why do they

leave the pool?
Mr. Whelan. Because we buy individual health with after-tax

dollars and it is very expensive. If a person who buys our product
subsequently gets on with an employer who provides group insur-

ance, they drop our product
Mr. Barton. So most of the people who apply for insurance with

your company are with independent agents that represent your
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company because they are unemployed or self-employed and can't

get insurance other places, and you accept over 90 percent. Subse-

quently they go on to other employment opportunities where there
is group coverage or they go to school and so they voluntarily leave
the pool because they have a better deal somewhere else?

Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. That doesn't appear to me to meet any standard
definition that I am aware of of cherry picking.

Let's go into these aggressive lobbying practices that your com-

pany has been accused of. From what I can tell, the thing that
seems to infuriate me the most is that you actually have the gall
to write your policyholders in individual States and ask that they
contact their representatives on pending legislation.

Is that illegal in any of the States? It is not illegal in Texas. It

is not illegal in the Congress. Is it illegal in any of the States for

a group, any entity that has a group of individuals that are part
of their organization to be contacted by that organization and given
information by that organization and then even, heaven forbid, so-

licited by that organization to contact their elected representatives
to voice an opinion on a piece of pending legislation; is there a
State in the Nation where that is illegal, to your knowledge?
Mr. Whelan. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Barton. When you do that, do you pay the postage on those

letters?

Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Barton. I can't speak for any other Member of Congress, but
I have received letters like that that were preprinted, presorted,

prepaid and sent to my congressional office and when we called

those individuals, we found those individuals did not know those
letters were being sent on their behalf, that they had no knowl-

edge.
Have you ever done anything like that?
Mr. Whelan. When I say we pay the postage on the letters, that

is our communication with our policyholders. We may suggest that
our policyholder contact their elected member of the State Legisla-
ture.

Mr. Barton. But if they choose to contact their elected rep-
resentative, that is of their own volition. In other words, you don't

send a preprinted postcard to Congressman Joe Barton and say
Sam Smith of Texas and don't tell Sam Smith you are doing that.

You contact Sam Smith and say "Congressman Barton is con-

templating insurance reform. This is our position on this issue. If

you agree, please contact Congressman Barton and tell him so."

Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. That is aggressive. Did you pick that up from the
Association for Retired Senior Citizens or the National Rifle Asso-
ciation or Citizen Action, the National Wildlife Federation? Did you
go to a seminar on lobbying on how—I am probably being facetious
here.

I want to ask a little bit more serious question. If your company
decided it is not worth it, too much hassle, too many problems, we
are trying to serve an individual market; it would be a lot easier
for us to be in a group market where we only have to deal with
one employer and one large organization. If you dropped out of the
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insurance market for individuals, who would serve that market?
Where would those people get insurance?
Mr. Whelan. There are a handful of companies left in the busi-

ness.

Mr. Barton. What is a handful? A hundred? A thousand? Ten?
Mr. Whelan. Less than a hundred probably.
Mr. Barton. I am told that three or four pretty well dominate;

is that correct?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Barton. Do you think the government could serve that mar-
ket as well as the collective private companies that are in the mar-
ket now?
Mr. Whelan. I have not seen an example of that happening in

the past, so I have my doubts.
Mr. Barton. So in practical effect, if you and others in your posi-

tion were to drop out of the insurance market for individuals, the

greater likelihood is that many of these people would not have any
insurance unless the government decided to come in and do that?
Mr. Whelan. I think that is a fair conclusion.
Mr. Barton. I thank you for your answers and I thank the

Chairman for his allowing me to ask the questions.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentlewoman from Pennsylvania.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. The lobbyist from Iowa that you dis-

missed suggested that you were prepared to spend a great deal of
time and money trying to get what you wanted in Iowa. One might
naturally conclude that you have a substantial market share in the

State, but you didn't; is that correct?
Mr. Whelan. The representative from the Iowa department re-

ported our market share this morning. I could not comment on
what it was other than say I will accept his number.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. It was one-half of 1 percent.
Mr. Whelan. That sounds low, but I don't have a basis to argue

with him.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. You were willing to spend, from

what we were told, $500,000 for one-half of 1 percent of the market
or whatever the figure was. What do you spend in bigger markets?
Mr. Whelan. Regarding the Iowa market, the representation

made by that individual, as I have already commented, was not

something that the company had approved. It was made by him ap-
parently in haste and anger, and it was something that led to his
dismissal. So the decision on what we will spend on lobbying is one
that we make on a market-by-market based on what is happening
and what needs to be done to get a view expressed.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Let's talk a little bit about your ef-

forts in the Ohio individual health insurance market. Didn't Golden
Rule attempt to raise the rates of thousands of its individual pol-

icyholders by 86 percent in 1989, all in one fell swoop?
Mr. Whelan. I am sorry. I am not prepared to comment on that.

I was advised that the period of time covered by this exam was
1990 to 1993, so my preparation didn't go back into information
from that time period.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Could you provide that for the

record?
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Mr. Whelan. Surely. It was Ohio?
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. That is right. This is what we have

from The Columbia Dispatch dated February 3, 1989. It was, in

fact, what was quoted in this article. We would just like to know
if that is correct.

Mr. Whelan. OK.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Let us assume that it is either cor-

rect or somewhat in the ball park. It almost doubles the actual cost

of premiums for those policyholders. If you could explain to the

committee, justify health insurance premiums almost doubling in a

year?
Mr. Whelan. Let me first comment on the area of health insur-

ance and health insurance rates. We do not like rate increases any
more than our policyholders or I suspect any member of the panel
that is sitting here today. The rate increases come about because
of factors that change the claim cost.

The calculation of the required premium is one that we need to

justify to the regulatory body before we get to take the rate. We
file it. They must approve it. That calculation is based on the ac-

tual claim experience, the underlying inflationary trends in health

care, the changes in utilization and intensity, the impact of cost-

shifting and the fact that Medicare and Medicaid have for a num-
ber of years underpaid providers and the underabsorbed cost of the

providers gets pushed around to the rest of the channel and all of

those items combine to drive the needed rate increase.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. But to the unsophisticated eye, per-

haps, would you admit that that is an extraordinary increase? .

Mr. Whelan. Sure. It is an extraordinary increase.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. You tried to raise those rates with-
out any formal rate review according to this same article. Is that
correct?

Mr. Whelan. I have already said that I didn't prepare for that
time period so I can't comment on the validity of what was reported
in the article that you have in front of you.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. OK.
Could you make sure that you provide all of that information to

the committee as soon as possible?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you.
Mr. Whelan. Could the committee provide us a copy of the arti-

cle you are referring to?

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. You say that your company had the

public's interest at heart. In fact, on page 4 of your testimony, you
claim that "Golden Rule is an ethical, well-managed health insur-

ance provider, a company that strives always to protect its policy-
holders' best interests."

How exactly does the kind of abandonment that we were refer-

ring to before by dropping health insurance protect your policy-
holders' interests?
Mr. Whelan. Could you clarify the abandonment of dropping pol-

icyholders?
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Well, according to the information

that we have, there were in this mix 40,000 policyholders who
would have been dropped had your request been granted.
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Mr. Whelan. I am sorry. Are we still talking about the Ohio
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Yes.
Mr. Whelan. I think I need to repeat what I said before. I am

not prepared to talk about that because I am not familiar with the
facts at this time. I would be pleased to respond once we have had
a chance to review things.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Let's move on to the North Caro-

lina

Mr. Dingell. If the gentlelady would yield
—Mr. Whelan, do you

recall your discussions and correspondence with the Ohio Depart-
ment of Insurance on this matter?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir. I do not.

Mr. Dingell. Do you recall that you requested an 86 percent in-

crease in your fees on the insurance?
Mr. Whelan. I don't dispute that we may have requested an 86

percent increase, but I have not reviewed that in preparation for

this hearing today.
Mr. Dingell. Do you recall that you threatened to drop 40,000

people unless the Department approved your rate increase within
2 days?
Mr. Whelan. Sir, I have not reviewed those facts for this hearing

today, so I cannot say that I recall them or don't recall them.
Mr. Dingell. Would you want to tell us specifically that you did

not either request an 86 percent increase or that you did not
threaten to drop your Ohio clients unless the department approved
your rate increase within 2 days?
Mr. Whelan. Our position on rate increases, when we have got-

ten to the point of taking the action to non-renew, a block of busi-

ness has been driven from the losses experienced by the company
and the fact that we could not continue those losses without ques-
tioning the ability of the company to continue.

When we look at our obligation at that point in time, we are

looking at our obligation to all of our policyholders and we don't

take any enthusiasm or solace in having to non-renew, but we also

believe that we must preserve the financial integrity of the com-

pany to deliver the benefits to all the policyholders going forward,

including those in all the other States who are paying the adequate
rates.

Mr. Dingell. I am curious; how would you get in a position
where you had to find yourself choosing between your responsibil-
ities to your other policyholders or getting an 86 percent increase
in your rates and to have to choose at that point between those two
on the basis of a 2-day requirement that you drop 40,000 people
in the State of Ohio?
How would you get yourself in that kind of position where you

had to make that kind of choice?

Mr. Whelan. Mr. Chairman, the thing that I don't know is what
the transaction consisted of that was going on at that time and
where this piece of communication that you have that I don't have
fits into that entire transaction. Without that and without the re-

freshing of what was going on at the time, I can't comment in a
relevant fashion on what was happening.
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It is possible that this could have been the 15th communication
that is spread out over a long period of time that led to what was
in that letter. I don't know, sir.

Mr. Dingell. The Chair thanks the gentlewoman.
Mr. Whelan. Mr. Chairman, let me give you a further example

of the impact of these rate situations. In North Carolina
Mr. Dingell. I guess it would be helpful if you would tell us

about the impact of the rate increase or the failure to receive the
rate increase. Do you know whether you got the rate increase or
not?
Mr. WHELAN. Sir, I have already said numerous times that you

are talking about a circumstance and an action in Ohio in 1988 or
1990 that was not indicated as the time period this committee was
looking at and I did not prepare for it. Had I known it was part
of what you were looking at, I would have prepared for it.

Mr. Dingell. Very well.

The gentlewoman from Pennsylvania.
Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Mr. Whelan, it has been brought to

our attention that Golden Rule frequently sues insurance commis-
sioners and other State officials to get what you want. Your activi-

ties in Florida prompted Insurance Commissioner Tom Gallagher
to brand you as "a bait-and-switch insurance company and a rip-
off artist."

Apparently you couldn't afford to leave the Florida market alto-

gether so you opted to sue Commissioner Gallagher, didn't you?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, ma'am. The situation that occurred in Florida

was the Florida department was demanding that we use a 5-year
trend in the setting of our rates for the medical—the senior citizens

Medigap product. What that means in layman's terms is we would
need to charge a premium today that would be adequate for a 5-

year period of time. That substantially increases the cost of cov-

erage to seniors.

We opposed that. There was nothing in the Florida law that re-

quired it. We didn't think it was fair to the customers to cause us
to have to charge them that premium simply because the Florida

department didn't wish to have to deal with the problem of rate in-

creases.

In the process of that activity, when the Florida department re-

fused to approve the rates for that product, we decided we would
withdraw our senior citizens product and we decided that we would
advertise to the seniors and tell them what was going on. We didn't

think it was good public policy to cause people of that age to pay
a premium that would be adequate for 5 years and some of them
may not be around for the 5 years to enjoy the benefit of that.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Could you provide the committee
with documentation on how you reached those numbers?
Mr. Whelan. Yes. We would be pleased to.

I would repeat, they wanted us to increase the rates and we said

no to them, and as a result, the commissioner went to the TV and
branded us as "bait and switch" and other items which led to our
suit.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Is that case still pending?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, it is.
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Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. It has been said that lawsuits like

that could really have a chilling effect on the ability of State offi-

cials to regulate this industry. That was not your intent?
Mr. Whelan. No. Our intent was to protect the honor and integ-

rity of the company name. The characterizations that were being
made of us on TV by the Commissioner of Insurance as part of his

campaign for elected office could have a chilling effect on the ability
of the company to do business also.

Ms. Margolies-Mezvinsky. Thank you very much.
Mr. DlNGELL. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.
Mr. Whelan, the lights that you see on the clock up there and

the bells which you have heard indicate that we have approxi-
mately 5 minutes to answer our names on another vote on the
House Floor, so we will adjourn for a period of 15 minutes and re-

turn then for continuation of our discussions.

The committee will stand in recess for 15 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. DlNGELL. The subcommittee will come to order.

Mr. Whelan, the subcommittee heard testimony this morning
which said that in the 1990 election, Golden Rule spent over $1
million in independent expenditures to try and defeat the Florida
Insurance Commissioner because the commission had objected to

Golden Rule's cancellation of major medical policies for 20,000 Flor-

ida policyholders.
Is that true or not true?
Mr. Whelan. Mr. Chairman, I don't know that that number is

true. It is not a number that I looked at before coming here. I

would be pleased to look it up for you.
Mr. DlNGELL. Did Golden Rule interest itself in the election of

the Florida Insurance Commissioner in 1990?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir. We did.

Mr. Dingell. Did you make independent expenditures in that
election?

Mr. Whelan. I believe we did, sir, but I need to check that.

Mr. Dingell. You believe you did? Your best recollection is that

you did?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Did you make an expenditure against the Florida
Insurance Commissioner?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, we did.

Mr. Dingell. Do you know how much you expended?
Mr. Whelan. That is the piece that I didn't look up before com-

ing here and I don't think that I should speculate on that.

Mr. Dingell. Did you spend a large sum or a small sum?
Mr. Whelan. Those are relative terms, sir, and I don't how much

we spent.
Mr. Dingell. Would $1 million be more than you spent or less?

Mr. Whelan. I don't have a number so I can't respond to it in

terms of did we spend $1 million or was it more than $1 million
or less than $1 million. I just don't know.
Mr. Dingell. Did you spend more than $100?
Mr. Whelan. I suspect we spent more than $100.
Mr. Dingell. More than $1,000?
Mr. Whelan. Yes.
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Mr. Dingell. More than $10,000?
Mr. Whelan. Probably.
Mr. Dingell. More than $100,000?
Mr. Whelan. I don't know.
Mr. Dingell. If I were to say you did, would you deny it?

Mr. Whelan. No, sir. I would volunteer to look it up because I

don't know.
Mr. Dingell. So you did make a large expenditure against the

Florida Insurance Commissioner? Tell us why you did that.

Mr. Whelan. We made the expenditure to address the issue on
the raising of rates on senior citizens.

Mr. Dingell. The raising of rates on
Mr. Whelan. On senior citizens. The issue that arose with the

Florida Insurance Commissioner was regarding the rating on the

Medigap policy. We were filing a new policy for approval.
The Department came back and said they refused to approve our

product unless we used 5-year trends in setting the rates. That
means that we must charge a premium going in that would be ade-

quate for the full 5 years. That translates to a premium that is

much higher today for the insured than they would otherwise have
to pay.
There was nothing in the Florida law that required that. We

didn't think it was fair to our policyholders to do it, and it would
have been to our economic advantage to do it, but we didn't think
it was fair to the policyholder. We disagreed with the commissioner
over that matter. We refused to market the product, the commis-
sioner took action against us and we responded
Mr. Dingell. Is it unusual for an insurance company to make a

large expenditure against the election of an insurance commis-
sioner in a State like Florida?
Mr. Whelan. I don't know whether it is usual or unusual be-

cause I don't know the practices of other companies, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Is this the only time that your company has done
in this?

Mr. Whelan. In an insurance commissioner race. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Are you aware of other companies having made
major expenditures against an insurance commissioner of a State?
Mr. Whelan. I just said I don't know.
Mr. DINGELL. Did you have any correspondence with the commis-

sioner before you did this?

Mr. Whelan. There was correspondence and discussion with the

department over the 5-year trending, the lack of support for it, the

negative impact it would have on the insurance purchaser, all to

no avail in getting the product viable for sale.

Mr. Dingell. Would you make that correspondence available for

the committee?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. When did you inform the commissioner that you
were going to make an expenditure against him?

Mr. Whelan. I don't know.
Mr. Dingell. Were you involved in decisions of this nature?
Mr. Whelan. At that time, yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Was anybody else in the company involved?
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Mr. Whelan. I am sure most of our senior management dis-

cussed it.

Mr. DlNGELL. As chief executive officer, you would have been in-

volved in the matter rather early, would you not?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Would I be unfair if I were the insurance commis-
sioner in Florida and I were to infer that this was an attack par-
ticularly directed at intimidating me?
Mr. Whelan. I think it would be unfair. The department was

pursuing tactics to intimidate the company. I must go back and
emphasize that the impact was on the senior citizens in Florida.

The impact of the decision they wished us to make in terms of
our rating would have caused the price of our product to be much
higher in the marketplace, to cause the senior citizens to have to

pay more for the coverage, more than they would necessarily have
to pay for coverage today, and we said no to that.

Mr. DlNGELL. Let's say that I were the successor to that insur-
ance commissioner or I were the insurance commissioner in Geor-

gia or Alabama; would I be incorrect in inferring that if I didn't do
what you wanted, that I would find you folks down there spending
a million dollars against me?
Mr. Whelan. I think—I would not make the jump from Florida

to say that if you didn't do what we want, that we would take ac-

tion. We have situations in departments all the time where the de-
cisions are not the decisions that we would want, and we accept
those and move on.

Mr. DlNGELL. I am just a poor Polish lawyer from Detroit walk-

ing down the street in Florida and I see that Mr. Whelan's Golden
Rule Insurance Company is spending a million dollars against the
insurance commissioner. Would I be unjustified in walking away
with the assumption that you were either punishing or intimidat-

ing him?
Mr. Whelan. We decided to take a voice in that election cam-

paign after the insurance commissioner took after us on the public
airwaves making comments that were unfounded about the com-
pany being a bait-and-switch company and other derogatory com-
ments. In addition, the Department of Insurance dispatched to

Golden Rule a market conduct examination team.
When that market conduct examination team showed up in our

offices, we asked them why they were there. They didn't know.
That was punishment to Golden Rule for not going along with rais-

ing the rates on our Medigap policies.
Mr. Dingell. So you had several reasons for running the ads; is

that correct?

Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Now, I have an article here from The Orlando Sen-

tinel, Friday, January 31. It says, the commissioner's ads were in

response to the company's TV ads that accused him of trying to in-

crease the price of Medicare supplement insurance by requiring
insureds to base their premiums on 5-year projections, a practice
known as trending.
The newspaper says the commissioner made his response in re-

sponse to your ads. Do you recall whether that is a fair statement
or not?
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Mr. Whelan. I don't recall the sequence in which things hap-
pened.
Mr. DlNGELL. This article is written on January 31, 1992. I as-

sume that this is reasonably contemporary. Should I be prepared
to challenge this?

Mr. Whelan. I am sorry. I don't understand the question.
Mr. DlNGELL. Should I be prepared to challenge the statement

that is in the paper about why the commissioner made his presen-
tations on television on this matter? He said he did it in response
to your ads.

Mr. Whelan. The situation occurred in Florida because we chal-

lenged the commissioner on the necessity to use a 5-year trend in

calculating health insurance rates for senior citizen products. He
responded with a personal attack on the company.
We didn't attack the commissioner of Insurance in our ads. We

went to the public to tell them about the trending requirement by
the Florida Department of Insurance and what that would do to

the rates on senior citizen products.
Mr. DlNGELL. Well, now, in June, we heard from Mrs. Jean

Shaheen from the New Hampshire State Senate. She testified in

this room that the recent legislation is designed to make various
reforms in health insurance regulation and that it had a very broad
coalition of support, specifically the Governor and the Commis-
sioner of Health and Human Services, legislators and leaders in

both bodies supported the reforms, and three of New Hampshire's
largest health providers supported the legislation.
Golden Rule launched a massive effort to scuttle these reforms.

What I find curious is that Golden Rule writes only about 1 percent
of the coverage of the insured population of the State of New
Hampshire. Ms. Shaheen noted that Golden Rule, in fact, delib-

erately attempted to confuse the issue by running a series of radio

ads in the metropolitan areas of New Hampshire opposing the leg-
islation and urging the people to call their legislators.
You write 1 percent or less of the insurance in New Hampshire

in the area of health care. Why would you go into an extensive ex-

penditure for radio ads of this kind?
Mr. Whelan. Well, first of all, Mr. Chairman, the New Hamp-

shire market, as with all the markets in which we do business, are

important to us. The ability to continue to provide an affordable

product to our customers is also very important.
The reforms that were contained within the New Hampshire leg-

islative proposal, specifically the guaranteed issue, the community
rating which was introduced initially as pure community rating,
the limitations on preexisting condition exclusions and the guaran-
teed renewal, all were a set of circumstances which would have a

predictable impact of substantially increasing the cost of insurance
for the people who buy from us.

Those people tend to be low-income Americans. Nobody else is

looking out for them.
We heard from the Representative from Colorado this morning

that health care reform for individuals hasn't moved in his State
because they don't have a constituency looking out for them. We
were looking out for our policyholders' interests.
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It would be easy for us to go along and say let's do community
issue, community rating. We know what the impact of that will be.

The impact of that will be predictably higher costs.

There have been a number of instances where those provisions
have been put into place and that has been the impact. The impact
also is people exit the market, fail to buy because they now don't

have the uncertainty of can I get coverage? They can simply wait
until they are ready to use coverage and then buy. That further
drives up the cost.

We have seen that in a Society of Actuary study that show that
the claim cost on small group coverage between guaranteed issue

coverage and underwritten coverage was 50 percent higher in the
second year, same plans 50 percent higher, and I believe the study
was multi-billion dollars of coverage; so it was not a small sample.
We have seen the example in New York where a year ago the

State put in guaranteed issue community rating and 1 year later,

500,000 people or more have left the individual and small group in-

surance marketplace in New York; 500,000 less covered people.
What happened in New York, before the change, there were rates

by age. After the change, there was one rate. That resulted in a
substantial increase in the rates for the young, a discount for the
rates on the 55 to 64 segment. It now appears 1 year later that the
rates being paid by everybody in the marketplace are higher than
the 55- to 64-year-old person was paying before, so what this re-

form has done is it has taken the entire rate curve in the New York
marketplace and has now made it higher 1 year out than the high-
est person was paying before, and 500,000 people or more have left

the market.
It is those reasons that cause us to stand up and take exception

to guaranteed issue community rating because they won't work,
and we value the marketplaces that we serve and we are willing
to go to our policyholders and tell them the consequences of

planned action before it occurs.

Mr. Dingell. Earlier today, Mr. Scorsone testified as follows:

"Golden Rule sent several doomsday letters to its policyholders
—

letters that purported to give alarming examples of certain dire

provisions in the bill. That the examples were distortions seemed
irrelevant. The letters achieved their goals, which was to spread
fear and confusion. Legislators received many a call from fright-
ened senior citizens."

I hear that you have sued the regulators. You interest yourself
very actively in the matter in New Hampshire. You have put ads
on against the Commissioner of Insurance in Florida.

Aren't we seeing a pattern here of attempts by Golden Rule to

intimidate and coerce the regulators in the conduct of their busi-

ness?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir. I don't think so. I think what you are see-

ing is the willingness to tell the people who buy our products, the

impact of planned changes before the changes come through.
The impact in New York was predicted by many before the

change went through. There was an enormous lobbying effort by
most of the insurance industry. Golden Rule does not write in New
York, so we were not involved in that, but there was an enormous
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lobbying effort to prevent the change in New York from going
through.
They went through. One year later, the predictable outcomes

have occurred. We are simply in Kentucky and in New Hampshire
telling the customer, this is what will happen if these changes
occur. The material that we sent out was factually based. It was
based on actuarial analysis, and it is material that we would stand
behind.

Mr. Dingell. If you were saying that this transpired in one
State only, I would assume that that would be an arguable case.

The committee has now heard testimony from officers of seven dif-

ferent States, regulators in the insurance regulatory agencies,
members of the Senate and the State legislature, and their testi-

mony is that Golden Rule tries to intimidate officials, that your
data is questionable. And, for example, when Senator Sheehan
challenged your claims about what her reforms would do, you
threatened to sue her.

I am trying to understand. If it were one State alone, we could
be fairly comfortable, say, that it is just a difference of opinion be-

tween us and the regulators or the State senators. But here you
have got seven States. How are we to say this is not a pattern of

behavior? We are confronted with the probability that either there
is a pattern of behavior on your part, there is a pattern of behavior
on the part of the States and the regulators. Which is it?

Mr. Whelan. Well, sir, the company does go to its policyholders
and does inform the policyholders of the impact of planned legisla-
tion. As far as I know, there is nothing in the laws of the States
or the laws of the United States that says that we are barred from

taking that action. We do this because we believe that our policy-
holders who have to pay for their product with after-tax dollars

should be informed beforehand.

Now, we could sit quietly and let these reforms go through. It

wouldn't make much difference to us because we are going to col-

lect the premium, we are going to pay the claims tomorrow, and
we are going to get more premium. It will be higher. Unfortu-

nately, there will be less players, less participants, market partici-

pants left because people won't be able to afford it.

Now, if our taking a position on behalf of our policyholders is a

pattern of practice, yes, it is. We will willingly do that. We have
demonstrated our willingness to do that. The impact we are talking
about is not one on Golden Rule. The impact we are talking about
is one on our policyholders.
As relates to the incident with Senator Sheehan in New Hamp-

shire, she made a personal defamatory attack on Golden Rule in

the legislature. We responded by sending her a letter cautioning
her that the comments that she made were defamatory and that
if they were made again in a public venue, we would consider tak-

ing action.

What she commented about Golden Rule were not correct. We
did not lie in terms of the information that we presented. We are
not greedy profiteers. We are attempting to service an end of the

marketplace that is underserved and to provide an affordable prod-
uct that our customers can afford to have to protect them when
they get ill.
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Mr. Dingell. Well, let's talk about Colorado. Senate Bill 114

guaranteed health insurance access for small businesses. It also

changed the law so that Golden Rule could no longer pick whom
it wanted to choose for the purpose of offering coverage. Now, this

is called, I guess, outside the industry but not inside the industry,

cherry-picking. I understand that the industry has a more technical

description of that particular kind of behavior.
The bill, however, as Representative Coffman told us, was spon-

sored by members on both sides of the aisle, Republicans and
Democrats alike. As a matter of fact, it received widespread back-

ing by the rest of the insurance industry.
Now, Golden Rule didn't like the rules changing on them, and in-

deed it is fair to say that you disliked the new rule so much that

you hired a telemarketing company to call Colorado small business
owners urging them to tell their legislators to vote against the bill;

isn't that true?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir, we did.

Mr. Dingell. Well, here I have got a letter to Senator C. Jean
Sheehan, 73 Pertinence Road, Madbury, New Hampshire. The let-

ter goes as follows: "Dear Senator, this office represents the inter-

ests of Golden Rule Insurance Company, the Illinois corporation,"
and then there are some other things said. "I have been asked to

contact you regarding your comments before the House Commerce,
Small Business and Consumer Affairs Committee on Thursday,
April 7. Your statement as reported by the Fosters Democrat in-

clude, and then you quote, Golden Rule has resorted to lies and
half truths in an attempt to defeat this legislation. The out-of-state

hucksters could care less about New Hampshire citizens, let alone
their health. Far from following the golden rule, this company
breaks all the rules to make sure that the gold goes to their bottom
line."

Then these statements: "These statements are false, malicious
and defamatory and as such represent libel per quod if not libel per
se. Similar future comments if made outside the protective cocoon
of the legislative chambers may be actionable and appropriate for

consideration by a court of competent jurisdiction." Then it is

signed by Edgar R. Lantis.

It is not exactly a friendly letter, is it?

Mr. Whelan. Well, sir, taking an attack on the company and

calling us hucksters and resorting to lies and half truths is also not

very friendly either. In any of our lobbying we have never resorted

to personal attacks. We have resorted to the presentation of infor-

mation on the potential consequence of planned legislative action.

We have informed people. We have asked them to take action, but
we have never attacked someone in terms of their veracity, their

character, their citizenship.
Mr. Dingell. You hired a Florida telemarketing company, as you

have told us, to call small business owners in Colorado urging them
to tell legislators to vote against the bill. How much did you spend
on that?
Mr. WHELAN. I don't know, sir. I would be pleased to find out.

Mr. Dingell. It cost a goodly sum of money, did it not?
Mr. Whelan. I am not sure that it was a goodly sum of money.
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Mr. DlNGELL. Doesn't sound to me to be inexpensive if they are

going to be making long distance calls from Florida to Colorado

urging the legislators out there to vote against the bill. That could
not have been an inexpensive undertaking, could it?

Mr. Whelan. I am not sure that I would agree that it was an

expensive undertaking.
Mr. DlNGELL. I said inexpensive.
Mr. Whelan. You said inexpensive, but the opposite of inexpen-

sive is expensive, and I don't agree that it was an expensive under-

taking. But I don't have the numbers so I can't comment further
on it.

Mr. DlNGELL. Well, here you have Republicans, Democrats, fairly

major support in the industry. Golden Rule is out there all alone

attempting to kill the bill, and you hired a Florida telemarketing
company to call businessmen to have the legislators vote against
the bill. And the curious fact of it all is that, at this time, you
weren't even in the small group market. Now, why were you engag-
ing in this effort on a matter where you weren't even in the mar-
ket?
Mr. Whelan. Because we market both individual and small

group coverage, and the Colorado market is a market that is at-

tractive to us. It is one that we have a presence in the individual

business. It is one that we would consider marketing the small

group product in.

Mr. DlNGELL. You had virtually nothing in the Colorado market
at this time, though, did you?
Mr. WHELAN. I am sorry, sir?

Mr. DlNGELL. You had virtually no interest in the Colorado mar-
ket at this—in this particular market in Colorado at this particular

time, did you?
Mr. Whelan. We had no business flow in the small group mar-

ketplace. We had an interest in the small group marketplace.
Mr. DlNGELL. Well, here now we are looking at New Hampshire.

You have Kentucky. You have only a small part of the traditional

indemnity insurance market in each of these States. In this par-
ticular case in Colorado, you have about 1.4 percent or about $12
million worth; is that right?
Mr. Whelan. 1.4 percent of what, sir?

Mr. DlNGELL. Of the Colorado market.
Mr. WHELAN. Well, the difficulty I have in responding to those

numbers is I am not sure in that case what is the denominator of

the fraction. The numerator is, obviously, our premium, but it

makes a lot of difference what you are measuring it against. If you
measure it against insurance premiums in total, our position in the

marketplace would be very small. If you measure it against individ-

ual insurance premiums, if you are looking at the individual mar-

ketplace, it would be a higher number. But in this case you are

using a 1 percent number, and I am not sure what the other side

of that is, so

Mr. DlNGELL. Would 1 percent be an incorrect estimate?
Mr. Whelan. Of our position in the individual health insurance

market or in the total insurance marketplace?
Mr. DlNGELL. In Colorado.
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Mr. Whelan. Of the individual health insurance market in Colo-
rado?
Mr. DlNGELL. Of the traditional indemnity insurance market in

Colorado.
Mr. Whelan. Tell me what the traditional indemnity insurance

market means, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Well, the particular market that we are referring
to was one which the legislation would affect.

Mr. Whelan. Well, the legislation you were talking about a
minute ago was the small group legislation. We have also been

talking about the individual indemnity marketplace, the people
who buy individual products, and my question back to you for clari-

fication is, what market are we talking about?
Mr. DlNGELL. Mr. Coffman, you were testifying on that. You

made the allusion. Tell us what you meant, if you please.
Mr. Coffman. Mr. Chairman, the—first of all, I think the article

refers to Senate Bill 114. It was actually a couple years before, but

my bill, that they did lobby against, affected both individual and
small group market as it was initially proposed, yes, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Oh, thank you. Well, what percentage of the mar-
kets referred to, Mr. Whelan, did Golden Rule have an interest in?

Mr. Whelan. What percentage of the individual market did we
have?
Mr. DlNGELL. Yes.
Mr. Whelan. I don't know our exact market share in Colorado.
Mr. Dingell. Rather small, was it not?
Mr. Whelan. $12 million market is not small for us, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Now, we have the Director of Public Affairs for the

greater Denver Chamber of Commerce. He said if you are a bad
risk, you are not going to be covered by Golden Rule. Is that true?
Mr. Whelan. I don't agree with that characterization.
Mr. DlNGELL. If you are a bad risk, you are going to be covered

by Golden Rule?
Mr. Whelan. Well, first of all, I don't know what he means by

bad risks. If you look at our underwriting practices, about 90 per-
cent of the people who apply for coverage get coverage. Some peo-

ple get rejected. Some of those rejections are for nonmedical rea-

sons.

In addition, you know, we have been an advocate, a long-stand-
ing advocate, for universal access to health care coverage. We have
been a supporter of and have worked with many States to try and
cause State-based community high-risk pools to be formed for those
folks who cannot qualify for an individual product. We push for

that.

We do not do demographic underwriting. We do not do economic

underwriting. Economic underwriting is a concept where some
would suggest, because of the low-income levels, you shouldn't
write certain risks because they will lapse their coverage. We make
no economic or demographic criteria in our underwriting decisions.

Mr. Dingell. Well, let's move to Kentucky. Now, Representative
Scorsone told us earlier the reforms would make it illegal to refuse
to insure sick people. Those were the reforms that you disliked,
and you disliked them sufficiently that you sued the State Commis-
sioner of Insurance there; is that right?
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Mr. Whelan. I don't think we did sue the State Commissioner
in Kentucky.
Mr. DlNGELL. Well, Mr. Scorsone says you did.

Mr. Whelan. Mr. Chairman, we—the suit that we brought in

Kentucky was against the Department of Insurance challenging the

constitutionality of the law. It was not a suit against the Commis-
sioner personally.
Mr. Dingell. But you sued—you sued the State agency or the

Commissioner's?
Mr. WHELAN. Challenging the constitutionality of the law, yes,

sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. State officials in Kentucky were very much con-

cerned about the action. The Governor was quoted as saying that

your suit was no surprise because in the debate earlier this year
you did everything in your power to defeat their efforts to achieve

meaningful health care reform. Moreover, the Secretary of the
State Cabinet for Human Resources said that Golden Rule was
claiming a constitutional right to gouge the citizens of the State.

Other lawmakers attacked your tactics. The Senate Budget
Chairman, Mike Maloney, called your company not a nice word. As
Mr. Scorsone told us, when the Human Resources Secretary heard

you sued him, he said your company name should be changed to

golden shaft.

Now, is this an example of a narrow little skirmish in Kentucky
or is this a major fight?
Mr. Whelan. Well, the issue in Kentucky, the proposed law in-

cluded community rating and guaranteed issue. We have opposed
those. We have opposed them in Kentucky. We have opposed them
elsewhere. We opposed them not because of the economic impact on
Golden Rule but the economic impact on our customers.
Mr. DlNGELL. You were the only insurance company that did

that, though, weren't you?
Mr. Whelan. I don't believe that is correct, sir. I believe there

were a number of companies in Kentucky that opposed the legisla-
tion.

Mr. DlNGELL. It is our understanding that Golden Rule also ran
ads saying, "Kentucky lawmakers are ready to hand control of your
health care over to the bureaucrats." Furthermore, the ads went
on, saying, "do you want the same people who fix potholes in

charge of health care?"

Now, I wonder if you regard this as really a useful public com-
ment?
Mr. Whelan. We do, sir, because we were concerned with the di-

rection that the State was taking and the impact it would have on

people who have to buy individual insurance coverage. It is more
easy for companies to go along. It would be easy for us to roll over
and say, well, at the end of the day this is not going to hurt us.

But the reality is it will hurt the people who buy our product.
Mr. DlNGELL. Let's go on. You sued departments and insurance

commissioners in Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota and
Iowa. Is that true?
Mr. Whelan. We have sued different States from time to time

on issues to get resolution where there were disagreements.
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Mr. Dingell. Well, here is what you and Golden Rule have had.
You have had serious problems with legislators and/or regulators
in Iowa, Florida, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio,
Colorado, Pennsylvania, North Dakota, Kentucky, Vermont and
New York. Those are the names that come immediately to mind.

Now, what exactly is the problem between Golden Rule State

commissioners, legislators and other officials and even other indus-

try representatives? Why is your company so thoroughly involved
in either litigation, advertising against commissioners or legisla-

tors, writing nasty letters and doing all these things? We don't

hear these things about most of the other people in the business.
Mr. Whelan. Well, first of all, I don't know that your list is cor-

rect. I do know that we do not do business in New York, so I find

a suit between us and the New York Department of Insurance to

be suspect.
Mr. Dingell. Let's go over the list. Florida, Missouri, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Colorado, Pennsylvania, North Da-
kota, Kentucky, Vermont, New York, and we are talking here about
serious problems that you have had with legislators or regulators
in all of these States. Are you telling me that any of these States
should not be included on the honor roll or

Mr. Whelan. Well, I think I did say that we don't do business
in New York. We are not an admitted company in New York, so

I doubt very much that there has been a matter between Golden
Rule Insurance Company and the New York Department of Insur-
ance.
Mr. Dingell. Were you at one time admitted to New York?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir, we are not admitted to New York. We

never have been admitted in New York.
Mr. Dingell. Have you tried to sell it in New York?
Mr. Whelan. You cannot sell insurance in a State in which you

are not admitted. We have not done business in the State of New
York.

Mr. Dingell. Let's exclude New York. You have had serious

problems with legislators, regulators in all the other places. Are
there any other folks out there that we shouldn't include on the
list?

Mr. Whelan. The fact that we filed suit in a State should not
be taken as an indication of problems with the regulators or legis-
lators as much as it is resorting to the court as the ultimate re-

sblver of a disagreement that starts at the regulatory process
below.
The regulatory process does provide for the company and for the

regulator for that matter to have resorts to the court for a decision

on a matter that has gone through the regulatory process below.
A lot of these disputes resolve around rates. Rates in individual
health insurance are very highly regulated. We have had a number
of instances where the rates—disputes could not be adequately re-

solved in the regulatory agency below and the administrative pro-
cedures, and we have therefore resorted to the court to get a reso-

lution on the matter.
Mr. Dingell. Well, let's talk about the A.M. Best, A-plus rating

of your company. Let's talk about your organizational structure and
financial practice. We have examined some matters in the hospital
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industry. We found them enlightening in terms of establishing ac-

countability and following the money. Golden Rule Insurance Com-
pany is a private company, isn't that correct?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. You are not listed on any exchange?
Mr. Whelan. No, we are not.

Mr. DlNGELL. Now, as a result of what are clearly very savvy
business practices, Golden Rule claims something like $1.1 billion
in assets; is that correct?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Golden Rule Insurance Company is owned by a
holding company. That is, Golden Rule Financial Corporation
which is located in Delaware; is that right?
Mr. Whelan. That is correct.

Mr. Dingell. Who is it that owns Golden Rule Financial Cor-

poration?
Mr. Whelan. There are several shareholders of Golden Rule Fi-

nancial Corporation.
Mr. Dingell. Golden Rule Insurance Company owns 1,782

shares of Golden Rule Financial Corporation. Does it not?
Mr. Whelan. It owns some shares. I am not sure that that is the

right number.
Mr. Dingell. Now, does Golden Rule Insurance Company own

all the shares for Golden Rule Financial Corporation?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir. Golden Rule Insurance Company has a

very minor number of shares. If it is 1,782, I will accept your num-
ber. I don't know it independently.
Mr. Dingell. How many other shares are there, and who are the

owners of these other shares?
Mr. Whelan. The total shares are probably in the 500,000 to

600,000 level. There are two principal holdings. There is a partner-
ship called Golden Investments, which is a partnership of the Roo-

ney family.
Mr. Dingell. Golden Investments. Who is the partnership?
Mr. Whelan. It is a partnership of the Rooney family, and that

partnership has the majority shares of the company. And then
there is another former officer of the company whose family—who
he and his family own about 40 percent of the company. And then
there is a handful of other shareholders.
Mr. Dingell. Now, Golden Rule Insurance Company and Golden

Rule Financial Corporation have a number of affiliates, do they
not?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, they do.

Mr. Dingell. Those would be Golden Rule Financial Corpora-
tion, Golden Rule Insurance Company Adventures, Inc., Allsavers
Insurance Company, Central State Securities, Inc., Executive Sys-
tems, Inc., Medical Savings Administrators, Inc. and Rooney Life

Insurance Company; is that right?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Are there any others?
Mr. Whelan. I don't know that you have gotten them all, but I

think you have got substantially all the business activity.
Mr. Dingell. For the record, would you submit an organizational

chart of the corporation, the insurance company and the affiliates?
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Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Can you tell me who owns the affiliates, please?
Mr. Whelan. The Golden Rule Financial Corporation owns Gold-

en Rule Insurance Company, and Golden Rule Insurance Company,
I believe, owns all of the other subsidiaries. My hesitancy is with
Central State Securities and whether that is a subsidiary of Golden
Rule Financial Corporation or of the insurance company, and I am
not positive of that.

Mr. Dingell. Now, Golden Rule has described A.M. Best Com-
pany as the leading independent analysts of the insurance indus-

try. The Best Company says the affairs of your company are under
the direction of the Chairman of the Board, J. Patrick Rooney, who
has been associated with the company since 1948. President and
Chief Executive Officer John M. Whelan has been with the com-

pany since 1979; Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Of-

ficer; Teresa A. Rooney, who has served in multiple capacities with
the companies since 1978. Is that a correct description of how
things are done there?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Whelan, I am a little confused about who does
what at Golden Rule and who ultimately makes the decisions of

Golden Rule about corporate positions on legislative proposals,
whether you sue a commission or department or not, whether to

seek a rate hike, when to and when not to, and when to expend
money on television programs, on State insurance commissioner
elections or other matters.
You are the Senior Vice President and General Counsel; is that

right?
Mr. Whelan. No, sir; I am the Chief Executive Officer.

Mr. Dingell. Chief Executive Officer. I am sorry. You are Senior
Vice President and General Counsel, and your outside counsel told

our staff about a month ago that you and the board generally made
day-to-day decisions. But ultimately the final word came from you,
Mr. Rooney and Ms. Rooney; is that correct?

Mr. Whelan. That is correct, sir.

Mr. DlNGELL. Now, what are the roles of the three of you? Have
they changed at all?

Mr. Whelan. Mr. Rooney is Chairman of the Board. He stepped
down from the role of Chief Executive Officer in 1990. As the
Chairman of the Board, he plays a role as the leader of the board
in supervising senior management. He is also involved in our pub-
lic policy and our governmental affairs activity, and our Govern-
mental Affairs Department reports to him.
The affairs of the insurance company are under my direction. Te-

resa Rooney is our Chief Operating Officer. Together, we are re-

sponsible for the day-to-day operations, and recently we made a
switch in the holding company, Golden Rule Financial. I was Presi-

dent and Chief Executive Officer. Teresa Rooney was Executive
Vice President, Chief Operating Officer. And in July we switched
those roles, and she became the chief executive of the holding com-

pany.
Mr. Dingell. All right. Now, according to A.M. Best, between the

years 1988 and 1992, the company paid shareholder dividends to-

taling about $28 million to its parent corporation; is that correct?
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Mr. Whelan. If it is what was reported in the past, yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. What did the holding company do for that?
Mr. Whelan. The holding company—first of all, the holding com-

pany has $170 million invested in the insurance company. We are
the owners of the insurance company.
Mr. Dingell. So this is just a return on investment; is that

right?
Mr. Whelan. The dividend up to the holding company is simply

a return on investment.
Mr. Dingell. Now, Golden Rule Financial Corporation, did they

distribute these dividends? And, if so, to whom did they distribute
them?

Mr. Whelan. Would you repeat the period of time yea are talk-

ing about?
Mr. Dingell. Did Golden Rule Financial Corporation distribute

these dividends? And, if so, to whom did they distribute them?
Mr. Whelan. Golden Rule Financial has a policy of paying divi-

dends to its stockholders, and over the period that you talked about
there probably were dividends paid to the stockholders.
Mr. Dingell. In 1993, didn't Golden Rule Insurance Company

pay $10 million in stockholder dividends to the parent corporation?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Now, what did Golden Rule Financial Corporation
do with the $10 million?
Mr. Whelan. The $10 million that came up in 1993, I believe

there was a dividend paid in 1993. It was not the entire 10 million,
to my recollection. The parent company has financing obligations.
There was probably repayment up through dividends that would
enable the parent company to service debt.

Mr. Dingell. Since 1988, has Golden Rule Insurance Company
paid any management fees to the parent corporation?
Mr. Whelan. Since 1998?
Mr. Dingell. No. It says 1988.
Mr. Whelan. Since 1988? Yes, sir. There is a management

agreement between the insurance company and the holding com-

pany, the holding company providing management services to the
insurance company.
Mr. Dingell. What was the total amount of these management

fees?

Mr. Whelan. I didn't come prepared with those, and I couldn't

give them to you off the top of my head.
Mr. Dingell. Last month, Teresa Rooney was named President

and Chief Executive Officer of the Golden Rule Financial Corpora-
tion; isn't that so?

Mr. Whelan. Yes, sir. I just told you that.

Mr. Dingell. Now, who appointed Mrs. Rooney to this position?
Mr. Whelan. Our Board of Directors elected her to that position

at the recommendation of the Chairman.
Mr. Dingell. What is the effect of this appointment on Golden

Rule's overall operation?
Mr. Whelan. The effect on the entire operation, meaning the en-

terprise of Golden Rule Financial and its subsidiaries, is that Te-
resa Rooney picks up the chief executive's role at the financial cor-
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poration. I retain the chief executive's role at the insurance com-
pany. And the operations will continue to move forward.
Mr. DlNGELL. Is Mr. Rooney a registered lobbyist pursuant to the

Federal Regulation Lobbying Act?
Mr. Whelan. I believe that he is, sir.

Mr. Dingell. Is he a registered lobbyist for Golden Rule Insur-
ance Company?
Mr. Whelan. I believe so.

Mr. Dingell. Beg your pardon?
Mr. Whelan. I believe so.

Mr. Dingell. Now, according to his filing, he is listed as an em-
ployee of Golden Rule Insurance Company. He doesn't check the
box that he is reporting as an individual. Is that right?
Mr. Whelan. Yes.
Mr. Dingell. How much money did Mr. Rooney report spending

on lobbying activities in the last 2 years—that is between July
1992 and July 1994?
Mr. Whelan. Mr. Chairman, I am informed that the number is

somewhere between $200,000 and $400,000. I do not know that

independently, but I would be pleased to get it for you.
Mr. Dingell. Now, your attorneys represented Golden Rule as a

closely held family business, and they tended to characterize Gold-
en Rule as a mom and pop operation. They indicated that they
thought the committee's inquiry into this matter was the intrusive

watch of Big Brother. Your company has assets over a billion dol-

lars and premium revenues in something on the order of $800 mil-

lion, does it not?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, it does.

Mr. Dingell. Now, let's talk about this business of minimum
guaranteed loss ratios. Testimony earlier indicated that there are
some problems with this proposal. Isn't it correct that this proposal
would exempt insurance companies such as Golden Rule from a

regulatory review of rates so long as it returned an arbitrary per-

centage of the premium dollars to consumers in benefits?
Mr. Whelan. No, that is not it. That is not a correct character-

ization. The loss ratio guarantee issue is an effort on our part to

assure that the policy holder gets a minimum return. That is some-

thing that doesn't occur today.
Now, the reason that we brought that concept to a number of

States and have succeeded in getting States to adopt it as part of

a law is that, in return for the ability to file and use the rates, the
insurer agrees that if the experience doesn't meet a minimum that
it will refund premium to the policyholders so that the reduced pre-
mium laid up next to the claims meets that minimum level.

Now, as part of that, we audit the performance. We report
—we

have an outside CPA firm review that and issue an opinion letter

on it. That reporting goes in to the Department of Insurance. The
records are open for inspection, and what we are guaranteeing
Mr. Dingell. Well, that is all very good, but I don't think it real-

ly relates to the question. You were asking that as long as you re-

turn 55 percent to your customers, that the State not intrude into

the regulation of the business of the company. Isn't that what your
request was to them?
Mr. Whelan. No, that was not what our request was.
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Mr. DlNGELL. What was the request then?
Mr. Whelan. Our request was for a loss ratio guarantee where

we would guarantee the loss ratios that are filed initially in the

product when the product is approved. The State sets out a stand-
ard that says, for an individual health product, this is the loss ratio

that you must meet.
Mr. Dingell. Fifty-five percent?
Mr. Whelan. In a number of States it is 55 percent. Some States

have 60 percent.
Now, the reality is for that 55 percent, it is not—it is a number

that the National Association of Insurance Commissioners has de-

veloped in their model as the standard for individual health insur-
ance. It is made up of a lower loss ratio in the first year, and the
difference between the lower loss ratio in the first year and the rest

of the premium is eaten up in the administrative expenses and the

marketing cost to put the product on the books.
The first year in the health insurance business is a break-even

year. It is not a big running away with lots of profits for the in-

surer.

The 55 percent represents an average over the lifetime of the

product which incorporates that early period when you are putting
the book of business together and people haven't started submitting
claims and the later period when the claims are running up into

the 70 percent level.

Mr. Dingell. You don't sell your insurance on a 1-year basis, do

you? You sell it on the assumption it is going to go on, that the
sale is going to continue over a goodly period of time, do you not?
Mr. Whelan. The reality is most of our customers hold the prod-

uct only until they can find group insurance coverage.
Mr. Dingell. Only what?
Mr. Whelan. Only until they can find group insurance coverage.
Mr. Dingell. How long is that?
Mr. Whelan. It varies, but the lapse rate on the product is very

high. Forty percent of it lapses off in the first year after issue.

Mr. Dingell. What is the loss ratio of your company over the

spectrum of its policies?
Mr. Whelan. Over the spectrum of the policy, the business, as

I said, will go on at a very low loss ratio as the business is being
put on and before the claims start coming in. It is not uncommon
that a first year loss ratio is in the 40 to 50 percent area. The loss

ratios on the business after a year or 2 are in the 70 percent range.
And it is also not uncommon to have loss ratios much above 70 per-

cent, and there have been instances where loss ratios have been
over 100 percent.
Mr. DlNGELL. What is there in your proposal that would prevent

insurance companies from lowballing premiums to get high market
share?
Mr. Whelan. Well, the problem with lowballing premiums—if I

understand lowballing, and we have never tried it—you would

price the product at a rate that is inadequate for the claim experi-
ence that you expect, for example, you are not charging them
enough money. If that happens, you are going to wind up with a

very high first year loss ratio.
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The other phenomena in individual health insurance is you have
a dramatic increase in the loss ratio between the first year and the
second year, as much as a 50 percent increase between first year
and second year. That is simply the people are coming on. They are

starting to submit claims.

If you start with an inadequate premium and too high of a loss

ratio, you are going to wind up with the need for very, very high
rate increases simply to keep the book of business even and break
even on it, no less make any money.
Now, if you do that, the people who are going to leave you when

you give them those high rate increases are the healthy people be-

cause they have options. They can go apply somewhere else. They
can do without the coverage. The people who will remain are the

unhealthy, and the premium that you wind up charging will not be

enough, so you will get into a cycle where you just keep on chasing
yourself charging ever higher premiums.
We do not lowball. We do not advocate it. We do not think that

it is a formula that can work.
Mr. Dingell. Now, under your minimum guaranteed loss ratio

proposal, what would prevent insurance companies from conducting
their affairs so that the desired loss ratio is achieved or exceeded

through bookkeeping mechanisms? What would prevent that?
Mr. Whelan. Well, the proposal that we have supported and that

has gone into the law requires that the company have the results

audited by an outside firm. We have an outside CPA firm. The firm
that does the audit for Golden Rule do this for us for every State
and report to the State their testing of the reserves and the claim

experience.
Mr. Dingell. That would be done by some outside auditor?
Mr. Whelan. That's right.
Mr. Dingell. It would not be done by the Insurance Commis-

sioner?
Mr. Whelan. The Insurance Commission can come in and exam-

ine the books, and they do come in and do financial exams and con-

duct exams.
Mr. Dingell. If that were to happen, refunds would never be

made or would be, at best, minimal; isn't that so?

Mr. Whelan. If what were to happen, sir?

Mr. Dingell. If insurance companies were to keep their books
and to game the system so that the desired loss ratio is achieved
or exceeded and, thus, refunds are never made or are minimal.
Mr. Whelan. Well, you could speculate on gaming the system,

but the reality is it is very easy to come and check. The claim li-

ability tail on individual health insurance is very short. When you
are 6 months past the date of the liability, you are probably 90 per-
cent paid on the liability. So it would be very easy to come out and
look at the runout after 6 months and say how much have you paid
on the incurrals that you say were there as of December 31? It is

not something that you can hide and say I am going to stick away
several million dollars in a reserve that is going to pay out over the
next 5 years. It simply runs out quickly.
Mr. Dingell. Let's take a look at this. Are there States in which

a proposal like your minimum guaranteed loss ratio is in effect?
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Mr. Whelan. Yes, there are a number of States that have it in

effect. Florida has it in effect. Arkansas has it in effect. I believe

Connecticut has it in effect. And there are other States, and we
have made refunds in a good number of States.

Mr. Dingell. Have you made any refunds in those States under
that kind of proposal?
Mr. Whelan. Yes, we have. We have made refunds in each year,

and we are making refunds for the year of 1993.

Mr. Dingell. Would you make that information on the refunds
that you have made in those States available to the committee,
please?
Mr. Whelan. We would be pleased to make that available.

Mr. Dingell. The subcommittee is going to continue looking at

the question of loss ratios and the technical aspects of this, includ-

ing the underlying premises of computing loss ratios. But we will

be having a number of additional questions for you, and I hope that

you will respond, if you please.
Mr. Whelan. We would be pleased to respond.
Mr. DlNGELL. Gentlemen, we thank you for your presence today.

The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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